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NEW COMPONENTS OF INTEREST

TO EVERY RADIO ENTHUSIAST

BULGIN

FOR SKELETON

L.F. CHOKES
A large range of okcletonised

FLUSH MOUNTING THREE -

L.F. Chokes is available.
These have electrical efficiency
faetors which are in every
way as good' as the cased and
screened counterparts, but a
great saving is effected by the
0111IKSi011 of Case, Terminals,
etc. Flexible leads are provided

PIN MAINS PLUG AND

L.F. 14s., 20 H. at 50 WA.
400 ohms, 816 each. L.P. 15s.
32 H. at 30 m/Ai. 600 Msa,

minals fitted to both parts.

for connections. Range:-

8/6 each. L.F. 17s. (C.T.) 50 H.

at 25 ni/A. 1,000 ohms, 9/6 each.
L.F. 18a. 10 H. at 60 in/A. 320
ohms, 8/6 ccc l,. L.F. 21s. 15 H. at 100 in/A. 450 ohms,

SOCKET
A new irreversible mains connector for all types of
mains apparatus. A third pin is provided for an
earth connection to be node simultaneously. Terlite.

List No, p.73, 2/3 EACH.

POWER RESISTANCES

OF ALL TYPES

FIVE- WAVE
BANDS
without coil

special

The

non-

A little larger in size than

the popular Midget types,
this robust fitting will he fosse
ideal for institutions and hospitals,
and will stand years of hard usage.
Designed to take standard single
entry telephone or speaker plugs.
Black or brown bakelite, with
nickel -plated cover for parallel
wiring. Terminal connections. Wall jacks provide the only safe means
of making L.S. or headphone extensions so that dangerous cross -confusion with mains outlets and wall -points cannot r, t
arise. Don't risk your family's lives tel II 'h' ::p 2 -i5 -amp. sockets for speakers!

chrome wire is
spiralled en a new
heat -resisting core

internally stiffened

A MOST

and this is wound

on
a
threaded
porcelain tube. The

This
super -efficient
coil -holding
chassis
has a special built-

in switch which controls three-poles-i.e.

therefore embrace 10 metres approx. at one end, and
2,000. metres at the other, and the chassis will facilitate
CONVERTERS, S. -W. SETS, ALL -WAVE SUPER-HETS.,
and all kinds of apparatus. One user made an ALL WAVE WAVE -METER !
Available Coils are;-

Each

Range
Price
10-22 111.)
fA ListNo. Range
85-170 m. 3/6
130-240 in. 39
20-45 in.
200-500 is. 4140-90 in. Each SS:WW:22:39 1,000-2,000
tit. 4

\Nil

USEFUL

tapping bands are
only incidental to
connection to the
element; the wire

Aerial, Grid, and
Reaction, and selects
to five coils.
Only
the earth connection remains eonimon. The switch hoe
definite location and snap action; it is quite trouble free and makes positive contact under all conditions of
use.- The whole chassis measures only 5',X5*x 5* approx.
Seven coils are available, of which five can be used and
selected' at any one. time. The wave -ranges covered can

is self -retentive on
the former, so that the bands may be adjusted to
give non -listed values. The dissensions, approx., are
3*Xl*xl1* high (overall). Suitable for the highest power amplifiers and sets. When run near rating
adequate ventilation must be provided. Available both

in horizontal and vertical types.

For vertical types,

add " V " to List No., otherwise horizontal will be
supplied.

List No.
P.R.22
P.R.23
P.R.24
P.R.1
P.R.2
P.R.3
P.R.4
P.R.5
P.R.6
P.R.7

Ohms, mfA,
100
200
300
500
600
750
1,000
1,500
2,000

6 432

47

316
257
200
180
160
140
117
100

Price 2/. Each.

COMPLETE
PROTECTION

List No. Ohms. in/A.
3,000
81
P.R.8
P.R.9
5,000
63
.P.R.10 7,500 54
P.R.11 10,000 45
P.R.12 15,000 36
P.R.13 20,000 31
P.R.14 25,000 28.3
Price 2/- Each.
P.R.15 30,000 25.8
P.R.16 40,000 22.3
P.R.17 50.000 20.0

Price 2/6 Each.

COMPACT THREE -WATT

VO

List No. S.99. 2/6 EACH,
s.19,1'41tt
tOSIP'"

,k

4'\:99':>t

shocks
n
impossiThe
eases should
earthed.
be
as
Available
under, without need for
resistance calculations,
Each type is
suitable
for
a

bility.

a discharge gap which is
always in eireuit; a fuse -link in
the aerial lead to the set; and a
snap -action switch with selfcleaning contacts so that the
aerial 'nay be directly earthed.
The positions of the switch are
always shown through indicating
apertures. In moulded bakelite

and

Resistances are
wound with the best
nickel -alloy wire- on heat
resistingformers. The
wire has a negligible

make

are

enclosed

MAINS RESISTANCES
D.C. and A.C.i D.C. Types

Strad, and
terminals
the metal cases, finished
in frosted aluminium.

A guaranteed safety device which
will give complete protection at
low cost. It may be mounted on
the window frame near the leadin. The safety features provided

Teo era Potent No. 394.805.

SWITCH
This switch will fele; a

multitude of 'misuses. Ii
is a rotary quick -make and - break double - pole
double -throw type, fully
insulated, and most suitable for mains use. The
newest regulations
List
double - polo
No.
2 / 9 specify
switches, so by all means
S114
EACH use one-bat see that you
get BULGIN, the best. la many ways this type ran be
used in modern sets.
Radiograms.
Switching is an
obvious use; the second pole will short an H.F. Coil-to
prevent " radio -leakage "-or will switch indicating
lights. Double -pole switching of mains between a charger
and an eliminator is another obvious else. With certain
coils it makes an exoellent wavo,ltange switch.

These!

FOR 2/45

ease. completely
protected.

These

effiiiiiint

volume

controls
have
silent
"squash -plate" action for
1 lie
moving
contact.

There is no wear whatsoever on the elements

and long -life is assured.
The special element in

these is wound on a real-

liant former with lion Fitted with squash plate, moving contact " live" to bash. Insulating
corrodible nickel -alloy wire.

washers are supplied. Dust -proof ease.
and dial, as follows :-

List

NO.

V.0.21
V.C.24
V.0.26'
V.0.29

Ohms.
500

1,000
2,000
5,000

Max.

ni/l.
78
55
39
25

Price 3/- Each.

List
No.
V.0.32
V.0.34
V.0.36
V.C.40

With kilob

Ohms.

Max.

m IA.

10.,000 18
25,000 11
50,000
8
1000,000 5.5

Price 3/6 Each.

mains of 200250v., and for
any
number
of valves at
ill.

List No. N.R.2, for 2-5 16v.,
" Osram " or " Marconi " valves.
List No M R 3 for 2-6 0.1 A. " Mazda "
DC. valves (one at.35v., up to 6 at 20 and 25v .)
List No. M.R.29, for 2-6 20v., 0.18 A.
etc., valves

15

for A.0 or D.C. sets.
List No.
for 3-7 Marconi or
" omoo" A.C./D.C. valves
at 13v., 0.3 A. EACH
it

BULGIN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE
SWITCHES OF ALL
SCREENED TUNING
TYPES

Type S.89
3/- each

Mains switches for all purposes, including
double -pole models. All have quick snake and -break action with low contact ',slat once (0.01 ohm average under 100%
overload) and high insulation resistance.
Circuit -breaking occurs at a different

part of the contacts from the rest position. All types are fully insulated; the

fixing may be earthed. Indication plates are interchangeable.
For panels up to 9/32* thick, British made
throughout.
ROTARY.
TOGGLE.
S.91, S.P. On -off .. 1/9
S.89, D.P. 2 -way
S.92, S.P. 2 -way ... 2/S.98. D.P.D.T.
S.124 S.P. On -off, key
S.123, D.P. On -off ... 2'3
S.88, D.P. On -off ... 2'6
S.116, 4 -Point On -off 2'3
S.80, R.P. On-ofir ... 1/6
S.115, D.P. On -off ... 2'6
8.81, S.P. 2 -way ... 1/9
5.114, D.P.D.T.... .. 2'9

I

List No. W.J.8, Black. List No. W.J.9,
PRICE 2/- EACH.

ferrous nickel -

changing

S.W.25

Absolutely shockproof,

As above, but two -pin, List No. P.74, 2/- EACH.

1316 each. L.F. 34s. 100 H. at 10 in/A. 1,800 ohms,
10/6 each. There is a type for every purpose, every purse
and every rem i nation .

List No.
0.W.93
S.W.24

Highly polished bake-

JUNIOR WALL JACKS

POST THIS COUPON NOW
To :

F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.,
Dept. P, ABBEY ROAD,

A.

BARKING, ESSEX.
Please send me Catalogue 155P.

3d. in stamps.

I

enclose

COILS
These Screened Multi -Coils have terininals for connection, and aro provided
with moulded green -mottled 'bakelite
bases. They are intended for baseboard
construct ion and. assemblies. Terminal
No. 8 in each and every coil is the connection to the screen in order that it
may be earthed. The screens are
finished in frosted aluniinium.

-

Types available;-

NAME
ADDRESS

List No, C.20", Aerial

...

List No. C.21", H.F. Transformer ...
List No. C.22*, Tuned Grid ...
List No. C.23, Band-pass
...
List No. C.24", 110 k.c.'s Oscillator ...
List No. C.29, 110 k.c./s I.F. Transformer
* Have plate, or reaction, winding.

59

6/3
6/3
66
5/9
8/9

THE LARGEST RANGE OF RADIO COMPONENTS IN THE WORLD
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SPEEDY -RIGHT!

INSENSITIVITY

4

What is It ?

4;11

g THE NEW
SYSTEM OF
,1 FAULT-FINDING
4

Read All
About It
In

W
I

CRACKLES

THEY THINK
FOR YOU

I

R
E

The unique charts illustrated, are those
provided in
Wireless " with the
Speedy -Right system of fault-finding.
They remove all the snags of trouble -

......

tracking. Just follow the sinle in structions on them and you cannot
help finding the fault.

............

E

S

INSTABILITY
0.

MY

AND

TELEVISION
REVIEW

for

"

1.1

trow. PoWp

itw/wo

X

woo I.1 wl Os p+I

I. yd lealt IA a, .

4.Wr

December

1r*
G 4.1t)
.4.00

0.1d -t +NO

I NOW ON SALE
EVERYWHERE

PRICE 11 avoa
wod

BRITAIN'S LEADING

RADIO MAGAZINE
Amnnxvitxmn-n-nlfolwromnx:innyvn-nn-mn-n-pi-nnf,,,,on-n-nwnn.-35nlionyntr,wrnny.m7anntn-4
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POLAR

HEAR THE NEW BLUE SPOT SETS

SPECIFIED FOR THE

S.T.70 0
EXTRACTOR

FULL
SIZE

MOVING COIL
POLAR No. 4 CONDENSERS

SPEAKER 190

Direct drive. Made in aluminium,
with brass pillars. Ball bearings.

Or in cabinet with vol. control 35:6.

Other types too.

THREE REQUIRED.
-0005 with knob as specified.

Price ..

..

Condenser only

WHAT A CHRISTMAS GIFT !

each 415
..

Blue Spot-most famous of all Loud Speakers !
New high -efficiency nickel alloy magnet.
All
steel, rigid chassis. Ten point matching -2.5

Also Specified
POLAR 'COMPAX' CONDENSERS
TWO REQUIRED.

to 14,500 ohms including Class B. Very sensitive

0005. Price, each 216

one-piece 7" cone-level response over wide
range of frequencies.
Reliable performance
over long periods. Or there is the "Senior," a

POLAR-N.S.F. RESISTORS
ONE EACH REQUIRED.
1 megohm
500,000 ohms
75,000 ohms
30,000 ohms
20,000 ohms

peerless instrument, chassis 29,'6, in cabinet 49;6.
eachPrce

11

To the BRITISH BLUE SPOT CO., LTD.,
Sterling Works, Dagenham, Essex
P,,. 7i 12B

Please send details of Blue Spot products.

POLAR-N.S.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS
ONE EACH REQUIRED.

NAME

1 mfel... Price 1 14 .25 mfd... Price 11i

ADDRESS

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD -_---z..
188,189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
'Phone : Temple Bar 2294

Works : Old Swan, Liverpool.

lZ1

814.1

TAS/Bs.24
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Illustration shows model 368. Models
363 and 369A are generally similar.

COSSOlt
AWHOLE host of programmes-but only one
at a time is yours to choose from with one
of these splendid Receivers. Cossor " SuperFerrodyne " Models possess high selectivity-

they eliminate the annoyance of interference
from nearby transmissions. Their reproduction is superb -rich, clear-cut, true-to-life,
with ample volume. They are simple to

operate and, above all, Mains and Battery
Models alike, they are reliable. Ask at any
good Wireless Shop to see-and hear-these
fine Receivers for yourself.

FULL COLOUR CATALOGUE FREE !
To A. C. CO:7-SOR LTD.,
Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me, free of charge, a copy of your latest catalogue in
full colour giving details of Cossor Receivers and Radiograms.

Name
Address

RADIO

6 SUPER-FERRODYNES'
REGD.

BATTERY MODEL 363
With Variable -Mu Screened H.F. Pentode, Screened H.F.
Pentode Det. and Economy Pentode Output. Super -Selective
Iron -Cored Coils, 8" Permanent Magnet

Moving Coil Speaker. Cabinet accommo- t6.5.0
dates batteries.
(Exclusive of batteries)
H. P. Terms : 131- deposit and 1 t monthly payments of t3/-.

A.C. MAINS MODEL 368
With Variable -Mu Screened H.F. Pen' ode, Screened H.F.
Pentode Pet., Triode Power Output, Healy Da:y Rect. Super Selective Iron -Cored Coils. 8" Energised
Moving Coil Speaker, for A.C.

only, X88.6

200/250 V. (adjust.) 40/100 cycles.
H. P. Terms : 15/6 deposit and 12 monthly payments of 15/6.

UNIVERSAL MODEL 369A
Similar in specification and appearance to Model 368 but with
8" Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker. Works on either
D.C. or A.C. without alteration to set. For

D.C. zoo/25o v. (adjust.) and A.C. 2C0/250 V. X8.8.0
(adjust.) 50/100 cycles.
H. P. Terms : 14/6 deposit and 12 monthly payments of 14/6.

Prices do not apply in I.F.S.

B.29

P. W. 7/i7),e

(.800S
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IT'S a funny thing, but the Presidents of
the U.S.A. seem to favour radio as a

believe, from Ireland-for not replying to
his letter on the subject ? I obtained the
address he wanted, which is The Personal

career for grown-up sons. Perhaps you

Service League, 37, Grosvenor Place, London,

Presidential Preferences.

S.W.1. But then (confound it all !) I lost
my correspondent's address, so this is my
only means of notifying him where his

remember that the late President Hoover's

son, Herbert, was once an amateur, and
later became responsible for radio communication on one of the big transcontinental air routes.
Now President Roosevelt's son,

Elliott, has hooked up with the

components can be sent, for distribution.

of

Texas way.

Add these instances to the many
where kings, princes, and even

11) VG
!fi
01

is,

,I.

confirmation of the idea that it
indeed, a royal hobby.
London's Television.

NEWS that the first transmissions
from the new Television

hear that a contract has now been

placed by the B.B.C. with a London firm
for some necessary structural work at

" Ally Pally "-as the locals call it-and

there is not going to be much Christmas

intimates as W 8 M W L. Strength

quarter of an hour on the delights
X
X

*
IA

If memory serves me right, I've never

bad that it should happen in connection
with a paragraph
Remember" !

headed " Please

to

ten -metre working.

One

isilt

bound to admit that on that wavf}band they are on a good thing.

wE

Europe's Licence Lead.
heanvnees held

leadtnhne

I

hiisn

i

country that it may be a
bit of a surprise to most people
1s$

lost an address like that before. Just too

of

li e

icarn-w,ponnmet-nnnwnwn-nnenn-nn-nyarA

the television business in consequence.

loquacious chappie known to his

had a nice discussion for over a

11 eaber6

wish von all a lbappv
anb tibertv Christmas

of February has caused quite a stir, and
there is a general pulling up of socks in

holiday for the engineers
concerned in television development.
Wise guys have already
secured their copies of the

to Mr. O'Heffernan) is claiming the
first -across record for ten -metre two-way
telephone working with the U.S.A. As a
result of an experimental call at 2.15
one afternoon, G 5 B Y contacted with a
gentleman of Canton, Ohio-a

ht e Ebttor ano %taff

station at Alexandra Palace,
London, will take place at the end

I

short-wave amateur station belonging

ilg

have shown special
interest in radio, and one gets
princesses

Two -Way Telephony on the " Tens."

was good, so the modern Colum buses

<<

stations down

RADIO STRIKE
THE " QUINS "

OUR old acquaintance G 5 B Y (the

I.NSMIALI.MACIgsglz-AistiAmAgnAtaurimrz-xxl

Southwest Broadcasting System,
which rivals N.B.C. and Columbia

with a chain

A HOT SEAT

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

THE " ALLY PALLY "
WAR NEWS

to know how Germany is overhauling

us. Their increase during October
amounted to over 164,000, against

our own steady 50,000 odd.

According to the latest report I have
seen, here are the totals for comparison.

Britain, 7,2'74,482 ; Germany, 6,816,509.
This was how the competitors entered the
November stretch, and it looks
as though Germany hopes to

start 1936 abreast or in front

A POPULAR
B.B.C. STAR

of us.
Broadcasts from the Battlefields.
is

getting a much

PARIS
closer radio contact with
the

Book of Practical Television,

war in Abyssinia
is able to

but laggards are hereby reminded that stocks are not

than the B.B.C.

inexhaustible.

to listen at stated times for

give its listeners. One Paris
newspaper invites its readers

There is still
a chance to -take advantage
of " P.W.'s " gift scheme, so

the broadcasts from three of

its correspondents now radio reporting with the Italian

sign on the dotted line and be
ready for test developments in
the early spring.

Army.

(See also page 394.)

To show the other side of
the picture, Paris Soir ar-

Please to Remember.

ranged

MAY I thank the many

for

its war corre-

readers who responded

spondent, M. Alex Virot, to

warm welcome that cast-off

things in Addis Ababa, where

components

paper. The B.B.C. summaries
seem a bit flat after this kind

say what he thought about

to my hint about the
would

find

he is garnering news for his

if

taken to an unemployed assistance committee

And may I ask pardon of
reader -who wrote, I

one

Here is Stanelli, of " Hornehestra " and " Stag Party " fame, listening to a programme
on a Cossor Radiogram.

of enterprise, don't they ?

(Continued on next page.)
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REMARKABLE REGULAR FADING PERIOD SUGGESTED
tre,r-N-WMPS.NWN7S-FinN7,;-7.MY.;:-Winnwrenmitnrot7-,.v.717k.v...vnlm.n.m.-7alomys.mts-w.n.,-v-xtyn.rximmen,v-A
Schenectady Next.

ONE of my letters this week tells me

and U.S. stations were proved to have been
affected at the same time. It is suspected

that W 2 X AF will shortly be broad-

that, since the sun turns round on its axis
in twenty-seven days, the fifty-four days

Television Society concerts regularly. The
date of the commencement of these concerts
has not been fixed definitely, but it is likely
to be some time during December, 1935.

effect is tied up with this. The next period
to watch for is December 14th to 18th, and

casting Anglo-American Radio and

Incidentally, New 'Year's Eve is to be a
big day for the Society at Uxbridge, and a
Surprise Dance has been arranged. It is
to be a masked dance, and radio will play
an important part in the evening's activities.

Their last dance-when Radio Normandie
broadcast greetings to the assembly-was

They mostly used 160 metres, and at
one

to

radio discussions with a dentist enabled
VAMM-UfggiK.-§C.VXMACSMMAKACligl

" Dancing Through

if it then happens again there will be no
question of coincidence.

(National, December 14th)

News of the Stations.

THE long -hoped -for new transmitter at
Sottens is now installed, and may be
heard testing at any time in the
immediate future, It is rated at 100
kilowatts.

Geraldo and his Band are to be featured on
December 14th in another instalment of " Dancing
Through," for which he has enlisted a squad of
vocalists, in addition to his band. During this hour
Geraldo will play something like a hundred and fifty
popular numbers, one following the other in quick
succession. Dance music" fans will thus have their
fill of rhythm melody by one of the best dance bands
in London.

,n16-7,1-M-YSVVNVIPMN

a huge success.
Tests now being conducted from Toulouse-

A Hot Seat.

LIFE in America must be an exciting
affair for small boys. Not only are
they shot up into college and profes-

sorships before you can look round, but
when you do look
round you may see
somebody else being
shot up or shot

down, by gangsters
or G -guys.
Perhaps it
this hectic

was
up-

bringing that led to

a pardonable mistake on the part of

a young son of a

distinguished lecturer. After a keen college
contest his father was cheered, honoured,

and appointed to the Chair of EleetroMagnetics. But young hopeful got the
facts a bit mixed and rushed home to

Muret round about midnight are not a true

A correspondent kindly informs me that
Y V 2 R C (Caracas, Venezuela) is changing

its wavelength from 49.08 metres to 51.2
metres, according to a notification he has
received from the station authorities.
Radio -Berne brought new studios into
operation on December 1st, while Radio Geneva, more ambitious, hopes to have a
Radio -City of its own before the end of 1937.
Christmas Treat.
ACCORDING to a report from Callender,

Ontario, the world's most famous
glee -party is going to treat us to a
broadcast on Christmas Day. Every
member of the
INparty will be only

Lightning Strike.

nineteen
months
old ; you've guessed
it,
the Dionne

AREMARKABLE effect has been mentioned by Dr. Dellinger, of the U.S.
Bureau of Commerce, in the Physical
Review. He says that every fifty-four

Quins.

The

days there is a rapid but general strike
all over the sunlit side of the earth. A

the all-important layers suddenly down
tools for a few minutes, and operators, all
the world over, complain with one voice,
" Curse this fading."

The effect was first noticed in Paris,
round about noon G.M.T. on May 21st,
tvsozmAmliKAKAKAK.,,,,

"December Cocktail"
(Midland, December 13th)

This is the second topical mixture produced by

Martyn C. Webster in which the numbers and
sketches chosen deal with events of the month.
Jack Hill and Basil Hempseed are again at two
pianos, but the other artists are different from
Marjorie Westbury, Dorothy
Summers and Bert Brownbill will keep this show
lively,
Mr. Brownbill produced his own concert- party,
tie Kit Kat Kits, which has been relayed. He was
formerly a junior official in one of the Liverpool
banks, but in 1924 joined a touring pierrot troupe
as principal comedian.
Since then he has appeared as a giant in a London
Pantomime and as character comedian in a Gracie
Fields revue, and also been in several Julian Wylie
those in November.

productions.

PrOg -nen

one of the brothers to lance his own gums
sufficiently to relieve the pain and continue

measure of what the new station can do, 4 the flight. Good work, by gum !
as at first power is being restricted to about
60 kilowatts. Later, however, this figure
In the Courts.
will be doubled. And if necessary the
AS some rather severe things about
power can be pushed up to 200 kilowatts.
wireless have been said recently in

announce, " Say, Maw, they've put Pop in
the Electric Chair ! "

strike, not of personnel, nor of apparatus,
but of the wave -reflecting layer upon
which we depend for long-distance radio
communication. On the ifty-fourth day

stage severe toothache threatened
bring down the enterprise, but

Misses

Yvonne,
Emilie,
Cecile, and An-

nette have all been

in excellent voice

of late, but there
was originally tome doubt about -Miss

Now, however, Dr. Dafoe sees no
reason why Marie should not join in, for
she has been taking her veal and liver with
commendable gusto, and her vocal output
compares well with that of her four sisters.
An illuminated Christmas tree is being
provided, and there is fortunately no need
to invite guests, for Yvonne, Emilie,
Marie.

Cecile, Annette and Marie are a party in
themselves.
High Achievement.

RAPID and reliable communication is so

vital to man that progress in radio

further progress in
other directions - flying, for example.
The recent world's record by two Americans
who stayed in the air for four weeks, was,
largely due to good radio work. During
the twenty -seven -days -odd when they
always

helps

circled round their aerodrome they had
nearly three hundred chats with wireless
stations on the ground.

the courts, it is refreshing to find

that sometimes the judge knows as much
-if not more-about set -building than
the parties to a dispute.
Not long ago, at Taunton County Court,
His Honour Judge E. H. C. Wethered
questioned expert witnesses at length, and
finally explained, " I know something about
wireless, having built several sets myself."

His Honour did not say what sets they
were, and it is my duty to point out to all
good men and true that there is not a shred
of evidence upon this question. Neverthe-

such an experienced judge would
brush aside pretensions and select the
best ! So I wouldn't mind betting . . . .
less,

Third Time Lucky.
CONGRATULATIONS to Captain Stevens

and Captain Anderson on breaking
the record for the highest flight into
the stratosphere. As recounted recently
in " P.W." they got their U.S. balloon,
Explorer II, up to a height of 72,000 feet,
and gave the stay -on -the -grounds a real
thrill when their radio messages were
relayed from 14 miles up.

,

Too Much Room.

THERE would not be too much room for
the vegetable marrows and things if
another mushroom comes along like

" Portland Bill "-the one just grown at

Portland Bill wireless station. The
stem is 1* inches
across, and the circumference of the

business end was
no less than 261
inches !
The grower

of
this living umbrella
was Mr. R. Longley,
senr., who attri-

butes a great deal of his luck with the fungi
to his practice of cutting the stems, instead
of pulling them up.

It has been whispered that the wireless
waves have something to do with it, but

nobody can be sure of this. What is certain
is that it will take a heck of a mushroom to
ARIEL.
beat " Portland Bill."
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Some

seasonable

suggestions

for ensuring the maximum of
service and enjoyment from
your radio this Christmas.
By G. V. DOWDING,

TEN months and ten days ago,

Associate, I.E.E.
or

thereabouts, someone said to me, " I
liked that last Christmas article you

wrote."

To which I

replied, " Thanks

very much, but why last ? Why not say

latest ?" And being frightfully. superstitious I sat down at once to write my
next Christmas radio hints and tips article.

And here it is. Started ten months and
nine days ago, or thereabouts, but since
very considerably revised, not to say rewritten !

You see, listening to some forty

or more symphony concerts and at least
fifty chamber music recitals during the
period between then and now, has changed
my outlook and widened my experience.
Ideal for Testing.

I am a great chamber music fan. It's
grand stuff and the B.B.C. can't broadcast
too much of it so far as I am concerned.
It is so beautifully unchanging in its themes.
The same old phrases over and over again.
And all so' undivertingly, haphazardly
tuneless. Quarts and quarts of quartettes
in A or E or F major, all pouring out with -

"QUIET -LOUD" SWITCHING

fhent

,z1e,zzcz4

You just have to sit down and wait until
they are off the air.
But there come times in the lives of even

the most rabid experimenters when experimenting must give way to listening.
And one of those times is, of course,
Christmas.

Not that

the experimenter

himself ever wants to listen ; one of the

greatest radio engineers the world has
seen once austerely observed, " I never
listen to broadcasting," though I suspect

the reason in his case is that he once tuned in a children's hour and was shocked

beyond belief at such a childish and
irreverent use of the inverse function of

Finally, after an exhausting, car -aching
tour of a frenzied Continent in the throes
of a verbal -musical war (or so it sounds)
you arrive back at the " local " and pray
for some peaceful radio entertainment a la
B.B.C. carte.

But after about only ten minutes of that
the set packs up.

" I know I should use a lower value
grid leak," says Smith airily as he dives
into the innards of the contraption.

though this is all part of the entertainment
his set is able -to provide.
Two -Way Volume Control.

Fortunately, the Smiths of this kind are
not met in every house. If they were, the
popularity of broadcasting as such would

diminish in an inverse ratio as with the
advancement of Smith technique. And

AN INDICATOR LIGHT

lambda squared.
However, it is seldom that a household
is composed solely of experimenters, radio
experimenters, I mean, so it is that all over

fee

the country at Christmas -time there are
periods of heterodyne armistice. There is,

though, one thing that is to me a very
great mystery. And that is why the

radio sets in the houses of radio fans always
seem to be the moat inconsistent in action.

I expect you have all experienced this
kind of thing. You go to the Jones's to
spend an evening. Jones is the merest

tS:.771-0W".4!.1,

tyro at radio. He built a " Magic " or

Ack01-6,2

" Smasher " Three and it gives him marvellous service. It is on all the time you
xeekreh

yarn or play cards and just keeps on going on.

Just Groans and Grunts.

Smith, on the other hand, is a keen

experimenter. Always building newer sets,
knows all about the latest Triode Hexodes

and the mu's of new indirects and the

virtues and failings of every circuit. Says

that if he were the chief engineer of the
X Y Z Radio Corporation he'd show 'em

A switch arranged as seen here will save much
twiddling of the volume -control knob.

out so much as a single bar of whistle -

provoking tune.
You can test away at your latest hook-up
without one moment of time -wasting
listening. Variety is, of course, the most
dangerous of all broadcasting material for
the experimenter, and apparently the
B.B.C. realises this and so does not give us

much of it. How can one test the grid
circuit of a set while Leonard Henry or
Gert and Daisy are coming through ?

" Spot

of grid choking, I expect," he adds, as

how to design a transformer which wouldn't
pass out on a three per cent overload.
But does the duo -phase, push-pull,
super -regenerative super -het (with delayed

A.V.C. and magnified electron coupling),
which he proudly brings forward to show
how the broadcasting ought to be reproduced, operate with fault -free impeccability?

It does not. During the tuning -in there

are whoops and groans and grunts. After

some minutes of that the local comes in

with such a bellow that it nearly blows your
jacket off.

To show how the other stations can be

handled, he then whoops and whistles
all over Europe. Snatches of distorted
speech,

snippets of cracked -up music,

/00W02 /beeet....44

-

You will not eave the set switched on if you
adopt the double -plug scheme illustrated hero.

after giving you that one to think over, I
think I'd better get down to brass tacks.
I have one or two practical- hints to tell

you about, and the first is by way of being
an invention. I call it two-way volume
control, and it is particularly applicable
to those conditions of listening which you
encounter at Christmas.
I think most people will agree that they
seldom use their ordinary volume controls
to the full extent of their infinitely variable
possibilities.

What I mean is that they

generally find that all they want is either
" loud ' results for normal listening, or
" quiet " results when they want the set to
supply a quiet background of music, or

when they want to keep " half an ear "
on the programme so that they can spot

when a special item begins. And when
this does commence they go over to the
" loud " condition again..
(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous pays.)

find it O.K. for about twenty stations,1

;
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But simply because the volume eontrol is

variable they find that they have to apply
a certain amount of critical judgment to
the obtaining of these settings, which is
rather absurd when you ponder the point,
for hero we have a control whose virtue is
supposed to be its variability, and yet its
variability makes it a darned nuisance at
times !

And this is where my two-way system
steps in.

work without re -setting on more than the
one local station, though on my home set I

It is extremely simple. All you

all the very strong ones, in fact.

It is not hard to see why this should be,
because, after all, the relative " pick-up "
of the bits of the aerial which lie each side
of the switch remain more or less the same
on -the ordinary waves, and you adjust the

You join one side of this switch to the
aerial terminal of the set by means of a
short length of wire, and then connect the

set's sensitivity by means of the usual

the effect more consistent with a short

regarded as nothing more than; a pilot light

adjustments in order to accommodate any
particular station. But I must say I find

would view such a scheme. It will be
quite in order so long as the lamp can be

indoor aerial as per the sketch on previous

for the radio set. But if it gives enough
light for easy reading and lighting in the

page.

Those who operate mains sets might be
interested in another minor stunt. This,
too, is illustrated by one of the sketches.

AVOIDS FIDDLING
1,144e.r

Conceez&et Jet

away from the hands of those irritating

people who never seem to be able to resist
the temptation to twiddle the dials of any
radio set which appears on their horizon.
You tuck the set away in a convenient
hiding place, cupboard, sideboard, etc.
The loudspeaker can, of course, be brought
out to any convenient position. A robust

A Most Convenient Scheme.

You choose the station which you are most likely to want to listen to for long
patches of times (at Christmas, for example),
and then tune -in this with the switch closed

fit Fixed

so that the aerial is doing its full work.

You now open the switch and without

altering anything else, adjust the length of
the wire which joins it to the set until you
have just the right " quiet " result to suit
your requirements.

And now your " two-way " volume

controlling is ready for use.

You can
henceforth go straight to the " loud " or
" quiet " without any niggling variable
adjustments. You simply click the aerial

And you will be surprised at the
stations to_ which the control will apply
with most Sets. I don't guarantee it to
switch.

LEARN THE MORSE
CODE
SHORT-WAVE listeners who cannot read
Morse are missing an enormous amount
of interesting matter. This applies, of
course,

particularly to the amateur wave-

bands, in which (in spite of the popularity of
telephony at present) fully 90 per cent of the
work is carried out in code.
I hake no startling theories to -propound on
the matter of learning Morse. There are three
easy stages-learn the characters as you

would learn the alphabet ; then learn the

sound of them on a buzzer ; and finally start
on the slowest transmission you can hear, and

just pick out letters here and there until you
find your speed, is improving.
The diagram Shown here is rather interesting

as an aid to the first stage.

Rather than
learning the letters straight through the
alphabet it is advisable to learn them in
groups.

Building Up the Letters.

If you want to know the Morse signal for
any letter, all that you have to do is to trace

an imaginary line down the diagram until you
get to it. Then, reading the spaces that you
have passed through, in order, you have it.
Starting at the -top left, with E, you can go

down the left-hand edge with I (..), S (...),

lighting from the power point. I used a
five -watt coloured lamp in a purely ornamental affair, specially designed as a pilot
light for mains sets, so I can still look 6
policeman straight in the face-mostly.
My final hint is a purely anti -social one.
It is designed to allow the set to be tucked

See the idea ?

You then adjust the volume to your liking
by means of the ordinary volume control.

room, then you are obviously, if innocently;
evading your electricity contract and taking

Hands Off the Set.

aerial itself to the other terminal of the
switch.

can overlook a dimly glowing set -panel
when you are tired, but you won't easily
overlook a lighted room ! Habit will so
much help you. Putting out the cat, bolt-

ing the back door, turning out all the lights.
Bedtime ritual !
But there is this to. remember. I'm not
too sure how some electricity undertaking's

want for it is an ordinary on -off switch,

though one of the moderately low -capacity
type is advisable.

forceful reminders as an illumination which
more or less brightly lights the room. You

Oft ..40.".4t.t.'

By arranging an eitemal switch for a concealed
set you avoid people continually altering the set's
tuning.

It comprises.the use of an adapter allowing
a lamp to be plugged into . the same power

point as the. set, --and you must use the
power point switch for turning the set on
-and off -,-not the set's own switch or the
idea falls down.

I use an ornamental lamp.. It doesn't

give much light, but it is not supposed to.
Its object is to act as an easy -to -see pilot

switch of the ordinary 5 -amp. tumbler

type is then screwed to the skirting some.
where reasonably near the set and in a not too -prominent place. Two stout leads
are then run to the set and connected across
its on -off switch. These leads must be

nice thick ones, so that there is negligible
drop. Alternatively, you can
break the L.T. circuit near the accumulator
voltage

with the new switch, if that is more convenient.

You are then able to switch the set on

and off merely by a graceful flick of the foot,

light. Illuminated tuning scales and whatnot are all very well. But they aren't such

and the set remains hidden away from the
predatory hands of the knob-twiddlers.

)
If you take the right-hand
and H (
branch at the bottom you run into V ( ..)

row.

instead

Note that in each little partition the

left-hand side represents the dot and the

right-hand side the dash.
By starting with " E," you can " build up "

letters by adding either a dot or a dash,

getting the following " chains "-E -I -S -H,
E -I -U -F, E -A -R -L, E -A -W -P, and so on.
The same, of course, can be done on the " T "
side, each letter on that side commencing with
a dash.

T

so on.

DK.... GO

bet absolutely " pat " before you even start

W

HV F

L

PJ BXCYZQ

-

Also, it. is a good idea to think of the dot as

M-

R

;--

Practice is Essential.

direction to that usually advised. Instead of
learning that A is dot -dash, and so on, think
in terms of the Morse symbols and learn that
dash -dot -dot is D ; dash -dash -dot is G, and

-..-

U

S

sequence. There is not much point in my
, dealing with them here.

" dit," -and the dash as " dah " ; " dit-dah"
gives one. the sound of " A
dot -dash "

N

A

I

The first of these (.. - -) represents U ;
the second A ; while the 'third (.)
is 6, and the last (- - - -) CH. The first three
are German letters, and the CH is used pretty
universally; ;so you should know them.
Nutnerals; of course, are far easier to learn
than letters; since they work through a regular

It is useful, when in the early stages o7:
learning the code, to work in the opposite

FOR MEMORISING

E

You will notice four blanks along the bottom

-

doesn't. But you ?Sust know the whole alpha-

..

The "acctimulation" Morse chart explaided in
the text by W. L. 8.

worrying about the sound of the characters en
a buzzer.
If you have a patient friend who knows the
code, and can give you ten minutes a night an
it, you will be able to read quite well within a
fortnight. If you have to work on your own
it will doubtless take a little longer. But it't
not difficult,

.

.

W. L. S.
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SUGGESTION
WHY NOT BREAK AWAY FROM CONVENTION THIS CHRISTMAS

AND GIVE ONE OF THESE ATTRACTIVE RADIO PRESENTS ?
EVERY year at Christmas -time comes

the eternal problem as to what
presents

one

should

friends and relations.

give

one's

The tendency is

w often for people to follow a set con-

vention, adhering to a particular type of
gift year in and year out. Often the
recipient gets something he has already
got, in which case most of the pleasure of

speaker in the bedroom.
Practically
every commercial set is equipped with
terminals

for an

extension speaker,
and there is nothing to prevent one

from being connected up to any home constructor design.

There is, of course, the question of

FOR D.C.

receiving the present is lost.

MAINS

additional speaker, it may be that he

would like a new speaker for use in his
existing set. And it must not be thought
that the modern moving -coil instrument
is expensive. Actually one can buy an
excellent speaker for round about 30s.
to £2 2s.

Naturally, all the makers list large and
small models, so that it is quite easy to
find a model to suit one's pocket.

Many Suitable Things.

Some Sensitive Units.

There are many very acceptable
gifts in radio, both for the enthusiastic constructor and the ordinary
listener. An excellent gift may take

Popular chassis, priced at 198. 6d., and
the Senior, costing 10s. more. The latter

In the Blue Spot range there is the

instrument has a multi - ratio
transformer giving a choice of

the form of a permanent magnet
moving -coil loudspeaker unit.

sixteen matching conditions and

Most

four low -impedance tappings for
extension work.

listeners feel the need for an extension speaker-that is, an extra
placed. For example, some people
have their sets in the dining -room,
and would like to have ariadditional

In the Wharfedale range- there
is the " Bronze" .chassis, to mention only one model. This particular chassis is 42s. 6d., and is
so sensitive that it gives ample

speaker in the sitting -room, and vice
versa.

yet handles up to 5 watts with ease.

speaker fitted into a room other
than the room in which the set is

volume with a i-watt input, and

It is equipped with a Universal

Others might like the idea of an extra

transformer giving perfect matching of all
output valves.

A TELL -TALE BATTERY

In the Rola range are models for all
In the case of the extension

purposes.
This fine Atlas mains unit makes' a splendid

present for a triend who is on D.C. mains.

"STENTORIAN" BABY

snatching up the extra speaker with the
output from the set, in view of the faCt
that the set itself already has one loudspeaker joined in its output circuit.
This problem, however, has been overcome

by the loudspeaker manufacturers, who
can supply special models suitable for all
types of output circuits, no matter
whether the extension loudspeaker terminals are taken from the primary of the

output transformer of the speaker and
the set, or are connected across the
speech coil to the existing speaker. The

only point to remember is that in the

one case you need a high -impedance type

of extension speaker, and in the other a
low -impedance -type.

a

g

What About These Speakers ?

Among the various makers who supply

moving -coil speakers suitable both for
extension and ordinary use are the

4, A

p

a

44*

ts.

British Blue Spot Company. British Rola,
Wharfedale, and W.B.
A product of a famous battery firm, this Exide
L.T. accumulator automatically indicates the
state of charge.

If you have a friend or relative who

is a keen home -constructor, do not forget
that, apart from the question of the

MV=7,1:VN.1§;14.'W.N.N5M-74.1-2S-N.I.M2MVAM:-N

The W.B. " Stentorian " Model 38B is an
efficient moving -coil unit selling at 23s. 6d.
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the taking of readings without having
to dismantle part of the set.

Many mains set users suffer from
interference picked up on the mains
wiring. This annoying form of interference is due to stray H.F. currents flow-

A

ing along the mains wiring, which acts

A'

A

RAPID
TESTER

as an aerial, and passing through into the
set. The resultant noise may be a steady
hum or a crackling background.

Fortunately, special devices are now

eliminator giving the required voltages.

An eliminator takes up no more room
than an H.T. battery and, in fact, very
often requires less space, and so those
who have self-contained sets, that is,
sets with batteries enclosed in the cabinet,

space previously occupied by the H.T.
battery.

Check Current Consumption.

to overcome this trouble.
Eliminators are made in a variety of
They are called " Suppressors," because types, both for D.C. and A.C. mains.
they suppress the interference. Messrs. . Before purchasing one you should find,

ference, and are able to supply a number
compact units which can be mounted
either on the wainscoting, near the mains

power plug, or at the point where the

mains enter the house.
Also, there are suppressor units for use
in conjunction with domestic appliances,

such as refrigerators, vacuum cleaners
and so forth, and other apparatus which
causes interference with the broadcast
programmes.

out what type of set your friend has.
Orjbetter still, get him to tell you the
total anode current taken by the valves.

This is to guide you in choosing a suitable
size eliminator. It is no use purchasing

a mains unit which will not supply
sufficient current for the set because the

valves will not then work at their full

efficiency, and consequently the results
given by the set will be poor.

And sometimes there will also be a
of hum present. But a

background

suitable unit will give years of trouble free reception.

For the average three- or four -valve
battery set, generally speaking, a mains
unit giving 20 to 25 milliamps is about
Here is that excellent multi -purpose
test meter- the AvoMinor.

right.

types there is the high -impe-

three-valver. But, naturally,
the type of output valve
used must be taken into
consideration, because this is

low -impedance model at 27s. 6d.

Both these models have 91 in.
diameter cones.
The well-known " W.B." speaker is

available in the Stentorian Baby, Junior
and Senior types, and a very simple and

The new I.T.B. Pezolectric pick-up made by EdisonBwan Radio. It retails at 42s.
-

-

efficient matching system is provided.
BELLING -LEE

Finding Faults Quickly.

0

RADIO POWER

But speakers are not the only gifts

NTEPEEPENEE FILTER

which you can give. What could be more
acceptable to an enthusiastic set -builder
than a multi -range testing meter ? These
invaluable instruments comprise several
different meters in the one unit. With

is nMv

TYPE 1211

milliamps

is

0 RECEIVER

If

speaker
matching. It

is also avail-

able in cabinet
type.

voltage or current readings, or for finding
an obscure fault.
Two particularly useful instruments

are illustrated on these pages. Each of
them is supplied with the necessary
length of flex and test prods to facilitate

instead to join it to the earth

terminal on the mains unit. The
necessary instructions will

Another acceptable gift

straightforward

extension

C

for a battery user is an

carry out any radio test, whether that

pings for

When giving a D.C. mains
unit as a present do not forget
to remind the recipient to disconnect his earth lead from the
existing terminal on the set and

these should be followed.

Some of the meters also

measure resistance direct, so that you can

The Blue Spot
Senior
has
tour low -impedance tap-

valves need as much as 15 milli amps.

pamphlet supplied by the
mains unit makers, and

300 or 400, and currents up to 200 or 300

*

the stage which requires most
current. Some battery power

always be found on the

them you can measure voltages up to

for simple,

Twenty

A

usually ample for the average

dance model at 35s. and the

necessary

A4

can often place the eliminator in the

avaliable

Belling & Lee have carried out a great
deal of research work on mains inter-

milliamps.

A
A
A
A

you

have

a

L.T. accumulator.

Those

friend who

suffers from interference picked

up by the mains, don't forget
this splendid Belling & Lee
suppressor. It is screwed on

A

to the wainscoting, close to the
power -supply plug.

A unit of this type is an
ideal present for a listener
who suffers from this sort
of interference.
For the battery set user
who has mains supply in
his home there is, of
course, one of those efficient H.T. eliminators.
An eliminator is plugged
into the mains and joined

A
A

A
oro

up to the set in place of
the existing H.T. battery.

The existing H.T. tap-

pings on the set are plug- Here is the well-known Amplion " Lion " moving -coil !speaker.

ged into sockets on the

Plugs

Ca

and sockets are fitted so that the speaker can be readily matched.

AR117011M-N-NITNN--"MnIVMVIVIS771-1,-VMS141MPOPPItPleMnI1M1-7:7P,70--n-nnYtt-7.4:VNIVIV;n-n,'11".7-7:;1,'"7:710X
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who have only one L.T. battery can always of the models on this page, and there
Buy your friend a good pick-up, so
do with another, EO that they have one are three others available. These lamps that he will only have to provide himself
in use and one at the charging station, are very decorative, as can be seen by with a turntable. Or alternatively, buy
and in consequence are never faced with the illustration, and when wired up they him the turntable portion, leaving only
the problem of having to send their one serve the useful purpose of indicating the pick-up for him to get.
and only battery to be charged just when whether- the set is switched on or off.
Those who already possess gramoa particularly attractive programme is
phones of the acoustic type can utilise
scheduled.
their existing turntables, and in these
A WEARITE UNIT
cases a pick-up is all that they need for
Special Batteries.
the playing of records electrically, and
The broadcast listener has a lot to
those who have never tried a pick-up
thank the battery maker for. These
will be amazed at the wonderful improvedays everything is made as simple as
ment in reproduction obtained by this ed
possible for him. He is not left in doubt
means.
as to the state of charge of his battery.
He knows just how much juice there is
Improved Quality and Bass.
Ieft in it and exactly when to send it to
The modern pick-up reproduces a
be charged.
range
of frequencies that no acoustic
The Exide people, for instance, supply
sound -box can compete with. The bass
a very neat little two -volt accumulator
response with a pick-up is infinitely
which has a " tell -tale " indicator. This
superior to that given by the acoustic
indicator points to the word indicating
method, and, of course, with a pick-up
the state of charge, so that the owner
one can so easily control the volume to
can at once tell whether he should send
suit one's particular needs.
it to the charging station or not. MoreWright and Weaire are supplying this S.T.700
Tile present day pick-ups are very sensiTriple
Extractor
especially
for
those
who
desire
over, these " tell -tales " are also a guard
a ready-made unit.
tive and so are suitable for connection to
practically any set possessing L.F. amplification.

Priced at los. 6d. each
One of the fine Rola
cabinet speakers. The
cabinet is lined with
special
" Celotex "

The

metal rectifier
designed
ior

There are also many

listeners

acoustic efficiency.

possessing

*
against under - charging
therefore a check on
charging station.

who,
a

" Westec-

tor "-a small

use.

front to enhance its

use as a second

while_

detector

radio set,

superhets.

in

stage of L.F. it is a good plan
to insert the pick-up in the

and
the

By using a simple switching
scheme the radio side of the set
can be cut out of circuit, leaving
the detector - which then be-

These suggestions by no means
exhaust the list of possible
gifts. There are many con-

comes an L.F. amplifier-and
the output stage for "amplifying

the voltages from the pick-up.
Most detectors used in this way

structors who would jump at

the idea of getting a new component they particularly want.
For example, such items as

need about one and a half -Colts
negative grid bias.

sets of
screened

Alternative Position.

tuning coils, L.F. transformers ;
a new valve to replace one that
has seen long service ; a dry
rectifier for use in a home constructor mains unit, or
all -mains design ; one of those

If, on the other hand, the set has
two L.F. stages, the pick-up can be

" Westectors "
for the super het enthusiast.
There is no
end to the list
of possibles in

tuning controls on the set are

inserted in the grid circuit of the
first L.F. valve. Here again a

simple three-point switch

The

Pitco Rotameter

voltage,

current and

instrument. It has eight ranges.

have

Then again

there . aro

no

radio

gramophone

adjusted to some position in
which no radio comes through.
This can often also be done by
placing the variable -mu bias A
potentiometer at zero-a method
well worth trying.

equipment to enable them to
play records, There are not
many sets to -day that are

gadgets, such
as
switches,
patent dials,
and so on. One

not equipped

with

pick-up

terminals to enable the low -

frequency side of the set to

particularly

attractive

be employed as a gramophone amplifier.
All that one needs is a
clockwork or electric turn-

gadget is a
unique signal
lamp made by

illustrate one

enables

resistance measurements to be carried out with the one

radio.

Bulgin. We

eC

may be used to cut the radio side
out of circuit, although this is not
absolutely essential, provided the

handy little

Messrs. A. F.

P1

detector stage.

All Sorts of Items.

gang condensers;
short-wave coils ;

If the receiver has only one

they can be obtained
for mains or battery

One of the artistic signal lamps

in the Bulgin range. Four models
are available.

table, together with a pick up. Here again is a suggestion
for a present.

The

" Bronze "

Wharfedale moving -coil chassis.
It has a high efficiency magnet

system and
handles

outputs

up to 5 watts.

A
A
A

A
A
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YOUR CHRISTMAS PROGRAMMES
Alan Hunter has been investigating the programme sheets of the
B.B.C. for Christmas to find what we are going to have as
radio entertainment during the festive holiday. Here he tells what

INzWWN00
he has discovered.

BY the time we have settled down into
that delightful-or awful-comatose

state inevitably following turkey and
plum pudding, most of us will be far beyond

Felix Felton will be in charge of the
production side of this show-a young

man who normally

works with Laurence

the lure of further fare, I fear. But perhaps
I am speaking for myself alone. Anyway,

Gilliam, whose fine
work in this kind of

annual tuck -in on Christmas Day, the B.B.C.
has benevolently thought out some cracking
good items.

well known to need

for those who can keep awake after the

programme is too
emphasis.

Everyone

with a radio set ought

If these do not succeed in rousing you
from your coma, they will at least help to

to make sure of

lull you into a sense of complete well-being.

broadcast, for it

Besides, there is the reawakening
in the evening, when, miraculously enough,
we can actually contemplate the cold stuff

year.

More than that it would be churlish of us
to demand of the B.B.C. at such a festive
season.

under which the dining -room table will

again be groaning.
" This Great Family."

To be serious. In the morning of Christ-

mas Day there will first of all be a relay
from Leicester Cathedral. This will start

at 10.45.
In the afternoon at 2.30 comes the
piece de resistance-forgive the Gallic
phrase. Under the happy title of " This

Great Family" the King will once again
speak to home and Empire listeners, in, a
stirring message that will thrill-as always-

" dating " it for this

is

quite one of the most
thrilling of the whole
.

It does not need a

great amount of imag-

ination to be thrilled
at the thought of the

far-flung millions who

will also be listening
to the show. The
B.B.C. is making very

Henry Hall will have a busy time during the coming holidays, for the B.B.O.
Dance Orchestra will have to work hard over Christmas.

special efforts at

Daventry to see that every part of the
Empire has the -best possible reception

through its Empire short-wave stations
there. G S D, the old Chelmsford short -

waver now installed at Daventry, will

help G S G to provide a good East to
West service.

G S F will provide the North

the blood of every Britisher.

to South radiation.

change of Christmas messages is being cut

Music by Henry Hall.

the leal interesting for that. Ten items will

Then during the really sleepy part of the
afternoon the B.B.C.-being only human

This year the round the world inter-

'down to half an hour-but it will be none

be broadcast in five pairs-a home item
alternating with one from the Empire.

Canada, South Africa, India, Australia
and New Zealand are the points of Empire
with which we shall make ether contact.

It is instructive to one's geographical
sense to realise that, whereas we shall be
listening at 2.30 p.m. on Christmas Day
to these items, it will then be Canada's

Well, so much for the King's programme.

itself-goes off into the lightest of light
music until 5.15 p.m., when Henry Hall

endeavours to bring us round with some
lively dance numbers. At 6 p.m., when
even the sluggards have recovered, there
is a short bulletin giving sports news.

The idea is to travel round the clock,
starting with Canada and ending with

From 6.10 to 7.10 p.m. the B.B.C. has
arranged a religious programme to appeal
to those who like to take their Christmas
Day rather more quietly. Of its kind, this
promises to be a very good effort. But
for those with other ideas a Regional alter-

effect.

Vienna potpourri.

Busy Time for Engineers.

be a relay of the famous Boar's Head

breakfast -time on the same day and New
Zealand's early hours of Boxing morning.

New Zealand to achieve this very striking

A busy time for the B.B.C.'s " 0.B."
He will

engineers under Mr. Wood.

actually be stationed at Sandringham, from

which place His Majesty will deliver his
message, as in preceding years. Special
microphones are now being tested for
installation up there, as well as land -line
tests through King's Lynn for the bringing
of the telephone currents into the B.B.C.'s
system.

It will also be a very busy time for the
Post Office engineers at Faraday House,
where all the beam telephone circuits are
concentrated. Indeed, one ought to realise
what a triumph for the Post Office this
round the.Etri,pirerelay is.

native will be offered in the form of a

Another highlight of the evening will

ceremony from Queen's College, Oxford.
This is a real slice of Merrie England-the
crowning glory on the bounteous table of
Queen's College,

the highspot of their

Christmas festivities.

But, you may ask, what is there to

broadcast in the simple process of bringing

in the Boar's Head ? A great deal, I find,
for this ancient ceremony is accompanied
by quite a ritual, which will be relayed.
First, there are carols by the choir in the
Gallery of Hall. Then at 6.20 p.m. they form

up into a main procession, headed by the
singer and followed by the Boar's Head

itself, which may weigh as much as 90
pounds !

.;

At 6.30 p.m. the Fellows enter Hall in
processien to High Table. After rapping
this, the Provost says a short grace. As
soon as this is said, a trumpeter sounds a
call, first in one quadrangle of the college
and then in the other. The main pro-

cession enters Hall, with two halts

for

more carols. And then the Boar's Head is

placed in front of the Provost at High
Table, who extracts an orange from its
mouth, hands it to the singer and distributes gilded holly and rosemary to all
present. After that we will draw a veil
over the proceedings.

At 7.30 p.m. Eric Maschwitz will give
us another two-hour party in the studio,
with a host of well-known favourites, who

will include Stainless Stephen and the
Two Leslies. Charles Brewer is helping
Eric, so it ought to be very good indeed,
for that boy knows how to make a party go,
believe me !

Henry Hall's hour will wind up the
evening-and so, we hope, to bed. If we
are up in time there is plenty of fun and
games arranged for Boxing Day. Harry
Pepper and the Kentucky Minstrels, for
one thing. A relay from the Drury Lane
panto. is probable too.
A Pantomime Broadcast.

Which reminds me. Ernest Longstaffe,
who has made a speciality of such broadcasts, has written, composed and will produce and conduct that old favourite pantomime "Cinderella" for the B.B.C. on
December 31st and January 1st.
Before I forget, there will be a new
St. Hilary play from Marazion, Cornwall, on

December 23rd, entitled " The Stranger at
The two carol servicesSt. Hilary."
one from King's College, Cambridge, and
the other from St. Mary's, Whitechapel--.will, of course, be broadcast on Christmas
Eveas,in past years.
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EVERYONE likes to have something in

the way of a novelty at his party,

particularly at Christmas -time. And

anything that is mystifying or puzzling

will always hold the interest of guests and
" go down well," especially if it is entertaining at the same time.
The radio enthusiast has at his disposal
the knowledge and skill to produce no end
of amazing things which will ideally fill
in those little gaps that occur between the
fun at the most boisterous of parties. And
if he declines -to reveal " how it's done,"

he may amass quite a reputation as a
second Maskelyne.

You can mystify your friends w bile entertaining them, and keep the party going
with the aid of the simple radio ideas suggested by A. S. CLARK.

primary are all joined in series, and the
secondary is joined up to the set's pick-up
terminals.

Avoid " blasting," caused by speaking
too loudly. And when you are close to the
microphone, speak or sing across it and not
direct at it. A few tests beforehand to find
the best loudness and nearness will help to
ensure the success of your stunts.
Next on my list comes the detectaphone.

ADJUSTING SENSITIVITY
4

X Z.!

7ftenadet

Some Individual Stunts.

Of course, you can have a lot of fun with
a simple microphone outfit. You can hold

and so on.
But this is an old idea, and .one to which

ree

these days with

fake annpuncements

about their grand-

to the left.

of high -resistance
telephones.

just about as simple

The loudspeaker,

And

there is no end to the

ways in which they
can be employed.

With the help of a pair of telephones you can make
your set into a sensitive detectaphone.

stunts
from their technical aspects first, and then

give a few examples of how they can be

utilised. These suggestions will show you
the multitude of ways in which you can adapt
the schemes to your own ideas and facilities.
First of all, the microphone. I propose
to deal with this because, although as I have
is4ust pointed out, there is nothing novel in

is simple application, there are, neverthe-

less, many schemes in which it will be
required in
apparatus.

the scheme illustrated

ably of the moving coil type, and a pair

the looker-on, although

individual

the volume when using

need, beside your set,
a loudspeaker,prefer-

more complicated to

What I propose to
do is to describe the

Above are shown two
methods of controlling

For this you will

aunts or other unlikely
events.
No, the things I
have in mind are much

to carry out.

(5)

(GL')

people you can take
in

To

4

jogaer/oarAivz.

There are very few

).

~es

.r

people have
accustomed.

become

4

74.011;5,

crooning competitions, noise -guessing items,

many

.4

conjunction

with

other

Arranging a Deteetaphone.

Naturally, you will use a carbon -type

microphone, and (also naturally) the more
you pay for it the better the reproduction
that can be expected. But quite a cheap
instrument will give remarkably good
results. You will need a microphone trans-

former and battery of suitable voltage.

The microphone, battery and,,,Vansformer

with its transformer,
is joined to the pickup terminals, and
the telephones to
the L.S. terminals
on the set. The

the pick-up terminals, and at the same time

to change loudspeaker for telephones on
the output terminals. If results from the
telephones are very loud, don't get them
close to the microphone (when using two
sets), or you may get "singing round the
ring."
A time -controlled switch is very useful
for closing two contacts automatically
at some pre -determined time. Normally
they are somewhat expensive, but one of the
sketches shows how easily a simple alarm
clock can be made to do the trick.

The key which winds the alarm must
have two holes in it-these can be drilled
if necessary-and must rotate as the alarm
rings.
The idea is made clear in the
sketch.

Setting Off Coloured Fire.

At the pre -determined time the alarm
goes off. The key twists, and so do the two

leads attached to it. As these latter twist
together at their base part the connection
is completed. It is important to see that

the insulation is sound at the point where
the wire is attached to the key.
This time -relay can be used for all sorts
of things, including switching on the radio
for some desired item, or, with the connections shown, to set off some coloured -fire
powder.

(An idea requiring the latter is

dealt with later.)
Thick connecting leads are used, and a

very fine piece of copper wire, 40 -gauge or
less, is connected where shown and covered
by the coloured fire. As soon as the contact

A TIME - RELAY

loudspeaker is
hidden in the room behind a light curtain
or other object which will not screen it
from sound waves too much.

So sensitive may this detectaphone be
that you may need a volume control to
protect your ear -drums. The method of
connecting up a potentiometer for this
purpose is shown in one of the diagrams,
in which two different schemes are illustrated.

The value of the potentiometer is not

critical so long as it is high-anything from
25,000 to 500,000 should be suitable. A
potentiometer such as is often used across
a pick-up would be ideal.
We now have two items. A microphone

for saying things to people in another
room, and a detectaphone for hearing what
they say themselves. It is best .to have

separate sets for each, but one will do if
you arrange a change -over switching scheme

to swap microphone for loudspeaker across

A simple time -relay for igniting coloured fire or
for other purposes.

is made it gets red hot with the current and

ignites the powder. The force of the
powder going off will ensure that the circuit

is broken, and that no harm is done to

the accumulator, which, by the way, should
(Continued on 'text ipage.)
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RADIO MAGIC
(Continued from previous page.)

to
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be 6 -volt, and have plates of the thin type.
The next item is the hidden contact,
also illustrated, consisting of two pieces of
brass.

One of these should be of the

springy kind of material, but sufficiently
thick to require a fair pressure to make it
contact with the other.
,

The two pieces of
brass, to which thin

A SECRET

wires are attached, are

a visual indicator in the form of a gal-

arms crossed and holding hands in a continuous chain. Lights are dimmed until
one can only distinguish one's neighbour
by his outline.

operate a relay which can be used to switch

A Startling Occurrence.

anything else desired.
In the first case the cell is connected to a
single valve, with the galvo or meter in its
anode circuit. It is biased by the centre
battery in the diagram to its bottom

there is a persistent tapping. You announce

There are two ways in which they can be
used, circuits for which are shown. In one

vanometer, or sensitive milliammeter, is
used ; and in the other the cell is made to

on lights, ring bells, operate motors, or

bend. The value of the resistance depends
on the cell.
As soon as the
" CONTACT "
light falls on the
cell, more current
flows through the

hidden below the carpet.

If they can be sunk into
the floor -boards, there
is less chance of them
being spotted.
The toughness of the

resistance R and
makes the grid of
the valve positive.

Immediately
anode circuit flows
and the needle

springy arm will prevent
contact being made

kicks.

until the foot is placed

dead on top of the

punch mark. The latter

should be arranged
under a spot

After a short spell of complete silence

the arrival of the " spirit," and invite

questions. These you answer by operating

the contact beneath your foot.
Just when things are getting tame, you
ask the " visitor ' :
" Is anything exciting likely to happen
to -night ?
Tap !

" Shall we come into it ? "
Tap !

" Will it be near here ? "
Tap !

After this others will take up the questioning, to find out what it is to be. With
a few leading questions you enable it to be
conveyed that at, say, seven minutes past
nine everyone in the room will be startled.
When the time arrives, with

seance still in progress,
LIGHT CONTROLLED the
even the sceptical jump as a

This gadget is hidden
the carpet

blinding flare

beneath
in the and
operated by the

lights up the

window outside, to die almost
as suddenly.
Investigation
outside reveals nothing, as the
wires, battery, and alann clock
are out, of sight or buried
beneath earth.
The séance is over. The
lights go up. Games are started

foot.
carpet design so that
you can always find it.
As many of these contacts can be employed as you like, and by placing them in
different parts of, the room you can move
about with impunity if you wish. Take

care to place them where nobody will tread
on them accidentally.

EASILY SEEN

Tbe "Invisible Callers."

An instance of their use is to wire the

With this chain of apparatus, lamps, motors,

connection across the front -door bell -push.

bells, etc., can be controlled by a beam of light.

You can then have members of your own
family " on toast " by callers who vanish
before the door is opened-even if someone
waits for them with his hand on the door -

By sufficient amplification the kicks can
be made to work a sensitive relay, as shown
in the other photo -cell circuit. Since the

cat ch !

But let's pass on to photo -electric cells.
These are a little expensive, but well worth

Qa(4012

contacts of a sensitive relay cannot be

expected to carry a lot of current it is usual

to make it control a heavy duty relay in
circuit with the

TRY THIS ONE ON YOUR FRIENDS

mains or other

power
supply.electrie

-ie..i.Vaaeet-e,d /Pavan -7
'54,2E1..129'

And now with

the

microphone,

detectaphone,
electric time switch, concealed

A simple use of the photo-elecflic cell to give a
visual indication of change in light intensity.

photo -electric

again. But the diversion and puzzlement
will have been complete.
Now, here's another idea. It is illustrated by a sketch. An eastern -looking god
or goddess houses two flashlamps shining

contacts, and

/-442'cZe,z.

Ceee.

cells, let

us see

what we can do to

mystify our

friends. Of course,
it is most unlikely
that you will want

goes-the séance.

" Yes " or "No."
For this we use

Hidden between two books is a photocell, full in the beam of the torch light, but

to use all of these

at once for one
stunt.

So here

the time -relay
Fully described in the text. The goddess answers any question, but will not say a
word until the instant the questioner bows down.

the money. They can be obtained in
Westinghouse, G.E.C., and other makes,
and care must be given to following out
any details in the instructions sent to you
with them. But the following general
remarks will be found to apply.

out of the eyes. Hidden behind it and

.somewhat muffled is a loudspeaker, joined
to a mike in another room.
A further hidden speaker acts as a
detectaphone. The phones are in the same'
room as the mike.

and a hidden
contact con-

trolling a current
through a loudspeaker so muffled that it is
impossible to tell- where the sound comes
from. The audience is told that your
" visitor " usually gives one tap for " Yes "
and two for " No."
Thereafter, everyone sits round in a circle,

shaded from the subdued room lighting.
A cushion is placed between the god and
the photo cell, the latter beimg connected
to a meter in the room with the mike.
Guests are invited to ask any questions
of the god. All will be answered, but not
till the asker bows down.
The person asking a question is made to
kneel on the cushion, and cuts off the light
(Continziid on page 411.)
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SOME little time back I devoted a page
to the problems of readers who had
sets that said, in effect, " Thus far,

"IMPROVING EFFICIENCY"

In other words, those annoying receivers
that suddenly emit a choking noise at, say,

Good advice to those who are not getting
satisfactory results from their short-wave

hut no farther ! "

long wiring, would be just as unsatisfactory

19 metres and refuse to go down any
lower.

Since then we have all heard about
the wonderful happenings on 10 metres,
and practically every reader of these notes

who can copy Morse has been trying to
stretch a point further and get down there.
And that is what starts showing a set up.

You can take it from me that if your

short -waver will get down to 10 metres and

below without misbehaviour of any kind,
simply by using smaller coils, then there
isn't much wrong with your ideas of lay -out
and efficiency.
Why It Won't Wolit.

Take the average short -waver. It will
probably cover the 19 -metre band nicely,
with a four -turn grid coil and three turns
of reaction. Make up a coil with two and a
half turns in the grid winding and two for

reaction and plug it
oscillate ? No !

in. Will the thing
Why ?

Let me tell you. Detector wiring is the
trouble in nine cases out of ten. In spite of

all I've said on the subject, I don't mind
betting that in nearly every case that is

the only factor that stops the receiver
from going down to 10 or even 5 metres.

Add up the total length of wire in.that

receivers.
1.-.ZXLMINEALT4=-TqUa.fg,Aali=Lfig-Wif-M.

That, admittedly, doesn't shorten the
closed circuit wiring, but it does help quite
a bit.

The grid condenser goes straight from

the grid pin of the valve holder to the
appropriate pin on the coil holder; the
anode and filament leads likewise go
straight across the gap to the required
terminals.
Fig. 2 shows you the means of reducing
the tuned -circuit wiring to practically zero

-mount your coil holder actually on the
variable condenser. Let me tell you the
facts of an actual case in which I did this.
Using a coil with nearly three turns in the

grid circuit and two turns for reaction, the
detector just went down to 10 metres,

which came right at the bottom of the

scale on a .0001 condenser. Oscillation
was difficult to produce-the reaction

condenser had to be " all in " ;

hand -

capacity was bad, and signals were difficult
to hold.
The coil holder was mounted on the baseboard between the variable condenser and

on even 30 metres as this particular one
was on 10.
And I firmly believe that
20 per cent of my readers are using just
such a set !

Even the Editorial Staff pull my leg -

about these treatises on lay -out, and hint
that I am laying it on too thickly. Just
you try it out for yourselves and see
whether you agree.
How about other means of improving
efficiency, while we are on the subject ?
Call it " hotting up," if you like, although
that's a misleading term.
The usual
trouble is to produce oscillation where none
grew before, so to speak.
Is the Voltage High Enough ?
If you have a resistance -coupled detector,

as most short -wavers have, I suggest that
you lose no time in applying a good high resistance voltmeter across the anode and
filament of the detector valve. You will
probably find that it is operating with far
too low an H.T. voltage.
If you have a 250,000 -ohm anode resistance, for instance, you will fmd that you can

apply 120 volts of H.T. across the far end

of this and earth without making the
detector uncontrollable or producing ploppy
reaction. That alone will probably make

DIRECT MOUNTING
Fig. 2.

the valve -holder, and leads were as short

SHORTENING THE GRID LEADS

tuned circuit
obtained by
mounting
the
coil holder on
the end of the

The coil holder was then

is

mounted on the condenser, as

shown in the sketch, and no
other alterations were made.
The result was that 10 metres
came in at just above 35 degree's on the condenser ; hand capacity, nil ; signals easy to
hold ;
oscillation perfectly
&Zee-Gracr.r&e

Fig. 1. A back to back arrangement which keeps the grid and other
wiring very neat and short.

"inner circle " formed by the grid coil

and the condenser that tunes it. Possibly
the connecting wires from the coil to the

condenser have a total length of 8 or
9 inches.

For your 10 -metre coil there
probably isn't more than that amount of
wire on the coil itself, so you must shorten
that wiring somehow.

Figs. 1 and 2 give you a couple of practical
ideas for doing so. Fig. 1 shows the valve
holder and coil holder, both mounted

horizontally and placed " back to back."

Short

wiring in the

as they are in most receivers.

tuning condenser.

steady and controllable, with

your Set oscillate considerably farther

sensible part of the scale.

Next you might get down to it with a
filament voltmeter and see whether your
valves are really getting the voltage that

the reaction condenser in a

down the scale than it has before.

Try It Yourself.
The same

they are supposed to have. Long flex leads

set now gets

down to about 8.5 metres,
and will oscillate with an even smaller
grid coil, apparently with the greatest
of ease.

Now on these very short waves little

alterations like this mean all the difference
between satisfactory operation and a heap
of trouble.
On the " ordinary " short
waves the difference will not be so noticeable ; but it's bound to be there, all the
same.
I guarantee that I could make you a short -

waver which, by reason of bad lay -out and

to the accumulator don't help things ;
and neither do doubtful L.T. switches, loose
terminal connections and dry joints.

There's all the difference in the world
between 1.8 and 2 volts, as you will find
if you make the test for yourself and try to
clean things up a nit.

The reaction condenser is another point
that often needs watching. I am definitely
not in love with the solid -dielectric types
for short-wave work, having found out for
myself what a difference it makes to put in a
good air -dielectric condenser.
ins1101 ,;91
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ON THE SHORT WAVES. --Pace 2.

original wiring diagram of the set, and the

necessary alterations will be quite clear.

Pothrp

-POrT BAG
W. (Edinburgh) mentions that he has
received a Chilean amateur on telephony with his " B.C.L." Two, and
asks why Chileans and other South
Americans are so scarce. Is it because
they are difficult to receive, or owing to
lack of stations ?
T.

As a matter of fact, I think the South

Americans mostly work low -power telephony with each other on the other shortwave bands. Certainly very few of them
are heard on 20 -metre phone.
A Question of Coil Sizes.

A. T. (Banbury) has a " Simplex " Two,

but owing to the size of his tuning condenser the wave -ranges with the coils I
specified come out all wrong.

He wants

me to recommend new coil sizes. My
advice, A. T., is-stick to what you have.
So long as you cover the whole band it
doesn't matter how it is split up.
If selectivity is poor, that's nothing to
do with the tuning condenser, probably.
Reduce that aerial coupling !
H. MeG. (Cupar) wants to know where to
obtain a list of short-wave broadcast
stations, including amateurs. The Radio
Amateur Call -Book is the only thing of the

N. H. (Bexley) is very keen on getting
in touch with some other short-wave
listeners in that neighbourhck)d. His full

J. E. (Shipley) backs me up staunchly
in my remarks about the necessity for using
the smallest possible reaction coil with the
tightest possible coupling. He has completely overcome severe " dead sspot"
trouble by rebuilding his coils and keeping
this advice in mind.
He has now built a super -regenerator as

described in the October 26th issue, and

finds difficulty in making it " super."
Reaction slides in as usual, and the second
valve makes no difference. As it happens,
I have just experienced this effect myself

with a " try -out " receiver ; but I got the
" super " going well by connecting a 001
fixed condeaser across each of the quench-

coils-i.e. across both grid and anode

circuits of the second valve,
G. W. G. (who describes himself as my
" tame Ipswich ham ") writes to say that he
has had yet another attack of " newsettitis "
and has gone all chassis this time ! The
set is a three -valve all -mains affair, using

S.G.-det.-Pentode, and he likes it better
than previous affairs, with which he was
well satisfied in .their day. He has also

become bitten with the 5 -metre fever, but

AN ALTERNATIVE

may be obtained from the R.S.G.B., at

C. V. P. (Middlesbrough) is adding an

13 -26 -metre

coil

doesn't produce

any suggestions, not having seen the unit.
It certainly sounds all wrong.
Try a "Buffer " Valve.

W. L. (Tolworth) gets " dead spots "
that are real bottomless pits, which are
obviously due to his aerial, since shifting
the pre-set coupling condenser moves them
about. But by the time he's flattened them
out he's lost his signals as well ! Short of

a "buffer " H.F. stager I'm afraid I've no
suggestions, W. L., unless your pre-set is
a dud. Try a neutralising condenser in its
place.

The diagram on this page is a pictorial,
reply to the many readers who have asked.
for the connections for B.T.S. coils in the,
" Simplex " Two.

Refer back to the

Mr. B. Alterman writes to tell me that

an American group would like to correspond

with a similar group in England, or with
individuals. All letters should be addressed
to Mr. C. Zwanzig 3rd, 1404, West Madison

Street, Ottawa, Illinois, U.S.A.
A Very Strong Society.

Mr. Leslie W. Orton tells me that the

social side of the Anglo-American Radio
and Television Society is going strong. A
recent dance (to music from America)
concluded with the broadcast of greetings
to the society from a continental station.
W 2 X A F has also promised to broadcast
special A.-A.R. & T.S. concerts shortlyprobably the first will be during December.
It is hoped to broadcast (via gramophone
recordings) selections by the society's All,
Electric Orchestra. T4e Ladies' Section
now has representatiVes in New Zealand,

Presumably these good
ladies get together for a little enjoyment
while their husbands and/or sons are too

H.F. stage to his " Simplex " Two, and now

anything at all, and the manufacturers,
after having it back, say that it is satisfactory. Sorry, M. J. B., I can't make

wave subjects.

Transmitters " !

critical eye it looks very good. Good luck
with it, F. W. C.

- M. J. B. (South Harrow) has a ready bought short-wave adaptor that doesn't!

ents in all parts of the world with whom
they exchange notes and ideas on short-

" The Wives and Mothers of Amateur

and pentode output, all A.C., and to my

shortly.

for a new kind of radio' society-the

" correspondence group." Many of my
readers, I know, have regular correspond-

Talking of ladies' sections, I see that the
latest
is a club for

53, Victoria Street, S.W.1.
F. W. C. (Bramley) is running his second
short-waver-a chassis set-and likes it
enormously, but hankers after something
bigger, and sends me a circuit for criticism.
It's a tuned S.G. affair, with. parallel -feed

coupled L.F. stage as well, to make it into
a real ripsnorter." I hope to deal with
this and give a diagram next week or very

SHORT-WAVE work, with its international interests, has been responsible

Australia, Cuba, Hungary, South Africa
and the Irish Free State.

the list in one fell swoop ! The Call -Book

wants a layout for adding a resistance -

NEW$

address is N. H. Habben, 37, Penhill Road,
Bexley, Kent.

kind, since those two words " including
amateurs " add about 50,000 stations to

The

AYE

The coil holder is turned round to make all
connections as short as possible.

In response to many requests, W. L. S. gives in
this diagram the connections for B.T.S. coils
in the "Simplex " Two.

finds it rather trying, as there are no local
signals to listen to except of the " home brewed " variety.

R. W. R. (Ramsgate) wants to know
" the correct way to report a short-wave

station." It is the fading and static tables
that bother -him. Well, R. W. R., I prefer
plain -language reports myself. But, if you

like, you just use " F " for fading; " SF "
for slow fading, " FF " for lots of fading ;
and the same with " X " for static, with
" NX " for no static.
Anyway, the people to whom you report

are only interested in their own signals,

and aren't concerned much with static and
other conditions of the moment. Read-

ability and audibility are the two main
factors, shown on the " QSA " scale
(0 to 5) and the " R " scale (0 to 10).

busy on the air to recognise their existence.
Incidentally, a young lady of nay acquaintance asks why the daughters have been left
out. She thinks they have quite a thin
time sometimes.
Here is news of another society. The
Darlington Radio and Television y Society
has been formed to promote interest -in the
town among 'radio enthusiasts. It has its
own club -room and is running a transmitter
operated by G 6 M F.

All details may be obtained from Mr.
C. W. Ashton, 10, West Powell Street,
Darlington, Durham.

Good Ten -Metre Reception.

Conditions on the air are still pretty good,
and the surprising 10 -metre band has been
especially lively during the afternoons. The

fact that any long distance came across

on 10 metres used to indicate that conditions.

on the other bands were phenomenally
good.

Although I would not say that this

true at the moment, there
nothing to grumble about.

is

is certainly

Most of the
better-known DX stations come in day

G. P. (Kilburn) wants to meet fellow
enthusiasts in that neighbourhood. Full

after day with almost complete reliability.
Two interesting stations off the beaten
track" are HC2CW and H C 2 A T, both

address : G. Plastow, 4, Netherwood Street,
Kilburn, N.W.6.

in Guayaquil, Ecuador, and working on

R. D. E. (Great Gransden) thinks that

35.69 and 35.71 metres respectively. They

are not on together, but one or other of
them may often be heard in the early

A. W.'s German station on about 27 metres
was probably D F L on 27.65 metres.

.

mornings -1 a.m. onwards.

W. L. S.

ft
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...RECO/VIMENDED for the S.T.700.m....
SPEAKER.

P.M.T.

F720

Type

Send

Universal transformer, making it suitable
for any kind of output. Cash or C.O.D.

216

Carriage Paid, £1/1510.
Balance in 9 monthly payments of 41-.

only

PETO-SCOTT S.T.700
High Fidelity Matched
proSpeaker, specially Scot
tfor Mr.

J.

Taggart's latest set, 8 -in
Cone, free from boom and
resonance. Type S.1. Cash
or C.O.D. Carr. Paid 19/6,
or deposit 2)6 and 8
monthly payments of 2/6.
PET0SCOTT
S.T.7 0 0

PILOT AUTHOR KITS

CHRISTMAS

BATTERY VERSION

S.T.700 finished instruments
first
specified parts as used by
include
Mr. JohnallScott -Taggart, are assembled
and
exactingly tested by highly skilled Radio
engineers. and absolutely READY TO PLAY.
Cabinets for these
The
speciallyaredesigned
instruments
hand French polished, and
so constructed to allow both terminal strips
to
be
housed
inside,
and
are supplied complete with extension spindles for side controls.
Each
model
will
accommodate
necessary
batteries
and accumulators orall
eliminator.
Every Peto-Scott Finished Instrument is

AERIAL TESTED
ON ACTUAL
BROADCASTING.

0.0.D. Carriage Paid, 32/6, or 216

to any

balance

in

output.

monthly payments

10

- '-

Can

for the A.C.

payments of

or 5/- down and 11 monthly

Ato-szoa1936 ELIMINATORS 1936

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.
MODEL A.C.12 ( illustrated).
For A.C. Mains 200-250 voile.
Output 120 volts at 12 m/a.
Four tappings:
60-v.,
90 -y -..,-and 120-v.
Cash - pp,r c
Carri4kis

KIT
£8
£8.0.9 "CC
TABLE MODEL FINISHED
ATTERY IN
99

FMENT

Demonstrations

daily at 77,

MODEL M.A.10,30 with Trickle

City Road, Lon-

don, E.C.I and

62, High Hol-

SHORT

born,

London,

W.C.I.

RECEIVE AMERICA DIRECT

WITH YOUR S.T.700
The famous B.T.S. SHORTon
ADAPTOR
WAVE

ted.

Plug-in

and 11

[READY

coils, 13-26 and ASSEMBLED
24 - 52

52f6pay-

Extra coils 46and

90-190Cash or C.O.D.
mctres.4/6 sell. Carriage Paid.
96

monthly

met ri-s.

DOWN

ments

015,-.

TYPE "LL"

PZIEFiT10.12.6
INSTRUMENT

Exact to Specification.

Complete

FIRST

will

SPECIFIED valves Peto-Scott 5.3 de luxe matched
speaker and walnut consolette cabinet (t11.trated above),
less batteries. Overall dimensions of cabinet :
Yours
W. 201 in., H. 153 in., D. 145 in.
for
Cash or C.O.D. Carr. Paid. .810.12.6.

Balance In 11 monthly payments of
19/6.

20/-

TYPE " LL " CABINET ONLY. Australian walnut veneered front.

I EKY

Ten Ranges, ineamres 0-3 megohms.
Send only 2/6; bal-

fret with corded silk backing. Speaker baffle board.
Lift -tip lid. Cash or C.O.D., 37,6 (Carriage and part
packing 2/6 extra), or 51- down, balance in 6

sA.C. S.T.700
Exact to specification. Complete with valve

UNIVERSAL

Cabinet.

A.C./D.C. AVOMINOR, 22 ranges. Cash or C.O.D.
Carr. Paid, .651010, or 9/- down and
11 monthly payments of 9/3.

shelf, but less speaker.
CASH

" CLL

:0

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 13/9.
)
As for Kit " A," but including FIRST SPEC
valves and Peto-Scott Consoletto Cabinet type " 1.L."
with speaker baffle. Less speaker.
11 Extractor Hit is required with any of the

above Kits. add £114/0 to Cash or C.O.D. prices,
er 2 3 to deposit and to each meld lily payment.

-S.T.600 to S.T.700CONVERSION KIT

COMPLETE KIT of first specified components to
convert the S.T.600 to the new S.T. triumph.
Comprises : Peto-Scott S.T. 700 Structakit,cs detailed in -our previous advertisements, Colvern
iS.T.700 Coil Unit, J.B. Main tuning condenser with
special knob and pointer, 2 Graham Farish
potentiometers, Bulgin switch, 3 Linen condensers,
Dubilier condenser, Dubilier 500,000 ohm resistance,
Ferranti 30.000 ohm
resistance, Belling Lee
wander plug, screws, flex, and FREE

COPY OF S.T.700 ISSUE OF
POPULAR WIRELESS," with
full-size blueprint, dial card, etc.
Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid,

£2 : 2 . 0

or 5/- down and 7 monthly payments of 6 SEND FOR COMPREHENSIVE XMAS BARGAIN
LISTS OF RECEIVERS, ACCESSORIES, ETC.

'EXPRESS ORDER COUPON
PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD., 77 P.W.1 City
Road, London. E.C.1. Tel. Clerkenwell 940617.
Please send ins CASII/C.0 D./H.P.

FINISHED INSTRUMENT

ance in 10 smoothly
payments of 4/3.
Cash or C.O.D.

Carr.Paid,R210/0.

As for Kit " k," but including FIRST SPECIFIED
Peto - Scott S.T.700 Consolette
valves
and
cabinet, with speaker baffle, and vertical battery

Hand French polished macasscr

monthly payments of 6 6
TEN TESTING INSTRUMENTS
IN ONE!

E7 : 6 : 6

OR YOURS FOR

KITaogre GP 1.),c7 E7 9
" OR YOURS FOR

15/ 14/9.
TABLE CABINET ONLY. Exquisitely designed
walnut finished cabinet with sloping front and cross
banded moulding. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 17/6
(Carr. and Pkg. 2/6 extra), or 2/6 down, balance in 5
monthly payments of 4/-.

Charger. Cash or C.O.D. Carrico, Paid. £211916, or
51- down and 11 monthly paym ui,a of 5:6.

2

Paid.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, .88.0.0.

id,

EASY TERMS. Simply plugs
into your present battery or
The only
A.C. Mains set.
adaptor at the price incorporating 100-1 ratio aerial tuning
and slow-motion reaction; for
use either as Plug-in or Super het Short -Wave Adaptor. Walnut Finished Cabinet illustra-

C.O.D.
etaSrliriaogre

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 13,6.

£111010, or 2.6

With

£6:9:0

OR YOURS FOR1

Built exactly to Mr. J. Scott-Taggart's spa ideation.
Complete with FIRST SPECIFIED valves and Peto-Scott
Walnut table cabinet, illustrated above, less batteries.
Overall dimensions of Cabinet : W. 181 in., Yours
H. 145 in., D. 12 in.
for

dews ai d 10 mon( hly payments of 31-.
MODEL A.C.25. Cash or C.O.D.
Ca rmag, Paid, £2/9/6, or 51- down
itu1IOmimmblYPaYments of 5/-.

B.T.S.1436

16,.2:10.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/-.
As for Kit " A," but including FIRST Sp ,E
valves and Peto-Scott S.T.700 table cabinet,
less speaker.

of

W. B. Stentorian Model
EM/S, as Exclusively
S.T.700. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. £3'10.0,
paynio Ms of 616.

£5:11 :6

OR YOURS FOR

CASH

Cash or

Cash or C.O.D. Car 11,1V0 Paid. £21210, or
2 6 down and 11
Specified

or C.O.D. Carriage Paid L3: 19 : 6, or

Deposit 7/- and II monthly payments of 7 6.

KIT
" CT "

be

W.
B. Stentorian
Senior Model 36S.
monthly

Cash

valves, less cabinet and speaker.

E f4TC)R IAN

matched

Scott Cabinet.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/3
As for Kit A, but including set of 4 FIRST specified

deposit and 11 monthly payments of 3/-.

and

OR YOURS FOR
Complete Kit of component:
exactly as FIRST specified and
used by Mr. J. Scott -Taggart including FREE copy of S.T.700 issue
Popular Wireless," but less
of
valves, Extractor Kit and Peto-

" B"

with- in.

cone. Type S.3. Cash or

£1,3.6, or 216 down

CASHD.o r

79'6Carriage

or C.O.D.
KIT CASH
Carriage Paid.

signed speaker

C.O.D. Carr. Paid,

"A

PROGRAMMES

de luxe.
Another
de-

TModel 36B
BABY
(illustrated).

NOW

INSTRUMENT

AND ENJOY the SPECIAL

specially
oversize

6
389

Peto - Scott

Pao-scott
Recommended SPEAKERS
diteed

t 4(

ruin -If` - Od

ORDER A 94tto S'cott S.T.700
ROLA

6,

and specified W.B. speaker in Peto-Scott
first specified A.C. S.T.700 Consolette

Yours

for
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid.
£19.19.0.
Balance in 11 monthly Z5
payments of 30'-.

RAMP
ADDRESS

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 10/- SENT C.O.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID

P.W
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1935.

Have YOU built the
Is your set capable of giving you the full value of the Christmas radio
Why not start afresh and build the S.T.700 ? Mr. John
Scott-Taggart's amazing 1936 receiver, the greatest set ever published for
home construction.
entertainments ?

Why tolerate bad reception when, with this receiver, you can get
the last word in modern radio.

At Christmas more than at any other time, it

is

absolutely essential

to have the very best wireless entertainment. The S.T.700 will give you
perfect radio this Christmas and for a long time to come.
The special matched condenser (.0005 mfd.), with long pointer and
knob has been specially designed for the set. The price complete is 5,6.
Ask your wireless dealer about it to -day.
Jackson

72, St. Thomas's
Telephone: Hop 1837.

Brothers (London), Ltd.,

Street, London,

S.E.Z.

* FOURTEEN STARRED FEATURES

* I.

* 2.
* 3.
* 4.
* 5.
* 6.
* 7.
* II.
* 9.
* 10.
* I I.

Designed by Westinghouse Engineers
3 -valve " reflex " superhet giving 5 -valve performance.

Universal operation on A.C. or D.C. Mains.
Westector 2nd detector.
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier for H.T. supply.
Automatic Volume Control.
High Selectivity.
Good Quality.
3 -watts output.

Very low " hum "

THE DESIGN FOR
DISCRIMINATING
CONSTRUCTORS
COUPON

Write for fuller particulars.
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.I.

level.

Reception of at least eight stations during daylight.
* 12. Reception of most Continental stations during darkness.

* 13. All components specially chosen for reliability and efficiency.
* 14. Just as safe as an A.C. receiver-chassis at earth potential.

Name

Address

1111,..1111MIM133,1111.1=111,01/

P.W. 7112'35.
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RADIO DRAMA
GARRY ALLIGHAN
WHAT is the weakest feature of B.B.C.
programmes ? Ask me that and
I reply : Radio drama.

Of all the programme subjects that
radio has adopted, drama has been the
slowest in accommodating itself to the new
medium. It would have been slower still

had it not .been under the direction of
Val Gielgud, a man who is a son of the
theatre, whose mind is of theatrical bent,
whose enthusiasm 'for those things of the
stage is unquenchable, and who cherishes
a high idealism for radii; drama. Admiration for Val Gielgud and his passion for the
histrionic art must not warp my judgment on
the work of his department.

Dur ng the past year or two Val Gielgud
has been encouraging radio playwrights,
and in that he has been wise.

The average author of stage plays (and

also the film -story writer) first sees his play
in terms of scenes. He writes a scene plot
OZ -AK AK AC -NU AgAM.T4.4f4C-APACIZOICAMIZA1

" It may be safe to say that the future
of drama over the air is centred en-

tirely in television," says the author
of this provocative article.
of, perhaps, three acts ; a first act of half

Using Stage Material.

I consider that radio drama has been of
very measured success because of two
mistakes. The first is in attempting to use
stage material for broadcasting. It should
have been realised from the very beginning

that the stage and microphone make two

distinct demands on drama, so distinct that

it is often true to say that the quality that
makes a play most successful on the stage
makes it most unsuccessful on the air. And
vice versa.
Stage drama, being visual primarily
and aural secondarily, finds its chief virtue
in action. The play in which there is least

an hour, a long second act, with one or
two scene changes, and a short third act.
Everything, at that stage, is action. The
script-the dialogue-follows.
That is sound technique for the stage
and thoroughly bad for the microphone.

SEEN ON THE SCREEN

If "a playwright writes a play that is a
success on the stage lie will make from
£1,000 to £10,000 for his labour ; if he

may get £250, providing that he is out-

£50 to £80 reduction of his overdraft.
Why then should he divert his play -

The fact is that radio drama is expensive.

To secure a play, specially written by a
competent playwright for the microphone,
the B.B.C. may have to pay £500. It will

require, say, six good artists who will-

or ought to-have to devote at least a

full week to rehearsals. That will add at
least another £300 to the cost. The

overheads-including a percentage of the

Drama Director's salary, the &Jaries of the

adapter and producer, engineers, costs of
transmission, etc.-will - bring the total
expenditure for one broadcast to nearly
£1,000 and to about £1,250 for a diagonalised
broadcast.

play with three or four characters, who
utilise the play -time with talk instead of

"Multiple Studio " Policy.

To a play costing £1,000 only about

dramatic action, makes good radio drama.

10 per cent of the listeners will tune -in.
It is, therefore, uneconomic to broadcast

Television the Solution.

obvious course is to broadcast plays that
are specially written for the microphone.

The Question of Cost.

there must be an increase in expenditurewhich, probably, means a reduction in the
number of plays broadcast.

The

written because I think it is true-the

immediately raises the finance factor again.

It is obvious that if there is to be an
increase in the quality of radio drama

The play that is more verbal than

If what I have written is true-and it is

ful radio drama, and (b) that playwrights
should be encouraged to write radio plays,
in the microphone idiom, specially for
broadcasting. This second consideration

writing genius from a gold -paved avenue
like the stage for the benefit of the B.B.C.

the previous paragraph again and you will
see what 1 mean if I say that all the factors
that make a play unsuitable for the stage
tend to make it suitable for broadcasting.
The microphone cannot adequately depict
action, only so far as it is action .via sound.
Therefore, the play in which there least
movement-and is, therefore, least successful on the stage-is most successful on the

is that Shakespeare was a dramatist of many
words. He was the first and greatest radio
playwright.

stage material, not capable of being success-

rageously lucky. The chances are that his
successful radio drama will achieve a

much or any dramatic action, is the play
that is certain to empty the theatre.
All that is reversed with radio. Read

For that reason it may be safe to say that
the future of drama over the air is centred
entirely in television. The reason why
Shakespearean plays have been among
Val Gielgud's most outstanding successes

he is able to change his voice so that it can
suit as many as eight different characters.
Instead of filing artists under their names
they should be filed, at Broadcasting House,
under their voice -styles.
I have tried to show (a) that successful
stage material is, because it is successful

breaking the verbal continuity of the play

who come on to the stage and talk, without

% Many radio dramas have been dependent
on the actions that speak louder than words.
but which the microphone cannot transmit,

is why Philip Wade is a radio triumph ;

writes a play that is a success on the air he

are only conveyed to the listeners by

is of least suitability to the theatre. The
play with, say, three or four characters

mobile is ideal microphone material.

voice alone, that suits the character. That

Changes of scene are difficult to achieve and

movement is least successful on the stage.
The play that is more verbal than mobile

air.

Or their suitability to
sustain a make-up that will fit. Radio
drama demands in an artist a voice, and
of the character.

A scene from a television sketch.

With vision

to assist sound. radio drama would obtain an
invaluable added power.

for an announcement of an alteration of
The ideal radio play has no change
of scene, no alteration in period, no more
than six characters, each with a clear-cut
part played by an artist with a distinctive
voice. Many of the plays in the Children's
Hour, such as Carey Grey's, set the Drama
Department a fine model.
locale.

In, casting a stage play the producer

chooses his artists according to the approxi-

mation of their normal appearance to that

a play on such quality lines when only
£150 is spent on a variety bill that caters

for 80 per cent of the listeners.
The second mistake that I consider has
militated against the success of radio

drama is the "multiple studio " policy in
play production. Certain of the B.B.C.
producers have been badly bitten by the
multiple studio " bug. They have delighted in the experience of using half a.
dozen studios for one play, they themselves
seated in glorious power before the Dramatic

Control Panel, bringing first one and then

another of the studios to the

(Continued on page 411.)

ears of
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TELEVISION
JOTTINGS

Some notes on the latest aspects

of the new branch of broadcasting.

)wvAr4s-vmen4n-n-mom-vm!vm

I N 1922, when It was first made known

that regular broadcasting of radio
programmes was to begin before the

end of the year, one of the first results was

a terrific growth in the number of local
radio societies or wireless clubs, which all
became full to overflowing with new members who wanted to learn something about
" the new art " in plenty of time.

lecturers who know their job, and a genuine

thirst for knowledge on the part of filo
members.

And now I come to my point. More than
one organiser of a club has told me, in bitter

terms, of the abysmal ignorance of television principles shown by most of the
members. I will quote from a letter : " I
find that people who know more about
radio than I do are full of the most comic
ideas when it comes to television work:
" One man asked me at the last meeting
whether he could convert an old six -valve

superhet into a television receiver, and

roughly, how much would it cost. He pre-

sumed that the only extra would be a
cathode-ray tube, which I firmly believe

he thought he could connect in place of the
loudspeaker."

are known to buy " P.W." every week are
still showing the most complete ignorance
of the subject.
Why is it, please ? Does no one start
getting interested in anything new until the
last possible moment ? There will be a

frantic demand, I suppose, for "plain language " television articles about next

March, when, we hope, the transmissions
will have started.
A Tip to the Societies.

Readers who have carefully followed all

the authoritative articles on the subjectand those who have taken advantage of
the offer made in connection with the

" Book of Practical Television "-should be

able to make their own receiver by then,

without wanting to know any more.
And now to come back to technical points
once more. Having discovered how easy
Now that we have a definite promise of whether some people will ever learn. There
television programmes next year I note have been clearly written articles on tele- it was to fall into the habit of using a certain
circuit for every purpose, I recently tried
with some interest that most of the local vision in " PM." for well over a year ;
out several different detector arrangements
most of the aspects of high -definition work
societies are adding the magic words " and
on a locally produced signal in the region
-television " to their titles, and I understand have been explained in simple, and even
of 7 metres, and must admit I was surprised
childish, language. And yet people who
from some of their secretaries that there is
at the variance in results.
evidence of a tremendous amount
The usual series -fed reaction
of interest in television among
E FFIE ATHERTON AT THE MIKE
circuit was not the best by any
old and new members alike.
means. Best of all was a pushThe radio societies have tended
pull detector using a special form
to fall into a rut. Those that
of Colpitts' circuit ; and next
have not taken up short waves
was the Ultraudion, which everyhave mostly confined themselves
one used for short waves. I hope
to the problems of super -quality
to give full details of these
reproduction, super -selectivity,
experiments at a later date ;
and so on, and have found themmeanwhile I am improving my
selves going round in circles.
signal -frequency H.F. stage on 7
Television is going to supply
metres-without using an Acorn
just the impetus required to start
valve or even bothering to
off these clubs once more as real
remove the base from a standlive bodies of enthusiasts. Thera
ard type.
L. H. T.
is a big demand for television
Surprising Lack of Knowledge.

,Icuammaggrefficalaw-4
4.

ROUND THE
RECORDS

Comments on the latest

;1 recordings from the
gramophone studios.
VenittnilfalltM1V-VIrord405
CHRISTMAS is nearly here, and then,

This sort of thing makes me wonder

few months. One of the best interpretations of this double Gershwin (George
and Ira Gershwin are responsible for it)
number is that by the young Nat. Gonella

with Harold Hood at the piano. It is
on Parlophone F192 and is certainly
worth hearing. The other side contains
Hesitation Blues with Nat singing the
vocal refrain.

H.M.V. have always been fond of

recording novelties, and they have now
Issued a recordofiElisabeth Schumann

singing the parts of both' Hansel and
Gretel in the Evening Prayer from
Huniperdinck's fairy opera. This duet
with herself is certainly effective and
Elisabeth Schumann's voice is particularly suitable for this sort of recording

before we can say " Jack RobinResolutions and all that. And I hope
the gramophone concerns will make a
gymnastics. I, for one, like the record,
few new resolutions, to say nothing of
and I think you will too (H.M.V.
A happy snap of the popular member of the "Air -do -Wells" making a
some of our cinema organists and dance DA1439).
record
at
the
"
His
Master's
Voice
"
studios.
band pianists.
The B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra Ms
Here is one resolution that could
done well on its first. appearance in the
hardly be bettered in its own sphere. " We will give
They have chosen Down on the Farm and So' Andsome
recording world. Under Stanford Robinson the
those old timers St. Louis Blues and Limehouse
as the numbers with which to make this debut before
famous orchestra has signed up with Decca and has
Blues a good rest." I suggest it to the attention of
the microphone of a fresh recording company. The
made two records of popular items. The first is an
the pundits.
" effects " in the former record are certainly worth
On Wings of Song selection from the film in which
I ant looking forward to the New Year. By then
hearing (MR1850). The Two Leslies also " appear "
Grace Moore stars (K790), and the other is Lionel
we should have sufficiently acknowledged the fact
separately in the same list, so their fans should be
Monekton Memories (K791), which is particularly
that the wheel of the wagon is broken and shall be
well satisfied.
tuneful. In the first record the orchestra has the
reminded of it no more (I hope). Also those brave
If you want some organ music, what about Torchassistance of Isobel Baillie, the famous soprano,
fisher folk, so often women, judging by the fact
light Music, played on Columbia by Sydney Torch ?
whose unusually clear voice is ideally suited to
that men vocalists address them, will have lowered
Full of pep, yet tuneful. Or, if you want something
the airs the record contains.
their red sails, and, with a bit of luck, the diurnal
hotter, get your dealer to let you hear the same
greetings to "my mother" on the occasion of her
organist in Hotter Than Ever, a selection of snappy
Christmas Carols.
birthday will have ceased. I hope, without any
numbers, including the inevitable St. Louis Blues
" returns."
(FI31158).
Carol records are once more appearing on the
Switching off from musical to vocal, let me recommarket, and first to arrive, I believe, are those of
mend
Clapham
and
Dwyer
in
Horses
for
Courses,
Duca,
who issued in November Is
a selection
Some Attractive Numbers.
a Columbia record that is well up to the standard
of carols sung by Steffani and his Silver Songsters.
Sorry to be so bitter about it all, but really we do
set by these two stars. It was written by Charlie
Others will follow no doubt, and we shall have a
get a good basting. That last number was introClapham, so you know what to expect. (FB1117).
choice of choirs, bands, and what -not before the
duced to us on the radio by Hildegarde on Sept. 20th
Do you want to be sentimental ? Then hear
festive date arrites.
and is still going strong. I heard it broadcast last
Hildegarde sing I'm in the Mood for Lore. This
In honour of Christmas Brunswick has prepared
night. The decrepit wagon has lasted even longeryoung cabaret artist has a personality that defies
a number of albums of records containing a most
in song-and is being lamented in all the latest
the mechanical deadness of the recording wax and
interesting variety of recordings. Here is the list,
gramophone lists, as well as on the British and
the chill unresponsiveness of the microphone.
and I advise enthusiastic gramophiles to get in
foreign radio stations.
Whether you like her style or not you have to
touch with their dealers for more information.
But though there are old numbers In the record
admit that she gets her personality over. Her
Here are the titles, then : " Blackbirds," " Showlists this month, there are also some new ones, and
records have " It. So, as I saki before listen to
Boat,"11 Beethoven 5th Symphony, Selection from
there are some very attractive records indeed.
Columbia FB1170, if you feel really sentimental.
Classics, Special Rhythm Album, Short Survey of
For instance, If you want a merry record that will
One of the old-timers that has been resurrected
Modern Rhythm, Purcell, Bliss Clarinet Quintet,
add gaiety to your Christmas, Regal-Zono have
recently is Fascinating Rhythm, and many bands
and Six Mickey Mouse Records.
published one of that popular pair, The Two Leslies.
and pianists have been playing it during the last
K. D. R.,
A line choice, my =sten I

son," we shall have the New Year.
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CHRISTMAS !
k..1

The time of jollity-

and of pudding., 'And the time for
dancing ;

for after the

strain of

digestion has somewhat abated we look
round for " something to do."

And if you

exercise a little thought there is plenty
with which to occupy your time and to
amuse everybody. The B.B.C. does its
best during the short holiday (no holiday
for the staff of the " Big House," by the

303

and in the following days, while the "hangover" from the Eating Season still persists,

little care a very enjoyable programme
for an hour or so of dancing can be arranged

rhythm.
But with a good radio set and a pick-up
one is not by any means dependent on the
broadcast dance bands for one's dancing.
As a matter of fact, if you have an acoustic

only about eight to ten records. Each

other bands will provide plenty of light

gramophone one need not even have a
radio set or a pick-up to provide dance

But we will assume that the radio
and the pick-up are available and without
music.

doubt in many cases a complete radio-

way) to provide light and festive entertainment. Pantomime, variety, party fare of

gr

air on frequent occasions during Christmas,

to have made records of it. And with a

all sorts, and-dancing.
Henry Hall and his band will take. the

Every one of your favourite dance bands
can be heard on the gramophone, for one
or other of the recording companies is sure

with a few records.

After all, you need

side of the ten -inch record will play ford
three minutes, and with pauses for slight
rest and for changing records eight will
fill an hour quite easily.

And there is no need to have all dance
records either. About half -way through
the proceedings it is often preferable to
have some light orchestral or vocal number,

or perhaps a comedy record so that a

slight rest can be obtained from dancing
and a change in entertainment achieved.
Making Your Own Announcements.

With a microphone attached to your
pick-up terminals, and faded in and out
by means of an ordinary fading potentiometer, one can announce the programme
items, and insert any amusing patter that
may come to mind. All sorts of stunts can
be arranged with a simple mike.

If you are the lucky possessor of an

automatic record changer on a radio -

gramophone you can load the machine

with eight records and be assured of about

half an hour's music straight off, but it is
a good idea to fit an on -off switch in series

with the motor so that the changer can

be stopped between numbers to allow the

dancers to regain their breath and have

a change of partners should they so desire.
A simple switch such as is inserted in the

leads to a portable reading lamp will do
admirably, and it can be taken out on a

flex to any convenient position in the room.
There are one or two things to remember

when arranging a dance programme from

gramophone records. The first is that

the numbers should be varied well and the
bands also varied. Do not have the same

number twice if you can help it.

Also,

in the case of waltzes, make sure that they
are really suitable to dance to. So many

of the dance music records which are

primarily made for listening instead of for

straight dancing are not quite right in

their tempo. Hear all the records at
your dealers before you purchase them.
Arranging Your Programme.

Vocal refrains also sometimes upset the

record for dance purposes and cause a

break in the strict tempo of the number.
Try to arrange your programme artistically. For instance, a start with a record
like that of Maurice Winnick's signature
tune that has just been released on Parlophone is a good idea. He announces himAn impromptu dance

arranged if

is

you have a

easily
radio -

gramophone, and an interesting
competition is also described in this
article. Here we see a group of
merrymakers dancing to the strains
of an H.M.V. radio -gramophone.

self and the band and also his vocalists,
and gives the impression that a special

dance band session is about to commence.
The title, of course, is " Sweetest Music
this Side of Heaven."
(Continued on page 414.)
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WAR NEWS ON
SHORT WAVES

1

ik!

A Special Article on the Italo-Abyssinian
Campaign by f. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS A
--77mrtnimpsnnrs-n-vmmmvpsnmvwx-nmpowatits0
it will be noticed that the Ethiopian Government so far only possesses four channels of

which until recently but two, namely,
11,955 kcs. and 7,620 kcs. have been available for telephony.

Considerable publicity was given some
little time ago to the fact that broadcasts
had been made on these frequencies by the
ruler of Abyssinia and his queen. Since

that date, however, there is a possibility
that E T A, Akaki, near Addis Ababa, on

16.42 m. (18,270 kcs.) has been converted
for telephony, as tests have been picked up
in the British Isles on this wavelength.

The radio station at Akaki, just outside the Abyssinian capital.

DURING the past few weeks many
listeners in the British Isles at
times have picked up telephone

transmissions emanating

from

Asmara

(Eritrea). On several occasions broadcasts
made by war correspondents for the benefit
of such radio associations in the U.S.A. as

Apparently put through the microphone
at a camp some 70 miles distant from the
Eritrean capital, the speech is conveyed by

Regular Broadcasts From Akaki.

land line to Asmara, thence radiated to

North American short-wave transmitters.

telephone network via Lugano, Lucerne,
Basle, Colmar, Nancy to Paris for further
redistribution in the provinces, - and also
diverted via Metz to Luxembourg.
As regards news from Abyssinia direct,
the matter is not such a simple one in view

Running Commentaries.

are of

the N.B.C. and Columbia Broadcasting
Systems have been heard in this country
both direct from Eritrea and through the

It is interesting to note that running

According to a recent report, a French
journalist, M. Alex. Virot, on the staff of
" Paris-Sok," left some weeks ago for

Italy, where it passes over the international

Djibouti en route for the Abyssinian
capital, for the purpose of giving a regular

daily commentary on local happenings.
The signals transmitted through E T A,
Akaki, are to be picked up by the French

listening post at Fort du Bicetre, near

of the fact that facilities for broadcasts

Paris, and his talks will be broadcast over
the French State network. Provisionally

more restricted character.
If the annexed list of stations is examined
a

the time has

commentaries on events taking place in the

Italo-Abyssinian conflict are now being
made'regularly every day not only by the
Italian authorities, but also by European
representatives and, in particular, French
reporters. The transmissions carried out for
the benefit of the general listening public,

fortunately, are not limited to those on
short-wave channels, as they are also available on the broadcast band.

In addition to the official Italian war
bulletins which are given out in several
European languages through the Rome
2 R 0 transmitter on 25 4 m., broadcasts
in the Italian language direct from Asmara
are also given daily at G.M.T. 16.00 through

all stations in the E.I.A.R. network.

In
most instances, however, the commentaries
made on the spot by foreign correspondents
in Eritrea and destined for countries over-

seas, as a rule, are relayed by the Italian
short-wave stations, possibly to facilitate

THE PRINCIPAL TRANSMITTERS
ABYSSINIA.
ADDIS ABABA.
Metres
16.42
25.09
39.37
51.02

Kilocycles
18,270
11,955
7,620
5,880

16.42
19.42

21.97
22.42
28.01
37.94
38.02
43.34
50.44
51.02
25.09
39.37

13,3810

10,7

7,907
7,890
6,922
5,948
5,880
11,955

7.620

19.42
26.53

15,450
11,310

listeners who have a knowledge of the
French P.T.T. stations, and also by Radio

In this case the trans-

mission does not assume so Mitch the
character of a news bulletin as a personal

account of living conditions experienced by
the speaker who, in a breezy and peculiarly
unconventional manner, details for the
benefit of his nationals -and probably many

eavesdroppers !-a description of his daily
akiNentiires.

Transmission

Tg. Tp.
Tg. Tp,
Tg. Tp.
Tg.

TY

DU
TW
DX

TU
TS
TR

..

18.31
18-35

20.82
28-01

28-63
36-61

39-87
50.31

16,385
16,345
14,410
10,710
10,480
8.195
7,525
5,963

AFGOI.
TC
SL

Si

TB
TA

CH SIMAIO.
QJ

QK

MOGADISCIO.
TK
T
TH

TG
TF
TD
TM
TL

5

3
5

have established bases
at Djibouti, Massowah

Tg. Tp

and Mogadiscio, and
to have been equipped

Tg.
Tg.

5
5

4
4

Tg.
Tg.

3

2
5

5

Tg. Tp.

5
5

Tg Tp.

Tg. Tp.

5

2

Tg.
Tg.

10
10

Tg.
Tg.

5

5
3
5
5
5
5
5

with mobile trans-

mitters with the object

of sending their re-

ports in this _manner,

the messages to be
relayed by more
powerful stations.

Whether or not their

Tg. Tp.
Tg.
Tg.
Tg.

Tg. Tp
Tg. Tp
Tg.
Tg.

14,650
To. Tp.
1BR
15
3,624
Tg. Tp.
1BA
5
Nom : Tg. =-. Telegraphy only : Tp.= Raalictelephony.
gOtmasaa

lish and French Press

Tg. Tp.
Tg.
Tg.
Tg.
Tg.
Tg.
Tg.

5

ITALY.
ROMA-SAN PAOLO (with Italian Colonies).

20.89
82.78

In this connection
it may be noted also
that American, Eng-

agencies are said to
4

ITALIAN SOMALILAND.

Daily Adventures Described.
On the medium waveband

1,304 m. (230 kcs.).

1:9

ASS AB.
1CY

28-63
36.61
39.87
50-31

Cite (Paris) and Radio Luxembourg respectively on 280.9 m. (1,067 kcs.) and

3.7
3.7

T X0

16,385
10,480
8,195
7,525
5,963

the 8 p.m. broadcast carried out by the

4
3

ASMARA.
18,270
15,450
13,657

18.31

French language may find much interest in

ETA

bringing it before
.* thus
the -relayed commentary from Asmara.

Kilowatts

ERITREA.

their reception abroad.

British

Call

been
fixed for G.M.T. 19.25,

hopes will be realised

remains to be seen.
There is little doubt,
however, that every

attempt is to be made
in the present conflict
to keep the world
informed by means of
radio news bulletins.
The annexed list
gives details of the
principal transmitters

already in operation
in Abyssinia, Eritrea
and Italian Somaliland ; special attention is drawn to the
(Continued on
page 414.)
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RIOTRON TYPES
-each a triumph ai
technical periection

TRIOTRON VALVES are the first choice of many thousands
of experienced Radio amateurs and technically minded

listeners. TRIOTRON has been among the leaders in the
industry from the earliest days of Radio. To -day there are
more than 70 TRIOTRON types, each perfect for its purpose.
TRIOTRON prices are considerably lower than those

A few interesting new TRIOTRON Mains Valves

of any valves of comparable quality, ranging from 3/6 for
General Purpose valves to 451- for 50 -watt Amplifiers for

UNIVERSAL

FREQUENCY CHANGER ...

Heater voltage
...
Heater current
...
Max. anode voltage
...
Optimum screen voltage
Conversion conductance
Type of base ...

A.C. TYPES
0'406
4 volts
0'65 amp.
250 volts

public ad; res equipment.

0'1307
13 volts

0'2 amp.
200 volts
70 volts

FREE SERVICE

70 volts
0'6 mA/V 0'6 mA/V
7 -pin
7 -pin or
side contact

DOUBLE -DIODE TriiGDE

DT.436
4 volts
0'65 amp.
0'8 mA
250 volts
3'6 mA, V

Heater voltage
...
Heater current
...
Max. diode current
...
Max. triode anode voltage ...
Triode slope ...
Type of base ...

7 -pin

HIGH -SENSITIVITY PENTODE P.495

Heater voltage
...
Heater current
...
Max. anode voltage
Screen voltage
...
Max. slope
...
Max. undistorted output
Type of base ...

TYPES

...

4 volts
I'5 amp.
250 volts
250 volts
9'5 mA/V
3,500 mW
7 -pin

Our Technical Service Department will gladly advise you

on any Radio matter without charge or obligation-the
only condition is that a stamped addressed return envelope
must accompany each enquiry.

DT.1336
13 volts
0'2 amp.
0'8 mA
200 volts
3-6 mA/V
7 -pin or
side contact

I TRON

P.2060

20 volts
0'2 amp.
200 volts
100 volts
8 mA/V
3,500 mW
7 -pin or
side contact

RADIO VALVES

To Triotron Radio Co

NA ME

Ltd., 26, Bloomsbury St.,
London, W.C.1.

ADDRESS

Please

P.W.B.

send, free

Cata.

and Valve Data
Chart. I enclose 2d.
stamp for postage, etc

login,

(Use sealed envelope, 11d. stamp.)

Preference
rice and
For many of us, price
boundary ;

mneaerkdsba.

but no limit
o

one's

set to the enjoymentborn
and preference
e. Price
Hosts of smokers
new
1,
PI:reconciled.
cost,
considered,.
who first
choice.
"till up" with "Airman

MIXTURE

FLAKE
CUT
Type
F 25
NAvs CUTo
DE-LuxEll

Price 7/6

(rSPARTA' H.T. BATTERIES
There's nothing to touch them at 7/6d. for 12o volts. For
Super Power try a Fuller Super Battery - io/6d. for 12o volts.
Dealers everywhere stock them

Fuller 'Vox' 120 volts 6/-.

Fuller 'Sunbeam' 120 volts 6/6.

TOliaCC°6
P.4.4 4K

The Fuller Accumulator Co.
'Phone: Seven Kings

1200.

Ltd., Chadwell Heath, Esse&
'Grains: Fuller, Chadwell Heath.

(1926)
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THE STORY OF DON RAMON AND HIS GUITAR
WHEN that dream -child of Mr. H. G.
Wells, the submerged Mr. Tom
Smallways, just so much as thought
of flying -machines, he delivered the well-

known dictum that this Progress " Goes
on "-a more eloquent statement of the

case than could have been achieved by his
son, Bert, who usually said " Coo ! "
Tom saw that discovery and invention

"went on" throwing up bicycles, type-

writers, phonographs, telephone and flying machines. What he did not see, because he

was blind, was that for every new marvel
an old and possibly more gracious thing

KNOCKED HIS TOOTH OUT

up his native volcanic rocks almost as
limberly as one of his goats. He was not

merely a player ; he was the very larva of
a maestro, fashioned by God for the plaudits

of the musical intelligentsia. He dreamed
of salons, footlights, triumphant tours of
South America, bouquets, ribbons of Orders,
a Manager, a country retreat, with possibly

Progress has eliminated much discomfort from our lives, but when we come
to love comfort overmuch something fine in
us withers.

Let it be granted that the soul is im-

his eyes directed to a string of garlics which

ditional service rendered to the goats. Did
not the beasts relish la musica ? Truly, the

What a row ! What gorgoriteando ! The
flute appeared to be uttering but the shadow
of true flute noises ; but through the gap

piping. And now look at the Greeks. What
with cigarettes at Alexandria and postcards
pictorial at Port Said. There is trade !
But Castaner inveighed against what he
strangely described as Ramon's " accursed
will to gorgoritear," which can mean trill or
warble but really meant tootle.

the artistic genius. A mere wineskin; with
his feet rooted in his pimienta field and his
head full of muddled notions about Saint

This and That and the price of figs, de-

livered at Marseilles, packed, and warranted
maggot -free. But in his heyday he had gone

adventuring to Alicante in a fig -boat, and

had returned with a bride, a daughter of
Seville. This accounts fully for Ramon,
who became a citizen of La Playa a year
later. His mother went to the saints full
early. " Pues ! Such things happen," Papa
Fuentes was wont to say when he was
slightly drunk with anise.

Ramon was " musical," from his black,

curly head to his shameful alpargatas, those
hemp -soled boots in which he could spring

his liquid notes.
An Appreciative Audience.

in his dentition came simultaneously a

whistle which would have charmed a member

of the guardia civil from a pub. The com-

pany pricked up its ears, turned in their
seats, stared for one century -long moment,

HE HAD HAD ENOUGH

Playing Astride the Cannon.

Ramon would stalk up to La Cabeza and

there on the headland, where the ancient
Moorish cannon still lay, half -buried, would
stretch himself along the sun -warmed iron

the goats ate what they might find. Nevertheless, he quite failed to charm the society
of La Playa, which wagged its boards and

Nothing about Papa Fuentes bespoke

was the Mallorquin equivalent of " a few
friends taking pot luck," and drew out his
flute. He dried its interior labyrinths. He
polished its keys on his coat -sleeve. With
hung from the rafters he essayed a few of

Playa, in the island of Majorca, sometime
goat-herd to Tio Castaner of the hacienda,
Mil Flores. In him the musician was slain
Not an Artistic Father.

the big living -room at Castaner's, where there

his subconscious being plus a wandering
puff of genius transmitted by his Moorish
ancestors. Papa Fuentes thought that Tio

tube and flute to the greater glory of

by Progress.

Great Tooth Story bad simmered down-it
had travelled three villages distant and had
been the chief attraction at the pig -killing

and played by some technique evolved from

mortal. Not so the exquisite flowers which
blossom therefrom. There was, for instance,

Ramon, Don Ramon Fuentes, of La

handkerchief.
That evening, after the excitement of his

fiesta at Voldemar-Ramon lounged into

ancient Greek goats had any amount of

died.

got five pesetas then, and the gift of a

a few bulls, not too fierce, in the field for
purposes of Press photography. " El gran
maestro Fuentes disports himself. Left, the
bull. Right, El Fuentes."
He begins with a flute, picked up from
goodness knows whore for three pesetas,

Castaner might be gratified by this ad-

" The handle of the crank was greasy and
Ramon unskilful, so that the crank soared up
and knocked a tooth from the very middle of
his upper row."

machines," he spluttered, injecting half a
litre of sulphuric acid into the words. He

Catalina Poert, the Mayor's daughter,

while to the wagging of beards and tails

waved its hands in eloquent pity for the
" poor creature."

Then Progress struck its first blow at

him : Tourists from Palma, two Americans,

lifted the near front wheel of their automobile over the edge of a mountain path

.into empty space, from which neither their
brute force nor their forceful oratory could
withdraw it. Our Ramon, plodding upwards
to La Cabeza, came upon the situation and
lent his peasant strength to its elucidation

with perfect success. He struck the ghost
of an attitude and fingered the place where

his moustache as yet lay like the corn in
early spring, unseen yet somehow half

suggested. He received two reales. This so
melted him that he offered to start the car.
But the handle of the crank was greasy and
Ramon unskilful, so that the crank soared

up and knocked a tooth from the very
middle of his upper row.

" Pah !

These

" Seizing his guitar by the neck he raised

it

with a swish, intending to smash it to fragments
against the door lintel."

and then exploded with hysterical laughter.
For the first time in his musical life Ramon
had an appreciative audience. And his soul
was sickened.

Animals !

Time healed the wound sufficiently to
give Ramon strength to turn to the guitar
as a means of self-expression.

Immensely
The
passion of a Fuentes found its highest virgin

more satisfying than wood -wind!

consummation in the conflict between the
strings and the soul at the finger-tips. Tio
Castaner shrugged his shoulders and said

that the poor one was without doubt

beneath the protection of the Almighty,
whilst the folks, generally, said it was a
pity that that young fellow, Ramon, did
not concern himself more with pimiento,
pigs, figs, almonds and olives. As for the
(Continued on page 406.)
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1936.

THE S.T.700 in a nutshell: that is
virtually my task this week. But let
me at once make it clear that I do
not seek to rival the Abbe of Triomonville
or Brother John of the Circassian monastery

who even in these days crash into the

newspapers with almost astronomical regularity with their nutshell radio receivers.

If all the nutshell receivers ever made

were put end to end-and left there-

some means for altering the amount of
For the benefit of those readers who g

missed the full details of the S.T.700 )14
published- in our. November 2nd issue

we here present an abbreviated description of the set, with the neces- A
sary diagrams and instructions for
building it.
By

it would be a very good thing. The S.T.700
is certainly
galore.

M.I.E.E.,

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., Fel.I.R.E.

Another reason for the republication in

abridged form of the S.T.700 is that it

affords us an opportunity for reviewing a
receiver in the light of subsequent experiences of readers, and of any criticisms
made. As regards the latter, these were

dealt with a fortnight ago under the

heading of " Cross-examining the S.T.700,"

and the accused was acquitted without a

stain on its

vents

him

woman, will stomach.
The man who builds his own set, however,

has both a stronger stomach and a livelier
brain.

He realises, moreover, that the

improving controls of one of my sets can
be adjusted to their normal positions and
left there. In such event, simplicity wins

the day and experiments with the extra
controls can therefore be left to a more

too proud to fight in that

The Editor has flattered my new receiver
to the extent of submitting it once more to
the constructing public. Some were not
aware that the S.T.700 was about to break
upon them and so missed the issue in which
the full details were published (the number
dated Nov. 2nd, 1935).

the audio -reaction is desirable, and this is
more than the layman, or especially the lay

doing what others

enterprising occasion or to a more experido ;

that, in fact, he fits knobs for knobs' sake.
When the S.T.400 was published a wireless
dealer showed a certain reader another set ;
the reader was annoyed and insisted on the
400, whereupon the dealer hinuielf became
Indignant and asked : " What's wrong
with this set ? It's got seven knobs."

As a fact, no one loathes complexity
more than I do, but if you are to present
new features not otherwise obtainable, you

are almost bound to produce some small
The audio -reaction of the
complexity.

S.T.700 is a case in point. This principle is
never likely to appear in a commercial set
because when used to best advantage

mental member of the family.
Home -Construction Features.

After all, amateur radio has undergone
considerable changes since the low prices
of mains sets have competed with the Press

From the first I have seen this
and have not only planned accordingly
but have done my best in print and by
design.

personal exhortation to urge other designers

to seek out features which cannot be provided in commercial sets and to build up
the home -constructor field on those lines
rather than by sheepishly following in the
wake of the large manufacturing firms.
(Continued on next page.)

panel.

I admitted that the

THE SECRET OF A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS

extra knobs were an
apparent complication but echoed my
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The fallacy which
the simplicity simple-

MAW

tons will never face
with courage and

honesty is the idea
that you can get
just a good results
by simplification.
The simpleton will
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simple set with a
glimmer of a hope of
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success than build a

more complicated
one with certainty
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of success.

The simpleton imagines that a designer
whose set has additional controls, is
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The circuit of the famous S.T.700, showing how the Triple Extractor is connected, and the use of a pick-up for gramophone work.
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THE S.T.700
(Continued from previous page.)

M-MMIg-IVNOMN,.MPSVIOMN
I have not the slightest animus towards
the producers of the factory -built set and
I do not suppose they have any towards me
because I have always endeavoured to fill
the gaps they have left unfilled. The made to -measure suit is hardly competitive with
the mass -production of " ready-mades." And
so a set with out -of -the -ordinary features
is for the connoisseurs of the radio publicto wit, the home constructors.
Two Special Advantages.

The S.T.700 is perhaps the best example

of a set designed deliberately to appeal
to the man who wants something absolutely

unobtainable on commercial sets at any
price.

The two features which are special

to this latest set are the dial and audio reaction. 1 know of no dial which is so
large and absolutely accurate and audio reaction is a feature which not only increases signal strength but which builds up
the bass response under conditions where it

would be very deficient, namely when
signals are weak or when a strong signal
is deliberately turned down for comfort in

listening or in order to avoid disturbing
someone. Under these conditions the human
ear and the loudspeaker both fall off rapidly

in their sensitivity to the lower half of the

musical register ; by applying audio reaction, however, 'the bass is greatly
increased without the treble being affected and
the quality of reproduction becomes almost

unbelievably vivid and realistic.
The benefit of sensitivity is a practical advantage but comes into a different category, since

I could not claim that every other receiver is
tot.itglig-MMIgikroM X.F-Z-IIKMACItCAMS-11

S.T.700
THE POWER SUPPLY

P

Batteries.-H.T. 120 v. Drydex, G.E.C., Aerialite,
Milnes H.T. Unit, Lissen, Fuller.
G.B. 16'5 v. Drydex, Linen.
L.T. 2 v. Exide, Lissen, Fuller.

.s Mains Units.-Ekco, Atlas.

0

SUITABLE LOUDSPEAKERS

A

W.B., Rola, Blue Spot, Amplion, Wharfedale. g
(No significance attaches to the order of makes.) g
J. S. -T.

A.

.071.1%-nnnttIrs-N-1%-nrneien-N-V-P,9..t.--"P*

insensitive ; but I could claim that the ability

to tune at once with absolute accuracy to scores
of stations by name and to apply audio -reaction

with a view to improving the quality are

features not obtainable at all with other sets.
The S.T.700 is, therefore, in my view, a good

example of a receiver which takes advantage of
that 'extra percentage of intelligence which the
amateur radio enthusiast possesses, and rewards
him with results in certain directions which his
friends cannot obtain at all.
The Triple Extractor is a third feature of im-

mense value, since in the swamp zones it is
possible to reduce as much as one wishes tha
strength of any two B.B.C. stations on the
medium waves and one on the long waves,
which, of course, will be Droitwich.
How successful these features have been may

be estimated by the scores of readers' letters

which have been published. Those letters from
different centres form an unanswerable testimony to the merits of the S.T.700 and I cannot
but urge you once again to obtain these selfsame results in your own home by duplicating
this receiver.
This is the Christmas Number of this journal
and I doubt if any present either to yourself or
the family would be more acceptable than an
S.T.700 built at very small cost and within two
or three hours with your own hands.
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SPECIFIED for

S.T.700 Building with the

BEST to get the
BEST results

vie

The

WEA
TRIPLE
To

Wright

&

EXTRACTOR
Weaire, Ltd.,

740, High Rd., Tottenham,
N.I7.

COIL

(P735) of Wearite components
and technical data, also 'black'
prints of NEW series of shortwave circuits, etc.

H. F. CHOKE
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1'.
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H. F. P. J.
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Please send me a copy of your

NEW and REVISED Book

UNIT
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POST THIS COUPON TODAY

tilss
8150

Only the best of materials are good enough for the
men who build Britain's ships. Everything down
to the' smallest screw is of the finest procurable.

So it should be with your radio. Don't "spoil the
ship for a ha'porth of tar," build with the best.
Build with the accuracy, reliability and uniformity
of T.M.C.-HYDRA Condensers as your foundations.
You'll have a better, more reliable

set and get better results from it.

THE

FOUNDATIONS

OF A GOOD SET ARE-

A Jolly Card Game for Party Time
" Bobs Y'r Uncle." That's the

cry at all the jolliest parties
this winter, and when you
try this grand fun -game you'll
Old and young
see why !

Made by John

Waddington Ltd.,

makers of 'Lexicon,'

'Grandfather's

alike get a real " kick " from

Whiskers,' and the
world's finest playing cards.

coloured cards of merry Nursery Rhyme characters, three

ON SALE

this full -speed pastime ; 48

little Nigger Boys and three
Uncles-and when Uncle Bob
bobs up, it's one big roar of
laughter. " Break the ice" at
your party with the _thrills of

Write for Catalogue

EVERYWHERE

T.M.C.- HARWELL (SALES) LTD

1'6

Britannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue
London, W.C.2. (A few doors from New Oxford Street)
Telephone : Temple Bar 0055 (3 lines)

Bobs 'Tr Uncle

Made by TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co Ltd,

btu
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THE S.T.700 RAPID
CONSTRUCTION
GUIDE
For the benefit of readers who

did not have a copy of our issue
for November 2nd, we are here
repeating the vital instructions
for building Mr. Scott-Taggart's
latest masterpiece.
Fig. 1.

Here the right-hand side -piece of the

cabinet and

the

top -piece

together.

are being fitted

drill cabinet top, drilling }-in. holes as advised
above, Fig. 9. Using Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, and
keeping to the order of drawing the tines shown,
mark out the cabinet side -pieces on the sides
which will show. Do not cut out the shaded

THIS Guide is obviously most useful if you

stick strictly to the original components

used in my own set. If you use other
components (but do not use ones outside my

portions (the slots where the terminal strips

Fig. 2. The first stage in assembling the " Easy Cabinet." Fixing the left-hand side -piece to
the top.

four holes in the brackets, into the panel.
Remove the terminal strips. Turn the Easy Cabinet over and take out the seven panel

If you have bought a complete Author Kit,
including my " Easy -Cabinet," or if you have

will fit letter), but cut along the general outlines
of the side -pieces. Drill two }-in. holes in each
side -piece as shown in each figure.
From the edge, saw with a tenon saw down

fixing screws. Remove panel.
(J) If you wish to stain the side -pieces and
top, do so now. (I used Jackson's, of Mitcham,
Surrey, Oil Varnish Stain, colour walnut,
size 6 tin.)

sections C, I), F,

these holes. Start sawing along the line marked

(K) Cut. out., drill and stain the spar (see
Fig. 10) which holds grid -bias battery in
place.

list of alternatives), simple modifications of

the Guide will be necessary.

the lines marked DE and FG to the sides of

bought a kit of the Easy -Cabinet, cross out
(A)

Collect

K.

HJ which forms the bottom of the slot, by

and examine required com-

placing the leading corner of the saw in the hole
and using very short strokes of the saw. Continue sawing until other hole is reached.
Repeat on other side -piece. Square up corners
of slots with file or chisel.

ponents. If an author's specification kit, check
each item to see that it, corresponds to my list
of parts actually used.
Handle J.B. tuning
condenser with care, keeping moving vanes
closed. Bending of vanes would affect calibraation of station names.
(B) Tighten terminal securing nuts (not

(E) Take the left-hand (looking from front)
side -piece and the top -piece and hold them

together, and resting on a flat surface as shown
in photograph (Fig. 2). Prick with a bradawl

terminal heads) on components where necessary.

(C) Using Fig. 5, mark out on the front.
(not back) of panel. the positions of the holes.
With a fine -pointed bradawl prick all the hole
positions. Using a I -in. twist -drill, start each
I -in, hole carefully, using light pressure and

through the prepared holes in the top -piece
into the top of the side -piece.
I -in. No. 4 round -head brass screws and screw
top -piece to side -piece.

TRIPLE EXTRACTOR DRILL' NG DETAILS
PLAN OF UPPER SOE CO Ex7RAC7OR ogiort _ 416* AYWOOD
I

.. _ _ . _ 1. __I

%

Nm. Mus

6,.._ /=_..

Nu lAal...w

an._

%But

Maw

1

Now do the same

fig"

hole in terminal strip, I -in. No. 4 round -head

The assembled
top and sides are show6

extension -piece and slip extension -piece into
position shown in diagram. Tighten its grub -

Lay the assembled top

round), using i-in. No. 4 round -head brass,

with slots uppermost.
Lay the .panel the
right way round and
veneer side uppermost,
in its correct position

projects from terminal Ot on V2 valve holder ;.

assembly.

right place, as all these condensers look alike
from the top ; Niclet transformer (right way
round), using Fin. No. 4 round -head brass
screws; Wearite screened choke (marked 'CFA,
although catalogued HFPJ) wlei its earthing -

the

piece (see photograph,

brass screws being used ; slacken grub -screw on._

in photograph, Fig. 4.

screw ;

and sides on the table

screws ;

Fig. 1).

Fixing the Panel.
With a bradawl prick
through the seven I -in,
holes

fixing

in panel

and secure the
colt-4P- 1%-.:: -.. csx
1.----21e

I

four Vibrolders (get them right way

bend up the

T.M.C.-Hydra

soldering tag which

condenser

block

(right

way

round), using }-in. No. 4 round -head brass
screws ; four Lissen mica condensers, using I -in.
No. 4 round -head brass screws, taking extreme

care that the riga capacities are put in tile

(Continued on page 402.)

panel in position
with j -in. No. 4

*la ers..--*

2*.- - --I

components in accordance with the wiring
diagram marking with a bradawl the positions of
their fixing holes. Screw down the following in
order gi V 011 : t he two terminal strips (making sure
the right ones are in the right place), using 3 -in.
N;r. 4 round -head brass screws to hold down the
brackets; S.T.700 coil unit with extension
piece in position and slipped through its allotted

other side -

with

on the framework
31)/6

Mounting the Components.
(L) Lay the panel face downwards on a cloth covered table (to avoid scratching veneer). Mark
out panel according to the diagram -and place

-

round - head brass
screws.

(F) Mark out and

drill

the two ter-

minal strips as Fig.
11
and Fig. 13.

Prepare four

DETAILS OFExTRAcroR 114/YEL.

mounting brackets

Fig. 8. The positions and sizes of all the holes in the Ttipl Extractor panel
are given in this diagram.

turning the drill in a reverse direction at first ;
this is to avoid splitting the veneer. Continue
drilling these }-in. holes in ordinary way.
Centre -bits are recommended for all the re-

maining larger holes in panel, but twist drills

may be used. Drill these holes.
(D) If you are going to use my Easy -Cabinet

system and have not bought the pieces ready
prepared, carry out instructions in this section
(D).

If you have bought the pieces ready

prepared, skip this section (D). Cut to size and

as Fig. 12.
(G)

Fit two

mounting brackets
to inside of each

terminal strip, using I -in. 6HA round -head
brass screws and nuts, these screws going
through the of in. holes in strip.
(H) Lay the completed Easy -Cabinet
face clown on a cloth -covered table. PlaCe

each terminal strip in its correct position
on the back of the panel inside the slots,
so that the outer surfaces of the terminal
strips are flush with the side -pieces of
the Easy -Cabinet (see Fig. 4).
With
bradawl prick fixing holes through the

Fig. 4.

Marking fixing holes for erminal strip brackets.
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Special FREE Offer to Electrical
Engineers and Electrical Workers
Every reader of "Popular Wireless" should take

advantage' of this opportunity. We invite you
to examine in your own home, for one week,
absolutely free of charge or obligation to purchase,

The

Electrical Encyclopedia
THE FIRST AND ONLY BOOK OF ITS KIND

A Handbook of Modern Electrical
Practice for the Working Electrician

General Editor: S. G. Blaxland Stubbs.
Associate Editors: Arthur Arnold, A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., Editor of " The Power Engineer." R. A. Baynton,
B.Sc. (Eng.), A.C.G.I. Philip Kemp, M.Sc. (Tech.), M.I.E.E., A.I.Mech.E., Mem. A.I.E.E., Head of the PolyS. 0. Pearson, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
S. Austen Stigant, M.I.E.E., F.Am.I.E.E.
technic School of Engineering.
G. W. Stubbings,B.Sc. (Lund.). F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

COMPREHENSIVE, sound, and up to date, THE ELECTRICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA is

It
contains authoritative information written by experts in every branch of the
profession, and covers thousands of problems and questions of everyday work.
Whatever your particular subject or job you will find that this work will add to
your efficiency, aid your advance in your profession and secure certain SUCCESS.
a book essential to all classes of electrical engineers and electrical workers.

New Opportunities Await You-Seize

TIMES" says:-

these

", The Electrical Encyclo-

Opportunities by the Aid of "The Electrical Encyclopedia "

and technique literally from
A -Z . . . it broadly covers
the whole field presented by
electricity and its widespread
applications, both in industry
and in the domestic sphere.
The general practitioner and

The electrical industry is developing faster than any other in the kingdom.

The

accelerated expansion of the use of electric power, due mainly to the organisation of
the " grid " system, means an enormous increase of the opportunities for advancement, promotion, and new employment. To take proper advantage of these opportunities the electrical engineer must keep abreast of advancing knowledge and be
able to acquire rapidly information on any branch of the subject. This great new
work, THE ELECTRICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA, will help him at every turn.

otlIONEya.
'v04

A Few of the 2,000
Articles.
Alternating

Current

Circuit

Calcula-

tions.

+49 YOURS

Their Use and InstalBells, Electric
lation.
Bridges and their Practical Uses.
Broadcasting : Complete Process in
:

Outline.
Cables for All Purposes.

Cinema Plant :
Organisation.

Modern

ment.

Distribution

of

Design

an]

DOWN

A Modern Develop-

Clocks, Electric :

Electricity

:

if kept after
examination

Modern

Methods.

Electricity : its Nature and Action.
Emergency Lighting.
Factory Fittings.
Faults and Fault Location
" Grid " System.
Heaters and Heating.
Lifts
Their Design and Maintenance.
Mathematics for Electrical Engineers.
:

Radio -Gramophone
ment.

Electrical

Resistance in D.C. Circuits.
Television
The Principles.
Trolley -bus, The.
Ultra -Violet Light Apparatus.
Vacuum Cleaners.

Equip-

:

Wiring and its Practical Applications.
X -Ray Apparatus in Modern Work.

I

"THE ELECTRICAL
pedia' covers electrical science

specialist alike can .use it
with. advantage for everyday
purposes."

NuftilluWokkotwimpulrtrkfassioasouxkows""sasaturalli
"Popular Wireless" FREE Examination Form.
To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., LIMITED,
96 and 97, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

Please send me, carriage paid, for seven days' FREE
Examination, " THE ELECTRICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA,"
complete in four volumes. It is understoopl that I may
return the work on the eighth day after I receive it and that
there the matter ends. If I decide to keep the books I will
send you on the eighth day -a First Payment of 2/6, and,
beginning thirty days after, thirteen further monthly payments of 5/- each, and a final one of 6/-, thus completing the
purchase price.
Price for Cash on the eighth day, 70/-.
Name
.4 ddress

Just sign and post the form at right

and we will send ycu these four

volumes, carriage paid, to examine
for one week free. You may either
return them to us carriage forward,
within 8 days, to end the matter, or
you may keep them on
the

very easy

terms pir

outlined on the form.

Occupation

Parent's signature required under 21
Date
State if householder

PLEASE FILL IN ALL PARTICULARS ASKED.
Vilksaltelk""""eteta~3~410

P W.5. 1935.
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The S.T.700
Rapid Construction Guide

Lay panel face down.
wards, resting it on two
books or cloth - covered
blocks of wood ; this is
to prevent scratching of

F/PONT PiEW OF PANEL
7.4., PLYWOOD

/cf

(Continued from
page 4(0.)

veneer and to prevent.
42'

tag to correct side as

pressure on control
spindles.
The wires in the wiring
diagram are numbered

itr27/..
a AO

shown in diagram, using
4 -in, No. 4 round -head
brass screws ; 2 mid.
Dubilier cylindrical con

7//6

strictly in their order of
connection, which has

o

QA

denser (mounted by fixing

been carefully

plicity of construction.
The recommended wire

screws), using j -in. No. 4
round -head brass screws.

is of the kind that per

.In screwing condenser

rnits the insulating cov

into its socket see that
its terminals are finally

ering to be slipped back,

/3

positioned as in diagram ;
B.T.S. disc -type choke,
using 4 -in. No. 4.roundhead brass screws.

revealing the bare end

/2'

about the best

being very much easier
to use than bell -wire or

fully). Fit audioreaction
(500,000

similar stiffish wires.

ohms) potentiometer in
terminal strip, checking
to see you have used the
right potentiometer. Fix
knob to this potentioFit anode reaction con-

have

I

able thickness. It is
st rOngly recommended as

Fit terminals in their

meter. Fit aerial coupler
condenser without knob.

of the wire. " Maxamp "
wire by Pete -Scott is
tried, and is also of suit-

correct holes (check carehalf - megolun

worked

out for speed and sim

the base cup which un-

A

30 -ft. coil is ample for
the set. My advice is to

71 dm

denser without knob.
Fit aerial balancing condenser without knob.
Discarding the on - oil
indicator plate, fit the
on -off toggle switch.

Fig. 5.

4,9 -.C744

L7A

-4

1/8"

j%;

Every bole, including the screw boles, is shown in this complete drilling diagram for the pane
of the S.T.700.

Fit the 100,000 -ohm
volume control 'without knob. Taking care
that the whole panel will not rest on the
spindle of the I.B. main tuning condenser

THIS COMPLETES THE FIXING OF

sulation about I in. and,
without increasing this
inch, slide the bunched up fullness of the insulating covering well back

along the wire. Using
only about in. of the bared end, connect the
wire, looping it (preferably clockwise) round
under the terminal -head of the component to be
wired up. Shape wire along route indicated in

to panel, putting its bush washer on the front
side of panel under fixing nut, which should
not be too tight.

(whose moving vanes should be closed), fit the
J.B. condenser (without knob and pointer)

use it as follows :
Cut off ffift,...ltffigths at
a tune from tile coil, as
required. Push back in-

COM-

diagram.

PONENTS.

Now you are going to wire the components.

(Continued on next page.)
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The sides of the cabinet should be cut out in the manner shown. The
diameter holes are to allow the saw to complete the cutting of the pace for
the terminal strips. If wood surfaces are polished lines marked " vertical line " should be drawn on paper affixed to the wood.
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battery clamping spar and insert the

HOW THE WOOD IS CUT

The S.T.700
Rapid Construction Guide

point of the screw in the fixing hole just
pricked. Give the screw one turn to pre-

vent its falling out. Swing the spar
round until it is parallel to the back

(Continued front previous page.)

Holding spar against
side -piece, prick through the other hole
(in spar) into cabinet's side -piece, with
bradawl.
edge of side -piece.

Allow an extra in. on the length of
the wire for connection to the terminal
it is going to. Cut through the insulated
wire, slip insulation back in. and, within., work the
out increasing this

Insert a second 4 -in. No. 8 round-

head brass screw through the upper hole
in spar into pricked hole in side -piece.

bunched -up fullness back along the wire,
thus covering the bareness at the starting
end. Now loop the finishing end (pre-

Give this screw one turn to prevent its
falling out. Slip spar along the screws

ferably clockwise) under its terminal bead. This detailed account is of a
process which actually takes only a few
seconds and will enable you to do the
wiring more neatly and in double-quick

and insert the 161 -volt grid -bias battery
between spar and side -piece of cabinet,
with the battery sockets facing towards

5/DE-PIECE
66".°LYWOOD

the back (away from panel) and the
positive end of battery nearest top of

3

cabinet.

time.
USING

(M)

WIRING

WIRE UP THE SET.

Taking care that the voltage figures

DIAGRAM,

In tightening the terminals on con-

denser block, avoid over -tightening, as
this will cut wire ; do not finally tighten
these or any other terminals until all the
wires are on.
The grid -bias leads are prepared as
follows : Take the proper length of
Maxamp " wire, as stated on diagram,

on side of battery remain in view, screw

7"

Fig. 8.

up spar fixing screws until battery is
firmly clamped into position. (If you

Two pieces of wood of each of the above sizes are required
to carry the Triple Extractor panel.

have used screws that aro too long, you
will need to put cardboard or a wad of
paper between spar and battery, otherwise screws would go right through
cabinet side -piece). FIT G.B. + plug in

positive (+) socket, G.B. - 1 in. -107.

atefiverrop (.94e,q014,000)

GB BA rre-,ey CL,44,1,0/N6 -370,4R
( 47/6 "/0.a/pv000.)
On the left (Fig. 9) are

/0j0"

the dimensions of the

wood for the top of the
cabinet, while the righthand diagram shows
(Fig.

10)

the

'37/6"
O

G.B.

battery clamping spar.

/6"
and prepare it as usual to have in. of bare
wire at each end. Bend one of the ends + in.
from the end back on itself and push the loop
so formed into the hole in the side of the
Belling & Lee Midget wander -plug,
G.B.
having loosened the head of wander -plug.

Tighten head of wander -plug.
of wire to correct component.

Fit other end

TERM/NAL ...r77?/,0(74EivicRom /N.r/oE)
14/,q/cm6oEsavieci./7/Awarhoe OF _Per
(LOOK/N6 F.POM A:eavri

rao

/T2 10Q Lc80/V/Te

(N) Now check the wiring by getting someone to read out the connections on the wiring
diagram while your give you full attention to
the set itself. (This cuts out any risk of losing
track of a wire through your having to turn aside
to the diagram.)
(0) If you have built the Easy -Cabinet
frame (as I assume), fix the completed panel on
the frame.

(P) Markin following manner the

socket, G.B. - 2 in. - 9V. socket, G.B. - 3 in
- 101V. socket.
(Continued on next page.)

TERM/NAL ..FTR/P (6-kyfofeakfAvxwe,
i'VH/CH GOES ON /06NT fiA/Y0
JET (LOOK/N6' FROM FRONT)

fixing

06N e80//iTE

2

holes for grid -bias battery spar, which clamps
the battery to the left side of the Easy -Cabinet
looking from the back. Prick with bradawl
the lower fixing hole, which is I in. up from tile
bottom edge of the side -piece and 2 in. from the
back edge (farthest from panel)... Slip a II -in.
No. 8 round -head brass screw through the hole
in one end (either end will do) of the g:id-bias

OF

BRACKET

fix/Ha liOLE

®24CKET

f7x/rva
Hoc E

VITAL PARTS
OF THE CONSTRUCTION
BRACKET FOR 7e-iati/NAL STR/Ps

/NEAREST
PANEL

°Ivo ge4ceErsARE areo ON E.4cA,..fr"240)
i/DE

NEAREST
.DANE[

-r1-1/6'

"Itatowzme

6%"
2

BRACKET
/42X/NG HOLE

BRACKET
/47X/N6
"10,46-

Barrio's,/

Barron',

/k;

The two outside diagrams (Fig. 11, left, and Fig. 13, right) show bow the terminal strips are drilled. while the centre sketch (Fig. 12) depicts one of the brackets
used for mounting the terminal strips. There are four of these brackets used in the set, two for each strip.
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The S.T.700
Rapid Constructien Guide

marked on the tab. Stand the set up in its

((',,/i,, ?red from prey iet8 page.)

the back of set and gently hold the rear end

(Q) FITTING THE DIAL CARD. [This can

be °Minimd from the Back Number Dept.,
Amalgam:to:id l'ress, Ltd., Bear Alley, Earring -

don Street, London, .E.C.4., for 2d. post free.
When \\ Tit ing ask specifically for the 5.T.700
Auto -Did ('aril.-Ed.]
Leaving tic centring, tab attached, cut out
dial mud along borders. Cut out (razor blade
c-sidtial) the hole fur slipping over bush, where

normal position, front of panel facing you. The
moving vanes of the main tuning comic:ulcer
should be " closed." Put your left hand round
framework of main tuning condenser. Do nut
touch the vanes. Remove the fixing nut and

washer from the main tuning condenser's
spindle portion, which can be seen from the
front of the panel.

Slip the hole in the centring tab over the
spindle bush (the threaded brass collar), and
hold centring tab against panel by fitting

washer and then nut loosely. Lay set (in Easy Cabinet) on its back, front of panel uppermost.

Centre the dial card into its correct general

as a guide it may be noted that the
top point should come opposite the middle
position

fixing screw of panel (i.e. half -war along top

edge).

-

Ensure dial is in correct position by measuring the distance from the lowest point on the

left-hand end of dial to the bottom edge of

panel ; this distance should be the same as that
from the right-hand end of dial to bottom edge
of panel.

(R) Prepare -16 ordinary plated brass gins
(if a pin is of a type that could be bent, it can
be used) by cutting them diagonally with wiocutters or pincers about in. -from their lieadii.
You now have 16 very short and pointed pin,

(Continued on page 413.)

THE BATTERY MODEL S.T.700.-Keep Strictly Within this List
Components.

Suitable Alternative Makes.

Make Used by Designer.
MAIN SET.

1 Coil unit for S.T.700
1 -0005-mfd. air condenser

COLVERN
ORMOND R483 (with small
knob)

..

No alternative advised
J.B. " Popular Log," Forme, direct drive

(Note.-To match other

knobs you can buy a

1 Main tuning condenser, with special pointer
1 Aerial coupler, -0005-mfd.

Graham Farish knob.)
J.B. (Specify for S.T.700)
GRAHAM FARISH Litlos

No alternative advised
Polar, B.T.S., J.B.

1 Anode reaction condenser, -0)05-mfd.

GRAHAM FARISH Lithos

Polar, B.T.S., J.B.

1 Volume control, 100,000 ohms potentiometer with terminals

GRAHAM FARISH

1 Potentiometer, 500,000 ohms

GRAHAM PARISH

Inverse log -law models by following : Bulgin 100,000 -ohms
(requires coupling terminals), Colvern, 50,000 -ohms
Log -law models by following : Bulgin (requires coupling

1 3 -point toggle switch ..
1 Condenser block (2 mfd. + 2 mfd.

BULGIN S87

1 mfd.)

log -mid -line
log -mid -line

terminals), Dubilier metallired volume control log type
without switch but with terminals
Or separate condensers by Duhilier, T.C.C., T.M.C.-Hydra,
Graham Farish, 11.1.0., Aniline!), Ferranti
Dubilier, Polar-N.S.F., Ferranti, T.M.C.-Hydra, Graham

T.M.C.-HYDRA B.1007

1 0 1-mfd, tubular condenser

T.C.C.

1 -00005-mfd. mica condenser
..
1 -0005-mfd. mica condenser .. ..
2 006-mfd. mica condensers .. ..
1 2-mfd. condenser .. .. .. ..
1 1-megohm resistance (1 watt)
1 500.000 ohms .,
..
.,
1 75.000
1 20,000
(1 watt or 1 watt)
1 30,000
1 Screened reaction choke
..

LISSEN
LISSEN
LISSEN

Faris!), B.T.S., Bulgin
Dubilier, T.C.O.

.

DUBILIER (1200)

ERIE..

..

DUBILIER

,

1 H.F. choke (as for S.T.600)
1 L.F. transformer

L.T.-. Pick Up, A, E, L.S.8 Wander plugs : H.T.+1, H.T.-1-2, H.T.+3, H.T.-,
Grid
Grid -1, Grid -2, Grid -3
i

4 4 -pin Valve holders
2 Terminal strips

1 Panel

Nielet 1 : 3-5
standard
BELLING -LEE (type R)..
VARLEY

9 Terminals (black) : H.T. + 1, H.T.+2, H.T.+3, L.T.+,

4 Aluminium brackets

FERRANTI G.5 (half -watt)
FERRANTI G.5 (balf-watt)
WEARITE H.F.P.J. actual
component is marked
H.F.J.)
B.T.S. (disc type) ..

..

Wearite H.F.P.J., Bulgin H.F.8
No alternative recommended
Clix, Bulgin

BELLING -LEE (Midget No.
1019)
BENJAMIN VIBROLDERS
PETO-SCOTT
(supplied
drilled)
PETO-SCOTT
(supplied

Clix, Bulgin

PETO-SCOTT
(supplied
drilled, french polished

Or locally made (Weil -less is

with nets and bolts)

..

Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham Faris!), Ferranti
Dubilier, T.O.G., Graham Parish
Graham Parish, T.M.C.-11ydra, Ferranti
Formowatt, Ferranti, Polar-N.8.F., Bulgin, Dubilier
Formowatt, Ferranti, Erie, Polar-N.S.F.
llubilier, Bulgin, Formowatt, Ferranti, Polar-N.S.F.
Erie, Dubilier, Formowatt, Bulgin, Polar-N.S.F.
Erie, Dubilier, Formowatt, Bulgin, Polar-N.S.F.
Graham Farish, type H.M.S. (not disc), Magill H.F.8

No alternative recommended
Or home made

and with seven nickel-

2 Cabinet side -pieces, cabinet top, and grid -bias battery spar

p:ated screws

(supplied
PETO-SCOTT
drilled, french polished
and with ten nickel -

plated screws
PETO-SCOTT " Maxamp "
(easiest to use, as insulation can be pushed back,
but any stiffish wire,

30 ft. wire for wiring

Or locally made

1 strongly recommend the " Maxamp " for easy construction

e.g.. bell wire, may be
used)

TRIPLE EXTRACTOR BOX
.. ..
WEARITE

..
1 Triple Extractor iron -core coil
3 -0005-mfd, air variable condensers
1 Wooden box --5 wood pieces

POLAR No. 4 with knob

..

(mention S.T.700)
PETO-SCOTT .. ..
BELLING -LEE (type R)

.

---

-

J.B. " Popular Log " (without dial or slow motion, but with
small knob), Ormond R483 (log condenser) with small knob

,

Clix, Bulgin
.. .. ..
2 Terminals, Al, A2
Optional Aerial and Earth Equipment : Aerialite " Levenstrand," Electron " Superial," Graham Farish " Filt " Earthing -device.
-

VALVES

Suitable Alternative.
Make Used by Designer.
Hivac V.P.215 met., 4 -pin base.
Cossor 210 V.P.T. met., 4 -pin base
Cossor 210 R.C.
..
Mazda L.2 met.
Hivac P.X.230.
SCREWS REQUIRED (Unless in Kit) :
For fixing other components, 10-1 in. No. 4 round -head brass.
For fixing panel. 7-I in. No. 4 round -head brass (or plated).
For fixing grid -bias clamping spar, 2-1) in. No. 8 round -head brass.
For fixing top to sides, 4-) in. No. 4 round -head brass (or plated).
For
mounting brackets to terminal strips, 4- in. 6 B.A. round -head brass screws
For fixing components to panel, 10-i. in. No. 4 round -head brass (or plated)
with one nut for each screw.
For fixing more components to panel, 10-1 in. No. 4 round -head brass.
For fixing Triple Extractor coil assembly to Triple Extractor box panel, screws
For fixing B.T.S. disc choke, 2-f in. No. 4 round -head brass.
and nuts are supplied by Wearite with coil.

For fixing terminal strip brackets, 4-) in. No. 4 round -head brass.
NAILS for Triple Extractor box, 14-i in. nails.
NOTE.-This is my official and only list of components. The makes in black capitals are those actually used in my original set and referred to in my Rapid
Guide. No apparatus outside the lists on this page has been recommended. Any departures are without my approval. Check all statements about apparatus
against above official list.
(Signed) JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART.
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Slc,clusivety
for
specified

the S.T.700
because .

. .
there can be no equal where Technical
accuracy and reliability of performance
are essential.
In designing the S.T.700
Receiver Mr. J. Scott -Taggart demanded the
.

.

.

best, and-as with all Colvern productsthere is no substitute.

Price 12/6 per pr.

COLVERN
MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX
London Depot: 150 King's Cross Road, W.C.1

Similarly, a full range of highly efficient
components, including Ultra Short Wave
Coils of

special design,

Resistances, etc.,

having the same high degree of Radio

Engineering perfection, resulting from years
are available to

of Technical research,
interested Constructors.
tree lists.

Please write for

deattaZioe iecotiamendece."
-BECAUSE there IS no
I
Alternative
THE designer of the new S.T. 700 specifies BENJAM IN
V IBROLDERS and definitely states " no alternative
recommended." This deserved compliment to Benjamin

superiority means that the keen constructor will accept
nothing else.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining Vibrolders from your

dealer (who should have adequate stocks), communicate with us.
local

An interesting Technical Booklet nn Magnavox Loudspeakers is available FREE on
request-Mention POPULAR WIRELESS.-

The

BENJAMIN VIBROLDER
Anti-microphonic, dust -proof,

with one-piece spiral spring

contacts and self-limiting lugs.
Fitted with Terminals and
Soldering Tags.

PRICE

ad.
EACH

mwm N

VIBROLDER

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, N.17.
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goats, they damned his art with faint praise ;

for although they admitted that it did not
spoil the appetite, they considered it to be
superfluous.

Then young Pablo Poert, the Major's son

that was a waiter in Palma, came home
with the first phonograph ever seen in La

Playa. Progress had allowed him to win it
in a raffle, for the further excruciation of
Ramon. It had a long, blue, tin horn which
waggled up and down with the exuberance

of its own vibration, and its turntable

appeared to rest on cams specially designed
to make it wobble drunkenly. Nearly all
the records which accompanied this devilish
device were guitar pieces. Progress had
looked after that !

Shakespeare was to Stratford -on -Avon. He
had deigned to be given to the light in that
place. And now he was known all over

Majorca and the lesser isles of the Baleares,
and even esteemed in certain night resorts
of Barcelona.

Caramba !

Ramon Is. Not Impressed.

After an exhibition of showmanship
Pablo brought the receiver into action and
Don Jose was duly announced. Ramon

listened with the ear of a guitarrista, a
Mallorquin-cum-Sevillano,

a

Republican

and a sinner. He tried to be fair in his
judgment, but he realised, almost unwillingly, that he had -heard something
which would have disgraced a gipsy at a
camp -fire carousal. Eighty per cent of the
disgrace was due to Progress in the guise
of bad modulation at the transmitter and the
world's worst receiver at La Playa. But
Ramon did not know that.
The audience was spellbound. They were

inarticulate and paralysed with ecstasy.
Only old Castaner, who would assuredly
gossip with his Maker at the bar of Judg-

whistled, and a pig squealed in his father's
backyard. Ramon shuddered as the Great
Idea rushed upon him.
Back to Castaner's, where he confronted
the huddle of slobbering soup-swiliero.
" Pardon ! Look at this tooth so
spurious ! " (It replaced the ono which he
had sacrificed to the American automobile.)

" I pluck it forth.

So !

I destroy it in

the fire. Adios, fifteen pesetas. But now
observe the guitar. I play it thus-like
maestro. Now I play it like Don Jose, who

doubtless has a palsy.

You heard him.

And now behold a baboon of Gibraltar
has stolen Jose's guitar."
The Inspired Fool.

Thereupon he acted like an inspired fool.

He played his flute like a bird -man. He
played the guitar with his nose, he made it
represent the cry of a strayed kid and the
braying of an ass. He parodied every style

of playing affected by exponents of the

instrument, not forgetting Don Alonzo, who
accompanied Medina Sidonia with the
Great Armada.

Conceive the premiere ! _The infernal
machine balanced precariously on a small
ment, managed to croak out an " EstupenLa. Playa stood up and acclaimed her
bamboo table, with young Poert posturing dissima !" Aunt Castaner snuffled, and great son, Ramon Fuentes, and it did not
by it, for all the world like a conjurer about
wiped her eyes on Mama Villaraja's apron.
fully recover from its hysterics until figBut she was nearly deaf.
to create rabbits. Castaner's salon packed
packing started. But long before then our
to capacity, and lethal with garlic.
Ramon had padded down the
The grating noise begins.
mountain and taken ship to
RADIO AT THE CHRISTMAS PARTY
" Bab, these machines ! " mutBarcelona. He knew what to do.
tered Ramon.
Ramon Fuentes is now known
"Silence, chico ! " admonished
and revered all over Spain and
Papa Fuentes, waving his cigarthe Latin-American world as the
ette. " This is in your line of
Comic Flute and Guitar Player.

He is swamped with offers of

business."

contracts to appear on the stage

Mesmerised Silence.
As the piece proceeds

and his broadcast " fan " mail
demands the labours of three
secretaries. It has become a
joke to say that he has
insured the gap in his teeth for

the
audience sits motionless, slumped

into its seats, hands outstretched
flat on thighs, staring, mesmerised,

into the depths of the horn. The
last plunk, plunk lets loose a
tornado of superlatives.

fifty thousand (biros.

Maravillosa !
Estupendissima
Per Dios, how he touches !
Hast heard thou such expression ?

ALL IN TEN DEGREES
FEELING rather bored with the tare
offered by the ordinary broadcast
waveband I decided to explore the short
waves.
This is not a very difficult
matter on my set, as I merely have to

After that evening Ramon felt
that ho stood, like Ruth, amidst
the alien corn. He did not understand these people, his own people.

flick over a couple of switches and the

short-wave coils are in circuit.
After a few minutes' preliminary
searching round the dial I heard the Isle

Nevertheless, so far as Progress

permit, he was still a
musician and he continued to

of Wight clear and strong calling other
parts of the British Isles. This was

would

interesting, as I had spent a few days
on the island only last summer, so I
lingered a little longer with this station,
visualising the scenes I had visited and
wondering how they all looked under
winter conditions. It was such a change
to receive signals from this tiny island
after listening to the giants of Europe
night after night.
A slight movement on the dial, so
small that it was scarcely noticeable,
brought in Coventry calling Liverpool.
Coventry was surprised that his signals

practise his art. He made himself, undoubtedly, a second-rate
guitarrista. Accordingly, a few
years later, Progress staged the
final scene in its slow murder of
an artist.
Young Pablo Poert, that
veritable Spanish edition of Bert
Smallways, always trying the
latest marvel, came home again
with yet another

treasure, a

cheap radio receiver which an
Americano had given to him in

Don't forget to have a radio set ready for your Christmas Party. This

merry group is listening to one of those attractive " Jubilee " Table Grands
made by Marconiphone. This receiver gives a 2 -watt output which is amply
sufficient for dancing.

return for some utterly unsuccessful lessons in the Mallorquin
tongue. Again this was the first of its

breed to appear in the village, and again
there was a premiere.

" Cut out the questions," said Pablo to
"I

the cackling relations and neighbours.

tell you that you shall hear Don Jose
himself touch the guitar. It is a thing
sufficiently strange."

Now this Jose was to La Playa what

" Bah, these machines ! " snarled Ramon,
as the guests came at length from under the

anaesthetic and hunted for superlatives.
He darted from the house and ran home.

He had had enough. Seizing his guitar by
the neck he raised it with a swish, intending

to smash it to fragments against the door
lintel. Thus he stood for a few terrible
seconds.

Somewhere near

by a bird

should be received in Liverpool, a mere
hundred odd miles away from his transmitter ! Such are the properties of these

short waves that they have an extraordinary habit of skipping the first
hundred miles or so. This also may
serve as an illustration of the modern
short-wave
experimenter's attitude

towards distances.
no object to him.

Truly distance is

But to return to the various places I heard :

London was inviting all and sundry to give him a
call next Bristol, and Dundee, Southampton. and

the Isle of Man, King's Lynn, Wakefield and Cheltenham, Cambridge, Mansfield and Portsmouth.
All these stations were received within ten degrees

on the dial. Ten degrees of concentrated amusement, not organised amusement as provided on the
longer waves, but fragments of gossip technical and
otherwise between a band of enthusiastic experimenters in short-wave transmissions.
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WHY is it that most of us fail to gain
as much pleasure or amusement
from a broadcast gramophone record
as we do from hearing the direct microphone
performance of a similar item ?

Actually, we should, from one point of
view, value; the record the more because
the performance in wax has been perfected
by rehearsal until it is " just so," and we

know that nothing can go wrong. The
orchestra (if any) cannot drop a wrong note,

and the artist cannot dry up through
sudden " stage fright," or by intent or
accident slip in a risque joke in the manner
of certain broadcasters in the past.

But perhaps it is this very fact that we
know that nothing untoward can happen
in the substance of a gramophone record,
simply because it has been " ironed out "

to the umpteenth degree, that tends to
bias us against it.
Elimination of Human Failure.

The element of the uncertain is extremely

small in a " natural " broadcast, but it is

there all the time, and maybe it is this which
makes its vitality real to us. Certainly the

complete elimination of human failure of
any kind (in which can be included sneezes,

coughs and other irrelevant noises) tends
to destroy " naturalness."
I have nothing against gramophone
records as such. As polished examples of
the performances of various artists, as
bottled versions of items which would
otherwise not be available, the record has

your radio this
Christmas .

its very important place. But I find myself
feeling most resentful when a record is put
over without explanation.

This often happens on the Continental
advertising stations.

And simply because

the playing of the record is subject to

technical error, even if its contents may

not be, the cat slips out of the bag on
occasion. There was that historic and

certainly amusing instance of Christopher
Stone, and on later occasions we most of

us have heard the effects of the needle

jumping back on to a previous track.
The other Sunday tens of thousands must

have heard a lady artist end her performance with " Well, good-bye, good-bye.
good-bye, good-bye, etc.." which continued
until the needle was hastily lifted.
A Peculiar Instance.

But I must say that I did think that the

-

To the True Radio ' Fan,' the broadcast performance itself is often of
secondary importance to the manner in which it is reproduced. Thus, a
radio talk which appears.insufferably tedious td every other member of
the family may hold the enthusiast enthralled by the manner in which
sibilants come through, the excellent ' colour ' of the voice, an
other subtleties which collectively make up what is generally known
as ' realism.
If you are a person who understands and enjoys the liner points of radio
in this way, then you probably already use a ' W.B. 1936 Stentorian.' If
not, you should certainly buy yourself one for Christmas, for there is no
doubt you have been missing a very real pleasure.
Test a W.B. 1936 Stentorian ' to -day. Listen to the bite ' of the bow
on the violin strings. Hear the real ' colour ' in the bass notes in place
of the toneless thump to which you have perhaps become accustomed.
Notice how this amazing new Speaker brings speech or music ' forward'
into the room-free from colouration or confusing resonances.
The delight of listening to high-class reproduction may be yours-now ;
and at surprisingly moderate cost. Ask your Dealer to demonstrate.

broadcasts of Debroy Somers were original,

that he and his " boys " were really " over
there " broadcasting to us from the Continent on Sunday afternoons. You could

hear him announcing his own items through

a whole half-hour. Maybe others have

spotted that his is, on these occasions anyway, a recorded performance.

I hadn't until I casually switched over
from Radio Normandie, who was broadcasting him, only to hear the same things
four or five minutes behind from Luxemburg.

And now I have the impression,

rightly or wrongly, that everything those
stations broadcast in English is made in
England and re -imported. Which is all
right as far as it goes !
G. V. D.

PRICES :
1936

STENTORIAN

CABINET
365 (Senior)
361

(Junior)

368 (Baby)...

MODELS.
... 63/... 49/6
... 29/6

CHASSIS
Senior

Junior ...
Baby ...
Midget
Duplex
E/YllW

MODELS.
42/32/6

23/6
17/6

84/-

70/-

1936 STENTORIAN
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. (Information Dont.), Radio Works, Mansfield, 14-itt;
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usually maddeningly otherwise.

Few machines are
run only for a minute or two, so machinery -made
noises are rarely single crackles, or bursts of crackles,
like those of which you complain.

on the other hand, the crackles due to a poor

joint or broken connection are nearly always of the
intermittent type, as experienced by you ; so there
is one reason for suspecting that the trouble lies in the
set itself or in its associated wiring.

Another reason is that your neighbours are not
unanimous about similar interference occurring ;
machinery -made interference is nearly always recognised by several listeners in the same area, and it is
unmistakably the same disturbance though heard on
different sets.
The Editor wilt be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with alt radio subjects, but cannot accept
responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to rPturn M.S.S. not accepted for publication.
A stumped, addressed envelope must be sent with every article.

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.1.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Advertisement Offices, John Carpenter
House, John Carpenter Street, London, E.0.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialties described may be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of tile patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
LOCATING INTERFERENCE.

P. D. B. (Belfast).-" I have been interested
in reports of other readers' experiences with

interfering crackles, but so far I have not
come across a case like my own. Perhaps you
can help me to trace the cause of it ?

" The symptoms are that after a period in

which the set works perfectly it suddenly gives
an abominably loud crackle, or series of
crackles. Sometimes this occurs when some-

body is walking near it, but at other times

there is no apparent reason.

" Knowing it might be a bad joint, I have
disconnected the set and looked over it very
carefully without finding anything amiss.
And I have compared notes with others living
in my own district. Some get no interference

worth mentioning. but others say that there
is interference from some electrical source in
this neighbourhood.

So we think the cause is a faulty contact somewhere
in your own installation. And it should not be beyond
your power to find it.
The likeliest cause is a dry joint or unsatisfactory
connection inside the receiver. Do not disconnect,
as before, but get a Jong wooden skewer anti gently

probe the set's wiring, etc., while it is working, to

see if you can cause it to crackle as before.
You may find that pushing at a certain screen, or
bearing down on one component, or prising against

the panel, will cause the trouble ; and further
experiments with the skewer will enable you to gain
further information about it. Once you have

localised it in this way you can more closely examine
the suspected section, re -wire or replace whatever is
necessary, and so get rid of the fault.
If, however, there is no luck with the inside of the

set, suspect battery leads, aerial and earth wiring,
loudspeaker leads, etc.
You can test them by closer examination, by replacement, or by slinking and moving them when
the set is switched on, the object being, as before, to
bring on the crackling. When you have found out
how you can start it, there should be no difficulty in
deciding how best to stop it.

TESTING FOR LOOSE CORE

" How can I tell whether the noise I get is

a fault in my own set or is caused by something
external ? '
Usually the type of interference which is due to
electrical machinery gives a clue to its cause by
occurring at certain regular hours, for certain
periods, often followed by silence while the machinery
is dot working.
For example, electrical shop -signs are switched on

LAMINATIONS.

W. S.

which you

ment it says :

connected with the signs.
Moreover, it is not usual for the interference made
by electrical machinery to be short-lived ; it is

What is the effect of dis-

connecting : (1) Aerial ? (2) Earth ? (3) Loud-

speaker ?' (This last named is a test for loose
core laminations, etc.)

only- at certain hours, and interference which occurs

only during those hours is obviously likely to be

(Frintort-on-Sea).-" In the form
sent, me from the Query Depart-

"I understand (1) and (2) all right, but I

do not see what is meant by (3), disconnecting
the loudspeaker as a. test for loose core
(Continued on next page.)

<;c3iiRs'Ap
11ILLIAMPS
0-6 rnilllarnps
0-30
0-120

For everyone who is radio -minded, the AvoMinor

0-6

is the supreme Xmas Gift. It gives a pleasure

0-12

volt,

0-123 0.240

that will endure, for it ensures improved and permanently trouble -free set performance. Every fault

0-300 0-603

can be quickly traced-every radio problem solved
at home.
The AvoMinor is THIRTEEN separate testing
meters in one, giving 13 different ranges of direct
readings in milliamps, volts and ohms. No other
combination instrument affords such convenient
testing facilities with such dependable accuracy.
The AvoMinor is the ideal gift to give AND to
receive. Suitably contained in a handsome presentation case with comprehensive instruction booklet
showing how to make every test.

0-10.000

ohm.

0-60.000

0-1.200.000 ..

-0-3 megohrns

"RADIO SERVICING SIMPLIFIED"
Fully descrip-

If any thfficuloi
in
obtaining

the AvaMinor

locally, write
dirtct

to

tive Folder

13

PRECISION

METERS

IN

ONE

free on application.

the

manufacturers -

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER .Sc ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street London, S.W.1.

izAcria 3404-7.

The new enlarged edition of this
practical book makes a welcome
gift. It is a complete survey of
radio testing and every phase of
fault -tracing. Easy to understand

and containing numerous diagrams
and graphs. A book that

fills a long -felt need, and 216
will meet with enthu-

siastic appreciation.

Post/tee 2/9
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

tir
ti

(Continued from previous page.)
laminations. Please explain what this part
means."
The question comes in the section devoted to
all -mains designs, and arises from the preceding
question : " Does the receiver hum ? "
There are various causes fur hum, and some of

them affect the set in different ways. To enable us
to decide which Is causing the trouble complained
of, we ask you to disconnect (1) the aerial ; (2) the
earth ; and (3) the loudspeaker.
Humming interference which is coming down the
aerial lead will obviously be shown up if this lead
disconnected. And similarly the removal of the
earth lead will also be indicative of other causes of
hum. Neither of these, however, will greatly affect
hum which is due to loose laminations in, for example,
the iron core of a transformer.

So we ask you to note the effect of disconnecting
the loudspeaker, when the set should, of course, be

If it is not silent, but instead there is a
distinct humming noise coming from one of the
components, you have located a fault which would
not have shown up under normal conditions, because
the sounds from the loudspeaker would have concealed it. The remedy for loose laminations is to
tighten their fixing nuts sufficiently to prevent the
silent.

movement of the laminations.

CONDENSERS IN THE LEADS TO THE
PICK-UP.

B. H. 0. (Watford).-" As the reproduction
on records is unusually good, I asked the
manufacturers to give me a diagram of the
pick-up circuit, which I could not follow from

looking inside the set, and which did not

appear to be as simple as the circuits I have
seen in " P. W." for pick-up work.

" They very kindly sent me a complete

'''7°14t%

theoretical diagram, which shows that each
pick-up terminal is connected 'only to a
condenser (different condenser in each lead),
and apart from this pair of condensers the
pick-up circuit is very much on the lines of
the one I built for use on the battery set.
" What is the purpose of putting the
condensers next to the pick-up terminals,

and why are they not always used if they
improve reproduction ? "

We do not think that the condensers arc affecting
the reproduction as much as you imagine.
Probably they have been placed in series with the
pick-up leads merely to insulate these, at the po'nt

where they leave the set, from any voltage which
might be applied from the mains.
Although the main purpose of the condensers is
probably to prevent accidental shtick" on touching
the leads or handling the pick-up, the value of the
condensers used has doubtless been chosen to suit
the particular pick-up recommended for use with
the set, or supplied with it. There would be no
harm in using similar condensers in a battery set's
pick-up circuit ; but generally they are quite
unnecessary, and that is why they are not shown in
the circuits.

LOUDSPEAKER CONNECTIONS FOR
FILTERED OUTPUT.

N. R. (Horsham, Sussex).-" The trouble

was, as you suggested, a broken-down -condenser in the output'filter circuit. But when
fitting the new condenser I had a surprise.
" Normally the plate terminal of the output
valve holder is connected to one end of the
output choke and to one side of the 2-mfd.
condenser, the other side of the choke going
to H.T.+. And one loudspeaker terminal is
joined to the other side of the condenser.
" All this I left unaltered, but there is one
other lead-the one from the remaining loud. Instead of
speaker terminal to H.T. -.
re -connecting in this way I took the last lead
and worked
from the louspeaker to
it like that for over a week without noticing

With

VARLEY COMPONENTS
Make this Christmas the

turning point in your

listening career. Modernise
your radio set with the help
of Varley components, we
can probably put our finger

on the weak spot in your
radio. Please consult us.

any difference !

' Have I done any harm to the condenser,
and why is it that it worked as well this way
as when the lead is taken as before to H.T. -?
You have not done the condenser or other component any harm. But you probably did right to
change over when you discovered the alteration,
because the normal connection, to H.T.-, gives a
decoupling effect which is not obtainable when the
loudspeaker lead is taken instead to H.T.+.
(Continued on next- page;)-

Wiley
Oliver Pell Control Ltd.

BLOOMFIELD RD., WOOLWICH, 3.E.18.

TELEPHONE : WOOLWICH 2345
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from precious page.)
This has made no difference to reproduction
during the time you had it in operation, but there
might have been a very different story when the

H.T. supply had deteriorated a little, and good

decoupling had therefore become essential to good
quality.
In brief, the difference between the two methods

is this:

Normal method (second L.S. terminal to H.T.-) ;
decoupling provided but condenser has- maximum

H.T. voltage across it as well as " speech " voltages.
Second method (with second L.S. terminal joined
to H.T. +) ; H.T. pressure removed from condenser,
but no decoupling of output circuit.

AN UNEXPECTED SOURCE OF
INTERFERENCE.

S. H. (Tufnell Park, N.).-" To satisfy a

disbelieving neighbour and to confirm my own

belief, can you assure me positively that a

crystal set cannot possibly interfere with the
reception on my neighbour's set ?

" We are good friends, but he keeps on

It gives

tufi information regarding various

I.C.S. Courses of Instruction in Radio work.

The Radio Industry is progressing with amazing
rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly the basic
principles can pace be kept with it. I.C.S. Instruc-

tion includes American broadcasting as well as
British wireless practice. It is a modern education, covering every department of the Industry.

OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses dealing

with the installing of radio sets and, in particular,

with their Servicihg, which to -day intimately
concerns every wireless dealer and his employees.

The Equipment Course gives sound instruction
in radio principles and practice.
There is also a Course for the Wireless Sales-

man. This, in addition to inculcating the art of
salesmanship, provides that knowledge which
enables the salesman to hold his own with the
most technical of his customers.

Then there are Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.
We will be pleased to send you details and free
advice on any or all of these Courses.
Just fill in
and post the coupon, or write in any other way.

Dept. 1St, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.0.2.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me
yo it Radio booklet of information about the

Courses I have marked X.

So I hope you can assure him positively on
the point."

Sorry, S.H., but we cannot take the line you want
us to ; for we have proved time and time again that
the operation of a crystal set can affect the set next
door, under certain conditions.
Although, as you say, the crystal set's aerial has
no batteries attached to radiate power, it is nevertheless energised to sonic extent on the wavelength
in question ; either by a neighbouring set, or possibly
even by the local station, since if it is receiving
strongly it is presumably re -radiating to some extent.
Whatever the cause, it is a well-known effect
that crackles, etc., should be heard on a neighbouring
set when the eatswhiskcr adjustment is attended to.
Moreover,_ there have been plenty of authenticated instances of conversations in a -house where

there is only a crystal set being picked up by that

set, and radiated from the iterial, with sufficient
clearness for words and voices to be recognised on
a valve set next door.

BETTER RESULTS

WITH TWO GRID

LEAKS.

W. J. (Cranwell).-- Can you explain why
my set seems to work better with two grid
leaks than with one ?
It is one of the most straightforward

arrangements possible to get, being merely
an S.G., detector and pentode. The detector

jzi

In EXAMINATION (State which)

tried to get perfectly smooth transition into and

sometimes helped smooth reaction control, so
I was experimenting with a 2-meg. leak when

and used the second leak- as well.

"I have got this second leak connected

Name

A idress

Age

another valve.

SHOCK FROM THE CONDENSER.
A. P. S. (Seven Kings).-" The set was made
up from a 1933 blue -print, and the components

are all seeing service for the second. time.
But it goes excellently except for one small

gets a tingling sensation where the fingers
touch the edge of the knob. And this, it is

anything that can be done about it, as he
seemed to think there was nothing to worry

over, but I thought I had better write and
make sure."

We are glad you wrote because there is an easy
cure for the trouble that will only take a couple of
moments to put into effect.
All you have to do is to cover that little screw -head

with insulation, so that it is not able to conic into

contact with the bare fingers when tuning. (There
is nothing wrong in its being " alive," since it often

happens that when D.C. sets are in use all the metallic

parts of the set which are earthed are capable of

giving a shock, and should, therefore, not be touched.)

The insulation may take the form of a blob of

sealing wax, and if this is of the same colour aslhe
tuning knob the set's appearance will be unaffected,
or even improved.

See that the screw is well tightened, and then

heat the wax and drop it on to cover the screw -head.

A very thin covering is quite sufficient, since all it
has to do is to cover the metal so that it cannot be

touched

THE COIL UNIT PRECEDING THE
C.

W.

DETECTOR.
(Borden, Hants.).-" Where an

ordinary coil unit of the two -windings type is
used to couple the H.F. valve to the detector
there is some stunt for improving reception

this, as I do not want to go to the expense

I found the set was simply perfect if I left
the original grid leak in (it is a 2-meg. also,
connected from grid condenser to L.T.+)

WIRELESS ENGINEERING

have to be scrapped, or its value altered, to suit

by altering the coil terminal to which the

" I had been told that a high resistance

El RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP

for good results.

So we should keep the arrangement exactly as
it stands. But remember that if your valve gives
out, your unconventional grid leak arrangement may

" I have tried a newer valve, but this old
IlL2 cannot be beaten in my opinion. It
gives such good long-distance reception that
I have rather concentrated on this, and so

volts mark.

i] RADIO EQUIPMENT

In your set, however, circumstances appear to
have combined to make the selection of the right
" bias " on the detector grid an important factor;
and the extra grid leak, by providing a potentiometer effect, gives you just the right initial setting

first-class condition, and very sensitive.

the detector H.T. was well over the 100

In RADIO SERVICING

have no appreciable effect on results.

found, is caused by touching the small screw
which holds the knob in place.
" Mentioning it to a friend, I was told that
this is because it is a D.C.' set. Is there

out of oscillation, as the set's only drawback
was a tendency to uncertain reaction when

El COMPLETE RADIO

Usually there is no advantage in selecting the
operating point very carefully, because it is not
very well-defined, and variations on either side of it

" He will not take my word that it is
impossible for a crystal set to cause any

is a rather old valve, but it seems to be in
International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,

is chosen for " bottom -bend " detection.

difficulty, in connection with tuning.
" We find that when altering from National
to Regional-the two programmes from which
we always select our entertainment, --the
person touching the tuning knob sometimes

sound, as it has no batteries to give out power.

'A

circuit curves, it is possible to draw them up on a
voltage -applied current -flow basis, exactly like the
more familiar anode current curves. And the shape
of the grid -current curve, being similar, lends itself
to the selection of an initial operating point such as

telling me that he gets funny little clicks and
disturbances since I have used a crystal set
which I rigged up. He even claims that
on one occasion he heard voices in an interval
in the programme, and he believes they were
from my set because they sounded like my
sons' voices.

NT fliZNATIONAL
CORRE',1',.rN.OUNCE. Sf_llOOLS

upon the -right spot on the grid's curve, thus working
the detector at its best possible operating point.
Although one comparatively seldom secs grid

between the grid condenser (same terminal as
the other one is connected to) and L.T,
I have
tried it also to
(that is, in parallel

with the other leak), but the results are then
definitely only about half as good. Also, if

I remove the first one the results are hopeless.

- But with them both the set is a revelation.
Why ? "

What you appear to have done is to hit exactly

11.F.. valve's plate circuit lead is connected.

" Please give me some information about

of a big alteration."

You do not give us much information, C.W., do
" Improving reception " covers a multitude

you ?

of stunts.

In the absence of further particulars we must
assume that you want to do one of two things,
commonly rendered necessary by wrong adjustment
of the coil unit in question --(a) increase selectivity ;
or (b) increase strength, because an indifferent
aerial is used.

To increase selectivity (a), the tapping from the

preceding valve can often with advantage be moved

from its terminal to one of the other terminals on

the coil unit-it is safe to try them in turn if a
coupling condenser is connected in the lead from the

preceding valve, since no H.T. current can pass
through such a component.

The object of this change is, of course, to select
a looser coupling, such as is often obtainable on a
tapped coil.
To increase strength (b), where the aerial is poorer
than average, the reverse process is adopted.

The lead from the coupling condenser is moved

from the " A " (or similar) terminal on the coil
unit, and is taken instead to the " 0 " terminal,

where a much tighter coupling is usually obtainable.
We would emphasise, however, the need for
caution, since sets vary so widely that damage may
easily be done unless the set -owner can be sure that

he is not letting tic H.T. get out of hand.
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RADIO MAGIC
(Continued from page 386.)

ho
man
for the record rwepro

to the cell. The ihdication of the meter
and the aid of the detectaphone tell the
operator in the " mike -room " when the
questioner is in position.

He hears the question via the detectaphone, waits for the needle to kick up,
showing the questioner is bowing downy and
immediately intones a suitable answer.

Choose a friend for this job who has not
put in an appearance. This will be easily
arranged if the stunt is worked early in the

Half an hour or so afterwards
your friend can knock at the street door
and be let in by one of the guests.
evening.

And a Few " Ghosts."

Let the guests examine the god immediately after the stunt. They will find no
wires-just two torches inside.
And then what about a ghost in one of
the bedrooms. It's simple with a hidden
speaker, the mike, and a few good groans
when the house is quiet. And think of the
thought -reading games you can play with
the aid of the detectaphone.

perfect

NEW
PEZOLECTRIC
POWER PICKUP
Amplitude distortion eliminated.

H.F. resonances eliminated.

But I am sure that by now you will

already have some other and, quite possibly, better schemes in your mind. So
I will close with a simple request : Spare
the nervous ones, please!

Rising bass characteristic compensates for 20o cycle cut-off.

Higher average voltage output.

97% perfect tracking and

RADIO DRAMA

counterbalancing obviate

(Continued from page 391.)

record wear.

listeners by a delicate, if dictatorial, turn

Wide frequency

of a dial.
They have placed the principals in one
studio, the supporting cast in another, the

recordings.

" crowd " in a third, the orchestra in a

Backed by the B.T.H. name

fourth, the gramophones in another, and
the " effects " in the sixth. The producer
then sits at the Panel, one hand hovering

and experience.

over a row of bell -pushes, the other twirling

Be among the first to use this new
development in record reproduction. It is the most important step
forward since the introduction of

the dial.

He presses a button and the " crowd "

in Studio Three see the red light flick twice,
the signal for them to shout " Welcome to
our Prince ! " The red light goes out
leaving them in the silence of death while

the original B.T.H. pick-up-and

the producer red -winks. Studio One into
activity, whereupon Molly Mudcllewump

as remarkable a one. Send for full
details (Folder R.1 o42) to -day.

whispers " Kiss me darling," into the

microphone and the nation's loudspeakers.
The Obvious Weakness.

The obvious weakness of this method is

that convincing artistry is rendered defunct. This particular Prince Charming

NEEDLE ARMATURE

might have put some genuine throb into his

voice had he heard his devoted subjects

(isolated in Studio Three) shout their welcome to their prince ; and Molly's osculatory invitation might have sounded more
naturally luscious if she could have heard

the orchestra (at the other end of the

building) playing " Liebestraum."
The truth is that some B.B.C. producers
have become so fascinated with the machine
that they forget its products. They see
the chromium -plated mechanism, the marble -panels, the glistening switches, the
ebony dials, the flickering metes. To
handle them is power. Enthroned in the

Control Room they forget that artistry

and mechanism are to -the -death enemies ;
that histrionics and humanity are inseparable ; that what it produces, not what it is,
is the sole virtue of machinery.

range deals

faithfully with latest electrical

PICK-UP and
TONE ARM
For those requir-

ing a high fidelity

pick - up with a

lower voltage outpu t,

the B.T.H.

Needle Armature
is the alternative.

It is sold complete
with separate

volume control
for 40/,

PRICE

40!

EDISWAN RADIO
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.

ct,Tto

LTD.

155 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
Distributors for
the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd, Rugby
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Presents for B.B.C. Staff.
Grateful listeners who would like to

KENT
BARRY KENT

show their feelings by making gifts to B.B.C.

News and Views from the
Big House."

officials should think twice before acting.
There is going on now a general tightening
up " of the rules about presents. The
management of the B.B.C. will probably

ii.,1,g1;:ntlelMWMFIOWN5VM5VMSWF,;.-At

individuals, and it is ruled that any present,

CALLING

MPticni)
CONDENSERS
FOR THE "S.T.700
For three consecutive years Mr. John
Scott -Taggart Ras chosen Amplion

his " S.T." Receivers.
Amplion Condenser Block
products for

2+2+I

- 6/6
mid.
You save 3/- by buying this special

Amplion Condenser Block.

is

no matter- what it is, which might be
regarded as a bribe must be returned to

causing a lot of discussion at Broadcasting House these days. The play

listeners sent cases of champagne, and

Play Background.
THE musical background to plays

producers naturally concentrate on the

dramatic effect, regarding music as part of
the contributory means for putting across
The music department
their effort.
equally naturally resents the mutilation of
what it regards as " good music."

Another problem is that the dramatic

AMPLION
WIRE -WOUND

most expensive testing equipment
can definitely locate it.

to have complete
orchestras and other combinations " standing -by " rather than gramophone records,
and so on. The issue came to a head over
the " Scott Programme " on Armistice
Day, when the only thing criticisable was
the musical background. My money is on
the producers. 1 believe that the purist
musicians will have to give way !

Amplion Resistances are colour
coded, compact and sturdy, and

Birth Control and the B.B.C.

people

RESISTANCES
A defective resistance can completely ruin the enjoyment of

radio - and

frequently
does.
Moreover, it is often difficult to

trace the fault, as none but the

all

values

are

wire -wound,

this

for
of

Descriptive

like

been trying to get the B.B.C. to deal with
birth control. Behind the scenes there has
been developing almost a feud about this

ALL VALUES 1/- EACH.
Send

would

For years enterprising talks officials have

method of construction giving the
most reliable form of resistance.

Folders

Colonel Dawnay, as Programme
Controller, was rather against ; Mr. Gladproblem.

all Amplion Products.

AMPLION (1932), LTD.
82-84, ROSOMAN STREET, LONDON, E.C.I

stone Murray, who acted as Programme
Controller during a critical stage of the
struggle last year, was definitely adverse ;

so it was left for Mr: Graves, the new

IT PAYS TO BUY

THE BEST
ULTRA S.W. COILS

" collar " any money that is sent in to

Programme Controller, to review the matter
afresh. This he did, and with the result

that an ingenious and satisfactory formula
has been evolved.

It is that while the B.B.C. will not go
out of its way to argue the problem of
birth control, it will allow it to be men-

the sender. There was a time when grateful

enormous boxes of flowers, to announcers
and staff artists. Alas ! these good old
days are gone.

Bad Language on the Air.
The much discussed invective adjective

made famous and nearly respectable by
Mr. George Bernard Shaw in " Pygmalion,"

before the War,- has been the centre of
acute controversy in the B.B.C. lately.

There was a broadcast play not so long ago
in which the word was used. The play was

to be repeated, and there was a request

that the word should come out in the

second performance. After much discussion

the B.B.C. decided to leave in the word;
and quite right too. Another victory for
common sense and progress.
Naturally, no one wants to have " strong
language out of place, especially in a

medium that is so intimate as radio. On

the other hand, we are not a nation of
ninnies," anxious to see our art emasculated when it is broadcast. So what
I say is " another one up " for Mr. Cecil
Graves, the new Programme Controller of

the B.B.C., in doing the right and unexpected.,

B.B.C. Choral Society Help Charity.
The B.B.C. Choral Society, which is an
amateur body associated with the B.B.C.,

*

tioned in appropriate context provided it is

The coils are wound with
14g. copper wire, heavily
silver-plated. The mean diameter is f'. A Frequentite
base Is used for mounting

made clear at the time that the subject is
controversial.
*

purposes.

No. 1020. 3 -turns, 1/6.
4 -turns, 1/6.

*

*

Hughie Green Off the Air.
I understand the B.B.C. has decided to

5 -turns, 1/7.
6 -turns, 1/8.

8 -turns, 1/10.

drop Hughie Green and His Gang for a

-41111111=111b-

ULTRA SHORT-WAVE H.F.
CHOKES

These chokes aro single layer span. wound on
DL -9 formers, and haye an exceedingly low selfeftpacity
No. 1011. D.C. Resistance 1.3 ohms. Price 1/3.
No. 1021. D.C. Resistance 1.4 ohms. Price 1/3.

EDDYSTONE MICRODENSER
No. 900.

For Ultra Short Waves
from 5-10 pletres DL -9
insulation. Low series
resistance at
high

frequen-

cies. Noiseless

operation.

15 m.mfd., 3/9.
40 inrufd., 4/3.
100 m.mfd., 5/-.

STRATTON & CO., LTD.,
Bromsgrove St., BIRMINGHAM.

Stores,
V London Service Depot: Webb's RadioW.I.
14, Soho Street, Oxford Street

time. This is in accordance with the policy
of giving opportunity to as wide as possible

a range of artists from the limited time
available on the B.B.C. network. It is
not a reflection on H ughie and his clever
act.
*

EDDYSTO

*

4, In the Modern Manner."
The B.B.C. has definitely captured a

popular entertainment from the purveyors
of sponsored programmes in English from
the Continent. 1 mean Van Phillips, who
begins a new series entitled " In the Modern

Manner," in the National programme on
January 6th.
This will be dance music presented in
the Paul Whiteman way. The second of
the series will be given also in the National
on January 13th, and then, in the same

week, that

SHORT' WAVE COMPONENTS

*

is,

on January 17th, Van

Phillips will give a really " Special Dance
Programme." Eric Maschwitz pins a lot

on Van Phillips, who will not broadcast
ezcept from
meat, r;1113.

the B.B.C. while this engage -

*

has decided to give a special concert at the
Queen's Hall, the proceeds of which are to
go to the Musicians' Bcnevolcnt Fund.
*

The Ullswater Report.
It is a deserved tribute to the unassailable

position of the B.B.C. that there was no
objection in Parliamentary circles to the
rumour that Sir John Reith had been given

an advance draft of the report of Lord

Ullswater's Committee on Broadcasting.
I myself think it was extremely unlikely
that the draft was passed in this way.

On the other hand, I would not be

surprised if the Postmaster -General had

asked Sir John Reith for his observations
on the early copies " from the Press " of
the Committee's Report. This would be
a natural precaution to protect the Post-

master and Lord Ullswater against

in-

accuracieg of fact.
*

*

*

Amateur Music Banned.
Round at the Big House " the other
day I was told that there has been another
unsuccessful eruption of the forces that aim

at establishing a permanent place for the
amateur musician in the programmes. The
latest effort is built on an argument that
experiments in America have proved the
programme value of amateur talent, on
the

Major Bowes " basis. -

Well, the fight is over so far as Britain
is concerned. There is to be no " amateur
hour "-or ." moment " for that matter.
We stick by our professionals, and observe
our contracts with their societies.

Popular Wireless, December 7th, 1935.
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S.T.700 RAPID
CONSTRUCTION GUIDE

(A) Collect and examine (handling carefully)
the three specified .0005-mfd. air variable condensers and the Wearite Triple Extractor coil
assembly which I designed for this set.

shade, a size 6 tin being more than enough for
both set and Triple Extractor.)
(D) Using two fin. No.. 6BA countersunk
bead brass screws and nuts, fix the Triple

prepare the wooden top and sides of box, unless
bought prepared.

right way round. Fit terminals Al and A2. Fit

(B) Using Fig. 3 and Fig. 8, mark out and

(Continued from page 404.)

(C) You are now going to build the box.

--Any other type of very short miniature nails

Lay one end -piece of box, face upwards, on a
table. Knock in about *-in.. deep. four 4 -in.
ordinary nails at the points indicated inTig. 8.
Hold one sidepiece vertical on end. Driving in
two of the nails in the prepared end -piece, nail

may be used.
There are 16 small circles with white centres
along the border of dial. Keeping dial card flat'

on panel, start with the top circle and prick
through centre of circle with somo thin -pointed

Drive the other two
nails through into the end of the other side end -piece to side -piece.

instrument (I used a drawing -pin) for about
1116 in. Insert a prepared pin into this hole
and push home with any hard flattish -ended

piece which is held vertical on end.
Drive four ordinary 4 -in. nails * in. into other
end -piece in the same way and complete frame
of box. Now lay drilled wooden panel right

instrument (I used the handle of a screwdriver). Carry out the rest of the fastening down of dial in following Order : Circle between
pin just inserted and condenser spindle ; the

way up on the table and knock in about * in.
deep six 4 -in. ordinary nails in position marked

two circles (on outer border) on each side of
top circle; the two circles (on inner border)
between last -inserted two pins and spindle.

on Fig. 3. Lay panel on box frame and
hammer in the nails. Sandpaper any rough
edges and, if desired, stain. (I used Jackson'sof Mitcham, Surrey-oil varnish stain, walnut

Carry on in this way, working towards the ends,
keeping dial card flat.
(S)
CUT CENTRING TAB OFF WITH
SAFETY RAZOR BLADE by cutting along
inner border where indicated (where tab is
joined on). Tear away the tab from the condenser bush ; there is really no need to remove
the fixing nut to do this. Tighten up the fixing

Plt-PM-V,V»,17.V.VSn-N3W-19.MV:MigMitOlt

" S.T.700-MARVELLOUS !"

Write

with a pencil the markings Cl, C2 and C3 on
the ends (not vanes) of condensers in order
shown on diagram. This will enable you to
identify each condenser.

(E) Preferably using " Maxamp " wire in
the manner described in S.T.700 Rapid Construction Guide, wire -up as in wiring diagram.

(Do not confuse coil numbers with wire numbers;

wire numbers are in circles.) Tick off wire
numbers on diagram as connections are completed.

(F) Check wiring by asking a friend to read

out the wiring from the diagram while you
look at Triple Extractor. In case of error,
correct at once.
(G) Fit knobs of condensers.
THIS COMPLETES TRIPLE EXTRACTOR.
J. S. -T.

Economy with Efficiency is a rare occurrence

radio practice, but there is always an
exception to prove the rule. Mr. John
in

Dear Sir, -1 feel I must write you
concerning your latest production, the
S.T.700, which set I have just built. It
results are
is marvellous, and the
excellent. I have built it to your
instructions (no alterations).
Your faithfully,

Scott -Taggart, in designing his
"S.T.700," specified two Hivac types

pS

with splendid efficiency records, coupled
with marked economy in current con-

Thomas More,
cjo Duncan,
1064, Argyle St., Glasgow, C.3.

sumption.

)31

A further economy is shown in the prices
of all HIVAC Valves. Against their
counterparts, Hivac show you a saving of
25%. That Hivac are efficient is quite
evident, in the fact that designers of
quality receivers make quite a habit of
using and choosing HIVAC.

Note: This reader is prepared to give demon strations.
W.*

kV,Z-X.MMAKVIZ.A4115-14E1Z-UldliCOV4A4

STAND SET IN ITS NORMAL POSITION
WITH DIAL FACING YOU.

(T) Turn projecting spindle of main tuning

condenser fully anti -clockwise (fully left).

the three Polar -0005-mfd. cfmclensers.

For Economy
and Efficiency !

nut on bush of main tuning condenser.

PI

Extractor coil assembly inside the box the

Slip

the large J.B. knob and long pointer on to end

of spindle with the pointer pointing exactly
horizontally to the left. Tighten grub -screw,
which is the little screw which fits into edge of
knob and is on opposite side to pointer. (Do
not touch screw which secures the painter.)
(II) Turn spindles of aerial coupler, anode
reaction condenser and aerial balancing condenser fully anti -clockwise (fully to loft). Fit
their knobs with their white spots or pointers

Use the Specified HIVAC
Valves for your "S.T.700,"

PX230 7/6 VP2I510'6
To put New Life into Old

pointing exactly.in a horizontal direction to the
left. Tighten up their grub -screws.
Turn volume -control spindle (on panel) fully
clockwise (to right) and fit knob with its spot
pointing towards the bottom right-hand panel
fixing screw. Tighten its grub -screw.
(V) Fit knob on wavechange switch spindle
(no special direction).

Sets choose HIVAC counterparts for all replacements.
HIVAC

PRICES

Battery
Types

3111

RANCE FROM
Mains
Types

9'6

Obtainable from all Curry's branches.

YOUR SET IS NOW COMPLETE.

TRIPLE EXTRACTOR
HIVAC

IF you use -0005-mfd. air condensers of other

makes, you will most probably need a

closer .together than described, and the coil
assembly should not be nearer to the side of
box or nearer to 'condensers. If you use the
S.T.600 Extractor coil, together with a single
Colvern medium -wave Extractor (which costs
as.), the same precautions should be taken.

N.B.-The Extractor condenser used

in

S.T.600 should not be used ; but the better
Ormond condensers (e.g. as used in S.T.300,
S.T.400, and S.T.500) are all right. The

efficiency of the condensers is of extreme

VALVE

GUIDE gives

VA

larger box.- You must not fit your condensers

characteristics

-

Of

the whole range of
HIVAC Valves with

names and types

of other

makes

with their Hivac
equivalents.

THE SCIENTIFIC

Guide. " P"

free on request.

VA CV I
BRITISH

MADE

importance ; for that reason I have given as

alternatives to Polar only condensers proved
on measurement to be satisfactory.

High

Vacuum

Valve

Co.,

Ltd.,

113-I17,

Farringdon

Rood,

London,

E.C.1
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It was obviously a talk for the Government.

ELECTRADIX

HOME RECORDING is interesting on your gramophone.
Cost is low. New acoustic sets, complete outfits in
carton de luxe, 21/-. No. 2 Mivoice, 12/6. Junior, 716.
Electric recording Turntables, 25/-. Recorders, typo K,
7/6. CM Trackers, screw traverse, 7/6. Spiral Drive,

F type, 4/6. Cutter needles, sapphire, 3/6. Diamond,
7/6. Blank discs, 4/- doz.
1,000 DYNAMOS OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

Note this special bargain!
For charging or lighting.
140 watt Enclosed Dynamo,

12/16-v. 12 amps, Ball Bear-

ings, Yee Pulley, Type C, 25/-.
Marine Type Switchboard with
Ammeter, maximum and minimum Auto Cutout main Switch
and Fuses. Field Regulator,
251, or 4716 the pair.
ELECTRIC TOOLS. &C. induction motor, flex and plug,
1/25 h. p., 2,800 revs., 18/-. 1/10 h.p. ditto with
Pulley, fan cooled, 1,500 revs., 35/-. Motor -grinders
ditto, double ends, fitted two emery wheels, 211, Light

A.C. Drill,lbs. to Ain. hole, 401-. All with flex and,
plug. Electric. Pumps, 120 galls., 87/6.
METERS. We carry large stocks of meters, from 3/6
upwards. Switchboard Ammeters of 3in. to 8in, dial,

from 0-1 to 0-1,000 amps., both A.C. and D.C. Ask for
special meter list.
MILLIAMMETERS. A special bargain while they last. Moving coil flush fitting, nickel finish, 25-0-25 tu/A., 7/6.
DIX-MIPATA
VEST POCKET TESTER. A wonderN
fully versatile moving -iron multi -range meter for service
on A.C. or D.C. jobs. No projecting terminals. THREE
ranges of volts 0-7.5, 0-150, 0-31010. Used for HUMAME'S, reads 0-121 in/A and 0-75 ni/A. In black bakelito case. Measures only 24in. by 21in., with pair of
gives full informatest leads and plugs. Leaflet "
tion. 19/6.
CHARGERS, SWITCHES AND RHEOSTATS. A range of
almost all sizes and capacities. New. We shall be glad
of specified inquiries for any type of switchgear.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4
Central 4611.

plied to B.B.C. A Quality
and Value impossible to
Beautifully hand
better.

decessors, was a very live thing. It produced no strain
on listeners. As we listened to It we became oblivious

of our actual surroundings, and of the year 1935.
It was 1911 all over again for us, with old hopes and
aspirations revived. Everyone taking part in the
broadcast recaptured most perfectly the spirit, the
atmosphere and the temperature of those twelve
months, twenty-four years ago.

The two most outstanding episodes presented, I
thought, were the Siege of Sidney Street, and the
Investiture at Caernarvon. Ex -Detective Sergeant
Leeson told his story well, and in typically policeman fashion. Hugh Martin supplemented the story
in a very novel and dralnatic way. I would have
nothing but praise for this journalist's unconven-

and the stars their reputations. In the November
gala Elisabeth Welch was her usual polished self,

EASY PAYMENTS

"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOLMES."
Monthly

,. 841.

..

42/32/6
29/6
35/-

Deposit. Payments.
7/3
11 of 7/3
4/7
9 of 4/7
4/5
7 of 4,5
9/7 of 4/1
3/13

9 of 3/1)

Any make of speaker supplied.

KIT SETS
LESSEN Skyscraper 3, with valves 60/-

GRAHAM PARISH Jubilee 3 .. 36/3
GRAHAM PARISH Seasity Super 50/-

but she sang less interesting songs titan usual for her,
and to my ear her solos seemed to run counter to the
orchestral accompaniment.
Elsie and Doris Waters went all Christmas in song
and their patter was as delicious as ever.

The Italian baritone, Ricci., was power and

passion personified in his big number, " That's why

Deities were born," and, I thought, a hit sharp on
some of his notes.
Ivy St. Helier was the pick of the bill with her
very clever impersonations. I like good impersonators. Hence the pat on the back for Ivy.
Tessa Deane encouraged the vogue to Make
anthems out of a popular song. She sang an elaborate

version of " Love Me For Ever," assisted by a
B.B.C. Choir.

The two newcomers from Vienna-Rawicz and

5/6
4/ -

4/7

11 of 5/6
9 of 4/11 of 417

have them.

The story of " The Boomerang Bet," for all its

impossibility, was quite interesting, and the broadcast was satisfactory.

Nothing will convince me that an item like " Meet
Mickey Mouse " is adult entertainment. To put it on

the National wave, too, at 9. p.m. really takes the
biscuit. For children it is ideal, of course. Actually,

1 think the B.B.C. err in having anything to do wil h
Mickey Mouse at all. This little creature js a creation
of the screen. He has to be seen. If you eliminate

the visual part of him the residue Is just makeweight. And no one can make anything substantial
C. B.

out of make -weight I

WAR NEWS ON SHORT
WAVES
(Continued from page 394.)

ally published it is possible that more
transmitters have been adapted for this

The Monthly Galas are maintaining a high standard

Cabinet (P.W.) Works, Albion
Rd.. Bex/eyheath.Nr. London

number of similar publications, and I am glad to

A Very Live Picture.

hear once again the voices of one-time favourites and
notabilities. Florence Smithson still sings well, by
the way. Vivo les Scrapbooks I

-

What a marvellous array of speakers are undertaking the " I Knew a Man " talks I I have referred
to this series before, and I would have avoided any
further mention of it but Lt. -General Sir William
Furse's talk on Lord Roberts makes this quite impossible. This talk ranks, I should say, as one of the
best that has ei'er been given on the air. In print the
talk would certainly rank as literature. The electric
recording of it ought to be kept as a perfect specimen
of good talking. These talks, or the best of them,
must be published in book form. I already own a

stations equipped for telephony, but al-

The joy of these Scrapbooks is the perfect blending

(Cash or 10/- Monthly.)
LIST FREE I From Makers-

It

*

tional manner, had he not too frequently dropped his
voice almost to inaudibility. (I feared once or twice
Ire was being faded out., though I couldn't make out

of music and narrative. The proportions are ideal.
Nothing is superfluous. It is always interesting to

GUARANTEED

Piano Tone Acoustically.

W.B.DUPLEX
W.H. SENIOR..
W.H. JUNIOR .
BLUE SPOT SENIOR
ROLA F.720

for that would silence those who complain that the
sources of inspiration at Broadcasting House are
momentarily dried up. But the Scrapbook series isn't
new. Nor is it so old that we are beginning to tire
of it.
Like the crossword puzzle it is as popular as ever,
and it should continue to live by virtue of its own
excellence. " Scrapbook for 1911," like its pre-

splendour into his picture. He used his musical
voice to good purpose. The records used in these
scenes, too, were unfamiliar and full cf appeal.
r

Famous maker offers finest
Radio Furniture. As Sup-

SPEAKERS

ESLIE BAILY and Charles Brewer are men of

imagination. I would like to think that their
latest Scrapbook was something new in broadcasting,
L2,

Walter Pitchford (I recognised his voice immediately) described the Investiture scenes in a way that
made them alive. One couldn't but feel that he was
doing an Outside Broadcast. of a ceremony then and
there in progress. He got all the original colour and

No Middle Profits!

-

easting Critic on recent programmest;
V-MAIOKMAMa'ACAlgir.fig.N.r..4Ag-11M.fit

why.)

6 5 /- %Litt:nor 35/ -

polished I

ON THE All
Candid Comments by Our Broad-

offered much food for thought.

Landauer -gave some delightful pianoforte numbers
on two pianos. I would like to hear them again.

And lastly, Claude Hulbert and Bobby Comber

though the information is the latest officipurpose.

Since last January Italy has been feverishly extending her colonial radio network,

and listeners on short waves may hear

transmitters testing at almost any hour of
the day or night. In particular, Roma San Paolo on the frequencies given, and
I A C, Coltano (near Pisa) working with
ships on 16.95 m. (17,699 kc,s.), 23.32 m.
(12,865 keg.), 35.23 m. (8,315 kcs.) and
47.20 m. (6,355 kcs.), will be found particularly active.
In a recent article published in " Wireless
World," dealing with the development,
amongst others, of Italian short-wave

broadcasts, a list was given of the frequencies allotted to the Rome stations
reserved for this service.

.

To this information may be added the
fact that the third transmitter installed at
Prato Smeralda, and which was originally

destined for broadcasts to West and South
Africa, has now been equipped with directional aerials for East Africa. It is to be
brought into operation without delay for a
series of daily news bulletins and musical

entertainments of interest* to the Italian

S.T.700
Write for Easy Payment terms for Com-

fooled with gusto on a yacht. Their script was written
for them by Mr. Du Garde Peach.

troops now encamped in Eritrea.
It will be seen that a working knowledge

ACCESSORIES
EXIDE H.T. ACC. 120v.
..

The Stag Parties.

items of interest, and the number of radio

plete Kit or just for the parts you require.
of merit and fine value.

6/9 of 6/8
ATLAS ELIMINATOR T. 10/30 .. 69/6
6/11 of 6/4
AVOMINOR METER..
40/5/6
7 of 5/6
B.T.H. LATEST PICK-IIP..
40/.
4/5
9 of 4/5
PARTS FOR ANY SET.
ANY MAKE OF SPEAKER.

New goods obtained for every order.

:end us a list of parts or valves you require or amp
aerate, or set you way select and we will forward you
a definite quotation. Ten years' advertiser in the Wireless Press. Thousands of satisfied customers.

*

EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

CHARGERS

is a veritable gas -bag, whose standards of humour and

conversation aren't very exacting for his guests.
The humour, in particular, is simple. Trying to recall
some of the things said at the recent party, I can't
remember anything funnier than this rhyming

*

Avoid L.T. failure durinO Christmas I
Olympic Type 265 charges 2, 4 or 6 v. cells
at I amp., price 10.6.
Type 286 gives 1 amp.,
Type E 302,
a Real Charger, 2 ampere, 21/- post free.

All models for 200-250 v. A.C. mains, cased
complete, metal rectifiers, guaranteed. Combined H.T. & L.T. Unit, 150 v. & 2v. tamp., 30/INOMPREE RADIO CO., 5, SEBASTIAN ST., E.C.1.

telephony transmissions associated with the
Italo-Abyssinian conflict is likely to be
greatly increased in the near future both on
short waves and channels in the broadcast
band.

couplet, " Brains wouldn't be any use to me, For I've
got a job at the B.B.C."

"NOW IS THE TIME

who got down to business whenever the talk subsided.

FOR DANCING "

But there were some popular artists at the party

H. W. HOLMES

NEW ADDRESS

333,

The Stanelli Stag Parties are playful affairs, with
plenty of talk and a modicum of artistry. The host

of the Italian language provides many

The Band -Box gave a foretaste of what may result
from the B.B.C.'s furious quest for new dance bands.
There were bands of all shapes and sizes, some like
many we already know, and others different. Dance
bands should, in my opinion, begin to explore fresh
avenues, the more divergent the better. Too long have
they trod the same path.

The season's talks do need a little brightening -up
on the whole. We have had better series in the past,
series that are still remembered. The new series,
inaugurated by Julian Huxley -Plans for To -morrow
-may help to achieve this. His was a very practical
talk on the experiment going on in Tennessee Valley.

(Continued from page 393.)

And talking about signature numbers,
why not hold a few competitions while you
have your dancing ? For instance, choose

eight records for an hour's dancing and
use a different band for each record.

Then

ask your guests to jot down on pieces of
paper between the items the name of
(Continued on next page.)
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" NOW IS THE TIME
FOR DANCING "
(Continued from previous page.)

each band and the signature tune used.

You could give a couple of simple prizes
, for the person who got the most right in
each section of the contest.
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1935.

The signature

problems are not difficult in themselves,
but the deciding of the name of the dance
band often is. And until the persons have
decided on the band they cannot decide on
the signature tune. Added to this you
could ask them where the band plays.

Here are a few details to assist you :

Ambrose and his band, signature, " When
Day is Done " Embassy Club. Henry
Hall, " Here's to the next time " ; B.B.C.
Harry Roy, " Bugle Call Rag " ; May Fair
Maurice Winnick, " Sweetest Music.
This Side of Heaven " ; unattached. Roy
Hotel.

IT WAS IN 1923 that the name " Clix " was registered as a Trade Mark.
The name was in the first instance applied to an Original
design for a combined Plug and Socket. Now the name
" Clix is associated with over 40 different perfect contact
irrespective of numerous other contacts
supplied to the specifications of manufacturers of Radio
components
apparatus.

The popularity of " Clix " products has been built up on
their splendid reputation for perfect contact. Year after
year as each new component was produced samples were
sent to the Technical Editors of all British Radio journals.
During the many years that " Clix have contributed to
Radio progress, no product bearing that name has ever failed
to satisfy the exacting tests placed on them by those whose
d uty it is to report on the efficiency of Radio apparatus

submitted for " test."
Whether you are building a new set or renovating an old
one you can rely upon " Clix " contact components to
serve you well and truly.

Fox," Whispering ; unattached. Carol)
Gibbons, " On the Air " ; Savoy Hotel.
Jack Payne, " Say it With Music " ; unattached. Charlie Kunz, " Here Comes
Charlie " ; Casani Club (easy one this).

Group your records carefully and you
will be able to make a very difficult competition if you wish. For instance, care-

" MASTER "

Extreniely robust and
Hexasoundly made.
when
gonal shoulder,

The most important feature in these is the

PLUGS

by spanner while
nut Is made tight, greatly

held

facilitates mounting. Insulated and non -removable head. Provision for
secure, solderless connection. Clear and

fully selected records of Maurice Winnick

and the Canadian Guy Lombardo will
sound very much alike. So do some of
the Jack Hylton and Billy Cotton discs.
Roy Fox is usually fairly easy to recognise, and so is Lew Stone. Harry Roy is

PANEL
TERMINALS

easily

read

markings.

4d .

efficiency of the pin,
which is non -collapsible
and is so constructed

standard
markings.

and

11d
Z

PLAYERS ALWAYS PLEASE!

UNIT RADIO CONVERTERS

THE quality of Player's " Navy Cut "
Cigarettes has made them world-famous,

5To

for 4191.

Player's Cork -tipped

" Bachelor "

Cigar-

ettes are in great demand among ladies, and
these may be had in fiat tins of 50 for 2/6.

For those who prefer a generous -size cigarette
of superfine quality, Player's " No. 3 Virginia "

Player's " Whiffs " in cartons of 5 for 10d.
have the true Havana flavour, while to those
who like a Cigar, Player's " La Doncella " will
make a strong appeal-in packets of 5 for 2/6

base.

There is also our Standard type V.I,
for use with all modern chassis
mounting receivers. All models
are available with either
4, 5, 7, or 9 pins.
Details and prices of the

full range are given in new
Folder, " P " Free for a
postcard.
C

CLIX
Perfect Contact
a re
Components
consistently specified

leading

by

This S.U.S. Converter is an entirely

new model original in design and

100

covering

LED'
THAN
£10 PER WEEK
ii so, son
cannot anoru to carry on without read-

ing our 265 -page Handbook. The book explains
clearly and definitely many ways of carving out a
successful career. Among other things it explains

both

attaching the S.U.S. to your present receiver.

the Services of our unique Appointments Department,
outlines Horne -Study Courses in

all branches of Civil, Mechani-

cal. Electrical, Motor, Aero,
Wireless,
Television,
Talkie,"

There's

a model for Battery or Mains users.

etc.and

details
of
and all Exams. We alone Guarane

UNIT SNORT ANO ULTRA -SNORT CONVERTER

tee-" No Pass-No Fee."

Covers 5 to 100 metres,
aeroplane dial. Ratio

Whether you be an old hand or a
budding apprentice get this book
to-day-FREE AND POST FREE.
Eritish Institute of Engineering

100-1. New Type with
special scale. TWO controls only. Two connections only to set.
Also receives 240 -line
Television sound, in
worldaddition
to
wide short-wave broad-.
casts. All metal non hand -capacity cabinet.
Complete with valve
ready for use.

Technology,
Rouse,

London,

E3 5 0.
£3 12 6.

Other models .trOhd 471-

of excellent brands, the chief among which

mixture 1 -lb. tins 3/4, " No Name " 1,4b. tins

5/-, and the " Digger " range of all Empire

have been able to purchase the entire
stock of NORTHAMPTON PLATING CO.

Carriage Paid

list "P.- Free. 'Phone CLE 5340.

" AUDIO " L.F.

TRANSFORMERS
(3 -lead 5-1) made for them by the old Telma Co. Original
Price 5/6. mama offerthese atthe ridiculously low figure of

to mention
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating
with
THANKS!
PLEASE be sure

1/. each p(ploy
s age1.)

Advertisers.

Special Terms
to Dealers.

GOODE, 71, St. Giles' Street, NORTHAMPTON.

Tobaccos at 2/8 per 1 -lb. tin.

pi

ONE AERIAL

FORME

INVISIBLE

MODERN SET
Highly efficient, self adhesive

aluminium strip-gives
of
wonderful

pick-up

clear

a jiffy
tools-just press it
it sticks.

interference-fixed in
without

I 'X

LONDO N,SEt

Shakespeare
Place,

Stratford

I

Cash or C.O.D.

UNIT RADIO LONDON,

are the old -established Player's " Medium
Navy Cut " Tobacco 1 -lb. tins 4/4, " Airman "

101,

17 19.
W.1.

SENSATIONAL OFFER

Battery Model 50t,.
A.C. Mains Model 505.

and in boxes of 25 and 50.
For pipe smokers Player's provide a variety

THE

set

designers.

FNGINEERSI
ARE YOU EARNING

Ultra -Short
(5-7
nastre band) and Short (13.100
metre band). Special circuits employed give maximum results on all
METRES
wave -bands. An entirely separate
low -loss circuit is brought into
operation when working on 5-7 metro band. Enjoy all
the advantages of an expensive all -wave set by lust

in flat pocket tins of 50 at 3/4 make a strong
appeal.

work is the V.5 chassis
mounting low -loss type with ceramic

wave

TWO NEW FOLDERS " P " FREE ON REQUEST,

Short Ultra -Short

postal carton containing five packets of 20

Another type designed for short-

3

79a, ROCHESTER ROW, LONDON, S.W.1

packet, a very attractive gift is the Christmas

wave work where baseboard mounting is preferred.

of H.T. batteries. Long or
short insulators

cerned, you can pick a programme of good
dance numbers which will be by no means
K. D. R.
easy as a competition.

packed makes them very acceptable as Christmas
presents. For example, the " Medium Navy
Cut " Cigarettes are supplied in charming Christmas packings of 50's, 100's, and 150's, the prices
being 50 for 2/6, 100 for 4/10, and 150 for 7/3.
These cartons are ready to post, having greetings
and address space on the reverse side. For the
smoker who prefers the ordinary twenty

Our type V.7, illustrated above, is
excellent for short and ultra short-

contact with the varying
sizes of sockets so often
found in different makes

LECTRO LINX LIMITED,

and the dainty way in which they are

-

that it will give perfect

almost a dead cert. But if you are careful,

especially where the vocalists are con-

CLIX
VALVEHOLDERS

and

Dow ble

Length
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SPECIFIED

MORE READERS PRAISE
THE S.T.700

for loth models of the

S. T.10 0

A further selection of opinions from those who attended the
demonstrations.

Follow Mr. Scott-Taggart's advice
Tribute, again, to the safety of Erie
Resistors is their specification by Mr. Scott Taggart for his S.T.700. Be sure to use
Eries.
Their reliability has established

ttCZW7C-MMIIS-NY,V.-2.i3703V-M-PMr.010-70-n-n-Pnlinr3M-7/1M-70n7S/T-YgR"MPir A

manufacturers alike.
Look for the Erie label. Without
it no resistor is a genuine In.
nreonated and Triple Tested Erie.

Dear Sir,-I wish to thank you for the
opportunity you gave me of witnessing a

them as the first choice of designers and

Per Waft
An AU Values

VOLUME
CONTROL
Specially

designed for
The S.T.700
Battery Model
The Volume Con-

trol that will not
100,000 ohms.

3'6

set and I must say it exceeds all my expectations.
But it would be difficult to say what strikes one

most about it.
At first glance one is undoubtedly attracted
by the calibration chart on the panel. It is
the largest, but at the same time most simple
one would wish for. It makes tuning easy, as
I found on actual test.
The layout, too, is simplicity itself. From
an economy and adaptability point of view it
would be hard to beat.
As to the operation of the set itself, out of its
many novel features I think the Extractor unit
calls for a special measure of praise. It was
astonishing how soon one could get hold of the
principle as to how it was used, and the ease
with which one just wiped out the local stations.
As a test I tried Strasbourg, and with all truth I
can say London was " wiped out," for there was
not a vestige of background to this station.

Send for
free
Erie
Colour
Code

Chart

demonstration of the S.T.700, and a memorable
evening's entertainment it was.

I had looked forward to the advent of this

ERIE
Inverse Log -Law

let you down. Ask
for ERIE Type RL

SIMPLICITY ITSELF.

RESISTORS

& VOLUME CONTROLS
THE RADIO

RESISTOR CO., LTD.
1, Golden Square, Piccadilly, London, W.I.

11111.1111.111111.1.1.11.111111

The " locals " for tuning -in have become like
" foreigners."
Also the startlingly novel feature of audio reaction calls for special mention. As was
ably demonstrated the increase of volume,
together with a roundness of tone it builds up, on
stations at first only just audible, can be likened

to switching in an extra stage of L.F.
Needless to say its station -getting power is
It is so selective,

up' to the usual S.T. standard.

An Ideal Gift
for Garden -Lovers!

I venture to think that after a few minutes'
trial to get the " hang " of the controls ono
could go round the dial and find they have a set
of far more worth than the much boosted
superhet.
I

was more than impressed with the en-

thusiasm of those present at the test, and I feel
sure everyone who builds the set will also be the
same.

It deserves, and I trust

it

will be, a

record set in every way.
W. N. CLARK, 92, Arodene Road, Brixton
Hill, S. IV. 2.

VOLUME REALLY ASTOUNDING

Dear Sir,-Here is a summary of the main

features of the demonstration.
Stations received : sixty-four stations were
received at loudspeaker strength, fifty-six
medium -wave and eight long -wave stations.

We both agree this was good, as conditions

were considerably below par.
The logging of the stations presented no
difficulties, being simplified by the Auto -Dial.
The advantage of this new Auto -Dial is
that, whereas on the S.T.600 (for instance) the
pointer used with the station name dial covers

three or four stations at one position, the
is never over more than one
station. The benefit of this great improvement
becomes at once apparent.
Triple Extractor : This device was set to
Droitwich, London National, and London

Auto -Dial

THERE is hardly a problem likely

to confront the gardener that

is not satisfactorily solved within the
pages of this magnificent gift book. It
contains many expert articles, helpful
diagrams, and a host of illustrations,
Including 24 Art Plates and 7 Plates
in Colour.

POPULAR GARDENING
ANNUAL

-

2..."6

At all Newsagents and Booksellers

;.ArgiitiAtP§IPTAZtP14fg:"*4

Regional, these stations being the " locals "
this reduced them to the strength of ordinary
foreign stations. When a station close to one

of the " locals " was received and the particular
extractor was taken off, the " local " swamped

that- part of the dial.

We noticed that the

Triple Extractor, once adjusted to the stations
mentioned, was completely forgotten.
Quality of reproduction was very good.
Audio -Reaction: This feature was demonstrated
on a meter connected across the speaker speech

coil and proved that it was able to increase
signal strength twenty-five times, at the same
time improving to a marked degree the quality.
Volume of output : This was really astounding
in view of the fact that the set is battery operated.
Sensitivity. Although the set was not so

powerful without aerial or earth the more
powerful Europeans could be received at loud-

speaker strength, proving beyond doubt the
wonderful
S.T.700.

sensitivity and stability of the

The coat of this set is almost too good to be
true, as this set in our opinion is equal to any
receiver manufactured to -day costing £15 to
£20. The set should prove easy to build, clue to

novel design, which also gives it an attractive
appearance.

A. E. HANLEY, F. J. HANLEY, 15, Pem-

broke House, Stanmore Street, Caledonian Road,
London, N.1.
A STARTLING DEVELOPMENT.

Dear Sir,-" Come down to Talfis House and
see the ' BHOYS ' putting the S.T.700 through
its paces," wrote the Editor.
Well, fellow -constructors, I duly arrived.
and my impressions were something aa follows :

No ganging troubles to contend with thie
time, for the new circuit employs separate
variable tuning condensers, and the valves,
they are Cheap enough, for they appear to
consist of a H.F. pentode in the first stage,
followed by an ordinary triode detector, thence

a 2 L.F. stage.
When teamed together in the circuit they

SENSITIVITY and SELECTIVITY,
combined with that of a beautiful undistorted
output.
.1S(..tw for the Triple Extractor which, when
brought into play, simply blotted out the two
London stations, also Droitwich, to my complete amazement, which leaves you an open
spelt

field to tune in the numerous foreigners with the
utmost ease.
Another startling development was reaction
to the L.F. stage, a feature which will no doubt
cause great controversy.

Just one more point. I thought that S.T.'s
new dial was better looking than ever. No'
reflection, of course, upon Mr. Scott-Taggart's
latest armchair photograph.
H. WILLS, 6, Lennox Gardens, Neasclen,

V. W.10.

THE EXTRACTOR-" UNCANNY."

Dear Sir,-In company with some other
" fans," I have just had the privilege of a

" pre -view " of S.T.'s latest product.
It is something quite unusual in design, all
components being mounted on the hack of the
panel itself. The advantages of this will be

obvious, in that all the wiring is short and
direct, and in consequence can be measured

easily from the blue print.
The most striking thing about the appearance

of the set is the dial, which is the largest and
clearest I have seen.
It is, in principle, a much improved form of
the S.T.600's " Spot-on."
I had the opportunity of testing the set, and
while in the time available it wasn't possible to
get all the stations shown on the dial I have
no doubt it is possible. The set is extremely
sensitive and very easy to tune, and experience
of S.T. sets has proved the probability of getting
more rather than less stations than claimed by
the designer.
A big improvement is the substitution of
" audio " for ordinary reaction, as this not only
considerably increases strength, but very noticeably improves quality on distant stations.
Another improvement is having the
" Extractor " circuits in a separate case

(though of course it could be included in the

cabinet), which can be placed under the window
ledge by the " lead-in "and, once set, forgotten.
The way this Extractor cuts out the "twins " is
uncanny. The quality of reproduction is tip-top.
and the sensitivity such that a large number of
(Continued on next page.)
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MORE READERS PRAISE
THE S.T.700
(Continued from previous page.)

stations were coming in at " local " strength

less than an hour after dusk. A final point

that will commend the S.T.700 to earlier S.T.
owners is that it will be much less expensive
to convert their sets to the S.T.700.
CLAUDE R. S. ELFORD, 70, Lakeside
Road, Palmers Green, N.13.

A WONDERFUL SET.

Dear Sir, When you invited me to a demon-

stration of the S.T.700, I could not see it
beating the S.T.600, but I was astounded at
results. The three things that impressed me

most were the Audio -Reaction, Triple Extractors and Auto -Dial. With the Triple Extractor
it is possible to cut out the two Nationals and
the Regionals, without interfering with other
stations ; it is a great improvement on the 600
Extractors. With regard to the Audio -Reaction,
it is possible to bring out the speech 25 times
greater. The Auto -Thal is a wonderful improvement on the S.T.600 dials-if you want a station
you just swing the pointer round to it ; a child
could do it, as it is so simple ; as for stations,
we got dozens at full loudspeaker strength ; on
a 10 -foot aerial indoors we got two dozen at full
strength. To sum it up, I think It is a wonderful set. I for one shall make it, and shall advise
my friends to do the same.

L. TUGWELL, 11, Princes Road, Holland

Park, W.11.

STATION AFTER STATION

Dear Sir,-It was a great pleasure to be at

your demonstration of the S.T.700 on Saturday
evening, the 12th of October, 1935. The first
thing that I noticed was the fine tuning chart on

the front panel, which, when demonstrated,
was the best, easiest, and simplest to use I have
ever seen ; it should be a boon to every wireless
constructor. Next was the variable volume

control from full volume down to a whisper
without detuning, another great needed want.

When you started to tune I was amazed at the
ease the London Regional and the National were
faded right out, also Droitwich, with the aid of
the Triple Extractor ; once this was set, there
was no need to touch it again.
Away we went, tuning -in station after station
at full loudspeaker strength while both National
and Regional were working. This was at Central
London, on about 45 feet of aerial ; we received

about 45 to 50 stations with ease, loud, clear,

just like the local. We next tried a 10 -ft.
indoor aerial ; all the principals were tuned -in
at the same strength, all clear and loud, so it
will work well on an indoor aerial as well.
But the biggest surprise of the evening was
when you demonstrated the Audio -Reaction ;
this is to boost up the lower frequencies; it brings
the music and speech right out clear ; I think it
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and ease than ever before.

Also the set brings

in so many stations that the Auto -Dial is
essential for ease of tuning.
The quality of reproduction Is excellent.

EASY TERMS

I

have heard sett costing 20 guineas which In
this respect have been nowhere near as good
as the ' 700."
The selectivity is more than adequate to
meet any demands made on the S.T.700.
Station after station came in without once

We supply all Radio sets, components and
accessories. Send list of requirements and
keen quotation will

overlapping.

S. T . 7 0 0

The S.T.700 can give more volume of output
than is comfortable in the average room,
without in any way being distorted.

KIT A'

Seventy-five stations were tuned in on the
" 700 " in sixty-five minutes. I can vouch
for this because I wrote down all the stations
obtained and made a special note of the time.
Now for the Triple Extractor. With this
control both Droitwich and Midland were
completely cut out, so that reaction had to be
wed to obtain them again. These stations

or 6/6

Complete Kit of First Choice Parts

£5.11.0
Cash or C.O.D.
or 10/- with order and 11 monthly
payments of 10/2

As Kit

Pk!

SHORT-WAVE

was working in a " swamp area."

Then came a demonstration of Audio -Reww

and quality. Believe me, it was rather startling.
For the first time it has been made possible,

to tune the set with much greater accuracy

in the S.T.700, actually to build up the low
notes without cutting out the top notes, an
achievement that gives a new and startling

price £3.9.6 or 6/4 with order and
11 monthly payments of 6/4.

Payment Nnmbsr Monthly
of
Instant
with
meat
11
4/W.B. Stentorian 36S 42/- 2/6
11
3/ W.B. Stentorian 36..1 32/6 2/6
Cash

Price Order Months

signal strength 25 times, which was proved
conclusively by testing meters.
The sensitivity of the " 700 " was con-

Stentorian

76

Duplex Model ..
Blue Spot Senior..

2/8

29/6

7/8
4/2

11
7

clusively demonstrated on an aerial of approximately 10 feet in length laid on the floor of the

Rola Units and extension speakers supplied on
similar terms.

were obtained at full loudspeaker strength.
The performance of this set is extremely

ELIMINATOR

room. With this small aerial several stations

unit and trickls

charger combined 69'5 5/-

What more can any constructor ask for
GEOFFREY W. REYNOLDS, 19, Wigorn
Road, Warley Woods, Smethwick.

;.4

12

5/11

PICK-UPS
(with
Spot
volume control) 27/6 2/6
B.T.H.Piezo Electric 42/- 2/6
32/6 2/6
Marconiphone 25
Blue

THE BEST FOUR-VALVER.

Dear Sir,-At your kind invitation I attended
As an amateur

mencement of broadcasting, constructing many
sets, but I can honestly say this is the best four-

6

4/6

4/3/Illustrated
11
11

supplied.
price lists available.

All makes

I have dabbled in wireless since the com-

Garrard Gramo-

simplicity itself.

8
Motor Model AC -642/6 5/Please write for full list of motors

M. SMITH, 38, Woodberry Way, Chingford,

E.4.

ey

0

GRAMO-MOTOR

valver I have ever handled, and the tuning is

5/3

and graino units.

CLEAR-CUT

PROCESSION OF

FOREIGN

iM

STATIONS.

VALVES

(every type supplied)

SA, Det. and Power, any make.

Dear Sir,-My congratulations to Mr. J. S. -T.
The clear-cut " procession " of foreign stations
at full strength is amazing-especially as your
aerial is in busy London.

Cash price
pay -

£1.5.0, or 5/- with order and 5 monthly
ments of 46.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID

The simple tuning control-the set as a

gEstd. 1925

whole should cause many owners of " supers "
to think again.

THE

'PHONE :
NATIONAL

1977!

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

A. W. SMITH," Helios," Fox Lane, Palmers

COMPANY

IT IS JUST WONDERFUL.

Triple Extractor is the best method I have ever
seen for cutting out the home stations and the
selectivity excels, as has been the case in every
one of the S.T. sets.
Wm. McMILLAN, 9, Kennoway Drive,
Glasgow, W.1.

11 OAT LANE NOBLE STREET LONDON E C 2

add 50/- WEEK LY

to IPA

-ea
Charge accumulatorsin your
spare time.
Complete Charger, incorporating
Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.

Will charge 42 accumulators weekly.

Trade Price 59/6d..

Send for full particulars :

M.P.R.

Electrical Co., Samford, Essex.

w(sinws

Be Assured 00 World-wide Reception with a

UNIVERSAL ALL -WAVE KITS
Build from the Finest Circuits.

They, will so greatly improve the set as to make it comparable with
than any other.
We have constructed all the previous S.T. Models with these valves
and have hundreds of unsolicited testimonials proving the superiority
of 0.0. Valves-for their longer life, greater efficiency and
cheaper consumption place these valves in an unrivalled position.

" All Wave " Receiver, £7/10/0; 0.0.
Three Pentode 4 -valve All -Wave Receiver
0.0.
-wave-rapge 20-2,000 m.,
Super, £14/14!-.
6 -valve ' All -Wave

up-to-date models. 0.a. ITV. Valves give your set more sensitivity

AK

Atlas T10'30 H.T.

high (to put it mildly), the cost very low.

UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE VALVES

TY

SPEAKER UNITS

effect to the tone, building it up and giving a
solidifying effect " to the quality of tone.
Again, Audio -Reaction actually increases

BUILD YOUR S.T.700
0 STAR - GAN Zj
With

OSTAR-GANZ
Now is the time for you to construct your
receiver or radiogram. No previous ex for our Technical
Advice and FREE Blue Prints save you
time, worry and expense. A few of our
Popular Kits are :-0.0. Universal 3 -valve

ee

models fitted with OSTAR-GANZ Valves.
NO Barretters, NO cut down Resistances, and NO Main All
Send to -day for details of our wonderful
Transformers required. There is a valve for every purpose and
Radiograms

a gu irantee for 6 months.

Cash

(In STOCK)

Dear Sir,-It was with interest I attended
your demonstrations at 4 Kennoway Drive,
on October 19th, and I must say that the
S.T.700 has many surprising features which
always hold the interest of the wireless enthusiast. I think that it is just wonderful, the

Dear Sir,-The Auto -Dial is a great improve
ment on current practice, enabling the operator

A

KIT

3

(world-wide reception)

action, with its wonderful effect on signal strength

ever had the pleasure to listen to (and this includes mains sets). The tone, quality, and
selectivity, aro all that could be desired.
H. REDFERN, 2, Vespan Road, Shepherd's
QUALITY EXCELLENT.

A ' but including specified valves.

NEW LISSEN

Green, N.13.

Bush, 11'.12.

£3.19.0

Cash or C.O.D.

with order and 11 monthly
payments of 7/4

KIT B'

then had to be treated like good foreigners.
No one would have known that the " 700 "

a demonstration of the S.T.700.

A

Price lists FREE.

return of post.

is the finest form of tone control that has ever
been invented, and every constructor will agree
with me when he hears it.
I must congratulate Mr. Scott -Taggart on this
wonderful set ; it is one of the finest sets I have

sent promptly.

be

Cash or C.O.D. orders despatched by

HITS for Receivers,
Short-wave Adaptors.

Write to Sole Agent and Distributor for details:

EIIGEN 7. POEBAT, 28-29, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND (Dept. Il.)
Telephone: TBNInle Bar 8608 and 4985.

and

HYVOLTSTAR UNIVERSAL

All Waves, All Mains, A.C., D.C. Chassis,
Receiver or Radiogram.
Hear interesting Broadcasts from all corners of the Globe
at full loudspeaker strength with 'HYVOLTSTAR. The
many new and exclusive features will greatly interest the
technician. Working on 100 to 250 volts A.C. or D.C.

without alteration. Covers all wave -bands from 132,000 m. Posh -pull output stage, providing undistorted
output. of 6/7 w. Adjustable selectivity. Automatic silent
tuning. Extreme sensitivity. Automatic Volume Control,
and Tuning Compensation on all wave -bands, even on ultra short waves. Available in Chassis Form. This enables
purchasers to utilise their existing cabinets and speakers.
All components manufactured from the finest duality
materials, including the famous OSTAH-GANZ UNIVERSAL high -voltage valves. Prices from 101 gns. upwards.

Send for Literature from Dept. D,

UNIVERSAL. HIGH V.OLTAGE RADIO, LTD.,
Dept. D. 28-29, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
Tele hone: TDM a Bar 4985 and 8,608.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

TECHNICAL JOTTINGS

ig

3d. per Word

Items of Interest to Every Enthusiast.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

6d. per word for first words in heavy tY1)=.

6 - per line for displayed lines
(12 pt. type.)

Minimum Charge 3/ -
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An Interesting Microphone.

ALTHOUGH the microphone enters into

the technical equipment of only a
percentage of radio experimenters,
it is nowadays used in large numbers of

public-address systems and such -like
apparatus. There is, of course, a microphone in every ordinary post -office telephone, but this is designed more for

Zworykin's New Amplifier.
Dr. Zworykin, of the

with a preparation of caesium and acting
as targets for the bounding electrons.
Opposite each target is an electrode which

electrodes are recessed, thin layers of carbon
granules covering the electrodes and forming

a conductive path between them, the granules being retained by a mica diaphragm.
The electrodes are commonly made of
carbon, and this is often very susceptible to
the effect of grease or moisture.
When the Mike " Packs."
The carbon granules

are

hydrogen -

soon absorb moisture and the whole micro-

phone tends to " pack," and so becomes
practically inoperative.

I have just received particulars of the

Reslo transverse -current microphone, which

claims to have overcome all these difficulties. The carbon electrodes in this

microphone have highly polished faces and
are attached to brass backs. The layer of
granules has a total area larger than usual,

but so arranged that the maximum width
does not exceed three-quarters of an inch ;
this enables the use of a 0.001 -inch diaphragm without any tendency to bulge.

1n this way the joint is airtight and the

microphone can be filled with granules in
full view. The electrode, retaining collars
and filling screw are sealed in position, and
the instrument is then absolutely airtight.
The Hiss Level is Reduced.

With this microphone it is claimed that
the hiss level is very low indeed, owing
to the use of polished electrodes and the
even pressure on the granules.. The microphone is suitable for use in a humid
atmosphere which would render ordinary
types of carbon microphone inoperative.
The upper frequency response is claimed
to be equal to the best condenser types up
to 10,000 cycles per second, and there are
no resonances. The impedance is roughly
500 ohms, and a matching transformer has

to be used of a ratio of 15 to 1. The
polarising current is 30 milliamperes.

Those of you who require a reliable

microphone of this kind will be interested

to know that the price is £2 2s., and the
instrument can be obtained from Reslo
Sound Equipment, 97, Hampstead Road,
N.W.1.

supplies

the

electrostatic field,

whilst

around the outside of the bulb are per-

manent magnets which combine with the
electrodes inside to control the electron flow.

From a cathode at one end of the bulb

electrons are driven against the first target.
As they hit the target the impact sets free
other electrons, called secondary electrons.

These new electrons tend to shoot off in
every direction, but are herded back into

the desired path by the combination of
electrostatic and electromagnetic fields.
An Enormous Stage -Gain Obtained.

activated, and if left open to the air they

The Proprietors have the right to refuse
discretion.

or withdraw advertisements at their

Postal orders, in payment for advertisements,
should be made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., and crossed.
All communications should be addressed to
Advertisement Department, " Popular Wirefess," John Carpenter House, John Carpenter
Street, London, E.C.4.

Inside the amplifier is a double row of

high performance response curve.
The carbon microphone is still the most

The usual type of carbon microphone
consists of a solid block into which two

accepted

Company's Television Research Laboratory,
has recently been demonstrating a new kind
of radio valve. He calls this an " electronic
amplifier." It is claimed to give an enormous stage -gain as compared with existing
valves.
electrodes, those in one row being connected

kindred purposes, and in conditions where
linear bass output and absolutely noiseless
background are not essential it can be relied
upon to prove perfectly satisfactory.

for these columns
are
up to first post
WEDNESDAY
MORNING for the following week's issue.

R.C.A. Victor

simplicity and robustness than for a very

widely used type for public address and

Remittance must accompany order,
Advertisements

By properly spacing the successive electrodes, the augmented electron stream,
gathering momentum at each impact, hops,

and skips f,rom one target to the other in

progressive steps. Starting with onlyra few
electrons at the cathode, the stream becomes
a sizeable current by the time it reaches the

positive plate at the other end of the tube,

and gains of several millions have been

obtained from a tube with ten such stages.

This tube has already been used as an

amplifier for photo -cells, and in one form it
includes a photo -cell, thus Combining in one

unit the cell and the necessary high -gain
amplifier.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &o.
Complete Kit of Parts for the Battery
Model, includes Main Specified Components with
all Screws. Wire, Nuts, Bolts, etc., etc., and copy
of " Popular Wireless " S.T.700 issue with Blue
" S.T.700."

Print, 69/6.
FERGUSON Universal Midget Receiver for A.C./D.C.
100-250 volts. Moving -Coil Speaker. Wonderful
tone and outstanding selectivity. Limited number,
65/- Carriage Paid.
TELSEN 3 -Valve Receiver, complete with' valves,

and speaker in handsome Bakelite Cabinet, 35/-.
Carriage Paid, Batteries extra. Send for latest list,
hundreds of other bargains.
PEARL & PEARL, LTD., t90, Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.

WOBURN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING GOODS:
W.R.C. Short -Wave condensers, with slow and fast
drive, 0001, .00055, -00016, .0002, -00025, -0003,
-0005, 2/-; Orotund two-piece dial for same, 1/-.
W.R.C. ShortWave Plug-in Coils, 13-26, 20-44,
and 40-90 metres, 4 -pin, 2/6d., 6 -pin, 2/9d. S.W.

Chokes 10-100 tn., 10d. Pye 4 -pin S.W. valve holders,
Erie resistances all values to 2 meg., 6d.
WESTINGHOUSE H.T. 8 and 9 Rectifiers, 8/11d.
Condensers : .01,- 1 and -02, 6d. ; 25, 9d. ; -0001 to
-0005, 5d. L.F. Transformers, 5/1 and 3/I, 2/6d.
Mike transformers ratio 100/1, 2/6d. Popular iron cored canned coils with circuits, 2/6d.
ELECTRIC Soldering irons, copper bit, complete

6d.

-

with flex and adaptor,
id., post 6d.-guaranteed.
Electric Hair Dryers, 200/250v. fully guaranteed, 5
colours, 27/6d. Xmas Decoration Sets, 16 lamps
and one spare, 2/9d., post 4d. Larger set with
automatic flicking device, and two spares, 4/11d.,
postage 6d.
ROLA P.M. Speakers, 7 in. cone, power and pentode

transformer, 16/6d., post 5/-.

Used With the Iconoscope.

The tremendous amplification of the tube,

with its low noise level, makes it particularly suitable for use with the television

camera or Iconoscope (with which Dr.

Zworykin's name is particularly associated),
where the minute impulses generated upon
the mosaic of the sensitised surface must be
built up many millions of times before they
are sufficiently powerful to modulate a

transmitter. In a demonstration of the

W.R.C. ELIMINATORS.

Owing to huge demand we

cannot accept orders for delivery under 14 days.
All guaranteed 12 months.

150 v. at 30 m.a. Three
positive H.T. Tappings (60 v., 80 v., 150 v.). A.G.
Model 21/-. A.G. Model with 2 v.,
amp. Trickle
charger, 32/6d., postage t/- extra.
AERODYNE A.C./D.O. 4-v. sets, Curlew n.odel,
current model listed 12 gns., few only in cartons at
15s. od., carriage forward.
56 .10s. Od., carriage forward.

56

TRADE enquiries invited.

A.C.

4-v.

model

Enclose trade heading

and stamp.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland Street, Holborn,

(Letters only), callers at shop, 2a, Hand
Court, Holborn, W.G.t.
W.C.1

tube, where the volume from the loud-

VAUXHALL-Magnavox mains energised, 2,500, or

speaker was sufficient to fill a large hall, it
was Shown that the gain was about
five millions.

6,500 field coil, 10 in. cone, 17/6 ; 7 in. cone, 5Z/6.

VAUXHALL. Magnavox permanent magnets, universal, suitable for Class " B," power or pentode,

Have You Got It ?

or Arcuate dial and drives, 4/6.
VAUXHALL.-Polar drives horizontal station named

I expect you have seen references in
" P.W." and elsewhere during the past few

weeks to the " Book of Practical Tele-

vision." This has been prepared under the
editorship of Mr. G. V. Dowding, Technical

10 in. cone, 23/-.
Midget 3 -gang condensers,
straight or superhet, 8/9 ; Polar full visions, horizontal

VAUXHALL-Polar

scales, specially made for above, 1/9.

VAUXHALL-Dubilier condensers, 4 or 8 mfd., dry

electrolytic, 500v. working. 2/6 ; 50 infd., 50v. working, 1/6 ; 50 mfd., 15v., 1/3 ; tubular non -inductive,
0-1. 6d.; 0.05, 6d., 0-002, 0.0002, 0-001, 00001, 4d.
each.

services of a group of well-known specialists

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2 ; over
Denny's, Booksellers. Temple Bar 9338, or 56,
Ludgate Hill, E.C.4. City 2553, Lists of 5,000
bargains quite free.

(Continued on page 420.)

OUR CATALOGUE SAVES POUNDS BUT COSTS
OILY STAMPS THE SQUA-iE DEALERS, RADIO.
1YPRT, IS, JOHN BRIGHT ST., BIRMINGHAM,

Editor of " P. W.," and he has had the

in the various branches of the television
art to help him. As a result the book

Popular Wireless, Decentber 7th, 1935.
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS,

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES, &c.

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &o.

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &c.

(Continued)

(Continued)

SOUTHERN

RADIOS

WIRELESS

BARGAINS.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED NEW

AND SENT POST PAID.
FOX INDUSTRIAL 4 -Valve Amplifiers. A.C. Mains
3} watts Output with two tuning coils. For Television, Radio, Gramophone and Microphone. Chassis
Complete less valves, 30/-. With four specified
Ring Valves, 63/1216. Specified Speaker for same,t 5/-.
SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot 1935 Series, with Universal

Transformers to match any circuit. 99 P.M., 24/6;
45 P.M. 20/. ; 32 P.M. in exquisite Cabinet, 42/6 ;
(List 97/6) ; 22 P.M. in attractive Cabinet, 28/6;

Mains Energised 2,500 and 6,500 ohms, 14/6 ; Celestion

Soundex Permanent Magnet, 1t/- ; Telsen Permanent
Magnet Speakers, 16/- ; Telsen Speakers Units, .2/9.
LISSEN KITS ALL NEW IN SEALED CARTONS
AND COMPLETE. With Specified Valves : Lissen
Skyscraper 3 -valve Battery Kits, 42/. each (List
77/6). Lissen BAND PASS 3 -valve Battery Kits,
62/6 (List 99/6). Lissen ALL -WAVE Four Valve
Battery Kits, 65/. (List S5/12/6).
DEEMARK SHORT -WAY ADAPTER KIT. Complete with all accessories for adapting set for 14.150
Metres, 20/-. Super- Het Short -Wave Converter Kit,
20/-.
MULLARD M.B.3 THREE -VALVE BATTERY SETS
-

Complete with 3 Mullard Pentode
Valves. Permanent Magnet Speaker Batteries and

(Decontrolled).

Contained in handsome Walnut
Accumulator.
Cabinet 65/7/6 (List, 8 guineas). In original sealed
cartons.
HOUSE TELEPHONES. A SPECIAL BARGAIN.
BRAND NEW ONE -HAND TELEPHONES. Com-

plete on stand, with or without Automatic Dials.

(Cost
each to Manufacture) 10/ each.
ELIMINATORS.-Regentone 1935 Series:

A.G.

Mains, 200/250 volts, Type W5a, complete with

Wla (less trickle chargertrickle charger, 39/6 ;
carries 30 inilliamps), 33/- : WIc (less trickle charger),
30/-. All in sealed cartons.
CONDENSERS.-Lotus 0.0005. Fully screened, with
trimmers, escutcheons, dials and knob. 3 -gang, 11/-,
2 -gang, 7/3. Dyblock Single 0.0005? complete with

all accessories, 4/-..Telsen Single Variable Condensers
0.0005, 2/3 ; Plessy 4 -gang Super -het, fully screened
with trimmers, 7/3. Igraine, 1-mfd., 1/3, 2-mfd., 1/9.
COIL8.--Agranic Super -het. Coil, set of four (1 Osc.,

2 I. F. with Pigtails, I L. F. plain), 9/- per set (List,
50/-). Varley Square Peak Coils, B.P.5, complete
2/3. Telsen Iron -core' Coils, W.349 midget size,
4/6 each.
THE following Telsen Components in original sealed
cartons at sacrifice prices :

ACE L.F. TRANSFORMERS. -5/1, 2/9 ; Binocular
H.F. Chokes, 2/- ; Standard Screened- H.F. Chokes,

2/-; Ace Microphones (P.O.) with transformers,
5/- each. This Microphone can be used with any
radio set and is a very efficient article.
AMERICAN VALVES.-A full range of valves for all

American sets at 7/- per valve.

SOUTHERN RADIO BARGAIN PARCELS.-We are

offering the following parcels of mixed components
at a fraction of their value. The items comprise
up-to-date Radio parts, new and perfect, which are

too varied to be advertised individually :-

5/- PARCEL-Contains modern components valued
at 20/: including Resistances, Condensers, Coils,

Wire, itc.

Circuits of modern Receivers included

with each parcel.
20/- PARCELS.-This is known as the " small
trader's " parcel, and contains a wonderful selection
of components valued at 85/.. We have supplied

this parcel to hundreds of Traders for re -sale at a

CLARION VALVES.-All brand-new ; battery valves
1/9; super -power
2 -volt, H.2, H. L.2, L.P.2,
P.2, 2/6 ; screens and pentodes, 3/9; A.G. Mains;
4.volt I amp , general purpose, 3/9 ; power, 4/-;
screens and pentodes, 4/6: full -wave rectifier, 3/6.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-All goods new. List free.

Mullard's MU35 6v. superhets and battery MB3.

Postage paid, cash with order, or C.O.D. over 10/ -.Clarion Valves, Dept. 5, 885, Tyburn Road, Erding.ton, Birmingham.

Highest possible part -exchange allowances against
these receivers. Just in, Ferguson 8v. superhets

with 7 watts push-pulOutput.12-2,000 metres, every
possible refinement, 11 gns., A.G. only. tenth A.G.
7v. superhets, 67/10/0 Amplion 5v. superhets, 8 gns.
Unitone D.C. 3 pentode receivers, 95/-. Ultra model,
55 univeral, 65/51-. Very large stock all radio goods.
American valves, coils, transformers, motors.
pickups,ll speakers.

" NORTHUMBRIA " All -wave A.G. Four, 67/17/6.
Three, 65/1516. Table Radiogram, 69/9/0. Catalogue
from Novo Radio (41, Union Works, St. John Street,
Newcastle -on -Tyne, 1.

Write for quotations.-Butlin,

143B, Preston Road, Brighton.

SITUATIONS VACANT

BOYES BARGAINS.

matched screened coil, 1/11 ; W. 68,
L.F. choke, 40 hy., 1/6; 3-1 and 5-1 Ace transformers, 1/11 ; 40 hy. heavy-duty L.F. choke, 1/6;
W. 74, binocular H.F. choke, 1/6 W. 340, all -wave

G.P.O. ENGINEERING DEPT. No experience required. Commencing over £4 per week. Age 17-23,
Free details of Entrance
Excellent prospects.

tuning cond., 1/6; W. 63, multi -ratio O.P. trans-

W.I.

TELSEN

Exam. from
B.I.E.T." (Dept. 568), 17-19, Stratford Place, London,

scd. H.F. choke, 2/3 ; W. 132, -0065 air -dielectric var.

G.S. 4, L. F. transformer, super model,
Send 6d. for postage. Everything brand new
in makers' boxes. Limited number.
BOYES BARGAIN PARCELS, containing t Igranic
iron -cored oscillator coil, t lgranic S.W. choke,
3 rolls wire. 1 grid leak and holder, 1 mains fuse and
holder, 1 lightning switch, 2 small knobs, 1 battery
formers, 1/6
3/11.
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ADVERTISEMENTSw

all advertisements
appearing in " Popular Wireless " are
subject ,to careful scrutiny before publica-

tion, but should any reader experience
delay. or difficulty in getting orders ful-

filled, or should the goods supplied not be
as advertised, information should be sent
to the Advertisement Manager, " Popular

Wireless," John Carpenter House, John
Carpenter Street, London, E.C.4.
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HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM, S.W.4.
11d. STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.
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Benjamin Electric, Ltd.
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British Blue Spot Co., Ltd.
British Institute of Engineering Technology
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British Pix, Ltd.

MISCELLANEOUS
of second-hand guaranteed Sets and
Components, including S.T.400, S.T.500, S.T.600,
etc. Write for lists. Below-S.T.700. We will take your old Set or Components
in part exchange for a Peto-Scott S.T.700 first
specified sealed kit. Cash balance only. BelowCLEARANCE

Highest allowances ;
Receiver on Easy Terms.
prompt attention.-R. Wigfield, Wireless Agent,

..

..

.. ..

..
..

405
376

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electradix Radios
.. .. ..
Exide Batteries .. .. .. ..

.. .. 411
.. .. 414
.. Cover iv

..

..

.
.. .. ..
Forbat Eugen
..
Fuller Accumulator CO. (1926), Ltd.

Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks.
ROTARY CONVERTER, 220-v., DC/AC, for sale.
Cost £15. Unused since overhaul by makers. What
Headphones,

..

General Electric Co., Ltd.

..

..

..

..

.. Cover iii
.. .. 415

..

acuValve
i.l z Co., Ltd....
.. ..

Homes,

Humfree Radio Co.

Transformers
Eliminators, Mains Transformers and Moving Coils
quoted for.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.

London, N.1.

Jackson Bros. (London). Ltd.

WANTED, good modern second-hand Sets, Parts,
etc. Spot cash paid. Highest part -exchange allowance in the trade. Bring or send. University Radio,
Ltd., 142, Drummond Street, London, N.W.t.

Kingsway Radio, Ltd.

24 -Hour Services. Trade Discount.
Clerkenwell 9069. - E. Mason, 44, East Road,

Nr. Euston Station (L.M.S.).

Marconi 25 pick-ups, 22/6.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, H TS, 9/6; HT9, HT1O,
LT4, LT5, 11/-.
MAINS transformers, 350-0-350v., 60 m.a., 4v. -4a,
4v. -2a., 12/6. Eliminators, outputs, 150v.' 25 m.a.,

SCREWS FOR S.T.700.-Complete set as specified.

rectifiers, 25/-, D.C. type, 12/6.

REPAIRS.-Loudspeakers, transformers, headphones,
all makes, 3/6. M/c speech coils, 4/6. Field coils, 5/6.
Guaranteed twelve months.- Breeze, 82, Western
Avenue, Ashford, Kent.

A.G. type with Westinghouse
Collaro gramophone motors, 100-250 v. A.G., 34/-.
CONVERSION Units for converting D.C. Receivers

S.G. and detector.

each.
to A.G. Mains operation up to 80 watts,
ROTOROHM volume controls with switch, 2/6.
MAGNAVOX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
coils, output transformers, etc., 152 (9 -in. cone),
22/6 ; 154 (7 -in. cone), 15/9. All with 2,500 or
6,500 -ohm fields. Magnavox PM254, 18/, Carriage

paid, cash with order or C.O.D.

WE can supply complete Kits of specified components

for the A.G. S.T.600 at a competitive price.
WARD, 46, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Telephone : Holborn 9703.

PLEASE BE.SURE to mention "Popular Wireless"

when communicating with Advertisers.

Thanks

Brass, 1/3: nickel plated,

1/9.

Specified S.T.700

kits, £3 : 9 : 6, any component supplied separately,
at advertised prices. Immediate delivery, post free.
B. Sullivan, 44, Park Lane, Croydon, Surrey.

500 GLADIOLI, 3} -4 -in. circ., in ID best named
vars. 50 Single Anemones, 50 Double Anemones, and

12 Lilium, for only 8/-. Carriage and duty paid to
destination. (C.O.D. 6d. extra.)
P. WALRAVEN, Stationsweg, Hillegom, Holland.
600 GLADIOLI, first size 4 -5 -inch circ., in 10 named
cars., 100 Anemones, 100 Ranunculus and 5 Lilium
Regale for only 10/-. Double lot 19/. carriage and
duty paid to destination (C.O.D. 6d. extra).
THE FIRST HILLEGOM BULB NURSERIES,
Hillegom, Holland.

.
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4/-.

Speciality.

The following unused Set Manufacturers' Surplus.
All oods guaranteed perfect : immediate delivery.
ERIE resistors, 1 -watt type, 7d. ; 2 -watt type, 1/2;

..

..

Willesden Green, N. W.10 ; 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
All Mail Orders to 323, Euston Road, London, N.W.t.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Road, London,
N.W.1 (near Warren Street Tube). 'Phone: Museum
6324.

405
375
415
415
373

Bulgin, A. F. & Co., Ltd. ..

..
Colvern, Ltd.
Cossor, A.C., Ltd.

CASH FOR YOUR OLD SET if you require a new 1936

and

LI

As far as possible

BOYES RADIO, LTD., Mail Order Dept., 49a,
Shudehill, Manchester. 4.
HEADPHONES.-G.E.C., B.T.H., Sterling, Brown,
Telefunken, Ericsson, Nesper, etc. 2,000 ohms., 2/6.
4,000 ohms., 5/-. Also above makesibrand-new, 5/-.
4,000 ohms., 7/6. Postage 6d. Every pair guaranteed.
Trade supplied. Kodesh, 56, Barnsbury Street,
London. N.t.
S.T.700.-Complete Kits, exact to specification,
63 4s. od. A.G. version, £7 8s. od. Radio Goods,
lowest prices. Part exchanges.-Servwell Wireless
Supplies, 64, Prestbury Road, London. E.7.

offers.-P.S.I., R.A.F., Biggin Hill, Kent.
LOUDSPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-. Blue Spot

communicating with
Advertisers.
THANKS!
when

U

cable, 6 Formo tag condensers, 6 Telsen tag condensers, t set engraved wander plugs, t double -range
voltmeter. 20/- value for 3/6. Limited number.
Send 6d. towards postage.

20-22,
SEND

PLEASE be sure to mention

**POPULAR WIRELESS"

profit.

SOUTHERN RADIO Branches at 271-275, High Road,
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TECHNICAL JOTTINGS
(Omiinued from page 418.)

comprises a complete survey of television
theory and practice, and is not only right up
to date and completely authoritative, but

We talk a lot about the " response curve
of a loudspeaker, but I do not know whether
we realise sufficiently that when the loudspeaker has done its best, or worst, it is the
ear which really makes up for the defects in
the reproduction, from whatever cause, and

also is written in simple and lucid style.
This latter condition, in fact, was one
which was particularly laid down by the
Editor, as he very wisely wished to get
away from the complications with which
television has hitherto been surrounded in

'covers, so to speak, a multitude of sins.
The ear is a most accommodating organjust like the eye-and can adapt itself not

the public mind, and to give a simple, clear
and readable account which all could
understand. I have had a very enjoyable
busman's holiday reading through the entire
book, and I can thoroughly recommend it
to all those who are going to be interested
in television when it comes along-and that
means all of you !

has some peculiarity of speech which makes

Long -Distance Transmission.

When wireless waves travel over any
considerable distance they usually make
their way by reflection between the earth
and one or other of the electrical layers in

the upper atmosphere. It

is obviously

important for commercial purposes that we
should have as clear and reliable a knowledge of these effects as possible, and for

this reason a good deal of work has been

going on to study the conditions which

only to enormous variations in loudness but
also to flagrant imperfections in quality.

It is a well-known fact that if a person

it difficult to understand readily what he
says, you can very soon get used to his
speech and understand it perfectly.

This
simply means that your ear is quickly
learning to accommodate itself to the

peculiarities of the sounds and the ear, or
the brain, if you like, translates these into
terms of the proper thing.
Compensating for Amplitude Variations.

In the same way, if you hear a tremendously loud noise-traffic in the street or in

the Underground-it does not cause you
any serious inconvenience, although the

has

regions have a great influence on the transmission of radio waves, especially when, as

frequently happens, .such waves have to
travel more or less in the vicinity of the
Polar regions. In particular he has found
that what we may call the normal action of
the electrified layers. in reflecting radio
beamA' is liable to be completely upset by
those magnetic storms, with the result that
the layers, so far from helping in the propagation of the radio waves, actually absorb
them.
The Sun's Rays.

It has been known for many years, of
course, that the sun's rays, more particularly
in the ultra -violet region, produce electrification in the atmosphere, and it seems that

this effect influences long-distance radio
transmission very considerably. Professor
Appleton and his team of collaborators are
doing yeoman service in unravelling these
extremely complicated phenomena, andtheir

work has a very direct bearing on radio
communication throughout the world.
TELEVIE1103 6
BOOK

g

TELEVISION IN
FRANCE

0
0
0

0?47:,:51.10-1007030-2M1SPV707gMtUt; N. a
r -IN Sunday, November 17th, Monsieur
V Mandel, the French Minister of +Posts
and Telegraphs, officially inaugurated
an experimental high -definition television
service in Paris: The transmitter is situated
at the foot of the Eiffel Tower, the aeriajs

being on the summit 1,000 ft. from the
The studios are in the building
ground.
of the Ministry of Posts, about a mile
distant.

The system used was developed by

Barthelemy, the. well-known
French television inventor. He employs
180 lines and 25 frames per second. ScanMonsieur

ning is entirely by mechanical means.

Groups of up to six people can easily be
televised by the television camera which
is placed behind a plate -glass window to

Special articles next week include :
YOUR AERIAL AND EARTH
FITTING EXTENSION SPEAKERS
INSTALLING A PICK-UP
H.T. FROM THE MAINS
etc., etc.

6

These articles, though specially written for the benefit of builders of the S.T.700,
will be of great value to every set owner.

ISO 3301tVr IwI s saiNEXT Nis,

knowledge.

which continually take place in the Polar

X

1
been

Since then Professor Appleton,
of London University, has been very active
in this field, and has discovered not only a
second layer, which goes now by the name
of the Appleton layer, but also other
electrified regions still farther apart.
He has shown that the magnetic storms'

HIGH -DEFINITION

M GETTING THE BEST FROM YOUR S.T.700

associated for many years with this kind of
work, and we have all heard of the Heavi-

side layer, which was the first and for a
long time the only electrified layer in the
upper atmosphere of which we had any

IA
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affect the long-distance radio transmissions
and particularly the effect of the sun's rays.
Some Curious Electrical Effects.
The name of Heaviside

um- xo-4.--AgAmmAw mumogwraffsefo

Loudspeaker Response Curves.

USUAL PRICE 3d.
figArAg

4

ED.7l1F.,;

ON SALE DEC. 11th.

sammAtoitroistx-NisimamwArzmx-mm-u: strMSNIVIVAir31S-NOV.ti

intensity-that is, the amplitude of the

permit of sound as well as vision tran3-

sounds which you can readily hear.

A Remarkable Studio.

acoustic apparatus it would be put completely out of action by vibrations of an
amplitude so enormously greater than the

remarkable of its kind. In no other part.of
the world has anybody ever realised the
type of apparatus now used at Paris. Over
40 kw. are consumed by the lampi- placed
in the studio. To enable artists to work, in
spite of the heat created by these, a special
cooling plant has been provided.
Television takes place on a wavelength

vibrations-may be millions of times
greater than that of some of the smallest

If the ear acted just like an ordinary

minimum amplitude which it was designed
to pick up.
Supplying the Missing Links.

One of the difficulties of judging of the

quality of reproduction from the loud-

speaker is due to the very fact that the ear
is so kind, as it were, to sound imperfections. It supplies the missing parts, just as
in a rough artist's sketch the eye, as is wellknown, will supply or imagine unconsciously

the parts which have been left out.

It is a well-known fact that with the
ordinary telephone many parts of the

speech sounds are missing-partly due to
the imperfections of the instrument, but
mainly due to the careless enunciation of

the speaker-and yet we are, as a rule,

able to hear and understand perfectly well
because the ear fills in the gaps for itself.

mission from the studio.

The studio itself is one of the most

between 7 and 8 metres.
As suitable television receivers which are
already being manufactured are still rather

expensive, Monsieur Mandel, the French
Minister of Posts, intends opening a number
of public televiewing rooms in Paris before

the end of the year.
The present transmitting outfit produces
P5 kw. in the aerial at the top of the Eiffel
Tower. A large new transmitter is already
under construction which, it is hoped, will
be completed next spring (1936). This
transmitter will enable the aerial at the top
of the Eiffel Tower to radiate with a power
of over 10 kw. on ultra -short waves.
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THE SPOKEN WORD

Alan Hunter asks
IS THE B.B.C. "TIME -CONSCIOUS"?
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YOUR NEW SET
A Valuable Feature for. All Listeners, Especially Those With
an S.T.700, which Includes the Following Articles :

YOUR AERIAL AND EARTH
VALVES AND VOLTAGES
FITTING EXTENSION SPEAKERS

USING A PICK-UP
H.T. FROM THE MAINS
Also This Week : -

HOW
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AUTOMATIC
SELECTIVITY
CONTROL
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COS4OR

SUPERHET
RADIO
Lc:

Battery & A.C. Mains Users
INCORPORATING the most up-to-date in
Suoerhet practice these receivers employ a

Pentagrid Frequency Changer in conjunction
with specially designed coils, which ensure an ex-

ceptionally high degree of selectivity. A wealth
of experience is behind these Superhets, and
backed by the largest self-contained Radio factory

in the Empire, they are above all RELIABLE.
BATTERY MODEL 3664

With Pentagrid Frequency Changer, H.F. Screened Pentode
I.F. Amplifier, Double Diode Detector and Economy
Pentode Output. 8" Moving Coil Speaker. gm

Cabinet with accommodation for suitable M,
Models 366A and 364

GNS

Accumulator and Battery.
Price
(Exclusive of, Batteries)
H.P. Terms : 1716 deposit and a1 monthly payments of 1716.

A.C. MAINS MODEL 361
With Pentagrid Frequency Changer, H.F. Pentode I.F.
Amplifier, Double Diode Detector, High Slope Pentode
Output, Full Wave Rect., Thermometer Twin illuminated
and detachable Scales. Combined On/Off, Wavechange and
pick-up Switch, Volume Control. 8" Mains Energised M.C.
in
Speaker. Complete with plug and sockets

for extension Speaker and for pick-up.
A.C. Mains only zoo/25o V. (adjust.)

GNS

Price
H.P. Terms: 201- deposit and 12 monthly payments of 20/-.
401102 cycles.

111

A NEW MODEL

SEVEN STAGE
BATTERY MODEL 376B
Seven stages, Anti -fading circuit with Pentagrid Frequency

Changer, Variable -mu H.F. Pen. I.F. Amplifier, Double
Diode Det. High Slope Driver and Class B' Output. Single
Knob turring, sloping detachable scale. Four way combined
On/Off, Wavechange and pick-up Switch. 8" Moving Coil
Speaker. Cabinet with accommodation for suitable AccumuPrice
lator and Battery.
(Exclusive of Batteries)
H.P. Terms: 171- deposit and 12 monthly payments of 171 or 411- deposit and 12 monthly payments of

19

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me free of

charge, literature
The NEW Seven Stage Clas.,

B' Battery Model 376B.

THIS COUPON BRINGS FULL DETAILS

giving full particulars
of the new Cossar
Receiver
S u pe r het

*Model No
* Please state Model
required.

Name

Address
P.W., 14/12195.
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TOO MUCH JAM
BURGHEAD
Radio Inferno.

WRITING from Shanghai, N. B. S. says :
There is only one way to describe
from the wireless point of view, and

that is to call it Radio Hades." He says
the stations-of which there are far too
many-work with a fine disregard of one
another's hours. Moreover, they pinch one
another's wavelengths if so disposed, on the
principle " I likee, I catchee."
Furthermore, three new stations are

being installed, on medium waves alone,
the respective call signs being X G O S
(333 m.), X G 0 G (375 m.), and X G 0 H
(536 m.).

In the postscript, N. B. S. assumes that
I have never been to Shanghai, but there
he is wrong ; I bubbling well have-and all
who know the city will take my meaning !
Society News.

HARK to the alluring cry of the Secretary
The Radio, Physical and
Bird.
Television Society meets on the
first, second, and fourth Fridays of the
month at 8 p.m. Headquarters 12a,
North End Road, W. Kensington. Cordial
Visits to
welcome to all " P.W.-ites.
various radio concerns are being arranged,
and a trip to the B.B.C. is in contemplation.

Here and There.

television broadcasts, and it is hoped
that a Tokio station will commence
tests in the spring of next year.

The B.B.C. is to be represented at the
forthcoming Paris meeting of the International Broadcasting Union, when a
plan for the distribution of the short wave-

lengths among the nations will be under
consideration.
*

*

18 and 35, and sons of British -born parents.

There is a training centre at 5, Edgbaston
Street, Birmingham, and applicants should
look in there any Tuesday evening, after
8 p.m. Ask for the District Commander,
R.N.W.A.R., No. 3 Division.
Welcome, Little Stranger.

DID ye no' hear the bonnie bairn o'
Burghead ?

mechanism is Mr. E. A. Marshall, of
Edgware, Middlesex.
Birmingham's Reserve.

THE Secretary of the Admiralty has
been looking into his books, and now

announces that a score of vacancies

A KEEN LISTENER

Unknown to listeners

in the North' of Scotland and the

Isles, the B.B.C. suddenly decided to try
out

their new station at the end

of

November, shortly after the erection of
the 500 -ft. aerial at Burghead.

There was no introductory announcement, so when the newcomer started to fill

the glens with music of unprecedented
strength many an auld wife called the
guid man in, to hear. Later, when the
programme reverted to normal strength,
the hope was widely expressed that the
station's necessary overhauls would be
short, and the full-strength programme
would soon be inaugurated.

So let us pray

that come it may, as come it will, for a'
that. . .
.

Adolescence.

THIRTEEN is an awkward age, isn't
it ?

coffee at all meetings.

So we must forgive the B.B.C.

for being so gauche as to keep its
recent birthday to itself ; and reflect,

instead, upon what a nice boy it has grown
into since it first began as baby 2 L 0,
on November 14th, 1922.

Hon. Sec., M. E. Arnold, 12, Nassau Road,
Barnes, S.W.13.

It has been putting on weight nicely,

Tests With the U.S.A.

ever since, as the following figures (representing listeners, in millions) will show.
End of 1924, 1.1 ; end of 1926 (when the

ALL and sundry who can time down to
five metres should watch out for the
interesting tests to be conducted
with the U.S.A. from the Portsmouth

Company merged into the Corporation),

2.1 ; 1928, 2.6
1930, 3.3 ; - 1932, 5.2 ;
1934, 6.7. Who
' can guess the exact

Municipal College, station G 6 P U.

Telephony and Morse code will both be

number of licences that will be in force at

used, calling " TEST USA de G 6 P U."

the end of this year?

The experiments begin on Friday, December

13th, at 10 p.m., and continue till 1 a.m.,

Something to Yodel About.

ten minutes sending and five minutes
The next day,
-listening alternately.

THE opinion that Johann Sebastian Bach

could shake a very pretty ivory or

Saturday, December 14th, there will be two
test periods -10 a.m. to 11 a.m., and

effects may be observed.

A HOT SET

Reserve, in Birmingham.
Applicants must be between the ages of

*

Among the veteran cars that took part in
the recent " Old Crocks " run from London
to Brighton was a De Dion Bouton of 1904
vintage, on which car radio was installed.
The owner -driver of this remarkable

(No grounds for complaint.)
Full details can be obtained from the

10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Mr. Albert Parsons, who is conducting
the experiments, will welcome reports.
The wavelength will be 5.18 metres, mil
it is expected that some intersting " echo"

RADIO LOVE

exist for the Royal Naval Wireless Auxiliary

THE Japanese are planning to start

Moreover, it is hoped to build a Society
transmitter, so short -wavers are received
with open arms. And what is more, my
hearties, this noble company of amateur
enthusiasts serves

TAKE THAT!

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

CALLING U.S.A.

two is widely held to -day.

The

firmest adherents to that opinion appear
to live in Switzerland, where Radio Geneva
has announced its intefition of embarking
Captain Sir Ian Fraser, C.B.E., Member of

Parliament for North St. Pancras,

is

a keen

and critical listener. Here he is seen tuning in a
programme on his set.

upon a complete presentation of Johann's
organ compositions.
(Continued on next page.)
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COMBINED RADIO SET AND ELECTRIC COOKER
A start has already been made and a

total of forty concerts has been arranged,
lasting till next July.
Well, the Swiss have always boasted of

U.S. jurisdiction will have its radio beacon.
All honour to Uncle Sam for his hundred per -cent navigational enterprise.
The French Programmes.

their eternal snows, but maybe this magnum

opus will make them revise their ideas of
eternity !

AFRIEND of mine, who has been wireless -operating for the past eighteen

Wild West cowboy who pulled out a

months in South America, tells me
that what surprises him most, on coming
back to European programmes, is the
advance made by France. He recalls how

tells me that he has
heard almost the
same kind of thing.

it was possible to tune all over the medium
waves and hear only two or three Frenchmen in 1934 ; but now they seem to be
going Nap on all parts of the tuning scale.

Take That

APROPOS my recent comment on the

gun and shot up any. 'loudspeaker
that annoyed him, E. S. G., of Darlington,

He sends me a

Ii

He also told me that he had received

newspaper cutting
describing a meet-

Marseilles " coming in like a ton of -coal "

Council, to discuss

effect " is due to the new transmitter which
Marseilles is due to be trying out now.

permission to institute a wireless relay

It Had to Come.
SOME of America's Middle West stations
are now broadcasting love. Just love.

ing of the Urban

an application for
service.

According

to this report, a member said : " During
the 1931 election I had a receiving set.
When listening to the wireless results I

at 11.45 p.m.

Daily at ten a.m., or thereabouts, a

chap with one of

Some people might think this was unduly hasty, but in radio trade circles they

pering romantically
Are you there,

velvet" voices
takes the air, whis-

through it ! "

look on it as delightful impulsiveness.

darling ? We three
are together again
-just the radio
and you, and your
wireless lover. Put

For Ever (Calling) England.

THE distinction of being the first ultra short -wave transmitting station to be

They have been trying ever since last

May, but although they have contacted all
sorts of places, including many American
stations, they have so far failed to get the
coveted connection. Stick it, Rovers !
FROM PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL
(Midland, December 2Ist.)
Once again for the first carol concert Midland programme -makers go to Peterborough Cathedral. Dr.
Henry Coleman, Organist and Choir Master there, always
produces an interesting programme. The carols chosen

for the Cathedral choir include the old Basque carol,
" Gabriel's Message," the old German carol, " 0 little

One Sweet," arranged by Martin Shaw, and a number of
English carols. In the last section is the " Carol of the
Three Humble Creatures," composed by Dr. Coleman.
He is to play Bach's Pastoral Symphony and two other
organ solos.

:(Northern, December 10th.)
No less than five Northern theatres are to co-operate

in the " Round the Northern Pantos " feature, to be
broadcast on December 20th. From a central control
Boint at Manchester. Victor Smythe, the Northern Outside

roadcast chief, will co-ordinate the output of some thirty
microphones, with the result that Northern listeners will
be able to hear pantomime rehearsals in progress all over
the region.

Presumably the "coaling

became so disgusted that I put my fist

ated in New Zealand, at North Beach, and
is worked by Rovers who have determined
to get radio communication with Imperial
Scout Headquarters in London or bust in
the attempt.

"ROUND THE NORTHERN
PANTOS"

on 400.5 metres, immediately below Munich,

those " dark -brown

controlled and owned by a troop of Boy
Scouts is claimed for Z L 3 H Z. It is situ-

the stricken ship from a distance, but both
vessels carried on, and now the owners of
the Newfoundland have been able to carry
off £1,500, her captain £200, and the crew
a nice little £300. Yo ho, my boys, yo ho !

your ear close to

the loudspeaker, and let me whisper my
love to you."
Ardently and gallantly he tells the lonely

ladies just what they want to hear-how
he adores their eyes, their dainty hands,
and the way they do their hair. And do
they lap it up ? Oh, boy ! The starved

cat and the saucer of cream are outclassed
from the get -away, and many of the dear

things have a good cry every morning
when the radio lover whispers good-bye.
Meanwhile, poor old Pop is on his way

Nothing But the Truth.

SURELY one of the queerest ways in

which science has been applied is the

one being tried in America, where
they have developed an amplifier for
detecting lies.

The idea behind this Ananias -indicator
is that when anybody replies untruthfully
to one of a series of questions fired at him,
the mental and oral stress necessary to
tell a whopper results in certain physiological reactions. The brain has to work
with extra speed, the pulse quickens
almost imperceptibly, and the simulated

candour calls for a certain extra expenditure
of energy on the part of the liar.
Powerful amplifiers have been designed
to show up these reactions, and hard -case

third-degree experts can now watch the
needle to see how their shots are getting
underneath the skin of the cross -examinee.

Verily, the way of transgressors is uncushioned nowadays.
A Hot Design.

I SEE that a man who was sued for the
price of a radio set told the magistrate

that it got so hot when switched on

that he could cook eggs and bacon on it.

What the magi-

strate thought of

to the city, to earn some more money.

that I don't know,
but it seems to me
that a set like that

And if ever Pop meets that radio lover the
chances are that he will wring his gol-darned
neck for him ! The lounge lizard !

SIR BOYD MERRIMAN, President of

THE Lighthouse Department of the U.S.
Department of Commerce announces
that ten new radio beacons are soon

to be erected, to safeguard shipping in
Three of them will
American waters.
be on lighthouses, and the other seven in

Gentle

heat

and

fellow want thia
weather ?

North Atlantic icefield in April last."

" of a vessel which was salved without ever
seeing the ship which salved her."
The London steamer Tower Bridge,
holed and fighting incoming water with her
icefield.

It was picked up by (among other vessels)
The latter vessel
the Newfoundland.
learning that the Tower Bridge was steering

lightships.
At present this go-ahead lightship service

has no fewer than 108 wireless beacons

south, warned her that sixty miles of ice
lay in that direction, but by steering east
clear water would be reached in twelve

in operation, a total which no other country

miles.

can beat. Moreover, when the ten new
beacons are added, every lightship under

well

what more does a

worthy rescue from the pack -ice of the

pumps, sent an S 0 S from the

be

gentle music-

the Admiralty Court, recently awarded
£2,000 for " a very skilful and praise-

" This is a remarkable case," he said,

Uncle Sam's Example.

would

worth paying for.

Good Work.

The Newfoundland herself suffered damage

to bull and propeller while shepherding

Television in Russia.

RUSSIA can probably claim to have
the

farthest north televisionaries,

since a television outfit has been
installed at Archangel. With this it is
possible to hear and to see the Moscow
television programmes.

Moscow has been working on a high definition system for some time, and now
transmits sound from station V Z S P S and
vision from R Z S. Another television
ifistallation for Moscow is now being
prepared in the Leningrad factories.
ARIEL
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AMONG the host of interesting things

which must strike the visitor to

By G. L. GRISDALE, B.Sc.

Broadcasting House is the large
number of different types of microphone in
use there. And if the observer is fortunate
enough to visit the headquarters of broadcasting on more than one occasion he will
note that a continual change is taking place
in the microphone equipment of the studios.

The microphone is the key to
broadcasting. It can make or
mar the whole process. So it
is little wonder that this small
instrument has come in for a
great deal of attention at the
hands of radio engineers.

*

USED FOR TALKS

with the sound pressure upon it.

*

Secondly,

a capacity may be altered by making one
plate of a condenser vibrate. Thirdly, a
wire, or a coil of wire, may vibrate in a mag-

netic field, and so set up a voltage in the
wires.

Three Types in this Country.

Lastly, a piezo-electric crystal, such as
quartz or Rochelle salt," may be made to

change shape with the incident sound
waves, and a voltage will appear at its

surface, which may be collected by means
of electrodes. In this country the first
three of these principles are used for broadThe Marconi-Reisz type uses very fine carbon
granules.

No such thing as perfect reproduction can

cast microphones.

THE CONDENSER TYPE

ever be attained, since the sound put into
the microphone cannot be reproduced in
surroundings which are so different from

The recess is

filled through a WIDE RESPONSE
hole' in the
marble block
with very fine
carbon granules,
and these are
compressed and
released between
the diaphragm
and the block

This

compression
alters the resistance of the
carbon layer
between the

Constant Research in Progress.

electrodes, and
this resistance

Echo is damped down by suitable wall
materials in the studio and special furnishing ; the microphones are carefully arranged

change is transformed into a
voltage change.

There

is constant research in progress to make the
transmissions "as near perfect as possible,
and the development of the microphone is
one of the principal steps in this direction.

This is a drawing of the

latest ribbon microphone
which introduces very
little frequency distortion.

The current passes from side to side

through the layer of granules, and for this
reason this type of microphone is known
as " transverse current."
The microphone works off a 10 -volt battery and a
30/1 step-up transformer is usually used

The ideal microphone would transform

the sound vibrations in the air into electrical

vibrations of the same form. But this is
not possible because microphones are
directional, because they are not equally

with it.
Eensitivity and Hiss.

sensitive to all the frequencies encountered,

It is often found that microphones of
good quality are very insensitive. The

and because it is not possible to transmit
electrically all the regions of sound intensity which occur in acoustical vibrations.
But in recently developed microphones
these effects have been reduced to a very

common telephone transmitter, which was
the first type of microphone to be used for
broadcasting, is very sensitive indeed, but

the quality of the transmitted sound is

low level.

of carbon powder may be caused to *change

which is next covered by a mica diaphragm.

phragm.

listeners' requirements.

.

a form of transverse current

microphone. A rectangular recess about
1 -16th inch deep is made in a block of
marble and a carbon electrode is sunk in
the block at each end of the recess,

pressure on the
front of the dia-

room is from the broadcasting studios.
But the studios are so arranged that the
transmission is one which suits most

Four principles are used for the transformation of sound into electrical vibrations. First, the resistance of a layer

which is

by the sound

the original as the average listener's sitting -

to get the best possible pick-up.

The carbon microphone is the oldest
type still in use. It takes the form nowadays of the Marconi-Reisz instrument,

very bad.

An Edison -Bell microphone with the
B.B.C. streamlined amplifier.

special

Judged by modern standards the Reisz
microphone is fairly good as far as quality
(Continued on next wit.)
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which also has been designed and built

PREVENTING EARTH
PIN CORROSION
IN N some soils, particularly those of a damp

I and mineral -containing type, the earth

rod or wire of a receiving installation is
peculiarly apt to corrode just at its point of
entry into the ground.

This effect is, of course, duo to electro.
lytic action at the point of contact of the

metal and the ground. Chemical influences
also come into play, the metalwork being
chemically corroded owing to the action of
air, moisture and the various salts in the soil.

Above the soil level and also below it
the metal rod or wire will be found to be
unattacked, the corrosion, as previously
stated, only
being pres-

ent at the
point of
entry of the
metal rod
into the soil.

by one of the world's largest concerns.
I refer to the " Philips " All -Wave six valve superhet mains receiver Model 575A

for A.C. only. Now this fine instrument
costs £19 8s. 6d. but-and this is the point
-it is completely satisfying. Maybe the
price is above that which some can afford,

but it offers convincing proof of the fact
that it pays to buy the better model when
you can do so.

In the case of the Philips 575A, for
instance, there is that extra valve in a
" pre H.F." stage denied to cheaper sets,
and so the listener is . given the station -

and well covering the point

of entry to the

ground, will
prevent corrosion.

Corrosion

influences

such as the
above cannot
be
eradicated.

Nevert he less,
they

For this reason the

microphone is very prone to exterior inter-

ference, and an amplifier must be used

at the microphone itself.
Long leads to the microphone are out of
the question unless this is. done. The.
amplifier is enclosed in a cylindrical metal
shield in many cases, but in the case of the
B.B.C. instruments the microphone is built

with the amplifier into an egg -shaped

container.
The Latest Designs.
The most modern development in micro-

super -sensitivity

phone technique is the use of the moving coil or moving -wire principle. In chronological order the moving coil comes first.

for mush of all kinds, as so often happens.

The E.M.I. moving -coil microphone is
really like a small permanent magnet

getting advantages

of

without throwing open a " front door "
A Wonderful Receiver.

As a plain matter of fact, this Philips set

is quite a wonderful piece of apparatus
from this as well as many other points of
view.

It has the hum -free, mush -dodging

quietness of a battery set of medium

sensitivity, and yet above its beautifully
quiet background you can tune -in on
the one tuning control almost anything
which is on the air in the way of broadcast

Rubber tubing
bound round
the earth tube.

phone is not great.

programme.

And if you cannot find something which

holds your attention in Europe on the

medium or long waves you can flick over
a switch, and on the same tuning dial and
with the same one tuning knob search the

moving -coil loudspeaker used backwards.
In appearance it looks like a small black
cylinder, some 6 in. long and 2 in.
in diameter. There is a grille at one
end through which the sound passes on to

the diaphragm, the leads being taken out
at the other end of the casing.
No pre -amplifier is needed close to the
microphone as with the condenser microphone, as the moving -coil system is more

sensitive, but at the same time the response

is not uniform at all frequencies, and the
irregularities are smoothed out by a correc-

CONNECTING THEM UP

short waves for programmes from across the
Atlantic and elsewhere.
There is variable selectivity, tone control
and automatic volume control all serving all
waves and rendering reception just as good

as the finest radio engineering skill can
make it. There is a three -watt output,

and the quality is above criticism.
On some later occasion I hope to be able
to tell you more about this most interesting
and satisfying set.
G. V. D.

may be ren-

dered completely powerless by the simple 'process of
wrapping round the earth rod or wire at its

place of entry into the ground a strip of
rubber (one cut from an old bicycle or car
inner -tube will serve excellently) or a length
of wax -impregnated cloth or sacking, both

of which protective coverings may afterwards be further protected by a layer of

pitch applied by means of an old brush.
When applying the treatment, however,
be sure always that the protective covering
of the earth rod or wire actually penetrates
the sell and is buried beneath it to a depth
of three or four inches.
J. F. S.

AN ALL -WAVE
MAINS SUPER
MANY of the superheterodyne receivers
which are on the market this season

are rather incomplete. They are
fine little pieces of apparatus which stop
r511Ul4

Lume-quttrixrm uc Lam way ttiung une

road towards what can be done when there
is no building down to a price.
-

I have just had the happy experience

of testing, under domestic conditions, a set.
which has very obviously not been produced
ander such 41.estrictina influences, and one

yQ

HOW MICROPHONES WORK
(Continued from previous page.)

......

is concerned, and the sensitivity is quite
good. In practice about 50 millivolts, or
about 1/20 of the average pick-up output,
may be obtained on speech with a Reisz
This is the voltage available
after transformation for application to the
microphone.
amplifier.

The chief disadvantage of all carbon

microphones is the large amount of background hiss. They are therefore of greater
use for speech than musical broadcasts.
The condenser microphone has perhaps
the simplest construction of all. A condenser is formed by placing a thin metal
diaphragm in front of a solid electrode in

the form of a metal plate.

When the

diaphragm vibrates with the sound pressure
the capacity of the condenser changes, and

these changes can be transformed into

electric vibrations.
ice tom eiecmroue is usuany smretcnea
duralumin, the tension being such that the

resonance of the diaphragm is above the

highest frequency to be transmitted. Due to
the fact that the diaphragm is stretched so

tightly it cannot vibrate with a very great

amplitude, and the sensitivity of the micro -

Three methods of coupling microphones. A is the
carbon type, B the condenser, and C the moving coil variety.

tion circuit in the amplifier. With this
system a really high degree of fidelity may
be obtained.

The most up-to-date thing in micro-

phones is the new B.B.C. ribbon microphone,

which was seen at the Olympia variety
shows and at the recent Prom. season.

In external appearance this microphone is
quite large, looking like a flat box. The
principle is similar to that of the moving coil microphone ; a flat ribbon is hung

between the pole pieces of a permanent
magnet, so that when the ribbon vibrates
a voltage is set up between its ends. The
ribbon is a very light strip of aluminium
alloy.
Useful Directional Characteristics.

The resistance of the microphone is
naturally very low, and so a high ratio
step-up transformer must be used.

The main feature of the ribbon system
is the lack of frequency distortion and the
useful

directional

characteristics.

No

sound is picked up from the side of the
microphone,

maximum

response

being

from the front and back. Both sides of
the microphone may be used. The frequency range of the microphone is from
just over 20 cycles per second to about
10,000 cycles per second.
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INSTALLING YOUR NEW SET
Your Aerial and Earth
In this and following special pages we provide valuable information regarding the installation of
battery receivers, with particular reference to the S.T.700, although the articles are, of course,
widely applicable to all other types.

Conducted by -A. JOHNSON-RANDALL
THE popularity of the S.T.700 is spreading throughout the length and breadth
of the country like a prairie fire, and
thousands upon thousands of enthusiastic

And while our remarks-which will
inevitably be to some extent an amplification

Scott-Taggart's latest masterpiece.
And little wonder, for never before in the
history of radio has the home -constructing
fraternity been afforded such a unique and

at present enjoying the manifold advantages of S.T.700 radio will welcome the
opportunity of learning how best to fit an

constructors are loud in their praises of
Mr.

golden opportunity of building a set that
has no equal the world over-a design that
is indeed the Set of the Century.
The Question of Accessories.

The imminence of the seasonal festivities

and the desirability over that period of
radio at its very best have resulted in a
most marked increase in the average weekly

number of recruits to the " better radio
brigade "-that vast multitude of listeners
who already own S.T.700s ; and with a

primarily intended for the latecomers, it is
no doubt a fact that many readers who are

extension speaker, the procedure necessary

for the fitting of a gramophone pick-up,
and so on.
But first, to start at the logical beginning,
for some details concerning aerial and earth
equipment.

It may perhaps seem a little strange in
these advanced days even to mention the
question of aerial and earth equipment, for
it may be argued that there must surely be
few readers who do not already possess an
aerial and earth of some sort. But is it not
equally true that because they are so often

taken for granted and do not, in conse-

sories.

When did you last overhaul your aerial
and earth ? If you are anything like most
of us, it was probably so long ago that you
will not be able to remember ! And does
not such a magnificent set as the S.T.700

We should perhaps make it quite clear
that the whole of this survey is based upon
Mr.

Scott-Taggart's original

list, from

which no variations can in any circum-

stances be recommended. In fact, in
venturing upon this all-important question

of accessories it is not our intention to
attempt the impossible by amplifying what
the designer himself has already written.

It is our object merely to give guidance
upon the broad question of accessories in
general and upon one or two extensions
and adaptations in particular.

Y

designer ?

of what has already been covered-are

view to assisting all those who are working
to get their sets finished in time for Christmas, it is proposed on this_ and following

pages to deal with the question of acces-

quite fair

quence, come into the picture, they are apt

.

either to the set or to the

If your aerial and earth have been subjected to the ravages of time it will pay
you hand over fist to give them an overhaul
before you try out your new set. No great

elaborations are called for in a straight.
forward overhaul, and are, in fact, quite

unnecessary if your present arrangements
conform more or less to average conditions.

The Graham
Farish " Fitt "
earthing device

ensures a good
damp earth con-

tact even in
the driest of
weather.

ipe

,^COLATiVE EARTH

to be the most sadly neglected part of all
the radio equipment ?

deserve your attention to the aerial and
earth ?

One is rather apt to trade upon the fact
that the S.T.700 is so amazingly efficient

and to assume that that efficiency will
make up for the deficiency of a neglected
aerial and earth. Well, it will ! It is so

extraordinarily sensitive that it will -work
with pretty nearly anything. But is that

YOUR S.T.700 INSTALLATION GUIDE

What is really wanted is a good old clean

up of insulators, the removal of cobwebs
and similar " current thiefs," and the
renewal, where necessary, of frayed or
corroded wire.
So much has been written concerning the

correct procedure when erecting an aerial
that it seems hardly necessary to go over
the ground again. But here is just one
hint in season. Our climate at this time of

year id decidedly unfriendly to exposed

wire, and if you must have a join between
the aerial and the down -lead, do take steps

to ensure that it is a joint that will stay

put, in the electrical sense, either by soldering or by tight binding. Best of all, make
your aerial and down -lead all one piece,
and then the question does not arise.
Suitable Types of Wire.

If you are in doubt as to the type of wire

to use, assuming that your existing wire

is due upon examination for the dump
heap, you would be well advised to use

either Aerialite " Levenstrand" or Electron

" Superial," both of which were given in
Mr. Scott-Taggart's list of optional aerial
and earth equipment.
As a matter of fact, these two types of
wire are also eminently suitable for use as

indoor aerials where the erection of an
outdoor one is not possible or desirable.

Electron " Superial;" which is sold in
boxed lengths, is available in 25, 50, 75
and 100 -ft. coils, and the prices are Is.,
Is. 9d., 2s. 6d., and 3s. 6d. respectively.
This sketch shows how the various accessories are connected to the S.T.700.

(Continued on page 428.)
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*

Wet H.T. is also worth considering. Where
L.T. is concerned it is

VALVES AND
VOLTAGES.

discharge for a fairly Iong period without
requiring recharging. The valves in the
S.T.700 like a total L.T. current of about
-.6 amp. So if you get a battery of 20
actual ampere hours you should get
about 30 hours working from it for each
charge. That is a reasonable size of battery to buy, for it will not require

Constructors of the S.T.700 will find the following results and
advice on the battery power supply and the valves of particular
Linterest and assistance.
*.

JUST as the strength of a chain is only
that of its weakest link, so the efficiency

of a radio receiver is limited by the

power supply. No matter how good a
circuit, nor how well chosen and arranged
the components forming a radio receiver,

the whole operation of the outfit can be
made or marred by the power supply.

Given plenty of good clean L.T. and H.T.,
to say nothing about grid bias, the set will
provide its maximum efficiency. Stations
will roll in and the entertainment provided
by the set will be plentiful.

But give that same set a halting H.T.
battery and a lame L.T. supply and the

IDEAL FOR YOUR SET

best to get a

battery that is able to stand up to the

charging too frequently and is a convenient size to carry. You can get a bigger
one if you wish, of course.

It is false economy to buy unknown H.T.

batteries just because they are cheap in
price. They do not usually' last even a
reasonable length of time commensurate

Working It Out Yourself.

It is a good plan to work out for yourself

The result is that you

your requirements in L.T. Assuming 6

and you do not get the full efficiency out of
your set. A good make of battery, however, will give clean power and hold up to

into the actual ampere - hour capacity of
the battery. This gives the absolute
maximum you could theoretically get out
of the battery in hours per charge. In
reality you get a little less.

with their low cost.

amp. is the set consumption, you divide this

pay more for your power in the long run

its voltage for a long time, resulting in
efficient operation of the set and trouble -

And as for batteries-well, there are

free reception.
I have said that the S.T.700 is not critical
in its H.T. voltage. That is, it will continue
to work well even when, due to long use, the
H.T. has begun to drop below its maximum
120 volts. But the set will not remain free
from crackles and noisy reception after the
voltage has begun to drop unless you have
bought a good reliable make of H.T. battery.

scores of good 2-volters to choose from.

Exide-I particularly like the indicating

type which shows at a glance the state of
charge-Fuller, Lissen, and plenty of
others.

I should get two smallish ones

rather than one big one, so that while one
is being charged the other can be in use.
As regards grid bias there is little to be
said except that the make should be a good

Batteries To Choose From.

one and, though you may not think it, a

grid -bias battery does gradually run down,
so keep it tested for voltage and change it

And 120 volts of good reliable power can

be obtained from a number of makers.
There is, for instance, the Ever Ready

when it is down more than a couple of
volts. If you have to change your H.T.
battery and the grid -bias battery is down,
change that, too ; it's not good for the

" Super " battery with its low cost of
108..6d., or the LissPn "Super" at 12s. 3d.

If you want even longer life from your
H.T. you can use a Super power type

valves to run at less grid bias than that

Lissen battery, which costs 16s., and it is

specified for the given H.T.

well worth it.
These two do not exhaust the choice, of

And mentioning valves reminds me that
these are just as important as the batteries.
Keep to the list given last week if you want
to be sure of things. If you consider using
other makes, be certain that they are suit-

course, there are Drydex " Super Life "

batteries at half -a -guinea, or, better still,

the Orange Triangle type for 16s. G.E.C. have

able for the set, for you want the full

a fine Triple Capacity 120 -volt battery for

16s., and this will
do excellently for
the S.T.700. The
unique accumulator -charged Milnes

,

efficiency of which that set is capable
Therefore, go warily if you do not keep
to the official list-and don't blame the
designer if your results are not what you
expected.

K. D. R.

THESE ARE THE CORRECT VALVES
An Exide indicating battery which shows at a
glance the state of the charge.

result is .a very different story.

Gone, will

be the long range reception, and what
stations are tuned in will have their pro-

grammes marred by distortion and, in all

probability, crackles. The set is a mere
travesty of its former self.
Not a Critical Design.

And so will it be with your S.T.700 if you

do not do it justice in the way of battery
power supply.

The S.T.700 is not a critical

set where battery voltages are concerned,

and will work quite well with its H.T.

below the maximum figuie of 120 volts.

But to get the best out of the set you

should start with 120 volts from a new
battery, choosing one that will not run

down too quickly and so will give long life

and efficient operation of the set for a
considerable time.

The team of valves recommended by the designer for the S.T.700. The third valve is the Elivat: outpat
valve, the PX230.
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JUST because you
happen to be the

lucky (or wise if
you prefer it) possessor
of an S.T.700, there is
no need for you to be

selfish over it.

FITTING EXTENSION ..

114.
.141

41*

SPEAKERS

4114.

Why not extend the enjoyment of your S.T.700 by fitting
extension speakers so that you can listen in any room in

*0

Let

other members of your
household

14

share

the

pleasures that the set
will give, not only when

the said members
happen to be in the
same room as the

4141

*11
114.

the house ? Here are some details on the subject which
you will find extremely useful.

*41
11*
*41

.1.11
4141

41*
*41
41**
11

.44

receiver, but when they
are in other parts of the house. In other
words, fit one or more efficient extension
speakers to your S.T.700 and flood the house

with the entertainment it will enable you

to receive.
The extension speaker is being used more
and more widely in this country, and rightly

It is the most convenient method of
obtaining radio in as many rooms as you
desire, but with less expense and greater

matched sufficiently closely to go with any
other type or make of moving -coil speaker
you may be using.

The latter way is the simplest, and in

many respects the better of the two, for it
allows you to change your mind about the

method of connection of the extension

so.

speaker to the output of the receiver, and

convenience than would be entailed by the
installation of further receivers.

should you change your speaker on the set,
the extension speaker will still be suitable.
In the ease of the S.T.700 there are two
ways of connecting the extension speaker :
across the primary of the main speaker-i.e.

Easy To Fit.

to the H.T. + 3 and the L.S. terminals of

With the set installed in one room it is
easy to run leads from it to other rooms in
the house so that speakers may be fitted as
requited. There is no need for the volume
from the set to be cut down if one or two
extension speakers are used, provided that
they are properly matched with the speaker
used on the set.

11

And the following remarks

HOW TO WIRE IT

the set, or across the secondary of the loudspeaker transformer, that is, the speech coil.

Of the two, probably the second is the
better, for it allows the H.T. path to be

If you fayour Rola

you should write to the;
makers and tell them exactly what you -wish to
do, when they will sup-

ply you with a speaker

correctly matched for
the task.
As regards the extension leads themselves,
these should be of good

quality and well insulated, for any form of
leakage must be avoided,

even though H.T.

not exactly " flowing " through the
leads. Many special types of wire are made
is

for extension speaker purposes, some of
them remarkably flat so that they May conveniently be run along the skirting boards
of the rooms or even under the carpet.

Bulgin turn out a very useful complete
extension speaker kit, including neat wall
plugs and sockets, a good length of well insulated twin wire, and even the rubber
insulated staples for fixing the wire firmly
in position.
Adjusting The Volume.

The connecting of extension speakers is

the easiest thing in the ,world, and there

should be no snags whatever provided you

make sure-by writing to us or to the

limited to the immediate vicinity of the set
without having to arrange for any blocking
condensers. If you decide to connect your
extension speaker across the primary of the
" main " speaker, then do it
as shown in the sketch, with

speaker makers when in doubt-that you

densers (250 v. working) to

ume that you have when only one speaker is
used ; but, as I said before, just one, or perhaps two extension speakers properly
matched will make no audible difference to
the power from your set.
But do not forget this. The matching is

a couple of 2-mfd. con-

isolate the H.T. from the
extension speaker leads.
Obviating H.T. Leakage.

This is far better than
allowing

the D.C. anode

current to flow all over the
place through the extension
speakers, and obviate any
risk of H.T. leakage due to
faulty or badly laid extension

match your extension speaker or speakers
closely with that used close to the set. If
you go on adding extension speakers all
over the house, you must expect to have
to put the volume control up a little snore
than usual in order to retain the same vol-

important, and so is the laying of the
Keep this well out of the
way of damp places, never run it out-ofdoors, unless special wire is used, and
run it so that people will not walk on it,
extension wire.

let alone trip over it.

K. D. R.

leads.

If you use a W.B. extension speaker you will find it

A GOOD EXAMPLE

can be connected in either
of the two ways just mentioned, and by means of the

or switches on the
back can be matched up
with the other speaker in
plugs

When an extension speaker is directly connected to the output
terminals of the S.T.700 two condensers should be interposed to
prevent H.T. being fed through the extension wires.

apply equally well for the most part to sets
other than the S.T.700.
The choice of the particular loudspeaker
that is to be used as an extension must be
left to the individual set owner, but he must

a jiffy.
Blue Spot provide a sys-

tem of terminals or plugs and sockets
according- to whether you use the Popular

or Senior models, enabling the speakers
to be matched up closely. Amplion also

provide easy matching devices on all their

be careful that he chooses a speaker that

speakers.

on his set.

speakers can be obtained in several types,
Type 32 being most universally adaptable
and being suitable for the set in question if
you decide to connect it across the primary

can be matched to the one he is using
The Question Of Matching.

There are two ways of doing this.

One

is to ask the makers of any speaker you

fancy for an extension model that will suit

the, speaker en your set, telling them the
type of output valve you are using. The_
other is to use a speaker that is fitted with
adjustable matching devices, such as the
W.B., when you can be sure of getting it

The famous Wharfedale extension

of the main speaker-i.e. to the H.T. -+ 3
and the L.S.- terminals on the set. If you
decide to connect to the speech coil or
second.), of the set speaker you will need

the low -resistance type of speaker. It is
advisable to get in touch with the speaker
makers before you make a final choice.

the W.B. Stentorian Baby has a series of sockets
for matching purposes. It costs only 23s. N.
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THOSE who have built or are building
the S.T.700 will have observed that
Mr. Scott -Taggart has made provision
for the use of a gramophone pick-up in order

that constructors may utilise the L.F. side
of the set for the electrical reproduction of
gramophone records.

This method of playing records is far

to the ordinary
acoustic method, in which a
superior

sound box is

employed,

giving much better tone,
especially on the bass notes.

The connections for a
gramophone pick-up are
clearly shown in the theoreti-

cal diagram of the S.T.700

which appeared in

the
November 2nd issue, and
also last week. A pictorial

about 4,000 cycles in order to minimise

needle scratch. The low note response is
also very good. The price, complete with
volume control, is 18s. 6d., or without
volume control, 14s. 6d.

At this stage we would remind constructors that in many cases where the volume
control is integral with the pick-up itself-

You must follow these measurements very
carefully, otherwise you will get the pick-up

out of track and rapid record wear will

probably result.
You will remember that when you use a
pick-up with the S.T.700, you must first of

all adjust the main tuning

USING A PICK-UP
Here are some hints on the choice of a gramophone
pick-up and turntable for your new set

page.

Those who already have one of the

ordinary acoustic gramophones can, in most

fit a pick-up by the side of the

existing turntable. Often there is no need
to remove the sound box and tone arm in
order to find room for the pick-up. With

many of the cabinet types of acoustic

gramophones there is adequate space for

that is to say, where it is actually embodied in the tone arm pedestal - there
will be only two leads going from the pickup.

One will go to the pick-up terminal

on the S.T.700 and the other to the G.B.
socket on the grid -bias battery.

1

In some cases there may be a third lead
for connection to earth. This is to earth the

The E.T.H. Pezolectric pick-up-one of the types marketel by the

expense of installing a pick-up is considerably reduced, because otherwise it would

be necessary to purchase a turntable and

motor as well as a pick-up.
There are a number of excellent gramophone pick-ups on the market, and provided

the makers' instructions are followed in

regard to tracking, there is no fear of rapid
record wear. As a matter of fact, the
modern pick-up is very light on records.
Some Suitable Makes and Types.

One very well-known gramophone pick-up

The makers of this

particular component have had many years
of experience in pick-up design, and
constructors of the S.T.700 can purchase

either of the following types supplied by
this firm with confidence.
The least expensive in the B.T.H. range
is the " Minor.' Retailing at one guinea,

this model is equipped with a volume control embodied in the tone -arm pedestal, and
the component is finished in brown bakelite.
Recently the same firm has brought out
the Pezolectric model. This pick-up has

many advantages, among them being
freedom from amplitude distortion and
resonance effect: It is a very high quality
job and, moreover, is very sensitive. The
price is two guineas.

The Graham Farish Company market a
very moderately priced pickup. The
response curve is definitely a good one, and

is designed to fall away fairly sharply at

is to be received again, the

external wire going to the pick-up terminal
should be disconnected from it.
A. J. R.

YOUR AERIAL
AND EARTH
Aerialite " Levenstrand " is also sold in
cartons in the same lengths and prices as

put of 1 volts, a' figure
denoting high sensitiv-

By using the existing gramophone the

S.T.700 is at its minimum

(Continued from page 425.)

may

pick-up in their range,
giving an average out-

table mounting.

Make sure also that the

volume control on your

rest
assured that they will find the
necessary instructions given in the
makers' leaflet.
Constructors

Marconiphone
Company include a

both sound box and pick-up on the turn-

programmes and gramophone
records together in the loudspeaker.

tone arm and metal parts of the

The

Edison Swan Electric Company.

control in a position where
no broadcasting is coming
through, otherwise you will
hear a mixture of broadcast

position, that is, turned fully
anti -clockwise. When radio

pick-up.

is the " B.T.H."

and the centre of the turntable.

*

diagram appears on this
cases,

the measurements between the pick-up

ity. And there is also

the Garrard pick-up
made by the well-known
makers of the Garrard gramophone motors.

Both the Garrard and the Marconiphone
pick-ups are priced at 32s. 6d.
When a separate volume control is used,
this can be mounted near the turntable and

the connections will be as shown in the
sketch on this page. The resistance of a
gramophone volume control is not very
critical, although it must not be too low,
otherwise it will reduce the voltage across

above, with the exception of the 25 -ft. coil,
which in this case is not available.

Incidentally, if you buy a coil of aerial
wire slightly longer than is actually required, you can use what is left over for
your earth lead. This must be taken either

to a convenient water -main pipe or, as is
more ' usually the case, to the nearest
" direct " earth point to your set.
The point where your earth lead joins the
earthing device is a particularly vulnerable

spot in the case of an " earth " earth, and
it is one which requires fairly regular
attention. That is why it is very desirable
to have a robust terminal at this point, for

SIMPLE WIRING

the pick-up and probably the high -note
Generally speaking, a value of

response.

100,000 ohms is a safe figure, but it should

be remembered that the pick-up makers
often specify a particular value, in which
case this should be adhered to.
If you haven't already got an ordinary
acoustic gramophone which you wish to
utilise, then it will be necessary to purchase

a turntable unit. In the Garrard range
will be found both clockwork and electric
turntable motors. !And these, of course,
are readily obtainable with the necessary

turntable and speed indicator-in fact, all

ready for mounting in a home -built cabinet.

Those who are not On the mains-and this
will apply to a large percentage of S.T.700
constructors-will naturally choose a clockwork motor.
An Inexpensive Motor.

In the Garrard range a good high quality
motor is available for 17s: complete with all

the necessary equipment and wady for

mounting. You will not have any difficulty

in fitting the pick-up to the motor -board
because when you buy your pick-up you
will also be supplied with a, template giving

How a pick-up and external volume control are
connected to the S.T.700.

it does enable you periodically to remake
the connection with the minimum amount
of inconvenience and trouble.
The Graham Farish " Filt " earthing
device is a particularly useful accessory
when contemplating the overhaul of your
earth, for, in addition to providing a sturdy
terminal for connection, it contains certain
moisture -attracting chemicals which ensure
a perfect earth under all climatic conditions.
It costs 2s. 6d.
G. T. K.
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ANY battery set, provided it is stable

the particular model you purchase is the

a small unit equipped with

consumed depends upon the number of
valves in the set and the types of valves.

of you may not know what an eliminator
is.

It

What you have to do is to make sure that

and adequately decoupled, will work
from a mains H.T. eliminator. Some
is

smoothing chokes and condensers, together
with resistances,
which is plugged
into a convenient
wall socket or lighting point, so that
the high-tension cur-

The unit is also equipped with a trickle
charger giving a charging rate of j ampere.
the trickle charger switch being placed in
the " on " position during the periods when
the set is not in use.
The price of the
T10/30 is 69/6.
For D.C. mains
there is the model

the

How you can utilise the lighting mains for supplying your valves

An eliminator

which
gives alternative outputs of 15 or 25
milliamps.
Three
positive tappings are
provided, giving
60/80 volts, 50/90
volts, 120/150 volts.
D.C.15/25B,

MAINS

can be obtained
takes the place of the
H.T. battery, and the
H.T. wander plugs on
the set are connected

already mentioned.

H.T. FROM THE

rent for the valves
directly from
mains supply.

one which the makers consider suitable for
your particular set. Naturally, the current

positions, and on 120/150 volts positions

with H.T. and for trickle charging.

*

This is designed for

D.C. mains of 200/250

up to it in precisely the same manner as

in the case of the ordinary H.T. battery.
On the battery eliminator will be found

a number of sockets clearly marked

so

that you can tap off the correct voltages for
your valves. There are two kinds of
eliminators. One type is intended for use
on alternating -current mains, and the other
for direct -current mains.

Some makers have adopted the very sound
plan of listing mains eliminators which give
a choice of three outputs.
One example of this is the Atlas model
This particular
T10/30 for A.C. mains.

unit is provided with a plug and socket
arrangement which gives the choice of
either 10, 20 or 30 milliamps maximum

A DOUBLE -PURPOSE UNIT

Connected Like H.T. Battery.

volts only. Its price is £1 19s. 6d.
Another mains unit which has achieved
considerable popularity is the Ekco 10/20.
Retailing at £2 2s. 6d. and designed for A.C.
mains, this model is provided with a
variable 50/80 volt tapping, S.G. tappings of
100, 65

and 40 volts, two maximum

voltages of 120 and 150.

A similar model

is available with a trickle charger and is
priced at £2 12s. 6d.
The Earth Lead.

In size an eliminator is comparable with

There are no snags with the modern unit
of sound make. We mentioned the neces-

an ordinary H.T. battery. There is very
little difference between them in so far as
the actual physical dimensions are concerned, and therefore in sets which are of

sity of choosing a unit having adequate

output for the set. This is the one essential

the self-contained type-that is, those which

factor. Also it goes without saying that
the voltages must be suitable for the various

cabinet-it is usually possible to place the
eliminator in the position previously intended for the H.T. battery. Some eliminators are also provided with what is called
a trickle charger. This is a device which,

valves, but there is no need to worry about
this with a good modern unit because the

have the H.T. and L.T. batteries in the

eliminator makers watch this point with
great care and naturally provide voltage
tappings to suit the valves in the different

by means of a switch on the eliminator, can

be brought into circuit so as to charge an
L.T. accumulator at a very low rate and so
do away with the necessity for sending the
L.T. battery to the charging station.
Many constructors prefer this type of
.unit, but it must be remembered that it is
.slightly more expensive than the type intended for supplying H.T. only.
The S.T.700 is admirably equipped

for use in conjunction with a mains unit
and Mr. Scott -Taggart has already given
the connections for two wellknown makes (see November 16th
issue).

The Atlas T10 30 eliminator for A.C. mains incorporates a trickle charger.

output and, operated in conjunction with the
power voltage tappings of 120 or 150 volts,

enables the constructor to obtain the most
suitable arrangement for his set.

In this Atlas unit there are three H.T.

positive tappings, giving 60/80 volts with
a minimum and maximum position : 50/90

with minimum, medium and maximum

stages of the set.
The provision of variable voltage tappings

on the unit also means that one can adjust

the actual voltages on the anodes of the
valves for maximum results, which is much
better than having, say, three fixed positive
tappings on the unit.
When a D.C. eliminator is employed there

is normally an earth terminal on the unit,

and the earth lead is disconnected from the
existing earth terminal on the receiver itself
and joined to the terminal on the unit.

ALL READY TO SWITCH ON

So far as the actual running
costs of an eliminator are con-

The effect of this is to insert
a condenser in series with the
earth lead-the condenser being

contained inside the case of the
unit-and is a necessary protec
tion for D.C. mains work, when

cerned, these are extremely low,
an economical proposition.

frequently the positive pole of
the supply is joined to earth.

Current Considerations.

Making Sure.

and a mains unit is definitely

With an A.C. mains unit this
is not necessary,

As in all other commodities
it pays to buy a unit of reputable make, and, moreover, you
should see that the particular
type of unit you choose is suit-

protection

although in some cases there
is a small terminal on the metal

casing of the unit so that the
constructor may join this to his
earth terminal in order to connect the metal casing to earth.

able for your set.

We mention this because eliminators are made in various

Before putting a mains unit

models and are rated in accordance with their current outputs.

into operation, the makers' literature should be studied care-

For example, one model may
have a maximum output of
10 milliamps or so.

the makers' lists will be found
models giving outputs of, say,
20 W..30 milliamps.

fully and the instructions re-

garding connecting up to the set

But also in

The Ekco 10,'20 A.C. mains unit connected up to the battery version 01
the Famous S.T.700.

followed with care. If you do
this there is little chance of
your going wrong.
A .3.R.
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"IN TOWN TO -NIGHT"
Some interesting and not generally known facts about the famous
Saturday evening broadcast feature.

*

introduced in some accidental fashion, as
has been freely stated.

On the morning of this notable and

historic Saturday it was decided that there
should be a signature tune, and Eric Masch-

witz consulted Mr. D. H. Munro on the

subject, for this B.B.C. official was at that
time responsible for many programmes in
which records were used.
A number of records were played through,

" In Town To -night," which

make names for themselves, and also

all the items broadcast by the B.B.C. And
the reason for this is undoubtedly the strong

Jill " was invited to participate.
- Paul- England and Tessa Deane were

PROBABLY
is now included in the Saturday
Magazine," is the most popular of

element of surprise and unexpectedness
which it possesses.

Listeners are not told beforehand what
they are going to hear. There may be a
first-class film or stage artist of international

repute, but there will also be interesting
personalities, many of whom have never
previously broadcast. There is an atmosphere of spontaneity and naturalness
about the whole feature, as though the
various people have just, called in, as it
were, to chat for a few minutes before the
microphone.
A Very Interesting Career.
Actually, however, " In Town To -night "

is one of the most carefully prepared of all
the programme features. It was originated
by Eric Maschwitz, the Director of Variety,

and is run under his supervisory control
by Mr. A. W. Hanson, a man who has had
a very interesting career.

Just before the war Hanson joined the
Aeolian Company, and his. main activity
with this firm was to instruct customers in
the handling of the pianola. He says that
by some he was regarded as a professor,
while in the eyes of others he was looked
upon as a kind of mechanic !
During the war he served as a
wireless officer in the Navy and,

returning to the Aeolian Company was placed in charge of

Betty Davis who had just obtained her
first leading part as Jill in " Jack and
brought in to sing Posford and CroomJohnson numbers.

But as it became

apparent that there was rather a lack of
variety, a young British film star, Gwyneth
Lloyd, and " Believe -it -or -Not " Ripley
were added to the list.
On the Thursday evening before the day
fixed for the first broadcast of the feature,

including Elgar's Cockaigne. Overture, but
the Coates' item won the day, and there can

be no one to say that it was not a happy
choice.

Looking back on the large number of
"In 'Town To -nights " which have been
put on the air, one might be forgiven for

presuming that a quite essential ingredient
of the feature is the rat-catcher, hall -porter,
singing dressmaker, racecourse tipster,
gipsy, and other such out -of -the -ordinary
broadcasters.
Recruiting Outside Assistance.

Hanson was invited to a cocktail party
held in honour of the silver wedding of
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Stone. Prac-

But it is a fact that it wasn't until
the seventh edition that people having
unusual occupations, or unusual people

including Ambrose, Jack Hylton, Harry
Roy and Lew Stone, were at this party,

occupying usual occupations, were included.
Mrs. Nelson, a woman chimney -sweep, and
a fireman who related .having seen a ghost

tically all the famous dance -band leaders,
and it occurred both to him and to Maschwitz, who was also there, that the gathering
had the elements of a first-class " In Town
To -night " item, although it seemed doubtful if they could get all these famous band
leaders to turn up.
But luck was with them, and so a very

strong item was added . 'to the first
programme, which was given on Saturday,
November 18th, -1933.
,,The Signature Tune.

-

The " Knightsbridge " movement from

in the Streatham Astoria, were. the first
ones- to appear. After that similar turns
were regularly included.
Outside assistance was recruited in order

to interview and write scripts for such

people, and the;most important acquisition

in this respect was Mr. J. C. Cannell, a

popular Fleet Street journalist.
An extremely happy choice, for Cannell

is a man having just the right amount of
wide and unusual experience and just the
right " good mixer " personality for such
a task. -

Eric Coates! London Suite, which has become

the signature tune of the feature, was not

He has recorded his experiences as a

journalist in a book entitled

ON TEST AT THE "H.M.V." WORKS

*

When Fleet

Street Calls," and it is appropriate to remark that he himself could contribute from his
own wealth of experience a con-

siderable number of first-class

the gramophone -recording department. But eventually company reorganisations in the
gramophone industry resulted in

" In Town To -night " turns. It

is

from his recent book " In

Town To -night " (Harrap, 8s. 6d.)
to_ which we are indebted for
most of the information included
in this article.

something of the nature of an

undermining of his position, and
so he applied to the B.B.C. for a
position. But nothing eventuated
until he got into personal touch

Careful -Preparation Needed;

We have said that the popular

with Eric Maschwitz, who, subse-

quent to an interview, had him
appointed as his assistant on

feature is very carefully prepared.

A Surprise Feature.

broadcasting,

Cannell gives some inside informa-

tion regarding the work which
has to be done before the actual

June 1st, 1933.

Hanson was given the " Cafe

Colette " and
In Town Tonight " features to look after.

The first " In Town To -night "

indicates

dreds of written applications
from would-be broadcasters, but
the more likely ones have to be
interviewed personally.
Then

half an hour was devised as a

but Hanson
records that until about two days
before the first actual show
surprise feature,

scripts have to be written and

nothing had been booked for it

And ho was beginning to get very
' panicky."
However, Maschwitz himself
arranged with Austen CroomJohnson, of " Soft Lights and
Sweet Music " fame, and George
(" Good -Night -Vienna ") Posford
to give short talks as young
composers who were beginning to

which

that this is very much the case.
There is not only the difficult
task of scrutinising all the hun-

rehearsals conducted.

Needless to say, considerable

tact has to be employed and.
special efforts made to make them

feel at home before the microphone.
Apparently sympathy,

*

This is a corner of what is known as the "soak" testing department at
the H.M.V. works. Up to 1,000 receivers can be played simultaneously.

good humour and great kindness
are the secrets of the successful

banishment of nervotmess.
(Continued oh page 440.)
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COSSOR

MELODY MAKER KITS
BATTERY and A.C. MAINS
with
VARIABLE -MU
PENTODE H.F.
SCREENED H.F.
PENTODE DETECTOR
SUPER -SELECTIVE

IRON -CORED COILS

MOVING COIL SPEAKER
& C.

THESE two Cossor Melody Makers
With

are real quality Kit Receivers.

a record of achievement second to
none, with a backing of the Empire's
self-contained

larsest

re.dio

factory,

they have a performance-and appearance

which beats all previous records.
There is

enjoy

your

Christmas.

BATTERY MODEL 362

A.C. MAINS MODEL 361

Complete Kit with
Complete Kit with
Variable -Mu H.F. Pentode, H.F. PentodeVariable -Mu H.F. Pentode, Screened ,H.F.
Pentode Detector, and Triode Power output.
Detector, and Economy Pentode Output,
Heavy duty rectifier. Super -selective Iron Super -selective Iron -cored Coils. Single
cored Coils. Single knob tuning. Illuminated
Knob Tuning. Wave -length calibrated scale.
Combined On/Off, Wave -change and Pickup Switch. Selectivity and Volume controls.
8 in. Moving Coil Speaker. Walnut finished
cabinet i71" x 131" x 9,1" accommodating
all batteries. Terminals
for Pick-up ' plug and
sockets for extension
loud -speaker.

5.19.0

(Less batteries)

H.P. Terms: 12/6 deposit and
50 monthly payments of 12/6.

scale, Wave -length calibrated. Combined On/
Off, Wave -change and Pick-up Switch.
Selectivity and Volume controls. 8 in. Energised Moving Coil Speaker. Walnut finished
cabinet 171" x 131"x 91". Terminals for Pickup. Plug and sockets for
extension speaker. A.C.
Mains only. zoo/25o volts
(adjustable). 40 -too cycles.

1.19.0

H.P. Terms : 151- deposit and
rr monthly payments of 151-.

Prices do not apply in I.F.S.

still time to assemble and

Melody Maker before
Go to your Dealer to -day.

THIS COUPON BRINGS
CONSTRUCTIONAL CHART
C. COSSOR LTD.,
Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.5

To A.

Please send me Constructional Chart which tells

me how to assemble the Cossor Melody Maker,
Model No.

(Please state model required).

Name

Address
R.W. 14;12135

21122

(C2 r,,,

8186
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conditions.

*

sets of amplifiers A, Al and B, B1 ,arranged

governs therange or "reach " of a set, whilst

feeds the second detector D1. The circuits
of A, A, are more sharply tuned than those

*OCCCEeGLCIr.

AUTOMATIC SELECTIVITY CONTROL
Details of an interesting circuit possessing several desirable
features. By J. C. JEVONS.

*
AMONG its other vanes the ideal
receiver should be capable of repro-

ducing distant programmes at the
same level of quality as those from the
local B.B.C. station. Up to the present we
have fallen short of perfection in this
respect, because the properties which
make a circuit highly selective are opposed

to those which favour really high-grade
reproduction.
In order to

separate

any desired

in parallel between the first detector D
and a common coupling -valve V which

selectivity is entirely a matter of tuning.
The simplest way to apply variable

of B, B1, but both are coupled to the

selectivity is to control the coupling between

common output circuit of the first detector,
and the received signal is divided between

the intermediate -frequency amplifiers in a
superhet set. For instance, with trans-

them under the control of the A.V.C.

former couplings the sharpness of tuning will
depend upon the mutual inductance between

voltages.

For instance, in the case of strong signals
from a nearby station, sufficient grid bias is

the primary and secondary windings.

developed in the A.V.C. rectifier R to
paralyse the upper line of amplifiers A,

The Two Curves.

item from the hash of programmes availThe sharp -peaked resonance curve A,
able the circuits must offer only a narrow shown in Fig. 1, is the result of using loose passage into and through the set, otherwise
coupling between the two windings, whilst
one cannot prevent " gate-crashing " by the double -humped or flat-topped curve B is
undesired signals. On the other hand, for the result of tight coupling. Curve A gives
faithful reproduction, one must admit all razor-edged selectivity and passable quality,
these sidebands which carry the high notes
whilst curve B lets in sufficient sidebands to
-up to about 10,000 cycles, or more.
ensure a high standard of quality, though,
In other words, selectivity demands a of course, it affords less protection against
narrow entrance, and quality a wide one. interference. Between these two extremes
As he obviously cannot both
there is sufficient elasticity to
hunt with the hare and run TWO EXTREMES
allow a listener to make the
with the hounds, the designer
best use of his set, no matter
is forced to make a comwhat conditions he may be
promise. He is quite preup against.
,
pared to guarantee high
selectivity and fair all-round
quality, or excellent quality

When Signals Are Weak.

In the other extreme of a very weak
signal, the second A.V.C. rectifier R1 comes

into action, and there exists a paralysing
bias on the grid of the lower valve B, so
that the signal is now forced to take the
upper line of amplifiers A, Al. Here it
is subject to maximum amplification,
and must pass through razor-edged circuits,
so that, naturally, the quality is not
so good.
But in many cases the

strength to allow the tuning to be deliberately broadened-in order to improve

variometer. If there are two
or more L F. stages, the
variometer couplings are

quality-without at the same time letting
in any interference.
The grid -biasing
voltages applied by the A.V.C. control
R, R1, then bring both sets of amplifiers
A, Al and B, B1 into action, and portion
out the signal between them, so that the
amplifiers A, Al take care of selectivity,
whilst the amplifiers B, B1 add an extra

ganged together and linked

receiver.

first real attempt to' give the
listener the best of both
possible worlds. Of course,

preserved.

so that it can be used as a

high level of both in a single

The introduction of vari-

B, B1, where all the sidebands
necessary for high-grade reproduction are
fiers

In practice, one of the

scientiously promise the same

able selectivity represents the

A1, and force the whole of the signal

to pass through the broadly tuned ampli-

windings of each H.F. transformer is rotatably mounted

combined with fair selectivity, but he cannot con-

Carve " A " gives razor-edged
selectivity, while curve "B"
ensures a high standard of
quality, bat less protection

against interference.

it cannot perform the impossible, but it
does', in practice, make the selectivity of
the circuits " elastic," so that no matter
to what station the set is tuned the 'circuits
will admit as many sidebands as possible-

up to the point where overlap or mutual
interference sets in. In this way, each
station can be treated on its own merits,
and full advantage taken of whatever
favourable conditions may exist.
If, for instance, a distant station happens

up to

a selectivity -control
Alternatively, the
transformer windings may be
knob.

fixed and provided with a
movable iron core.

The

selectivity of the set is then controlled by
moving the cores in and out of the coils,

margin of sideband frequencies in order to
increase the fidelity of reproduction.
The whole circuit naturally is not easy to

just as one does in permeability tuning.

Fig. 2 shows a scheme for combining

A.V.C. with selectivity control, so that the

adjust, but once set properly in operation
the result is remarkably good and quality

set automatically adjusts itself both as

regards sensitivity and selectivity under all

That is to say, it not only

prevents ordinary fading, but also adjusts
the circuits to accept " as many side bands as possible, without admitting any
interfering signals. This is now known as
automatic " fidelity " control.
As will be seen from the Fig., the usual
I.F. stage of a superhet is replaed by two

,

is well preserved.

COMPLETELY SELF-ADJUSTING IN ACTION

to be free-for the time being-from any
nearby competitor on the ether, the passage
through the set can be widened so that the
quality goes up. Alternatively, if the ether

is badly crowded, selectivity can be increased so as to shut out interference,
though, of course, one must then be content
with a somewhat lower standard of quality.

Using Manual Control.
The addition of variable selectivity

usually means a separate manual control,
though it is possible to arrange matters so
that the H.F. circuits automatically adjust
their selectivity to different conditions, in
much the same way as we use A.V.C. to
regulate sensitivity.
It is important not to confuse the control

of sensitivity by A.V.C. with the later

Sensitivity depends upon
" gain " or amplification, which in turn

improvement.

This is a scheme for combining A.V.C. with selectivity control, so that the set automatically adjusts itself
both as regards sensitivity and selectivity tinder all conditions.
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'PROGRAMME PROBLEMS PROBED- 5

7he
on one side or the other and, for the moment,

the B.B.C. is failing in both departments of
activity, because it is trying to make each
department " carry " the other. It is
defeating both its own objects. It is falling
down on both tasks. It is pleasing neither

I am not going to say which is guilty. This
misunderstanding is very simply stated :

nor him who wants to be uplifted.

of the captious criticisms of
B.B.C. operations are the result of
a misunderstanding of B.B.C. functions. The misunderstanding can only be
MOST

the average listener believes he pays his
ten shillings for entertainment, and the
B.B.C. believes that it should provide other
services besides entertainment.

that listener who wants to be entertained

This is due to the B.B.C. making an

with a mental equipment that makes him
ideally suitable for that responsibility.
Mr. Gladstone Murray-the Controller of
the Spoken Word-will be responsible for
all educational broadcasts, talks, religion,

GARRY ALL IGHAN continues

news, debates,

his investigations into the working
of the B.B.C., and here criticises
the talks programmes, suggesting

direction of the classification of wavelengths, of the segregation of the two aspects
of programme broadcasting.

how these could be vastly improved.

A Fatal Error.

On the other hand, the B.B.C. gets

incensed with the " unfairness " of listeners

who, with " Sunday newspaper minds,"

only want red -nosed comicalities and jazz.
" Some listeners," orates the B.B.C.,
" have no appreciation of the higher functions of broadcasting and no soul -state in

which ethical and cultured radio can be

received." So there they both are.
To a considerable extent it is the B.B.C.

which is at fault.

It has fallen into the

error that no newspaper (to whose success
an acid - test, viz., that of
public favour, is applied) ever

tinctive character.
Just recently the B.B.C. has begun to act
as if it is beginning to come to my way of
thinking. It has been wise enough to congregate all educational and cultural activities into one department, and wiser still to
appoint in supreme charge of them a man

incursion into the realm of guile. As an
organisation with a high moral mission it
is, of course, a failure when it dabbles in

Out of the misunderstanding mutual

recriminations arise almost naturally.
Listeners become disgruntled when, switching on for some light, frolicsome aerated fun,
they are offered Professor Bugwhiskers'
views on the " Sex Life of the Centipede."
Then they write to the local newspaper.

wavelengths carry programmes of a dis-

guile. It should jettison the " artfuldodger "
policy and come straight out into the open.
It should renounce the circumlocutory

efforts to create an elaborate disguise for
" uplift," and label it for what it is-then
leave it to the listener to accept or reject it.
That is why I advocate a separate wave-

length for programmes that do not come
under the spacious description of " entertainment." Just as one is always pretty

Talks and Educational Broadcasts.
The two chief activities in this new
" Spoken Word Department " are talks

and educational broadcasts. It is almost
impossible to indicate wherein the latter
could be improved. Their only defect arises
from a difficulty to differentiate between
those educational broadcasts that are for
adults and those for young people-many
of the sessions intended for children could,

with profit, be broadcast at a time more

convenient for adult consumption also.
Adult education, on planned lines, with a
not -forbidding syllabus of sub--

jects of a practical nature, is a

A TRAINED MICROPHONE VOICE

makes.

and official statements.

That is a step in the right direction-the

branch of B.B.C. operations that
Mr. Gladstone Murray has ample
opportunities for developing and
extending. There is a definite and
conscious demand on the part of
intelligent grown-ups for general

Having first of all convinced

itself that it " had a duty to

humanity," it proceeded to in-

terpret that duty as being to

educate and " elevate " paying
subscribers by the transparent

knowledge, and the B.B.C. will be

justifying its claims to being the
Democratic University if it in-

coating the uplift
pill with thin layers of music
artifice of

and entertainment. Any news-

creases its programme activities in
this direction.

that it is either fatal or futile to
try to mix his " features " with

An Obvious Difficulty.

paper editor could tell the B.B.C.

There is a far greater tutorial

his " news " pages.

skill required for radio lessons than
class -room education. The difficulties are fairly obvious. In the

Monopolistic Control.

I am one of those who not

class -room the teacher has his

only believe in the B.B.C. (that's

students en masse, under his eye,
and subject to the pressure of his
personality. With radio education
the " class " consists of thousands

why I'm its candid critic), but
believe in the educational and

cultural work that the B.B.C. is
doing.

I believe that, being a

monopoly, it must accept all the
soCial responsibilities that monopolistic control implies. If there

were several broadcasting systems in this country each could

evade its moral and cultural

responsibilities by leaving them
to the other. As the B.B.C. is

of solitary persons sitting alone
by -the fireside surrounded with
the maximum of temptations to
Our contributor suggests that a special panel of speakers be enrolled by
the B.B.C. to deliver the Talks. Obviously, trained microphone voices,
like that of the chief announcer, Mr. A. S. Hibberd, whom you see here,.
would be greatly preferable to some of the voices we hear trying to deliver a
radio lecture.

unique it must undertake both the entertainment and the educational functions of
a domestic broadcasting service.
The criticism is here made, however, that

let the mind wander.

As the students are separate

from each other there is a com-

plete absence of the mass -psychological reactions that are so

opera at Covent Garden, of musical comedy

helpful to the professor in the class -room.
His counterpart at the microphone, instead,
has to contend with the problem of teaching

so a listener should know that certain

(Continued on page 441.)

certain of melodrama at the Lyceum, of
at Daly's, and of variety at the Palladium,
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ON T
HOW CONDITIONS VARY.

An explanation of the way
conditions change with the
eleven -year cycle.

WHEN I handed over the diagram which

The " peak " in the medium -wave broadcast reception didn't occur until some time

The only thing that is likely to fall oft
seriously during the next three years is
long-distance reception on the broadcast

10 metres appeam to have occurred during

question of time. If all those curves had been

provement until 1937, or even later.
It is perfectly obvious that, just at pre-

utterly and hopelessly wrong. They show
the reliability of American stations at the,

Note that the curves are not symmetrical.

illustrates this page to the Editorial
department, that particular member

of the staff with whom I come most in

after the " trough " for 20 -metre work. , wavelengths, which doesn't concern us much.
And the centre of the deep depression on
But now comes an important point-the

contact gave vent to a snort. Having duly
snorted, his remark was, " What ! More of

1932, leading us to expect a steady im-

these blithering graphs ? " (or words to that
effect).

Yes, readers-more of these blithering
graphs, I'm afraid ; but only one more.
And since it is probably of more concern

sent, the shortest of the short waves are
going to be the most useful and the most

to the whole short-wave fraternity than all
the characteristic curves of all the valves

reliable. As we progress along our eleven -

year cycle, waves above 40 metres are

ever produced, I make no apology for

going to fall off somewhat, but the shorter

talking about it.

waves will improve enormously.

An intriguing thing to notice is that we
have never yet heard 10 metres at its best.

An Unusual Graph.

It's a funny graph. Along the baseline
is time, in years, from 1927 to the present
time. Up the vertical axis I haven't shown
any scale, because it's hardly possible to
devise ono, but the curves represent the

It was already on the wane in 1927-28
when amateurs first started exploring it.

At the present time it bids fair to give better
reception of long-distance signals than has
been possible, hitherto, on any wavelength.
I myself have been listening to American
amateur telephony, on 10 metres, with two
valves and " phones on the table " (delightful phrase resurrected from the old days !).
I have also heard low -powered U.S. police

reliability - of reception from America.
Reliability includes all sorts of factors;
such as fading and signal -strength. These
have been combined to form a single curve.

The curves have been prepared from a
combination of several different
logs over the whole period, and -

RELIABILITY OF RECEPTION

from a series of observations upon

one particular station in each

plotted, say, at 7 p.m., they would be
best time for receiving America on each
particular wavelength.
A Common Pitfall.

This is where the new owner of an all wave set generally falls over himself. He
listens, say, at 8 p.m. on 19 metres, and

hears nothing whatever (at this time of
year). He probably says (a) that his set is
no good below 30 metres ; or (b) that
conditions for 19 metres have been bad
lately.

Both conclusions are wrong.

At no

phase of the entire eleven -year cycle would

one expect good reception of America, on

19 metres, in December. We have a
seasonal cycle to keep pace with, as well

as the long one.
By next summer there is every
reason to suppose that 19 metres
will be " live ' until midnight or

even 1 a.m. But by next winter

waveband, originally published

it will be back to a condition

in a very learned publication.

Now what, exactly, do they

not very different from the
present one.
So many people are now using

mean to the ordinary short-wave
listener ? Well, first of all, they
show the eleven -year cycle in a
most definite manner. Look at

/fiee...P

the 20 -metre curve, which reached

v.eitt/I-Jet,zer

side of them, that I hope they

Basscrzecase_

Follow the Fade.

/o4-feze.r

a most distinct minimum in 1930

and has been rising ever since.
And as for the 10 -metre onethat disappeared completely in
the middle of 1929 and didn't
reappear until August, 1935 !
The Curves Change.

A curve taken for a wave-

length of about 15 metres would

fall in between the 10 -metre
and 20 -metre curves. A 40 -metre

a.

oa

A

4.

Q.

..ti)

An interesting graph which shows the relationship of reception reliability

curve would not show nearly so

pronounced a dip as the " 20,"
and a 49 -metre curve would be nearly a
straight line.

By the time we get to 80 metres the
" bulge " is in the other direction. Reception of America actually improved on
80 metres during the years when the
shorter waves were so poor. And the
broadcast -wave curve for 250-550 metres
explains itself. Everyone remembers the
phenomenal- warin which medium waves
came across in 1931 and 1932.

of various wavebands over a number of years.

stations on 8.5 metres, and everyone who

can get down there seems to be hearing

them nowadays.
The intriguing part of the business is that
we short-wave listeners have everything to
gain, and very little to lose, as this sunspot
activity increases. The waves from 3a
metres downwards will undergo a tremen-

dous improvement, but even those above
-right up to 80 metres-will not depreciate
seriously.

all -wave sets for the first time,
and expressing a feeling of disappointment with the short-wave

are reading these notes and taking
heart from them.

As it gets dark, so the " fadeout " or cut-off " moves up the
scale. Start your listening as low
as you can, and move upwards
with the " fade-out." By doing
this you will find something of

interest, on one of the various
wavebands, at all times of the

afternoon and evening.
As a rough guide, the following

should be the best times for December :
1-5 p.m., 16 and 19 metres ; 5-7 p.m., 25
metres ; 7-10 p.m., 31 metres ; 10 p.m. -5
a.m., 49 metres. From 5 a.m. until 10
a.m., 31 metres is " live " again, but the
Americans are not transinitting. Sydney
(V K 2 M E) may be heard on Sundays, and
Lyndhurst (V K 3 L R) on weekdays,

The 25 -metre, band is rather apt to be

disappointing, so don't worry unduly if you
find a dull period between 5 and 7 p.m.
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substitution of an output pentode for the
existing triode. He also mentions recep-

ON THE SHORT WAVES-Page 2.

WITH THE

tion of Warsaw on 22.3 metres. "This
station has been mentioned by quite a

?carp

r PO T BAG
SEVERAL readers have asked for details
of a further resistance -coupled L.F.
stage to add to the " Simplex " Two.

presses disappointment at my statement
that my big set will not include a stage of
H.F. He says that overseas readers find
one H.F. stage absolutely indispensable,
and that the present tendency is to use
more than one. As a matter of fact, I
agree, in some ways, but the gain in the

I am strongly of the opinion that if you

I.F. side of my superhet is so colossal that

After this has been added, however, you

The chief point about the use of H.F. in
a superhet is the suppression of image

want to convert this set into a three-valver,
the first addition should be an H.F. stage.

may want to make a " four " of it, and

AMATEURS

number of readers lately.
" Penang," writing from Belfast, ex-

I am fairly happy about the omission of H.F.

and this is not a serious

interference ;

Notes on the transmissions sent
out by amateur stations.
SO many readers have been writing to me

with queries about amateur trans-

missions that I think it is time that I
devoted a little space to this subject once
again.

The excellent telephony on 20 metres
from United States amateurs has been

chiefly responsible for this increase in
enthusiasm for amateur -band listening.

the diagram on this page shows a simple
R.C. amplifier for doing this.
Note that the L.T. leads are taken to a
valve -holder in the " Simplex " Two. and
not directly to the accumulator. This is
simply to bring the filament of the extra
valve under the control on the L.T. switch
on the set itself.

problem for overseas readers, who want to
settle down on one particular station rather
more than their brothers of the DX
fraternity.
Constructional details, too, are much

Certainly there are scores of them whO put
over transmissions quite comparable with
the best American broadcasts, and the 20 metre band is well worth listening to in the
afternoons and early evenings.

pre -detector amplification. I am working

Reporting Reception.

One of the most frequent questions is,
" How do I report on an amateur's trans-

The Output Circuit.

on a two-H.F. receiver at present, quite
apart from the superhet, which is finished
and working really well.
A. W. F. (Warwick) asks me to mention
that the " Leamington and Warwick Short -

mission ? " In many cases the chief trouble
is finding his address. Where Americans

are concerned, reports may be sent c/o

Readers who are interested should write to
the President, Mr. A. W. Field, 89, Wathen
Road, Warwick.

West Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., with the

Most readers use moving -coil speakers
with a self-contained transformer, so I have
not shown choke -filter output. Incidentally, it may prove the best policy to remove
the 'fixed condenser which goes from anode

to filament on the L.F. Valve of the

more simple on the I.F. side than with

Wave Club " has recently been formed.

" Simplex," but this is a matter
for experiment.
R. R. (Cleethorpes) wants
to see a description of a
multi -stage H.F. amplifier for
short waves. I'm not in favour

AN ADD-ON
L.F. STAGE

A.R.R.L. Headquarters, 38, La Salle Road,

addressee's call -sign prominently marked on
the envelope or card.
The A.R.R.L. has a comprehensive Q S L
Section like our own in this country, whereby

reports are sent in batches to the various

districts and then distributed.
Next, " How do I report ? " Well, this
is largely a matter of common sense. The

chief things that the man at the
other end wants to know are his

of making an H.F. amplifier

as a separate unit-it should
be combined with the detector

re4,7ezez=z-Zr
C.:y/ci4-ce L. A-1.1r4xe f/oCce.62,

to facilitate short leads and

ganging of controls. An L.F.
amplifier is an entirely different
matter. But the sketch you

enclose, R. R., showing one
tuned -grid and one tuned -anode
stage, should be quite good.
Incidentally, someone else in the

Cleethorpes district might like to

0.47a,

ir.ma;072000

rriv
ZH
6y/et

.00.24yee
a

"get together" with R. R., whose

The Two Types.

full address is R. Reeves, 101,
Grimsby Road, Cleethoipes.

T. G. W. (Rossendale) forwards a
circuit of a " multi -stage " two- valver
in which he proposes to use a

DB240 valve, the " driver " portion

acting detector and the Class B
section as Class B output. He

Use intelligence in reporting. If

you hear a British station who is

'6:6' -2.

obviously getting out well to all parts
of Europe or even America, then you

A simple resistance -capacity amplifier particularly suitable for
addition to the " Simplex " Two.

wants to know whether it will be stable,
and whether, by using a combined valve

of this type, he should obtain a quieter
background than by using two separate
valves. His second valve is a straightforward and separate S.G. stage.
No Increase In Background.

I've never tried that particular arrange -

'went, T. G. W., so I can't give you any

first-hand information on the subject, but
I should say that it is well worth trying.
My 'experience with multiple valves, however, leads me to suppose that one does
not gain anything in the way of background
noise.

quality of transmission, and the type of receiver he
was heard on. Give also the date,
time, call -sign of the station he was
working with (for verification purposes), and some brief idea of conditions at the receiving end.
You are more likely to get a reply
to a brief, well -worded card than to
a long rambling letter.
signal -strength,

Sometimes, in fact, things tend to

go the other way.

S. A. K. (Dorking) uses a " Simplex "

Two, and finds that he can operate a speaker
on several stations without bothering to add
another stage. Those readers who are
getting results as good as this might try the

S. G. (Liverpool) backs up all my remarks

on neatness, and encloses two photographs
(unfortunately too small for reproduction)
to show what he can do in that line. He

uses a short-wave adaptor standing on
top of a big broadcast receiver.

H. J. B. (Manchester) reports conditions
up there as being very good lately. He
has now been bitten by the 10 -metre fever,

and spends most of his time listening to
the " Yanks " down there. Incidentally,

lot of them are using telephony, down

there, and coming over 'more loudly than
they have ever been heard on " 20."
I can back this up from my own experience of 10 metres, and in both directions.
I am getting consistently louder reports on
my 50 -watt transmissions on " ten " than

on any other band, and many of the
Americans
as " It 9."

can

truly,

be

described

can take it that he won't be fright-

fully interested to know that you are
hearing him. The people who will

most appreciate a report from you are
those who seem to be putting out fruitless
calls and not getting anywhere.

Most of the amateurs who work on

telephony may be divided into two classes :

those who are only interested in really
high -quality output, and those who are

trying to break DX records. The latter,
naturally, employ the fullest modulation
possible, and their quality is not always of

the highest order. Bear this in mind when
reporting.
If it is a very long-distance transmission,

then intelligibility is the main concern.

If it is a " local effort, on 40, 80, or 160
metres, then something better id the quality
line is probably aimed at.

American amateurs are allowed to use
telephony only on 80, 20 and 10 metres.
British, and most European transmitters,
also use 160 and 40
W. L. S.
'
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1936. The B.B.ereturns the compliment

BARRY KENT

by arranging the sequel talks about England

CALLING

Private Affairs of Staff.

News and Views from the
" Big House."

The Governors and management of the
B.B.C. are wondering who stirred up the
recent public protest about control of staff
morals. An investigation carried out with
special care has not revealed any internal

for the United States.

*

Provincial Dance Music.
THE B.B.C. has decided, as an experiment, to include special relays of
provincial dance bands in the National

programmes once a week during January.
The idea is to secure variety of presentation

of dance music, and not to miss good
material wherever it may be in the United
Kingdom or Northern Ireland.

House of Lords Debate.
After many adjournments and much
cogitation, the B.B.0 has decided to go

staff of either sex is involved in divorce pro-

ceedings and is legally " in the wrong," he
or she must resign forthwith. Members of
staff who are not legally " in the wrong "
can do as much divorcing as they like and
not resign ; but their chance of promotion
is not improved by these activities.

I would not be surprised if sonic secret surveillance does exist. Most sensible people

*

*

*

Broadcasting Circuses.
Christmas season programmes this year
promise to be enriched by features taken
from circuses both in London and the Provinces. In the past the B.B.C. has been
nervous about taking relays from circuses
because of the feelings of those listeners

are agreed that the matter needs clearing
up. The present rule merely encourages
subterfuge ; it certainly does not promote
morality, if that is the purpose.
*

*

*

Countering the Foreigner.
B.B.C. officials especially allotted to the
task have just completed a period of

" monitoring " foreign short-wave trans-

missions. There have been several objects

in this. First of all, there was the national
and patriotic point. There had been rumours
and reports about anti-British propaganda,
particularly in the news put on in English
by foreign short-wave broadcasters. Then

who regard the methods of circuses in deal-

there was the matter of programme standards, choice and duration.

Thus, when a relay has taken place it usually

information now available has
cleared up the whole area of doubt. The

ing with wild animals as objectionable.
has been of a non -animal act.

This year the ban is at least partially

That is to say, that as long as there
is nothing offensive or obtrusive to animal
lifted.

lovers any
casting. I

act can be taken for broadbelieve we are to have the
Crystal Palace and Manchester, as well
as Olympia this year.
*

*

*

The " A.I.C."
The latest subject of interesting gossip in

the B.B.C. is the society that is known
cryptically as the " A.I.C." The initials
stand for " Anti -Intrigue -Circle."
Some enterprising spirits in the staff,

The

anti-British propaganda is not so pro-

nounced as was thought. There is, however,

a growing attempt on the part of several

Continental countries to " get the ears " of
the British Empire. Programmes in English
are being increased and made as attractive
as possible. There is also the introduction of

"local colour " in the broadcasting of
birthday greetings and other special messages to named individuals and families in
South Africa, Canada, New Zealand, and
even in the Far Fast colonies.
*

*

The Ghost Again ?
That there is a ghost in Broadcasting

taking alarm at what they thought was a
serious spread of intrigue, plotting and
counter -plotting, got together and agreed

House is the firm conviction of at least one
announcer with whom I discussed the prob-

to fight this insidious growth.

on duty at all hours of the night ; sometimes

Members of the " A.I.C." are pledged
not only to abandon all intrigue against
each other and anyone else, but also to
report to a central committee all cases of
intrigue. which they hear about or suspect.
They also undertake always to speak well

of other members of the B.B.C., and if
they cannot speak well, then to say nothing.
The movement has caught on,; so apparently there was need for it.
*

*

" Transatlantic Bulletin."
The

Columbia

Broadcasting System

announces that the arrangement by which
Mr. Raymond Swing broadcasts regularly
to the British public about American affairs

will be continued indefinitely throughout

lem the other day. My friend has to be

his duties take him through the old house
in Portland Place, adjoining Broadcasting
Place, being adapted as an annexe. In the
nearest of these there are strange noises and

a weird " atmosphere " usually between
two and three in the morning, but only on
the second Sunday and third Tuesday of
the month. Reports of the manifestations
have been made and an investigation, is
proceeding.
WIRELESS
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overrun their time-the most dire of which,

to them, is a fade-out of an important

item. All are united in their desire to avoid
any such catastrophe. Stop -watches simply

IS

clutter up the control rooms during re-

hearsals. Every item is carefully timed, the
minutes added up, and then something cut
out beforehand if the hour or whatever the
period may be cannot accommodate everything.

THE B.B.C.

"TIME -CONSCIOUS"

the exact time. Some very important
international

tie-ups were to follow,
making it essential that the show should.
end dead on time. It was up to the producer to cut something. That interlude
by the Variety Orchestra could have been
cut.

Elasticity Is Insisted Upon,

The Music Department, I find, has the

easier job when it comes to cutting the

In the orchestral programme with,
say, a couple of soloists it is simple to cut
one of the songs in a group without anyone
feeling an aching loss. Similarly, the band
or orchestra can drop a piece of music. A
movement can be cut from a suite even.
items.

Asks

ALAN HUNTER
in this

Then again, this department works on

the principle that it must make allowances
for the caprice of conductors. It times an
hour's programme to run for 54 minutes,
this elasticity being considered essential.
In the playing of a symphony, for example,

article which deals with

the fading -out of artists while
their turn is still in progress

the particular conductor's interpretation
may cause it to overrun the normal time
taken by as much as ten minutes-or under -

EVERY now and then there is a certain
liveliness on the broadcasting front
when a well-known artist has his or
her act " faded out " by a zealous control man before the climax has been reached.
It is naturally very annoying to the artist.
No less so, possibly, to the listening mil-

run by the same amount. If the programme as a whole does fall short it is
usually possible to play an additional

lions.

or contract without any palpable change
in the broadcast programmes, the Music

Yet some sort of time limit must be im-

posed on any single programme, or the daily

schedule would rapidly become chaotic.
If the programme starts late it is up to the
producer -to cut as he goes along, so that
he will not pass on his lateness to the next
Very often this is done without anyone being the wiser. Occasionally
programme.

the producer fails to make the
necessary adjustment and then,
as in the recent Will Hay affair,

piece.

A Mistaken Idea,

Because of this smooth ability to expand

Department may appear to get a better
deal than, say, Variety. Many listeners who

listen with particular zest to the lighter

programmes have indeed got the idea that
Variety always suffers, whereas Music is
always allowed its full scope. Such an idea
is simply not true to the fabts.

Programmes, the B.B.C. recognises, form*

a kind of mosaic, which over the period
of an evening must fit exactly into one
another. Wherever possible elasticity is
insisted upon so that one individual programme may not encroach upon the timing
of another. Personally, I think the B.B.C.

exaggerates the self-contained aspect of

the audiences listening to its programmes.
Many people, I am sure, switch on in the

middle of one programme and don't expect
to switch off at the end, but to go straight
on listening to whatever follows.
The concert hall complex, if I might call
it that, simply does not reflect the average
listener's habits. What really happens is

that the set is switched on to, say, the
Regional-and unless there is something
terribly uninteresting, the listener goes on
with that programme, except when he has
made a special date with something on the
National.
There is less actual continuity with

British programmes than with, say, the
American.

Or,

supposing,

annoying breaks, overlappings and interval
signals.

The reason for this striking difference is
enough. Time in terms of

obvious
seconds

Even the President himself does
not expect the network relaying

his speech to allow him to go

over his scheduled time.
In our leisurely way we ramble

the producer

through programmes with a casual

programme rip-fearful of annoy-

unconcern for the odd minute
that would deeply shock the

fully'

ing the artist in question-what

then ? The people not listening

average American broadcaster.

to that programme but frightanxious to hear the next

Keeping Us Waiting,

Other countries, othe customs,
as the French say. Buf although
the reasons underlying the different attitudes towards programme

programme are very annoyed at
being kept waiting.
Two Audiences,

So you see it is all very difficult.

timing are both understandable,
the listener reaction is much the

Plainly there are two audiences
to be considered when something
in the programme timing " gangs
agley.' There is the audience

same the whole world over.

is

listener, and by that much help-

less to alter things-really likes
being kept waiting.

the

audience waiting to enjoy the
next programme.

Someone has

got to be annoyed, anyway.
Question : Is there no way of
avoiding annoyance by a more

The imposing building and aerial network of the Telefunken short-wave
transmitting station at Buenos Aires in the Argentine.

rigid timing of the programmes ?
With that very question in mind, I went

exploring the programme departments at
the." Big House." And I must admit I came
away fairly well satisfied with the organisa-

tion as it now exists-and yet baffled at
the end by an entire inability to pin the
blame on to anyone.

No

listener-just because he is a

that is enjoying the programme
that is overrunning its allotted
Equally there

is money in terms of almighty
dollars in American broadcasting.

A SOUTH AMERICAN S.W. STATION

takes the initiative and lets the

span.

Over there, although individual

programmes are of shorter duration than
here, a smooth gliding from one type of
item to another is maintained without

a vital part of the final turn is
ruined.

The time saved on that would

have saved the whole fracas that ensued.

Producers were agreed that they must
take the consequences if they dared to

Special shows, such as musical comedies,
plays and some types of Variety, cannot be
so easily handled to fit the timing schedule

if the delay occurs towards the end of the

broadcast.
Where the broadcast starts
late it is of course up to the producer in

charge to speed up things accordingly.
In the Will Hay programme, for instance,
the broadcast did not. get off the -mark to

Willy-nilly,

the B.B.C. does very often-all
too often-keep us waiting.
It invented Bow Bells to pass
the time away instead of taking
time by the forelock and broad-

casting every second of it. Having

given us an interval signal, it
must needs justify the boon by creating
suitable intervals.
In reply, the B.B.C. might say that every
time you hear an interval signal you should
console yourself with the thought that it is
merely a part of. the elasticity of the
organisation.

But somehow I don't think I feel that

way about it.. Do you ?
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like their honest simplicity. There is no guile or
affectation with them. They are as fresh as the wind.

ON THE AIR
Candid comments by our broadcasting programmes.
critic on recent
JOHN WATT is a good showman who makes you

" Devonshire Cream " went with a swing, especially the first act. Some listeners may have thought
that the story deteriorated by becoming more conventional as it progressed. Although the cock -crows,

etc., helped, the players weren't in any way dependent on them for atmosphere. The four principal
characters gave a very commendable performance,
but as they were four of twelve, I cannot designate
them more specifically.
*

IWO" listen to his shows. There is something about these,

or, rather, the announcement of them, that stamps

I liked " The Vagabond Lover." His ten minutes

of love -songs, sponsored by a lover, were very
enjoyable,' more especially as they were sandwiched
between a lengthy non-musical play and a thirty -

them as something different from the ordinary.
" It Was in the Papers " is a case in point. It was
called a personal tale, and was put over as such.
In reality it was, when shorn of its trimmings, an

minute News Bulletin.

comedy story about a hero, heroine and villain.

grammes. His talks to Unemployed Listeners com-

The epithet " personal " in the sub -title gave
Mr. Watt the opportunity to differentiate his show
from the rest by a mass of supplementary matter
which he interpolated into the story as comptre.
Mr. Watt likes to poke fun at all and sundry by
innuendo and otherwise. He is a master of the

unemployed as well as from within. Four o'clock
is a poor time for listening. And mightn't the unemployed prefer an evening hour?

ordinary musical comedy with the ordinary musical -

sotto goes. Sometimes he sounds sarcastic : at others,
good-humoured. His tendency to sarcasm irritates
some listeners. I know some listeners who wilt not

listen to his chatter. And I know others who love it.

It is always a pity when the identity of a cast is
not revealed in the programme. A lot of us are interested in radio personalities. The Girl in " It Was in
the Papers " struck me as being uncommonly good.
It is useless for me to make a note of the fact, for
" The Girl " is too impersonal to be of any value.
I know, of course, that the announcer does sometimes
read out the names of the players and the parts they
are playing, but unless the people are well-known,
the speed at which he moves renders the information
next door to useless. This is particularly the case
when names are given before the broadcast.

I wish John Hilton were in the evening promand a following from outside the ranks of the

Never have I heard a more enthusiastic audience
than that which listened to The Rooster's Concert
Party at the Town Hall, Birmingham. It is clear

that the Midland and the North are the laughter
wavelengths. The National, especially, with its
constant load of heavy music, would seem to have
no use for levity. It is to be pitied. I know several
Southern listeners whose sets are ever set at 296-2 m.
The Midland seems to have a better understanding
of the needs of the masses. It knows that most
people like to laugh, and as often as possible. So it
satisfies this want.

The Roosters haven't a rival in their own line.
out belittling the Rooster's achievements, I must
say that I thought that the Birmingham audience
made their show for them the other evening.
They are wise to perform before an audience. With-

It was the same with " Devonshire Cream." I
would like to know who played Elias Widecombe.

The World Tour programme of quaint music was
very nicely done, and the story which carried it along
was by no means an insignificant feature of it.

I looked forward to " Devonshire Cream." Firstly,

The life story of Sir William Osler was another
big contribution to that remarkable series " I Knew

The "Radio Times " tells us that he was one of eight

because it was by Eden Phillpotts, and, secondly,
because it was a dialect play-a fascinating dialect as
well. All native dialect isn't easy to follow. But
I never find any difficulty with the West Country
brand. I like its descriptive words. To " titivate "
is just lovely. I like West Country players, too. I

a Man." It has occurred to me that a note (where
necessary) on the speaker himself would be appreciated by listeners.

in the Carnegie Centenary celebrations. There was
a relay of the speeches made at a Commemorative
Dinner in Dunfermline. Among the several amusing
incidents in the famous millionaire philanthropist's
life that were recalled, the choicest was the advice
he once gave to a Scotch minister whose weakness
for lengthy sermons irritated, him : " If you can't

strike oil in twenty minutes, you should give up
boring."

*

Two things heard on the air, if 'taken together,
should make one think. The one was an Admiralty
warning (the like of which we often hear) : " The soand-so light, in such and such a locality, is not
working."
The second, an ex -lighthouse keeper with twenty-

three years' service, and not now required, said in
an " In Town To -night " item : " I am sorry that an
automatic machne has taken my place." C. B.

GIVE BOOKS FOR
LASTING ENJOYMENT
THERE is no gift so acceptable to the manly
youngster as a rattling good book, so if

you want to ensure that your present

is appreciated, the following suggestions may
not come amiss
CHUMS ANNUAL, now 8s. 6d. only, is, of course,

one of, the most famous of boys' books. It
is the apple of every youngster's eye ! This
year's issue contains 416 big pages packed

with book -length yarns of adventure, mystery,
and school -life by noted authors ; magnificent
illustrations, including photographic pages and
four colour -plates, and a galaxy of absorbing

There is material in this strongly
bound book to keep a boy entertained and
articles.

thrilled for many months.

The BOY'S BOOK OF WONDER AND
INVENTION (6s.) is a most suitable volunie

for any youngster-and many not so youngwith an interest in Science and Nature's
wonders.
Profusely illustrated, with photos
and explanatory drawings, this superb book

contains scores of simple experiments, articles
on' all branches of science, and stirring stories
about inventions and adventure. It is edited

by Charles Ray, the editor of the famous

As was only to be expected, broadcasting shared

WORLD OF WONDER.

Fora

Radio Man
The truest test of a gift is
the thoughtfulness that inspires its choice. The Avo-

Minor will be appreciated
for many, many years because, for all that time, it will
ensure trouble -free radio and
will invest Its fortunate owner
with the testing facilities and
the confidence of the expert

designed for short *Tie
receivers, this truly revolutionary Valve
eliminates excessive H.F. losses and thus
gives results impossible to achieve with
standard screened grid valves.
Here are some of its unique features
Specially

radio engineer. TheAvoMinor
is the ideal gift, both
to give and to receive. See that you

get an AvoMinor
this Christmas.

c.ic7,4

RING
TYPE swG

New ceramic no -loss base.

Totally screened anode.
Grid carried right through to top of valve.
BRITISH

Deferral

MADE

Terms

if desired

If any dithcully in cbtaining

CURRENT

locally. send direct or

for

folly

write
descriptive folder.

0-6 miamps.

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.L
'Phone:

0-30
0-120

VOLTAGE

0-240
0-600

RESISTANCE

Iicf0 M I N

0-10,000
ohms.
0-60,000
0-1,200,000
0-3 megohms.
REDO. TRAD( NARK

wave circuits embodying this amazing valve.
Get your copy today from your local dealer or direct
(post free .5'4.) from :

GRAHAM FARISH LTD., Masons Hill, Bromley, KENT

0-6 volts. 0-12 volts.

0-120
0-300

Victoria 3404-7

RADIO CONTACT No. 3, the magazine that is
full of advance news and designs for all constructors, contains two up-to-the-minute short

TYPE

SWG2
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ASIGHT for sore television eyes greeted
me at the Alexandra Palace recently.

For months the section taken over

by the B B.C. has been silent and de-

serted.. The south-eastern tower, attacked
by the B.B.C. with a first fine careless
rapture in June, has stood minus its spire
like a hollow tooth-a melancholy monument to weary months of delay.
Now an army of workmen is in possession

and the hammers ring out the song of the
dawn (of television), while scaffolding round
the hollow molar tells
of the dentist's minis- *
trations. Television
is on its way, so look

For myself, I had the feeling that when

The two transmitters will be accommodated

the technique of 240 -line transmission is as

measuring 70 ft. by 45 ft.

perfect as that of 180 line, then we shall
obtain remarkable results indeed. At the

in two separate halls at ground level,

Two studios
above will have the same dimensions.
The 84 -ft. tower, which will carry a
215 -ft. aerial mast, also contains two floors,
and three mezzanine floors are being added.
Mr. Cock's office will be half -way up the
tower, from where, by the way, a fine view
of half London may be obtained. Power
will be supplied by the North Metropolitan

moment the difference does not seem to be
so marked as might have been expected. It

was curious that the old yarn cropped up
that it was being done by land -line. How
astonished was the sceptic who made this

suggestion to me when I assured him tha&a,.,

it came straight over the air from thief
Palace and down

Crystal

*

THE APPROACH OF TELEVISION

out-and prepare to
look -in.

height, have been taken by the B.B.C.

-

In the circum-

SOME NOTES ON THE PROGRESS WHICH IS BEING MADE

the

aerial

" pipe " into the receiver, and I added
that it would be wellnigh impossible to
do it otherwise at
the moment.
Two receivers seen
in action gave a
brilliant picture 12 in.

WITH THE B.B.C. HIGH -DEFINITION TELEVISION SERVICE.
stances the exuberance of these two
paragraphs may be
by 9, reflected from
By L. MARSLAND GANDER.
forgiven. I, in turn,
a vertical cathode
am prepared to forrft ray into a mirror
on the underside of a
give and to believe
raised lid. Six controls are used for the
the information which I have on good Supply Co., and each system will have its
authority that the best part of the work own conversion plant.
picture and ultra short-wave sound reception. In the commercial model, which
of adaptation will be completed in three
months.

Then the transmitters will be

installed and a period of intensive testing
will began.

Finance continues to worry the " televisionaries " at Broadcasting House. I

have heard it suggested that the whole
£180,000 set aside for the building and

running of the London station until the end

Baird television, as it will be transmitted

by the B.B.C., was seen publicly for the
first time at a London Press Club television
dinner. Chronic local interference did not

A POPULAR CONDUCTOR

of 1936 will be swallowed up before the
service gets fairly under way. It is said
that £25,000 is being spent on the building

alone.
The proposal of Mr. Gerald Cock, the Tele-

the number of artists required and also
swell the bill. It begins to look as if the

the early days of

radio.

And, as

Let

us hope that the outcome will not be

" IN TOWN TO -NIGHT "

starvation diet for television programmes
at the outset.
*

pensive type will be able to pick up almost
everything on the air.
I have heard it suggested that six knobs
will be too much for the average user. But
after all, eight knobs were not uncommon

a matter of fact, the tuning of high -definition television is not half as difficult as the
recently departed low -definition. I regard
it as simple.

daily of short snappy items .will increase

*

be

provided to convert the set in one movement from the Baird to the E.M.I. system.
Each system will be used for a week at
a time. Medium and long -wave circuits
will be added to the receiver so that the
complete television set of the more ex-

in

vision Director, to give three separate hours

£180,000 is ridiculously inadequate.

be very similar, a switch will

will

(Continued from page 430.)

*

Mr. Cock, as befits a B.B.C. pioneer, hopes

" Many of them expect to find themselves

to recapture the friendliness and easy

in an atmosphere of stem microphone
discipline, surrounded by people about

informality of early broadcasting days.

There will be " Welcome " on the mat at
the Alexandra Palace, and one of the most

whom they have previously formed quite
the wrong impression. We just walk up to
them and greet them with a handshake and
a murmured word that moans to duke or
chimney sweep alike, ' Thanks for coming

important social features of the station will
be a first-class restaurant. To accommodate
artists whoSe television and broadcasting
dates may clash, a special studio is being
prepared so that they may broadcast from

along

so punctually. We know you're

going to do well.'

the Alexandra Palace and not feel themselves marooned in the wilds of Muswell

Touch wood ! But not

one failure has yet occurred before the
microphone," says Cannel! in his most

Hill.

interesting book.

Among the others who comprise the

A Special Make-up Room.
Some of the differences between the plans

for the Alexandra Palace and those of

Broadcasting House itself are suggestive
of the complications that television will
bring. What a shock for the B.B.C. when
they awaken to find, in a year or two, that
Broadcasting House is not merely far too
small but also completely obsolete.

The Alexandra Palace will have such

features as an artist's make-up room, a scene painting room, and a film projection room.
*

*

The two main studios at the Alexandra
Palace, one for the Baird and the other for
the E.M.I. system, will each be larger than
any studio at Broadcasting House, except
the concert hall. Two floors, each 30 ft. in

This is B. Walton O'Donnell, conductor of the
B.B.C. Wireless Military Band. Born in Madras
in 1887, he is the youngest of three brothers, all
of whom have become service bandmasters and
given concerts before the microphone. Studied
at the Royal Military Academy for ten years, winning, amongst other honours, the medal for the

most distinguished student of his period. Became
Director of Music in the Royal Marines, and later
he and his band accompanied the Prince of Wales
on the African and South American tour, in recog-

nition of which he received the M.V.O. at the
bands of the King. Joined the B.B.C. in 1927.

" In Town To -night " team is Leslie Baily
of " Scrapbook ' fame, and who acted as
our northern correspondent for several
years and who still frequently contributes
to " P.W." Leslie Baily was responsible

for introducing Gipsy Petulengro to the
microphohe. He found him in one of the
big London stores, where he was making
gipsy rings and telling fortunes.

Apparently this old Romany took to
broadcasting like a duck to water, and
proved to have a first-class microphone
manner.

No less than ten thousand letters arrived

help, but as few present had seen high definition television before, this seemed a

for him during a few days following his

small drawback to the majority who came
to marvel and did so beyond expectation.

and remedies.

quarter of an hour talk on gipsy hint*,
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THE SPOKEN WORD
(Continued from page 433.)

thousands of students, each with a different
mental approach to the lesson and with no
common bond of interest.

It is therefore highly important that the

radio teacher be a person with talents

Ark additional to those of intellectual knowledge
W and professional capacities. He must
possess a humanising attribute : a facility
for investing his subject with the warmful

colours of human interest and a manner
that is entirely bereft of aloof austerity or

the cold detached mind of the aesthetic
intellectualist. He has to direct his lessons
and their mode of delivery to the average
mental level of a conglomerate studentry,

employing an idiom that is not only in-

telligible to the students in the " Wrangler "

category but also to those of Grammar

School standards.
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the general listening public. The range of
subjects is vast, covering every conceivable
aspect of human existence. So vast is the

area available that there is no necessity
for the territory of nebulous speculation
and abstract thesis to be invaded. Talks,
to have the widest appeal, must be on
subjects steeped in human interest.
The last point to be made in this con-

tional methods. A group of students in a
elass-room becomes one solidified mind

which can be moulded by the teacher and
which is responsive to his lessons with an
instinctive unanimity. There is a physical
atmosphere that aids this and the gregarious

character of schooling is also productive
of mass reactions.
With radio education this situation is
entirely absent. The teacher faces not the

combined mind of his schclars but an

assortment of different minds. His scholars
are separated and isolated individuals. It
is obvious that what will sound natural to

thirty unanimously- minded students in a
class -room, surrounded by all the im-

We specialise in the supply of all good quality
Radio sets, components, and accessories.
Send list of requirements and keen quotation
will be sent promptly.

aji

1

4 CASH cfg C.O.D. ORDERS DESPATCHED

BY. RETURN OF POST.
PRICE LISTS FREE.

Of the two qualities the
latter is the more important. The pulpiteering voice and the bedside manner

SPEAKER UNITS

Payment Number Monthly
with
of
Instal Price Order Months meat
Cash

't+t

?at

W.B. Stentorian 368 42/- 2/6
11
4/W.B. Stentorian 36J 32/6 2/6
11
3/ Blue Spot Senior.. 29/6 2/6
7
4/2 Rola Units and extension speakers supplied on
similar terms.

GRAMO-MOTOR
Garrard Gramo-

5/8
Please write for full list of motors

Motor Model AC -6 42/6

broadcast in such a manner that the greatest
number of listeners are kept listening.

PICK-UPS
B.T.H.Piezo Electric 42/- 2/6
Marconiphone 25
32/6 2/6

VALVES

ments of 4/6.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID

FOR the convenience of constructors,
Messrs. Wright & Weaire, Ltd., the
kft

To avoid delay will customers pleas:, send
18t payment with order.

Estd. 1925 THE

READY FOR USE

COMPANY

ENGINfERSI
There are thousands of opportuni-

ties around you, but unless you
know where they are, and lust
how to prepare for them, your

opportunities will pass by unheeded.
Our unique Guide, " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,"
clearly

explains the steps you must take
to secure one of the good jobs
that are within your reach. The book explains how
we can quickly prepare yo
o
own home, for

all
salary - increasing qualifications, suche, as
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.A.E., etc. The guide also gives details of

The suggestions that can be made here are,
therefore, equally simple.

That is far from

and if the telephone rings, or the baby cries,

or the postman knocks, or the wife makes
an exclamation, or a vagrant thought

returns-if any one of a score of possible

normal routine interruptions distracts your

attention from the speaker, the thread is
broken beyond repair.
Concentration is Essential.

Immaculate concentration, then, is an

essential requirement for Talks reception.
I am prepared to dogmatise to the extent
of saying that it is not normally easy for
the average person in the average home to

give more than fifteen minutes uninterrupted, concentrated listening to a Talk
broadcast.

Fifteen minutes, therefore,

over 100 courses in all branches of Civil, Reels..
Elec., Motor, Radio, Television and

This Extractor Unit is supplied ready built for the
same price as the individual components.

size as the one described in " P.W.," and
it is available at the same price as the

Talkie "

Engineering,

and

outlines

the

activities of our Employment Dept. Send for your
copy of this unique Hand -book to -day FREE and
without obligation. The bcok must benefit you.

BRITISH INSTITIITE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

101, Shakespeare Honse,17-19.StratfordPlace,London,W.1

individual components.
The case, which is of wood, is artistically
finished in black imitation art leather cloth,

CRYSTAL SETS

built the set but have not yet built the
Extractor Unit, this ready built Wearite

IDEAL
FOR A GIFT 10'6
50 shop soiled sets cheap. Enclosed type
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4.

and the knobs are in black to match.
For all those who are contemplating the
construction of the S.T.700, or who have
unit is an attractive proposition, and
Messrs. Wright and Weaire are to be congratulated upon their enterprise.

NEXT WEER'S ISSUE OF
Exclusive Interview with

abstract subjects. There is, I am convinced,
an insatiable appetite for knowledge'among

DON'T MISS YOUR COPY !
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"

Will contain a Special

SIR NOEL ASHBRIDGE

Still the best Radio Receiver.
No battery or valves
wanted. Quiet and efficient reception.

Please be sure to mention

"Popular Wireless "

should be the maximum length of a Talk.

Second, the Talks should be on less

1977k

II OAT LANE -NOBLE STREET. LONDON.E-C-2

to solve in order to make broadcast adult
education arresting to the listening mind.
In the Talks his problem will be simpler.

easy. You read a book and are disturbedyou merely turn back a page and recapture
the lost argument. You listen to a Talk,

NATIONAL

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

specified by the author, is exactly the same

professorial pose of dictatorial infallibility.
It is this fundamental psychological
problem that Gladstone Murray will have

listener -concentration.

3/ -

price lists available.
(every type supplied)

S.G., Det. and Power, any make. Cash price
81.5.0, or 5/- with order and 5 monthly payAF

unimpressive to the student sitting by his
own fireside, with all the atmosphere of
domesticity that is EC) destructive of the

be shorter. Like radio drama Talks demand

4/-

11
11

All makes of pick-ups supplied. Illustrated

A WEARITE
TRIPLE EXTRACTOR

ready built S.T.700 Extractor Unit.
This unit, which uses the components

5/3

and grams uni'v

eQ

makers of the Extractor. Coil specified
by Mr. Scott -Taggart, are now producing a

A

Cash price 63.9.6 or 6/4 with order and
11 monthly payments of 6/4.

are exposed mercilessly by the loudspeaker

pedimenta of schooling, may sound stupidly

First, it can be urged that Talks must,

KIT

(world-wide reception)

broadcasting.

in any domestic radio set. Better by far
for the B.B.C. to enrol a panel of speakers
who would read the manuscript which the
expert authority but defective broadcaster
has written. Obviously the vital consideration with Talks, as with Adult Education
and every other form of broadcasting, is to

A

NEW LISSEN
SHORT-WAVE 3

nection is that the people who deliver the
Talks should be both experts and expert in

A Psychological Difference.

There is a profound psychological difference between class -room and radio educa-
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when

communicating
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ELECTRADIX
BATTERY
' SUPS

D I 0 DRS

The Superseder makes H.T.
from your L.T. z -volt
and
rectified
battery,
smoothed. 3 tappings, Lasts
indefinitely. A boon. List

/
EDER

£3/15/0. New, guaranteed, 37/6.

E35 *

CRYSTAL SETS are popular again for clear, quiet,
personal reception. Cheap and need no battery. Oak
case model A, 81 in. x 6i in., enclosed detector, varia

11177--/:'

condensers, internal coils., 7/6. Mahog. Case 9 in. x 9 in.,

with 2 varia condensers; twin coil and holder, 10/6.
Telephones. Single r,000 -ohm Earphone and Cord,
2/ed. Double Earpieces head band and cord, 120
ohms, 2/9d., 2,000 ohms, 4/6. Portable and office
Telephones cheap.
SPEAKER Bargain ; New Siemens Table Magnetic.
Just the extra speaker for your tone balance or another

room, 5/-.

SMALL MOTORS, A.C. 230 volts

A.C. enclosed type. 1/25 h.p.,18/-. Bigger r/ro h.p.,
1,400 revs., 35/-. A.C. Electrical Drills to in., with
chuck and flex, 39/6. Double -ended Electric Grinder,

a emery wheels and flex, 21/-. Universal A.C./D.C.
Motors, 1/16 h.p., 35/ -. Foot switches for pedal start
stop, 16/6. Float Switches for auto level control, 35/ Electric Pumps, 220 gals. per hr., 67/6 ; also
D.C. 6 volts, 12/6 ; 5o volts, 14/- , Ito volts, 15/- ;
200 volts, 16/- ; and up to to h.p. cheap.
HOME RECORDING. Complete Acoustic Sets de
Luxe, 21/- ; No. 2, 12/6 ; junior type, 7/6 each, complete in carton. Electric Trackers, 7/6. Cutter Pickups, 12/6. Sapphire needles, 3/6, Diamond, 7/6.
X-RAY TUBES. Brand new 7 -in. bulb, 10/- each,
packing and carriage 5/- extra. Rhumkorff Induction
coil, 200,000 volts, 21/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5o sizes in stock.
Bakelite 230 -volt Bell Transformers, A.C. mains to
3.6 and 8 volts, 2/9. rro volt, soiled metal case, 1/6.
W.E. MICROPHONE UNITS are a complete
microphone. Usually sold at 3/6. Our price 1/-.

Pedestal Type W.E., 4/6. For Broadcasting at

Home, No. xi is a general purpose, robust mike, 5/6.

No. Ila. Special in solid brass body, unequalled at
the price, 7/6. " P.M." No. 11 Table Mike. This
is a splendid Microphone for speech and music, and
has a 2 -in. mike. The bakelite case, containing the
transformer, is on a bronze pedestal, 15/-.
METERS. We carry large stocks of Meters, all
ranges Special. Pole testers, 2/6. o-zo volts, 5/-,
0-50 volts, 5/-, o -too volts, 5/6, 0-200 volts, 6/-, all
A.C. or D.C. Home-made meter makers use our
jewelled meter movements, with P.M., mounted, 5/-.
Biggest Stock and Lowest Prices in London :
ELECTRADIX RADIOS, 218, Upper Thames
Central 461r.
St., London; E.C.4.

RADIO GRAM

'

/CABINETS
Ad4A,60/..ed W 8 8 0

For S.T.700

(Cash or 10/. Monthly.)1
LIST FREE I From/linkers-

11

EVERYONE INTERESTED
in the

Ultra Short

t*,Z;114A'

HIDE

WAVELENGTHS
-will find this new

All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addrcised to the Advertisement Offices, John Carpenter

PREVENTING NEXT DOOR FROM HEARING

THE LOUDSPEAKER.
P.

A. (West Ham).-" Can you suggest

anything that will help to prevent our loudspeaker being heard_ by the next-door neigh-

bours ? We want to do what we can as the
lady there is very ill with a nervous breakdown.
" She gets very little sleep, and noises which

normally would not be noticed worry her so
much that we turn our loudspeaker right down
most nights. Even then she sometimes hears
it, as the houses are semi-detached, and ours

is a quiet road with no traffic much after

Birmingham.

REACTION CONTROL.
C.

W. (Wimbledon Park, S.W.19).-" I

was never quite satisfied with the set because,
although it was very good when reaction
was in the zero position, it was uncontrollable
as soon as the knob was advanced from zero.

to keep the noises in our house out of theirs.

without reaction in use there was plenty of
alternative programme entertainment,. so. I

The set is of the type with built-in loudspeaker.
We must use the set in the room where it is at

present, and unfortunately that

is rather

near the invalid's room. Would a long flex,
to get the set into the opposite corner, away
from the common wall, 'be any use ? "
Yes, the position of the set is of considerable

importance in such cases. But before you go to
that expense there are several simple precautions
that may prove easy to put into force, and possibly
quite effective.

The first thing to try is to stand the set on a good
sound -absorbing material instead of on a rigid floor

Next, try interposing something to " cushion "
set is placed. A heavy curtain behind it would
probably do a lot of good, and so would a large
bookcase, so if you stand your set (on its cushioned
feet) in front of a large settee, big easy chair, or
anything like that to screen it from the wall which

is common to both houses, you may find this makes
an immediate improvement.
Generally speaking, any heavy drapings round the
set, extra carpets in the room, cushions behind
the loudspeaker, or similar snuffling materials will
be advantageous, since they help the sounds to die
quickly instead of to " ring," and to penetrate into
adjoining rooms via floor, walls or ceiling.
Yost will probably find that if you can take pre-

cautions of this kind it will be possible for you to
turn up the volume control more than you have yet
been able to do, without the disturbance getting
through to next door. And there should be no troublesome reduction in the room where listening
is going on, since a quietly run set will seldom
penetrate far if thought is given to insulating the
loudspeaker in the manner suggested.

W. B. (Long Wittenham).-" My short-

tions from top of condenser to the bottom.
do to receive at worth -while strength) the

good control of reaction goes, and I have the
greatest difficulty. How can I cure that ? "
Yours is not an unusual experience, W. B.

" However, the quality'`-.. as good, and even

did not want to go to the trouble of rebuilding.
I did, however, occasionally have a half-

hearted go at it, to see whether I could im-

prove it, usually without result.
" Last week -end my luck must have been
in, for I cured the whole difficulty in a very
simple manner. All I did was to try a 1-mfd.
condenser in place of the .01 mfd. which was
connected between the P and F terminal of the
S.G. valve holder.

" I have never read of an S.G.'s screen

condenser affecting the

detector reaction

before, so I should like to know what you

think is the cause of the improvement in this

case."
From the details you give we imagine that the
faulty control of reaction was caused by instability
of the S.G. stage -a fault that is often unsuspected
or difficult to recognise.

Such H.F. instability does affect reaction results,
though usually there are other symptoms, such as
bad quality, which lead one to suspect the H.F.
stage is not working properly.
In your case, as described, the only alteration
you have made was to improve the stability of the
S.G. stage by improving its decoupling, so it seem

clear that a tendency to ILK instability was the
real trouble all along.

TRAM CRACKLES WORSE IN FROSTY
WEATHER.
A. S. (Goodmayes).-" Where I live we get a
good deal of interference from trams, which
can be heard approaching, then passing,
when the noise is at its worst, and then

receding.

EFFECT OF THE ADDED AERIAL.

But when I add the aerial lead (which I must

-

AN UNEXPECTED IMPROVEMENT IN

This happened on both wavebands, but was
worse on the medium waves, where I wanted
the reaction most.

" It may be months before she is better,
and as we are friends as well as neighbours
I wonder if there is anything that we can do

structional articles
and fully illustrated.
difficulty send direct, p Rica
Stratton & Co. Ltd.1
Bromagrove Street,

Frequently, also, the great merit of an S.G. stage
on short waves is that it separates the aerial from the
detector grid circuit and so reduces the undesirable
" dead spots " due to the coupled aerial. So looser
coupling or an S.G. stage preceding the detector
would lessen or remove your trouble.

dark.

wave set's reaction is perfectly smooth when
the aerial lead is taken off, and I get perfect
control of oscillation on all the tuning posi-

From your Radio Retailer,
or W. H. Smith & Son. In

the Editor,

and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the tee/in/one of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements end specialties described may be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing an.

EDDYSTONE GUIDE
invaluable. F u I I of
interesting informa-

tion with many con-

addressed to

House, John Carpenter Street, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of researca

the sounds from the wall and ceiling near which the

ICKETT'S

11 s

communications should be

POPULAR WIRELESS, Talfis House, Talfis Street, London, E.C.4.

shock -absorbing material is used.

Paseo Opus
Cabinet (P. W.) Works, Albion
Rd., Bealeybeath, Nr. London

EDiiYSTOINE

All Editorial

or table. Much of the trouble may be due to vibrations transmitted to floor, walls, etc., and this will be
reduced if thick pads of rubber, cloth, or similar

65/-nbgleetaXor 35/ No Riddle ProftsI

Famous maker offers finest
Radio Furniture. As Supplied to B.B.C. A Quality
and Value impossible to
better. Beautifully hand
polished 1 GUARANTEED
Piano Tone Acoustically.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all radio subjects, but cannot accept
responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped, addressed envelope must be sent with every article.

On

short waves the aerial's effect on reaction efficiency
is generally very marked. That is why loose couplings
and variable couplings are so commonly used.

" But what I do not understand is that the
trouble is much worse in frosty weather than

at other times. Why is that ?

'

It would need close investigation on the spot to
be sure of the answer to that question, A. S.
A possible explanation is that at such times the
roads (and hence the tram tracks, if they are not of
the underground typo) are treated for the frost in
some way which is prejudicial to radio reception.
For example, sand thrown on the roads might
tend to fill the track and cover the rails to some
extent, causing more than usual sparking when
trams passed. Whatever the cause there is very
little likelihood of you being able to alter it at the
receiving end, since such trouble is generally only '
susceptible to treatment at its source.
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The "Peace on Earth"

YOU JUST
PLUG IN . .

Christmas Gift

Items of Interest to Every

it yourself
in two minutes..
Do

Enthusiast.
By Dr. J. H.T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
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then

peace !
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Early Wireless Experiments.

MONEY
BACK if

question as to who first invented, or

THEdiscovered, wireless telegraphy is one
that has often been debated. It is
pretty common knowledge that Sir Oliver
Lodge was one of the earliest actual experi-

interference

is

not suppressed.

menters in this field, and I believe it

correct to say that his first experiments took

place some considerable time before the
more -or -less " commercial " tests of Mar-

The fact that Marconi's name is

coni.

known throughout the world in connection with wireless more than any other name is

because he it was who first brought, or
helped to bring, wireless telegraphy into

THIS WAY: If

yours

commercial use.

mains set, plug in the
Set Lead Suppressor.

Electricity from the Clouds.

with

Some very interesting facts have just

lately been brought to light with regard to
an American dentist named Loomis, who
is claimed to have carried out experiments
so far back as 1860 on " tapping the natural
source of electricity in the upper air."

Apparently he used kites, by means of

SWITCH
PLUG

It can be stopped !
is

a

I7s. 6d.

can fix it in a few minutes.

Sold
satisfaction -or -money -back
guarantee. . . . For every special
a

case there

is

Suppressor.

176

SET LEAD
SUPPRESSOR

A child

Use the Coupon

.

mma

a special Belling -Lee
Service on request.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE AMIN. POAD. ENFIELD. MIDDX

The Set Lead Suppressor also provides your
set with safety fuses.

Please

send
free.
" Wirelessi
Without Grackling."O

booklet

Name

I Address

which he drew electricity from the clouds,

and was able to transmit some kind of
signals. It was even claimed that some

I

Pop. W. 14.12.35
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years before Marconi was born this Ameri-

can carried on two-way communication
without any wires between two points
about twenty miles apart.
A patent was taken out, so it is said, for

an invention of this kind in 1872, and

How Many Points ?
Now that winter is here and

wireless messages were sent between ships a

Radio sets are moved from one
room or position to another, the

couple of miles apart. This Mr. Loomis
died a disappointed man apparently, because his efforts to raise capital to commercialise his invention met with repeated

lack of power points is quickly

failure.
Present -Day Sensitivity.

needle of a galvanometer.

I do not know how many of you have

ever used, or even seen, a coherer, but it is
an exceedingly crude instrument compared
to the modern thermionic valve. Although
the results obtained by means of the
coherer were very wonderful-and the

action of the coherer itself was indeed a
most remarkable discovery-it is certain
that wireless could never have advanced

PLUG
ADAPTOR.

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering

receiver must be many millions of times
greater than that of a circuit employing an
old-fashioned coherer.
(Continued on next page.)

FLUXITEandGUN.

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house

The performance of many

is needed. Used for 30 years in government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of

Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 13 and 2/8.

Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET --compact but substantial-complete with
full instructions, 7/6.

Write for Free Book on the art of " soft "
soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUX ITE.
I
wheels will NOT
keeppr round and
unless the spokes are tied with fine wire
at the crossings AND SOLDERED. This
makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple

TO CYCLISTS

From most Dealers, or Post
Free for a/- Postal Order.

Replacements that make

for better results

For the expenditure of a few pence you can replace
those corroded Spade Terminals, or Wander Plugs
with collapsed pins, and faulty Aerial -Earth
connections.

Spade Terminals for Accumulators Rd. and 2d.
each.
Wander Plugs for H.T. and G.B Batteries
lid. each. Heavy Duty Aerial -Earth Spades or

of an ordinary modern broadcast

11

lamp socket.

This has transformed the science out of
all recognition and brought it from being
little more than an elaborate toy to a thing
of world-wide application. The sensitive-

II

fitting for plugging into any

FIX "CLIX" & PREVENT "CLICKS"

ness

of

To put the Set right ..."

9d. Complete.

CLIX

I

cried z-/-'

Dunn.
" Dull music, stale news
and no fun.
A good,chance to -night,

So he got out the

very far without the discovery of the

thermionic valve.

appalling!"

overcome by using a " Clix "
Plug Adaptor. In addition to
giving you an extra Wall Plug
you have a perfect contact
excellent sets is often ruined
at the source of electric
supply by badly fitting
plugs. The pins of the Clix
Plug portion give perfect
contact with all types of
supply sockets. These Plug
Adaptors are also very
handy for use with domestic
electrical apparatus.

The first real success in wireless telegraphy probably began when Branly, the
French scientist, invented the " coherer,"
which enabled wireless signals to be put to
work to actuate a relay and did something
more tangible than merely deflecting the

"This Programme's

Plugs 3d. each.

Faulty contacts ruin reception. Make sure of Perfect
Contact by replacing with " Clix."

LECTRO LINX LTD.
79a, Rochester Row, London,S.W.1

-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN
is

always

ready to

put

Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot, and one
charging lasts for ages.
Price 'VS.

/,

tl°
-

/14.,..,.

4.\ "--

ALL MECHANICS NU RAVN

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
j?1,,,,,,f,no.r. WORKS.

I.
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A Ticklish Job.

The other day 1 saw somebody trying to
solder an exceedingly fine enamelled wire

An Amazing

pretty difficult. It is not at all easy to get
the enamel off a very fine wire. I am talking
now about wires of about 44, 46 or 48 gauge.
Some people will advise you t9 dip the wire

Shillingsworth

find that this does not always do the trick ;
in fact, the enamel on some wires seems to
be completely proof against alcohol.

DID I SUGGEST MURDER?

on to a terminal, and he was finding it

The Short -Wave Fans.

The number of short-wave fans in this
country continues to increase rapidly, but'
they have never been so numerous as in
America. I see that the number of shortwave amateur stations in the United States
is now about 50,000.
Only about 10 per cent of these, however,

use 'phone, the rest preferring code operation because of the possibility of working
much greater distances with small power.

Moreover, the code station is cheaper to

operate than a 'phone outfit. Great activity
is centred at the present time on 10 -metre
reception, and European and African
experimenters are being heard in Milwaukee
on this wavelength.
Getting Rid of Static.

Professor E. H. Armstrong, who is the
inventor of the superheterodyne circuit,
and now Professor of Electrical Engineering
at Columbia University, U.S.A., has intro-

duced what he calls a " static -less " radio
system which he has lately demonstrated

in methylated spirit, but I think you will

It is no use trying to

the wire
with a penknife, because all you do is to
break the wire ; and, anyhow, it is pracscrape

NEXT WEEK
SIR NOEL ASHBRIDGE
(Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.)

TALKS TO "P.W."
READERS
EXCLUSIVE!

REVEALING !

piece of wood, twisting it over and over so
as to rub it all round. You may then be

By Val Gielgud.

stroke the wire longitudinally against a
able to see the glint of the copper-more
easily, of course, if you use a magnifying
glass.

Having got the wire reasonably clear of
enamel, the best thing then is to wind it a
few times round a short piece of thicker
wire, giving it afterwards a touch of solder.

He claims that this system, if applied to
broadcasting on short-wave bands, would
mark a new era in radio reception and make

it possible to send and receive as many as
four programmes simultaneously on one
wave.

In some tests carried out in the

vicinity of New York during the past year,

the transmission was over a distance of
about eighty-five miles, and introduced
thunderstorms and other violent forms of
interference.

The Cathode -Ray Tube.

Everybody has heard of the cathode-ray

tube and its use in connection with television reception. Not everybody knows,
however, that the cathode-ray tube has
been used for many years past for various
other purposes, one of the principal ones
being for detecting and measuring extremely rapid electrical disturbances. In
the latter form it is generally known as the
" cathode-ray oscillograph." Oscillographs

Programmes broadcast over regular local

stations were compared for clarity with

those received on this static -less receiver,

and it was shown that the Armstrong

system was virtually free of interference due
to lightning, while the programmes of

much more powerful stations using other
kinds of receivers were punctuated by the
noise of the flashes. Professor Armstrong
says that frequency modulation-the system he uses-eliminates valve noises and
distortion due to fading. This system was,
I believe, described in " P.W." a few
weeks ago. He further claims that the new
system is specially applicable to television
relaying, where it is so important to avoid
interference.
TELEVISION
BOOK

FROM MY ARMCHAIR
By John Scott -Taggart, M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.
Fel. I.R.E.

SPEEDY -RIGHT
A new system of fault finding with
unique charts.

THE FAIRY PORTABLE
By Victor King.
Constructional details of the smallest
all -in loudspeaker set ever devised.

SHORT-WAVE
DEVELOPMENTS
By W. L. S.

TELEVISION TO -DAY
By Dr. J. H. T. Roberts, F.Inst.P.

AND NOW FOR A
RADIO XMAS
BRITAIN BROADCASTS
A special art illustrated review giving

Electrical Weather Forecasting.
The Radio Research Board,

the
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research-with which Professor Appleton,
the discoverer of the famous " Appleton
of

layer " in the upper atmosphere, is very

prominently associated-has for some years
now been carrying on all kinds of investigations into atmospherics and their effect
possibilities of weather forecasting by means
of atmospheric -electrical indications.
Two of the important experimental

stations of the Radio Research Board are
at Datchet and at Fife in Scotland. These

two stations work in very close and accurate
co-operation, and they can arrange to send
out radio waves into the upper atmosphere
and then receive the reflecting waves back
in such a way that the time -interval between
the sending out of the wave and the recep-

a complete behind -the -scenes outline
of the B.B.C. and its activities.

CALLING ALL CARS
The exciting experiences of an American
listener.

IN SEARCH OF SUPER SENSITIVITY
Interesting experiments with " superregens " by H. A. R. Baxter.

THEY

BEGAN

IN

AN

OFFICE
Pages from the lives of Harry Roy,
George Posford, Austen Croom-johnson

and other famous radio personalities.

QUEER TELEVISION
TRICKS

Etc., Etc.

tion of the reflection can be accurately

measured.
You can guess how exceedingly short this

time -interval will be in most cases, and the

accuracy with which this extremely short

interval can be measured is due to the
remarkable properties of the cathode-ray
tube.

7

THE A.B.C. OF LISTENING

of the current output from

electrical generators and for a great variety
of similar purposes.

on radio transmission and also into the

Frequency Modulation Preferred.

in Ethiopia.

The thicker wire will then be much more

wave -form

Engineers.

RADIO ADVENTURES IN
ABYSSINIA
Exclusive first-hand details of wireless

are used, for example, for indicating the

before the American Institute of Radio

Chance.

tically impossible to get the enamel off all
round by this means. The best thing to do
is to take some very fine sandpaper and to

manageable for attaching to the terminal or
whatever it may be.

*

A thrilling radio story by John Newton
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Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &o.

3d. per Word
(12 pt. type.)

Minimum Charge 31
Remittance must accompany order.

accepted

up

to

are
for these columns
first post WEDNESDAY

MORNING for the following week's issue.

The Proprietors have the right to refuse

or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

Postal orders, in payment for advertisements,
should be made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., and crossed.

All communications should be addressed to
Advertisement Department, " Popular Wireless," John Carpenter House, John Carpenter
Street, London, E.C.4.

ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &c.
"S.T.700.".Complete Kit of Parts for the Battery
Model, includes Main Specified Components with all Screws, Wire, Nuts, Bolts, etc., etc.. and copy
of " Popular

Wireless " S.T.700 issue with Blue
Print, 69/6,
FERGUSON Universal Midget Receiver for A.C./D.C.
100-250 volts. Moving -Coil Speaker, Wonderful
tone and outstanding selectivity. Limited number,
65/- Carriage Paid.
TELSEN 3 -Valve Receiver, complete with valves,

and speaker in handsome Bakelite Cabinet, 35/-,
Carriage Paid, Batteries extra. Send for latest list,
hundreds of other bargains.
PEARL & PEARL, LTD., 190, Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.

WOBURN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING GOODS:
W.R.C. Short -Wave condensers, with slow and fast
drive, -0001, .00015, 90016, -0002, .00025, -0003,
-0005, 2/- ; Ormond two-piece dial for same, 1/,
W.R.C. Short -Wave Plug-in Coils, 13-26, 20-44;
and 40-90 metres, 4 -pin, 2/64., 6 -pin, 2/9d. S.W.
Chokes 10-100 in., cod. Pye 4 -pin S.W. valve holders,
6d. Erie resistances all values to 2 meg., 6d.

WESTINGHOUSE H.T. 8 and 9 Rectifiers, 81.11d.
Condensers :
1 and -02, 6d. ; '25, 94. ; '0001 IV
-0005, 5d. L.F. Transformers, 5/1 and 3/1, 2/6d.
Mike transformers ratio 100/I, 2/6d. Popular iron cored canned coils with circuits, 2/6d.
ELECTRIC Soldering irons, copper bit, complete
with flex and adaptor, fit td., post 6d.-guaranteed.
Electric Hair Dryers, 200/250v., fully guaranteed,
colours, 27/64.
Xmas Decoration Sets, 16 lamps
Larger set with
and one spare, 2/9d., post 4d.

automatic flicking device, and two spares, 4/lid.,
Postage 6d.

ROLA P.M. Speakers, 7 -in, cone, power and pentode
transformer, 16/64., post 1/-.
W.R.C. ELIMINATORS.' Owing to huge demand we

cannot accept orders for delivery under t I days.

All guaranteed 12 months. 150 v. at 30 in.a. Three
positive H.T. Tappings (60 v., 80 v., 150 v.). A.G.
amp. Trickle
Model 21/-. A.C. Model with 2 v.,
charger, 32/6d., postage 1/- extra.
AERODYNE A.C./D.C. 4-v. sets, Curlew model,
current model listed 12 gns., few only in cartons at
£6 15s. 04., carriage forward.
A.C. 4-v. model
56 los. Od.. carriage forward.
TRADE enquiries invited. Enclose trade heading
and stamp.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9 Sandland Street, Holborn,
W.C.t (Letters only), callers at shop, 2a, Hand
Court, Holborn. W.C.f.

All goods advertised previously are
available for immediate

standard lines and still
delivery.

VAUXHALL .UTILITIES, I63a, Strand, W.C.2, over
Denny's, the Booksellers.
postcard for lists free.

Temple Bar. 9338.

Send

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. list free. All goods new.
Aniplion latest 12 gn. 5 v. A.G. superhets, 8 gns.
Ferguson all -wave superhets stocked 8 v. A.G.
7 -watt output 11 gns., 6 v. universal, 67 10s. Od.

Mullard M.B.3 and M.U. 35 receivers, best exchange
allowances. Sunbeam 5 v. universal superhet, 55.
Lissen Bandpass 3 v. sets complete, less batteries,

1 can replace practically any valve. A.C.,
H.F. and output pentodes, 5 and 7 pin, rectifiers,
American valves. Universal 20 v. and 13 v. side

75/04.

contact, including octodes. Full stock components.
Telsen, Caestion P.M. and energised, Arnplion, etc.,
M.C. speakers. Mains transformers, motors, pickups.
S.T.700 coils in stock. Keenest prices. Anything
radio.
Butlin, 143B, Preston Road, Brighton.
Preston 4030.

SOUTHERN

RADIOS

WIRELESS

BARGAINS.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED NEW
AND SENT POST PAID.
FOX INDUSTRIAL 4 -Valve Amplifiers. A.C. Mains
3) watts Output with two tuning coils. For Television, Radio, Gramophone and Microphone. Chassis

Three, 55/15/6. Table Radiogram, E9/9/0. Catalogue
from Novo Radio (4), Union Works, St. John- Street,
Newcastle -on -Tyne, I.

CRYSTALS. Russell's genuine hertzite. New crystal
circuit free with each box. Send 1/2.-" Radiomail."
Tanworth-in-Arden Warwickshire.

Complete less valves, 30/-. With four specified
Ring Valves, 53/12/6. Specified Speaker for same, 15/-

SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot 1935 Series, with Universal
Transformers' to match any circuit. 99 P.M., 24/6;
45 P.M. 20/- ; 32 P.M. in exquisite Cabinet, 42/6 ;
(List 97/6) : 22 P.M. in attractive Cabinet, 28/6 ;

Mains Energis,d 2,500 and 6,500 ohms, 14/6; Celestion
Soundex Perm .neat Magnet, 11/- ; Telsen Permanent
Magnet Speakers, 161- Telsen Speakers Units, 2/9.

LISSEN KITS ALL NEW IN SEALED CARTONS

AND COMPLETE. With Specified Valves : Lissen
Skyscraper 3 -valve Battery Kits 42/- each 41..ist
77/6). Lissen BAND PASS 3 -valve Battery Kits,

62/6 (List 99/6). Lissen ALL -WAVE Four Valve
Battery Kits, 65/- (List 55/12/6).
DEEMARK SHORT-WAVE ADAPTER KIT. Com-

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND

VAUXHALL.

" NORTHUMBRIA " All -wave A.C. Four, 67/17/6.
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MAPPAA-MUNDI
TAKE a tour round the world with Mappa-Mundi-youll tad.

it a " capital " game in more senses than one.
First of all, there is the thrill of assembling a marvellous jig -saw
puzzle of the world ; that in itself is capital fun, amusing as well

as educative.
Then, when your map is put together, you have to place the world's
leading capitals in their correct positions.
You'll be surprised how many mistakes you can make !
Mappa-Mundi is a puzzle and a game combined and affords entertainment and instruction for every member of the family.
An evening spent with Mappa-Mundi is an evening well spent.
Take home this unique and fascinating game today.

500 Square Inches
of Jig -saw Puzzle to
be made up into a
Map of the World

.

An Education in Itself
On sale at all Stationers, Toy
Shops and Bookselles.

Made by John Waddrng.
ton ,1.44., Makers of the

World's Finest Playing
Cards.

soak

lb
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO ALL READERS (PAGE 51)
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"P.W." PLANS
FOR

THE FUTURE

ireless

&TELEVISION

npY
nIk PRICE

EVERY

S`WE

IME

Special Articles This Week
HOW TELEVISION HAS PROGRESSED
LIMiTATIONS OF A.V.C.
FACTS ABOUT SOLDERING

A SIMPLE RADIOPHONE

(How to make a novel Musical Instrument)

ALL ABOUT THE NEW LONG -PATH VALVES
HAS SYNCHRONISATION SUCCEEDED ?
(Sir Noel Ashbridge talks to "P.W." Readers)
GARRY ALLIGHAN
TELLS YOU WHERE
YOUR LICENCE
MONEY GOES

Now then, you football
fans, do you know who
It is Eddie
this is ?
Hapgood, the famous
Arsenal and England
left back, and, inci-

dentally, England's
captain. Eddie has a
musical turn of mind

and likes to spend a
quiet hour listening to

probroadcast
grammes on his Cossor
the

Set.
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COSSOR

14atitq

SUPERHET
RADIO

Battery & A.C. Mains Users
INCORPORATING the most up-to-date in
Superhet practice these receivers employ a

Pentagrid Frequency Changer in conjunction
with specially designed coils, which ensure an ex-

ceptionally high degree of selectivity. A wealth
of experience is behind these Superhets, and
backed by the largest self-contained Radio factory

in the Empire, they are above all RELIABLE.
BATTERY MODEL 366A

With Pentagrid Frequency Changer, H.F. Screened Pentode
I.F. Amplifier, Double Diode Detector and Economy
Pentode Output. 8" Moving Coil Speaker.
Cabinet with accommodation for suitable
Accumulator and Battery.
Price

GNS

(Exclusive of. Batteries)
H.P. Terms : 17/6 deposit and it monthly payments of 17/6.

A.C. MAINS MODEL 361
With Pentagrid Frequency Changer, H.F. Pentode I.F.
Amplifier, Double Diode Detector, High Slope Pentode

Output, Full Wave Rect., Thermometer Twin illuminated
and detachable Scales. Combined On/Off, Wavechange and
pick-up Switch, Volume Control. 8" Mains Energised M.C.
Speaker. Complete with plug and sockets

for extension Speaker and for pick-up.
A.C. Mains only 200/250 v. (adjust.)
Price
40.D cycles.
H.P. Terms : 20/- deposit and

12

-11

1 GNS

monthly payments of 20/-.

A NEW MODEL
SEVEN STAGE
BATTERY MODEL 376B
Seven stages, Anti -fading circuit with Pentagrid Frequency

Changer, Variable -mu H.F. Pen. I.F. Amplifier, Double
Diode Det. High Slope Driver and Class B' Output. Single

Knob tuning, sloping detachable scale. Four way combined
On/Off, Wavechange and pick-up Switch. 8" Moving Coil
Speaker. Cabinet with accommodation for suitable AccumuPrice
lator and Battery.
(Exclusive of Batteries)
H.P. Terms: 17/- deposit and sz monthly payments of 171 or 401- deposit and 52 monthly payments of 15/-.

19

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept.,
Highbury Grove, Londcn, N.5.
Please send me free of

charge, literature
The NEW Seven Stage Class

B' Battery Model 376B.

THIS COUPON BRINGS FULL DETAILS

giving full

particulars

the new Cossor
Receiver
Superhet
*Model No
* Please state Model

Name

of

required.

Address
P W., 211121'35.

8207
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SOS
IN 1918
HELPING PILOTS

ASST. EDITORS: A. J. RANDALL, K. D. ROGERS

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

Electric Aunt Sally.
WE have heard so many of these " death -

ray " stories in our time that the

latest must be reported briefly.
Inventor: Mr. L. Anderson, of Melbourne,
Australia. System : electro-magnetic basis.
These things have been claimed : aircraft

whence it was transmitted round the coast,
thus saving precious time.
Congratulations, Mr. Alexander.
Echo From Jutland.

WITH Lord Jellicoe's recent lamented

death fresh in our minds, there is
special interest in the reminder it

control or destruction, interference with
motor -car ignition, destruction of wireless
aerials and power lines.
It is said that not only have the demonstrations shown how electric bulbs can be

destroyed, but glass tumblers have been

reduced to powder at a distance of several
yards. Old Bacchanalians will be glad to
know that the said tumblers were empty
at the time !

brings of wireless efficiency before the Battle

of Jutland.

One of the portents that con-

vinced the Admiralty that a naval battle

was pending was the reception at Lowestoft
Wireless Direction -Finding Station of
signals from the German fleet. The fleet

had moved a mile or so in readiness for
putting to sea, and so accurate were the
wireless bearings that this small shift of
position was discernible on our instruments !

Society Note.

IAM glad to hear that the North Manchester Radio Society, which was
inaugurated last October, is growing
rapidly, and it is hoped that by the end of

the year it will be one of the

societies in that part of the country.

A RADIO FAVOURITE

would-be's there is Morse instruction,
commencing 7.30 p.m.

Bishop, Assistant Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C., has been recalling with pleasure
the joyous adventure.

Mr. C. A. Lewis-Uncle Caractacus of
those days-gave out the first S.B. News
Bulletin. He was so overawed by the fact
that all stations were broadcasting his
words, that at the end of the bulletin, and

before the switches were thrown, he
nervously asked an astonished world,

" What the devil do I do next ? "

being installed at Baldonnel

Aerodrome for communication with other
aerodromes and for the assistance of
pilots in landing and taking off.

A warm welcome is assured to " P.W."
Full particulars

The first services planned are from
Dublin. One will be to Liverpool and a
second to Bristol, to connect with the
express trains serving those cities, Later,

stamp) from Air. R. Lawton, 10, Dalton
Avenue, Thatch Leach Lane, Whitefield.

through services from London to Dublin,
and eventually from London to Cork, are

Slick Work.

APIECE of slick work by a Hastings
man is well worthy of record, for it

visualised.

sets an example that might conceivably be of great, if not vital, im-

"Show Me The Way .

.

."

THE high state of perfection to which
radio aids have brought the blind
landings of aeroplanes is soon to be

portance one day. The circumstances were
as follow : Mr. Alexander, of Old London
Road, Hastings, an ex-R.A.F. wireless man,

increased-by television. The Air Ministry
is putting its hand into its pocket to finance
the National Physical Laboratory, which is
investigating a proposal to show pilots their

was listening to Morse working on the
shipping wavelengths when he heard a
weak S 0 S from a steamer in the North
Sea.

own planes and how the land lies below

Sticking on that wavelength, he heard a
second message : " Cabin flooded. Dangerous
list.
Wireless receiver probably out of

And to Mr. Alexander's surprise,

So he 'phoned the message to the police,
who gave it to Fairlight coast -watchers,

gramme ? It was regarded at the
time as a great technical triumph of
incalculable significance, and Mr. H.

service, is

readers, DX and short-wave fans-and

intended near to the vessel in distress.

Those Were the Days.

HOW many of my readers, I wonder,
can remember the first S.B. pro-

Free State and Great Britain was made
by the Minister for Industry and Commerce
in the Dail recently.
Wireless equipment, essential to such a

at 7, commence 8 p.m. sharp. For the

all the other stations carried on with their
own messages. Apparently the S 0 S had
not been heard by those for whom it was

between 1914 and 1918.

THE announcement that an air service
is shortly to begin between the Irish

Road, Whitefield, near Manchester. Open

action."

We are all proud of present-day progress,

but don't let us forget that there was some
very pretty dot -and -dash work going on

Dublin Comes Closer.

largest

Meetings are held every Friday at the
British Legion, Elms Street, Bury New

blushing beginners.

PRETTY HOT:
RADIO DIVORCE
NON-MAGNETIC

STAINLESS STEPHEN, the popular comedian,
who will take part in the B.B.C. Christmas Party
on Christmas evening. Other well-known stars
in the programme will be Clapham and Dwyer,
Tommy Handley, and the Two Leslies. Besides

musical games, chatter, songs and Christmas
a charade will be stagsi as last year.

stories

them.
Direction -finders at the aerodromes would
locate the approaching machine, project its
whereabouts on to a map of the 'drome, and
wireless the whole picture back to the pilot.
He would thus have before him on the dash-

board a plan of the landing -place, with a
black dot moving above it, the dot being
his own machine !
.

(Continued on next page.)
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MARCONI WAITS TILL", LUNCH IS OVER
remarkable figure in the light of past

Tropical Novelty.

DID you hear about the man who, tired
of the same old crooners, determined
to buy a super all -wavelength set to

reach across the world and get

some-

thing different in the way of entertainment?

On its trial run
the set picked up
a

weird

station,

giving a kind of

native chanting that
enraptured
the
owner. Obviously
he had got Hawaii,
or Fiji, or some-

where equally romantic. He waited
impatiently for the

announcement of the station's name.
Instead, after a long pause, there -was a
half -familiar tinkle on a strange instrument,
and then, quite unmistakable, it came upon

the midnight elear-" Who's Afraid of the
Big, Bad Wolf ?"

evasions.

Under the Spreading Chestnut Tree.

DID you hear about the blacksmith of
Massachusetts getting a divorce on
account of his wife's fondness for

radio ? The late H. W. Longfellow would
have shaken his head over the predicament

Beating the Clock.

arranged

a

conference

with its

representatives abroad by means of

the most ambitious international radio

hook-up of its kind ever attempted. The
firm was International Combustion, Ltd.,

and in taking leave of his listeners and
colleagues the managing director in London

ended the " meeting " on a note that must
be unique in business circles.

This is how he closed down : " Good morning to New York and Buenos Aires ;
good -afternoon Cape Town, Johannesburg,
and Bulawayo ; good -evening, Bombay
and Calcutta ; good -night, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Perth ; good -morning, Wellington ! It is 1.30 p.m. here in
London, so all here are going to lunch."
I feel I cannot let this occasion pass

without handing out heartiest congratulations to all concerned.

figures at his finger-

tips-what they
charge up in Black-

of this particular village blacksmith.
Week in, week out, from morn till night,
he could hear that radio ; and as he swung
his heavy sledge with measured beat, and

pool, what the flat

slow, he swore that she must leave his

no charge at all for

house, or the wireless set must go.

meters !
He says that
there are about

The lady in question contended that a
village smithy without a spot of jazz on
tap was insufferable, so the matter came
before the court. And the court decided
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

RADIO TOPICALITIES
For

December

23rd

are

two outside
The first is from the

planned

broadcasts of topical interest.

ALONDON business house recently

One Thousand Different Ways.

WRITING from Staines, Middlesex, a
reader stains my post's escutcheon
by some very naughty language in
a letter devoted to the cost of electricity.
He has all the

Church of St. Hilary, in the Cornish village of Marazion,
Whence listeners will hear "The Stranger of St.
Hilary," a new miracle play by the Rev. Bernard
Walke, produced by Filson Young. The second relay Is

of the forty-second annual banquet given to little
Londoners by the Lord Mayor in the Guildhall. This
pleasant function takes place in the middle of the day.
and is organised by the Treloar Crippled Children's
Christmas Hamper Fund.

rate is in Caterham,

and how Fulham,

of all places, makes

one thousand different ways of charging
consumers for their current in Britain,
and if this is true I grant him that

perfect standardisation has not been
achieved.
He exhorts me, passionately, to give the
address of the Electricity Consumers'
Association ; and, to absolve myself from

the result of a burst blood -vessel, I gladly
comply. It is 46, Victoria Street, London,
S. W.1.

Not Their Pigeon.

TWO important Scottish lighthouses are
now

Percy Edgar, Midland Regional Director, presents an

intimate programme entitled,

" I Remember-"

especially designed for fireside listening on Christmas
Eve, and recalling many old favourites. He will have
the assistance of the B.B.C. Midland Orchestra and
Singers, and a solo artist. The programme will be his
personal choice. Mr. Edgar has been the director at
Birmingham since broadcasting began, and is a notable
microphone personality for many of his own broadcasts he used the name of Edgar Lane.
;

MartynWebster will present a selection of tunes old
and new, under the title, " I've Got Rhythm, in the
Midland programme on December 27th. It is to be
given in non-stop style-one tune leading to another.

being

apparatus.

when it proves capable of whipping

up nearly half a million radio defaulters, is it ? This is what mercy has
done for France.

I told you not

long ago how M.
Mandel, in taking

a firm line with
radio pirates, nevertheless gave the
unrighteous a
month's grace in
which to declare

before he charged
them double fees.
The effect was most illuminating, for the
declarations began to drop like gentle dew
from heaven upon the place beneath.
It was twice blessed, for not only were
the 400,000 -odd defaulters saved from
ignominy, but the taxpayers were delighted

to think of all those fees being safely

gathered in at last.
And now France has nearly two and a
half million registered listeners, which is a

with

radio

towering rock in the stormy Firth of
Clyde ; and the other is May Island, in the
Firth of Forth.
At May Island the lighthouse -keepers

will be specially glad to see wireless in-

stalled, for often, when the stormy winds do blow," they are completely cut off from
the mainland.

It is rather astonishing to find that, so

A relay will be taken from the pantomime, "The

far as Ailsa Craig is concealed, they have
been managing to communicate by cafrier
pigeons right up to 1935 ! Carrier waves,
however, are much superior, except when
it comes to laying eggs !

that if the lady must have her radio jazz,
the gentleman should have his freedom.

THERE is a delightful story of Marconi

Babes in the Wood," presented by Francis Laidler,
at the Princes Theatre, Bristol, on December 27th.
(Western programme).

Man Must Eat.

Forgiveness Pays.

THE quality of mercy is not strained

equipped

One is Ailsa Craig, the

Toiling,

rejoicing,

sorrowing .

.

. that's

life !
Good Wood.

THE Admiralty will shortly be placing
the contract for the building of a
most unique ship. She is to be named
the " Research," and the reason she will be
so unique is that the use of iron in building

her is banned, since she is to be the most
non-magnetic ship afloat. The bolts which

hold her together will be of bronze, the
rigging of hemp, and the engines will be
specially designed

Diesels from

which

virtually all iron will be eliminated.

The task for which the Research

told in a recently published authorised
biography. It tells how the inventor
was demonstrating his apparatus at

Wimereux to
General (afterwards
Lord) BadenPowell, at the time

when the hero of

Mafeking was publicly urging the

claims of wireless
telegraphy.

To see how it

was done, Marconi
called up his South
Foreland station from Wimereux----but there

intended is the investigation of problems

of the variation of the earth's magnetic

was no reply. Called again-no reply.
Overhauled the aerial and earth, replaced
the receiver, and called again-no reply

field. This is a problem which is interesting

(Don't we all know the feeling ?)

the radio research people more and more
as they understand it better, so it is probable that we shall be hearing a lot about
the " Research " when she is capable of

bearable the

living up to tier name.

is

Just as the suspense was getting unreceiver

leapt into

life

and announced " South Foreland. Now
back from supper. Anything doing your
end ? "
ARIEL
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HOW TELEVISION
HAS PROGRESSED
Rapid strides are being made in the
science of "looking -in," as you will
see from these interesting notes on
the various aspects of television
By L. H. THOMAS
AFEW days ago I was lucky enough

cast the death of time -

to be able to see for myself the

signals, ultimately, as

of the two companies who will be in charge
of the B.B.C.'s first television transmitters.

I understand that

progress that has been made by one

Earlier in the year I saw a demonstration

of 240 -line television, but the latest high definition pictures are undoubtedly a huge
advance on what I saw before.
Ordinary news -reel films, without special
" editing " for television purposes, are
reproduced on the home -size screen with

sufficient detail to give one the illusion
that one is sitting in a cinema, while certain

specially chosen films almost seem to be

reproduced with a greater profusion of

detail than one is accustomed to from the
back row of the " sixpennies."
Wonderful Results Obtained.

One of the developments which. struck
me most forcibly was the extraordinary
improvement in the electron -camera since

I last saw it. About this time last year,
the people who were supposed to know
were saying that the electron -camera was
" impracticable." Back in February and
March they were getting very respectable
pictures from it ; now it is giving results
that are definitely better than those
obtained either by the intermediate -film
or the direct -scanning (spotlight) methods.

As a rough indication of the kind of
detail that may be expected from really

first-class high -definition television, think
of this little demonstration. Standing in

the glare of several powerful lamps is a
friend of yours whom you know quite
well. You are looking at his picture on a
screen about ten inches in diameter-the
standard cathode-ray tube.

With the old

television you
a moment before

30 -line

might have hesitated

him ; with the
present system you can read the words on
a packet of cigarettes that he holds up in
front of his face. An ordinary eye -test

definitely recognising

(memories of school and visits to the
oculist !) is easily readable down to the

we now know them ?
*

no sensational develop-

ments in receiving
technique are to be
expected from the firms
marketing television
receivers.

At least

one, however, is pin-

ning its faith elsewhere than to the

*
This century -old treadmill tower in Brisbane,
Australia, is one of the few remaining relics
of the old penal settlement to which convicts
from England were sentenced to serve varying

February.

penal system. In those days even the most
trivial offences were liable to punishment by
deportation. Upon their arrival the worst
offenders were compelled to tread the mill.
a task which often proved beyond their powers
of endurance. Later the mill was dismantled
and the tower used as an observatory. The
ball, seen surmounting the cabin,, served for

I seem to have dealt, at one time or
another, with all the possible types of
receivers that should be suitable for the

terms of imprisonment under the colonial

over 30 years as Brisbane's standard time
signal. To -day the old tower has been
converted into a wireless and television

research station.

receiver, as the Americans call it.
- Many small patents have been taken out
covering sections of the superhet receiver-

detail improvements, mostly, I imaginebut no really startling changes have been
made in the schemes that were originally
put forward for reception.
One commercial receiver that I have seen

is smaller than the average radiogramophone. It has a cathode-ray tube facing

There are so many possibilities that

the would-be television enthusiast has every

excuse for getting himself into a thorough
muddle.

For this reason, it may be as well to give
the plain facts about my own receiver, which

has been designed in collaboration with a
friend who has somewhat better laboratory
facilities than I have myself.
There are six valves : detector, separate
oscillator, three I.F.'s, second detector.
The input circuit is designed for a di -pole

aerial, and " mixing " from the oscillator
effected by the " cathode injection "

is

method. The first detector itself is an ILE
pentode.
The oscillator is a straightforward

vertically upwards, with an inclined mirror
in the lid ; a loudspeaker grille high up in
the cabinet-nearly at the top ; and three
tuning controls. A number of controls of
the " pre-set " type are hidden away

" tuned -grid " job at present, but is being
converted almost at once to a cathode -tap

door in the large front panel of the cabinet,
but these are " works -adjusted " and should

plain resistance coupling with small inductances in series with theanode resistances, to give a " lift " to the curve at the

behind a small and almost unnoticeable

End of Time -Signals ?

will be a childishly simple business.

The suggested idea of filling the television

job.

A Simple Design.

superhet. The only alternative that is
workable is a receiver with signal -frequency
amplification-the dear old " T R.F."

lines which stump most people when they
are viewing it directly ; and newspaper
advertisements, pasted in large numbers
on a big sheet of paper, can be identified
without a thought.

screens during intervals by a clock -face is
a distinct brain -wave. It is restful to look
at, has a distinct suggestion of radio about
it, and is decidedly useful. Does this fore-

This news should act as a spur
to those who are half-heartedly constructing television receivers in the hope of being
ready by " some time in the Spring."

not need any attention.

I can definitely promise that the handling

of a good commercial television receiver
*

*

*

Judging by the B.B.C.'s recent statement, there seems a distinct possibility
that we shall have some television programmes to play with as early as next

circuit, which is more stable. The I.F.
stages are a mixed bag.

The first uses two

tuned circuits, much flattened out with

parallel resistances, and the other two use

top end.

The second detector is a biggish valve
(actually a Cossor 41 M.P.) biased nearly
to cut-off point. The output on a locally

(but very weak) 7 -metre signal is

remendous, and the selectivity is as nearly
tenerated
non-existent as one can hope for !
(Continued ore page 465)
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NO doubt every listener :ras experienced

fading to some extent or another.

Many suffer from it in regard to their

nearest broadcast station when this is
about forty or more miles away. It is all
very annoying, but it must be remembered

that it is part of the price which must be
paid for the greater
distances which a
station can cover

The so-called " variable -mu " volume con-

trol which figures on many sets is used to
adjust the grid bias of a valve of this kind.
And, as you can see, it makes a very efficient

volume control, too, for it has the effect of
adjusting the sensitivity of the set according to the requirements of the moment.

*.

FOS

On practically

every set there are
which

would not be heard

A.V.C.

twenty-four hours of

By H. A. R. BAXTER.

at all if there were

daylight. But as

This means, in practice, that if a station
fades away down below a certain level,
which will vary as with different sets, the
restraint of the A.V.C. having been taken
right off, as it were, and there being no
further margin, the volume will have to
fall away.
But such is the
the
modern set of the '
sensitivity of

THE LIMITATIONS OF

after dark.

programmes

the highest state of the sensitivity of the set.

type to which A.V.C.

is usually fitted that
this condition is not

very frequently

encountered. At
least, it is seldom
that there will be
that falling away
from good volume
to inaudibility such

Some listeners seem to expect:too much from this valuable refinement,

soon as the night
but, as our contributor points out, there are definite limits to its powers.
has well and truly
set in, they come
thumping over, but
as you get with
Automatic volume control is really only
sets not equipped with A.V.C.
with a tendency to fall away in strength
every now and then.
This is because it is their reflected
waves which are reaching your aerial, and

these waves are reflected not with ur changing consistency from something

permanent and smooth as a mirror, but
from an ionised layer in the upper reaches

of the atmosphere which has a shifting
surface subject to continual alteration.
Automatic and Alert.

Fading can be counteracted to some

extent by keeping one's hand on the volume

an extension of the idea. A small part of

the energy is filtered from the detector

There can be no doubt of the success of
A.V.C. properly applied, but it can function

variable -mu valve.

although these limits are widely apart.
We have already indicated one limitation.

valve and applied back 'as bias to the

It is easy to see that as the detector
output increases so is the grid bias increased, and the amplification of the set as
a whole reduced. On the other hand, if

there is a falling -off due to fading, then there

will be a decrease in the output of the
detector and a decrease in the grid bias
applied back to one or more of the H.F.
valves and an increase of sensitivity of

control and altering this adjustment as the
effect occurs. A.V.C. is a vastly superior

the set.

unnecessary for a manual volume control
continually to be adjusted, but its action

there is any loss of time between the rising
and falling of the strength at which a station

method, for not only does this make it
is naturally more alert. When you try
to cope with fading by means of a manually -

operated volume control you can operate it
only as your ears guide you to do so. You

The term " Delayed," which you often
see applied to A.V.C., does not mean that

//oat

commence before you start " turning up
the wick," and vice versa.

And it
comes into action with every slightest

always there and is mainly caused by

thunderstorms. Thousands of thunderstorms occur every day. There are dozens
of them going on at any given moment. A
thunderstorm hundreds of miles away will

add greatly to the disturbed condition
of the ether.

When Mush is Present.

The more sensitive a set is made the

One of the diagrams accompanying this
article is designed to show the conditions

change in the output from the detector
valve, and is there in an attempt to cope

ABOVE THE " MUSH "

mush that exists in the ether. It is sometimes less and sometimes more, but it is

super to " beat up " transient effects in
the ether over a wider waveband.

Automatic volume control operates in

an entirely electrical manner.

with drops in signal strength before they
reach the point where they would become

There is another, and that is due to the

louder becomes this mush or atmospheric
interference. It doesn't trouble the owner
of a set of only moderate sensitivity. It
will trouble most of all a superheterodyne
set, first because of its extreme sensitivity
and second because of the tendency of a

INEVITABLE FADING

have to wait until you hear the fading

only within certain very definite limits

existing when a programme can be received
well above the " mush level."
It the strength of the station falls below that point
where it is possible for the set, going 44 an out,"
to bring it to the desired volume, obviously the
A.V.C. is powerless to overcome the fading.

INCREASED SENSITIVITY
09segizzonnze

is received and the subsequent compensa-

tion which is applied to offset it.

It

means that the A.V.C. does not operate in
such a way as to cause loss of sensitivity

'///'

///f/

/r/V,/, //

when the ve:y weak stations are being

dealt with. That, in fact, below a certain
level of signal strength the set goes all out
with no restraining bias on the grid of its
" variable -gnu's."
When a station is received very strongly all the
background " mush " vanishes in the de -sensitising action of A.V.C.

appreciable to the ear. In this way the
fading is, in practice, completely washed
out-within limits.
The A.V.C. action is fundamentally an
extremely simple one. There is a certain
type of valve known as the " Variable -

Below the Critical Strength.
There is a popular notion that a set with

A.V.C. always works with a brake on, as it

were, and that the brake is automatically
taken off every time it is necessary to

provide increased amplification in order to
maintain the level of volume and cope with
fading. But this is only true up to a point.

available in both the

When stations are weaker than a certain
point, then the set works all out all the

-.he energy fed into it can be varied by

further weakening of the station must

Mu, "

and it

is

The
screened -grid and pentode forms.
power of a variable -mu valve to magnify

time and with all restraint removed.
Obviously, this is a point where any

varying the grid bias applied to its
" control " grid.

become noticeable, for the A.V.C. does not

and cannot pile on amplification beyond

Should it be necessary for the A.V.C. to release
its restraining effect considerably, in order to

magnify the programme of a given station and
bring it up to the desired strength, then " mush,"
too, may be let in.

The bar to the right of the diagram

represents the sensitivity control of the
set (automatically applied in the case of
A.V.C.).

Now the programme is supposed

to be coming over so strongly, and is so

much stronger than the mush, that the
brake of the sensitivity control can be put
on pretty hard. Therefore, you get the
programme nice and clear with no mush.
(Continued on page 468.)
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WONDER if wireless experimenters,
accustomed to using solder for making
sound electrical contacts, have any idea

of the enormous number of other uses to

which solder is put to -day, or the immense

amount of solder that is used, or the fact
that the operation of soldering dates back

to the earliest Roman times ?
In 1933 the consumption of solder was
about 30,000 tons, of which quantity about

oldering
of other metals. What we call " tinman's
solder " consists approximately of two parts

The history of soldering-you hardly

think of such a mundane thing as soldering

having any history-is extremely interest-

ing. The old Romans used solders consisting

Five typical
methods of joining sheet metal
with the aid of
The
soldering.
lower two only
vamaoruynt ion! solder

employed.

of alloys of tin and lead which differed very

little from those employed at the present
time.
According to

Pliny, they used two
kinds of solder, one of two parts of lead to
one of tin, and the other containing equal
proportions of tin and lead. It seems that
until the introduction of machine soldering,
as in the motor -car and tinplate industries,
there was little fundamental change from
the Roman times to the present century.

can containers and in the electrical industry,
especially for telephone work.

solder " is roughly one part of tin and two
parts of lead. This latter alloy has the
property of solidifying more gradually,

*

Did you know that solder was used by

Supplied on Drums.

*

The cored solder is supplied wound on a
drum, just like wire ; it saves time and is
economical, since correct and constant pro-

the Romans 2,000 years ago ? Or that
an enormous amount of experimental
research work has been done in improving different kinds of solder ?
Thousands of tons of solder are used
every year for industrial purposes, and
in this article our Scientific Adviser,
Dr. J. H. T. Roberts, F.Inst.P., gives you
a brief but fascinating account of the
history of this humble but important
material.

canning and tinplate box -making industries.
The amount of solder used in making radio
sets, although very large in a sense, is only a
poses.

greatly used in the vacuum sealing of tin

of tin to one of lead, whilst " plumber's

8,000 tons were used by the motor car
industry and another 8,000 tons by the
relatively small item in the total amount
of solder employed for all industrial pur-

with a paste flux. Cored solder is now very

portions of solder and flux are obtained
simultaneously. A resin core is the most
often used, since this is not corrosive, but
solder, containing zinc and
ammonium chlorides, is often used for outacid -cored

door work, such as soldering telephone
wires, where the acid spray produced is not

*'

harmful, since it is soon removed by the

that is, of passing through a " pasty " condition, and it is this property which enables
the typical plumber's " wiped joint " to be

weather.

Solder pastes and powders, in which
powdered solder and flux (general ammonium chloride) are intimately mixed

made.

Soft soldering, as you know, is greatly together, are alSo available. These pastes
are formed by mixing the powdered flux and
facilitated by the use of some form of flux,
and different fluxes
s
are used according
to the different
OF
FLUX
THE
BEST
TYPES
compositions of the

*

solder. In the
accompanying

.
.
Lead to lead with coarse solder
Lead to brass or gunmetal with coarse solder
Lead to brass or gunmetal with fine solder
Tinning brass or gunmetal for soldering .
Clean zinc, copper, brass, etc., for bit soldering
.
.
.
Zinc, not cleaned
Tinplate for bit soldering
Pewter and block tin
Tinning copper bits

table is given a
list of the fluxes
to be used with

different solders.

You will notice
that the commonest
flux is a zinc
chloride solution,
commonly known as
" soldering juice."

Nickel or Mond metal).

Bronze
Gold
Silver
Bismuth

In order to

simplify the application of the flux,
cored solder

was

introduced some

.

Stainless steel
Wrought iron
Cast iron
Brass, gunmetal or copper

Terne plate

.

.
.
.

Tallow
Tallow

Tallow or resin
Tallow or resin
Zinc chloride
Dilute hydrochloric acid
Zinc chloride
Olive oil, tallow, etc.
Ammonium chloride or zinc
chloride
Saturated zinc chloride in 50
per cent hydrochloric acid
Zinc chloride
Zinc or ammonium chloride
Zinc chloride, resin or
ammonium chloride
Zinc chloride or resin
Zinc chloride
Zinc chloride
Zinc chloride or resin
Zinc chloride

*

years ago ; this consists of a fine tube of
the solder, the inside of the tube being filled

POURING ON MOLTEN

The Plumber's Wiped Joint.
There was one improvement in soldering
operations, however, with which the Romans
were not familiar, namely, the production
of the wiped joint in lead piping. Although
they soldered other lead work with a typical
plumber's solder, and sometimes soldered
the side seams of their sheet -lead pipes with

*

the solder with about 15 per cent of gly-

cerine, the proportion of chloride flux being
about 2 per cent of the
METAL
total weight. When
soldering light articles
with these prepara-

tions it is usually

sufficient to smear the
surfaces to be joined,
and then to press
them together with
the hot soldering bit.

The reason that a

the same alloy, they generally used pure

flux

is necessary

is

because most metals
when heated in the
air acquire more or
less rapidly a film of
oxide which prevents
intimate contact with

lead for joining lengths of piping together.

This they did by packing the pipe ends
with sand and casting a collar of lead
around the joint in a sand mould.
The use of plumber's wiped joints dates
probably from about 1430, when they were
employed on the Bayswater lead conduit.
Soft solders are essentially alloys of tin
and lead. They came early into use by

the solder. The

primary function

of

the flux is to ensure

perfect adhesion

reason of their low melting points, but

another all-important property is that they
readily adhere when molten to the surfaces

.

(Photo: W. T. HrhIrO's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.)

How copper conductors are joined in cable work.

(Continued on next page.)
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soap,

FACTS A :OUT
SOLDE ING
(Continued from previous page.)

*

*

between the metal of the job and the solder,
and this it does mainly by excluding oxygen
and so preventing oxidation.
Two general classes of flux are in common

use, one class includes substances of the
type of tallow, resin, olive oil, etc., which
are believed to act mainly as a precaution
against oxidation during soldering, whilst
the other class includes substances of

greater chemical activity, such as zinc
chloride, ammonium chloride and hydrochloric acid, which not only prevent oxida-

tion but also remove any oxide film already
-

formed.

I daresay you have all noticed the difficulty encountered in soldering plain carbon
steel. The trouble can be overcome, however, by first applying a very fine layer of
copper.

This is easily done

by wetting the steel and rubbing it with a crystal of

Typical tin -base solders contain tin 50-85,
zinc 15-50, and aluminium 0-15 per cent.
Heat With a Blow -Pipe.

Before joining two aluminium surfaces
the surfaces should be cleaned by abrasion

and heated with a blow -pipe (a " bit " is

sometimes used for thin sections). The hot
surfaces are then rubbed with a stick of the
proper solder, with or without the applica-

tion of flux, the temperature being con-

trolled so that the solder is in a pasty

condition for some time. The rubbing
removes the oxide film before the solder
is completely fluid. After the surfaces
have been satisfactorily tinned they may
be joined with an ordinary soft solder in

cable.

found set out at great length in a booklet

to which I am indebted for the information

the usual way.
In some of the accompanying illustrations

PrOperties

obtained which takes the
solder quite satisfactorily.

Temperature of complete
liquefaction
Temperature of complete

Joining Aluminium.

solidification
Freezing range

Many of you have no doubt

tried at some time or other

Specific gravity
Tensile strength*
(tons/sq. in.)

to solder aluminium-. The
soldering of this metal
presents rather a special

Elongation (% on 4 in.)
Shear strength*
(tons/sq. in.)
lzod impact strength
(ft. - lbs.)
Brinell hardness*
Electrical conductivity
(% of conductivity of copper)

problem, owing to the tena-

cious nature of the oxide film

present on its surface and

the rapidity with which this
film reappears after removal.

Since the usual fluxes do
not dissolve the film of aluminium oxide, most of the
methods recommended depend on removing the film
by mechanical means during
.

in this article and for the tables, recently
issued by the International
Tin Research and Develop ment Council. This is issued

under the plain title

*

Tin per cent balance lead)
63

100

50

40

30

0

232°C.
183°C. 212°C.
238°C.
257°C.. 327°C.
(450°F.) (359°F.) (414°F.) (460°F.) (496°F.) (620 F.)
232°C.
183°C.
183°C. -183°C.
183°C.
327°C.
(450°F.) (359°F.) (359°F.) (359°F.) (359°F.) (620°F.)
0°C.
0°C.
29°C.
55°C.
74°C.
0°C.
(0°F.)
(0°F.)
(55°F.) (101°F.) (137°F.) (0°F.)
7.31
8.42
8.91
9.34
9.48
11.34
0.94

3.35

2.75

2.75

2.66

55

32

43

35

26

39

1.28

2.78

2.56

2.22

2.06

0.90

1+2
4.6

14.8
13.9

15.5
12.0

14.1

11.5

11.3

8.7

13.9

11.9

11.0

10.2

9.5

0.89

5'6
4.1

.7-91

Viscosity (poises) at :
280° C.
0.0112 00133
0.0142
0.0150 0.0160
Solid
300° C.
00109 0.0109 00136 0.0145 0.0151
Solid
350° C.
0-0098
0.0120
0.0127
0.0134
0.0140 0.0183
Surface tension (dynes/cm) at:
280° C.
546
490
476
471
469
Solid
.300° C.
544
489
475
468
462
Solid
350° C.
540
484
472
465
458
441
*These values are the results of test, at fairly rapid rates of oading, and may be markedly
different at slower rates.

THOSE WIPED JOINTS

you will

see the correct
methods of making reliable
soldered joints in certain
typical cases.

all kinds and on methods

of soldering adapted to the
requirements of different
industrial processes. Solder,

for example, plays an immensely important part in
telephone

equipment,

in

electric cables, water pipes
and drainpipes, in the
motor -car industry, in the

tinplate canning industry,
and in a host of different
trades.
A Fascinating Story.

I have not the space here

to touch on the many interesting uses of soldering,
Making a " stick " wipe on a lead cable.

It gives a full description of

the methods of using solder in

all the more important in-

dustries, and concludes with a
very valuable bibliography of
the subject.
For Further Information.
Those of you - who are
interested in soldering for

special purposes, or in any
industrial problems involving

the use of solders, or in the

subject in a general way,
should get into touch with the
International Tin Research
and Development Council, at
Manfield House, 378, Strand,
W. C.2.
Full

of research has been carried
out on solders and fluxes of

11, aley's Telrti, apt, 11 ,,'k, Co., Ltd.)

" Solder," and is described as
Bulletin No. 2 of the Council.

details of a special any -mains

superhet unit in next week's "P.W."

You would hardly think
it, but an immense amount

p.1

How a " pot " wiped joint is made on a lead

THE PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SOLDERS

a f ter drying, a surface is

to

(Photo: W. T. ii,aleli'S Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.)

*

copper sulphate (blue vitriol) ;

the actual soldering. Various
fluxes, such as zinc chloride,
paraffin, stearic acid, resin,

sugar, and mixtures of these are

often used in addition to help in excluding
the air, but their value is doubtful.
Numerous compositions of other solders
for aluminium have been recommended or
patented, various tin -base alloys being
usually considered the most satisfactory.

but the story, which is a
fascinating one,

will

be

-fts

*

PANEL WEAKNESS I

IT sometimes happens that a newly made
receiver functions perfectly -until it is
popped into the cabinet.
Then,
perhaps, it is a mysterious failure !
Likely enough, the panel has been forced

over a bit because it did not meet quite
flush with the woodwork. This should
never be done. Indeed, it is advisable to
have the panel fixed immovably, by angle

brackets to the baseboard, even before

wiring the components mounted on it.
The reason is, that if the panel is forced
afterwards, the connecting wire is usually

stiff enough to pass on the strain to the
panel's components.

It is surprising how some tuning condensers need very little pressure on the
terminals to distort them out of their true

capacity. What happens then is, either the
tuning position on the dial has a peculiar
way of altering itself at times (due to the
panel being pushed over on disturbance) ;
or possibly a loss of signal altogether,
through the vanes shorting out. E. O'M.
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"P.W." PLANS
FOR THE FUTURE
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO ALL READERS

By The Editor
nearly fourteen years POPULAR WIRELESS has main-

FORtained a leading position in radio journalism.

This might justifiably be some cause for satisfaction, but
we hope that the time will never arrive when we shall be
content to sit back and just let the wheels keep turning.
Although it may not bear strict scientific analysis, the old
saying that " unless you go forward you must drop back "
seems to work out pretty often in practice.
that we are still aiming to
Well, you can
go forward. And quite a long way, too.

Our creed is that however large the number of readers
who may be buying " P.W." at any one time, there are just
as many more to be roped in.
And we have decided that 1936 is as good as any other
year for the breaking of new records.
If we were superstitious we might think it better than inaA
other years, for it is a Leap Year, and to us that might just
as well signify a leap forward !
So somewhere in the earliest weeks of 1936 we will commence a series of sustained efforts to achieve a better and
more widely -read " P.W." than ever before.
It sounds an almost impossible goal.

outline, may be subject to modification in detail, for we
have embarked on a campaign which is to continue unceasingly and indefinitely. Therefore, right up to its first actual
inception in print there will be an absorption of new ideas.
First of all, we are going to have a series of really interesting competitions, and there will be unique prizes. Not for
just a short period, but every week through the whole yeat.
Competitions which will amuse, competitions which constructors, listeners and even those who neither construct nor
listen for regular periods will enjoy. Novel competitions
for prizes which will make your mouths water !

And -then there are already fixed at least two special
editorial features to run in parallel through the year, aiming

at a definite goal, and about that I fear I can't say more
at this moment. All I can say is that I am convinced that

these alone will cause " P.W." to hit new high levels in circulation and we have still a whole bunch of unique single items

which is growing in size daily.

Among these I include

novelties which will, editorially, have a life of only one week.

There is in this bunch a cunning little originality which
will cost you no more than a penny or two to make, but which

may w"ll become a national craze.
And now I have told you more about our plans than at

first I intended. In three or four weeks' time we shall be
able to launch the grand attack. And there's going to be
no slowing down, but an increasing of its intensity as the
weeks pass.
Someone who knows something about our intentions asked

We are going all out for it, anyway.
Not in any tentative, timidly exploratory manner either,
but boldly, enterprisingly. There will be a first broadside

me the other day
" What is the date of the number in which the balloon

within a few weeks.
If anyone is waiting for me to plead for support from readers
for these efforts, he'll wait a long time. The kind of results

There are to 132 many " balloons " !
P.S.-Just before going to press with this article I managed
to convince Victor King he ought to tell the world (through
" P.W.") about his RAD-PIN. This will be an experiment
in radio " with a difference." No, it isn't a set or an adaptor,

we have in mind are those which can only be obtained by
making the support of more and more readers automatic

and inevitable, cause hesitant hands to snap to it and
grab their " P.W.'s," make their owners glad to do it

every time and mighty pleased when they have discovered
what they have received in return for their threepences.
It would obviously be unfair to stop at this point and say
nothing at all about what we intend to do, although it will
be appreciated that our plans, though complete in broad

goes up ? " Which convincingly shows he was not completely

in our confidence or he would not have used the singular.

or anything at all like that. I have a wager with him that
at least twenty times as, many people, will make Victor King's

RAD-PINS as built his most popular set, even including
his phenomenal success, the " Vi -King " Three. AND I
DON'T THINK HE WANTS TO WIN THAT WAGER!
You'll understand why when you discover the nature of
this unique Victor King proposition.
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LONG -PATH
VALVES
A NEW DEVELOPMENT
DESCRIBED BY

CARDEN SHEILS
Fig. 3.-When the signals are applied across the
grid wires 0, the electron stream will be
deflected first to one grid and then to the other.

stream by
6 are set
parallel to the path of the stream. In (b) the
wires 0, instead of being arranged parallel to
Fig. 1.-Controlling the electron
deflection. In (a) the grid wires

tion.

In Fig. 1 (a) the grid wires G are set

parallel to the path of the stream, which

the stream, are inclined to it.

normally sweeps straight through them on to

IN the ordinary or " short -path " type of
valve the distance between the elec-

trodes, and particularly the spacing

between the grid and filament, is cut down
to a minimum, because the closer the grid

can be brought to the filament the more
effective is its control over the electron
stream and the higher the amplification

factor of the valve.
The grid is, of course, arranged across the

path of the stream and acts on it electrostatically, making use of a positive charge
to draw the electrons forward on to the
anode and a negative one for forcing them

the plate P. An applied signal voltage,
however, deflects the stream out of the
straight, as shown by the dotted lines, so

that it is caught up by the wires G and
prevented from reaching the plate.
In Fig. 1 (b) the wires G instead of being
arranged parallel to the stream are inclined

to it, so that they normally intercept the
whole of the discharge current. Here the
effect of an applied signal voltage is to
deflect the electrons to one side, so that

SHOWN IN SECTION

Fig. 4 is another interesting example of
a Renode circuit. As previously mentioned,
the electron stream can be controlled either
by a magnetic field or electrostatically. In
this particular instance both forms of Control
are used in combination.
Plate Consists of a Coil.

The plate of the valve is formed as a small
coil P of wire, which is actually included as
part of the aerial circuit L, C. The centre
of the coil P is tapped to earth as shown, so

that H.F. oscillations are built up in the

tuned circuit L, P, C. These in turn set up a
magnetic field inside the valve, which, as it
changes direction with the aerial currents,

serves to sweep the electron stream from

side to side on to the grid wires G.
The current collected by the -plate coil P
will therefore fluctuate, since some of it is

back towards the filament.
Resembles Cathode -Ray Tube.

now being diverted to the grid G.

A very different arrangement is used in

In

addition, the output coil L2 is back coupled to a coil L3 in the circuit of a second
grid G1, which is set across the path of the
stream in the ordinary way. The feed -back

the new " Renode " valve, which is the

latest addition to an already large family.
In the first place, the path of the electron
stream, from filament to anode, is deliberately made as long as possible, and in the
second place the grid wires are set parallel
to the stream instead of across it. In this

voltage on to this grid can be arranged to
assist the effect of the magnetic field due

to the plate coil P.

By inserting a resistance R in the output
lead from the first or deflecting grid G, it is

position the grid is used to control the

number of electrons which can reach the

possible to use the current taken by this
grid to secure a third form of feed -back,

anode by swinging or deflecting the stream
to one side or other out of its normal path.

AN INTERESTING SCHEME

*

Fig. 5.-In this form of Renode valve the total

THE
STREAM

they sweep through the barrier and so reach

length of the electron path is deliberately designed
to be as long as possible.

IS

FOCUSED
Fig. 2.-Showing
how the electron
stream,

as

it

leaves the filament of a Renode

valve, is focused
by the electrodes

Using a Beam of Electrons.

Fig. 2 shows how the electron stream,

as it leaves the filament of a Renode valve,

is focused by the electrodes A, Ai into a
clear-cut beam, which normally sweeps

*

across the grid wires G, as shown in Fig. 3,

In order to make this method of control
more effective, the electrons as they leave
the filaments are first concentrated into a
beam, so that in this respect the new valve
rather resembles a cathode-ray tube.

illustrates the broad scheme of
controlling the electron stream by deflec1

wire wound round the outside of the valve.

into a
clear-cut beam.

A, Al

Fig.

the plate P. The control can be applied
either to the wires G, or to a second grid
set closer to the filament, or to a coil of

between the grid wires G on to the plate P.

If, however, received signals are applied

then the electron stream will be deflected
first to one grid and then to the other.
In other words the grids G act in pushpull to give full wave rectification of the
incoming signal. Or the two grids can be
connected together inside the valve, and
the signal input applied between the combined grids and the filament, in the usual
way. The valve then acts as an ordinary
grid -leak detector.

Fig. 4.-An interesting form of Renode circuit.
Magnetic and electrostatic control are both used in
this scheme.

because the deflected electrons trapped by
the grid wires G increase the voltage drop

across the resistance R, and thus further

assists the controlling action.
Fig. 5 shows a form of Renode valve which

is deliberately designed to make the total

length of the electron path as long as
possible.

The valve is shown in section,

(Continued on page 465.)
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WAVECHANGE COILS.

Some practical details of
various efficient switching
methods which can be
employed on short waves.
By W. L. S.

WE short-wave eruhnsiasts have lots
of fun in many ways, but there has
always been one point on which
we suffer from a disadvantage. We have
such an awful lot of space to cover compared with our radio brethren who listen
on the two broadcast bands.
A Very Wide Band.

own coils have invariably run into trouble
with the reaction circuit. Obviously, we
don't want to complicate matters by introducing switching into the reaction coil as
well. The less switches we have about the
place the better.
One common reaction coil for all three

" sizes " of the grid coil is a most un-

The medium -wave broadcast band is
only about 1,000 kc. wide, and the long wave band not much more than 100. We
poor folk who listen " down below " have to

look after a band 15,000 kc. wide, even if
our sets only- tune from 15 to 60 metres !

If we go the whole hog and tune from

10 metres to 100 metres, then we have no
less than 27,000 kc. to wade through !
As a rule, however, the man who goes in
for really " hot -stuff " DX reception does

satisfactory arrangement, when used in the
normal way. Fortunately, if both coils are

" sectionalised," as in Fig. 2, the scheme
works very well indeed.

The grid coil remains one continuous
coil, but at the points where the tappings
are taken it is spread out. In other words,

the three sections are wound as three
separate sections, but with one continuous
length of wire.
The reaction coil is similarly wound in

not object to frequent
changing of coils ; in
fact, if he has any
suspicion that wave -

FOR
BROADCAST
WORK

change switching will
cost him anything at all
in loss of efficiency; he
won't tolerate it.

The other type of
short-wave man, the

tuning condenser you should obtain ranges
of roughly 14 to 25 metres, 24 to 40 metres,
and 36 to 65 metres. Each of these is quite
a manageable range, short-wave condensers

and slow-motion dials being pretty good
nowadays.

" Shorted turns " u§ed to be looked upon
with horror ; the " dead-end " effect was a
terrible bogy that led to a tremendous
loss in efficiency. And so it does, when used
in a straightforward coil in what should be a
low -loss circuit.
In a circuit to which
reaction is applied, however (one which has

a negative resistance, in other words), the

effect is not worth worrying about, provided
that the coil is sensibly made and the switch
is good.
Three Important Points.

It is most important to wind the coil

with one length of wire ; to solder tapping
points on ; and to use a really low -loss,
low -capacity switch. If you don't watch
these simple points you will be disappointed
with your wavechange arrangement.
In any case, I don't advise it f)r the man
who wants to cover the
amateur bands in search
of new DX records, or
even to cover the short-

wave broadcast bands
looking for those weak

broadcast listener, only

wants to cover the wavelength range between
about 16 and 50 metres,

and for this purpose a

simple wavechange coil
is quite a workable proMany composition.

mini'

the short-wave sides of
their sets, and they

MHO )
=HI Mi I
111111111M

11111111

mercial " all -wave " sets

use a single coil with
a three-way switch for

1111111111111 I

Fig. 1 shows a suitable coil -switching scheme for

short-wave broadcast reception, and Fig. 2 the
practical form which the coil should take.

I 11111111

Mill MI MI =I

Quite Easy to Arrange.
Fig. 1 shows the simplest possible scheme.

grid coil with which it haeto work. Any

The whole coil consists of 15 or 16 turns
(for the grid circuit), and two tappings are
A switch, with its spindle
provided.
earthed, is arranged to have three positions
-one " off," one shorting out about

8 turns, and the other shorting 11 or 12
turns.

In other words, we can use " a plus b

c," or " c " only.

These three sections may be arranged to
work out as 16 turns, 8 turns and 4 turns,
which will give us nice comfortable tuning

ranges and ensure that the whole band is
Readers who have tried to evolve their
own wavechange schemes and make their

size for coupling to the particular part of the

reader can get hold of a ribbed former and
make his own wavechange coil along the
lines shown in Fig. 2, and should have no

difficulty in obtaining smooth reaction

control on each of the three bands ; but he
may have to do a little experimenting with
the reaction turns.
The Wavelengths Covered.

With a ribbed former of the standard
diameter and the turn -numbers already
mentioned, the reaction coil will probably

need 6 or 8 turns coupling with " a,
3 or 4 with " b," and 2 with " c "-also
wound continuously, i.e. with one length
of wire.

With such a scheme and a 0001-mfd.

ordinary short-wave

broadcast listener, who

amusement from

his

short -waver, does not

.

three sections, each one of appropriate

hear at all.
The plain truth of
the matter is that the

wants to obtain programme -value and

/e -v2

efficient for short-wave broadcast listening.

covered.

IN 111011

g-eacorz

appear to be perfectly

plus c," or "b plus

stations that most of
us never manage to

mil
maw
=IN ' WI III

need to worry about

100 per cent efficiency nowadays. If the
overall sensitivity of his receiver is down

a little bit, that merely means that his

volume control spends its life turned up a
little more than it would otherwise do.
Little Loss Doesn't Matter.

The short-wave broadcasters that have
" programme value " are

much -vaunted

strong enough to be picked up on the most
inefficient of receivers, anyway and by
sacrificing 5 or 10 per cent of efficiency to
the convenience of wavechange switching
their owners simply won't notice any
difference !

In the average superhet, too, there is
reason why the oscillator coils

every

should employ a convenient wavechange
scheme ; so long as the oscillator fulfils its
function and oscillates, all is well.
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ON THE SHORT WAVES-Pa,1e 2.

matter a bit about having it close up against
the short -waver ; as a matter of fact it
would really be a disadvantage tck. do so.
Put it on the bottom deck, C. A. A. !
R R. M. (Birmingham) is playing with a

similar idea and wants a complete design
for an all-A.C. amplifier. This isn't quite
SCORES of readers are inquiring about
the new experimental transmissions

from H A S 3 (Budapest) on 1952

These transmissions have been
coming over at colossal strength occasionmetres.

ally, although at other times they have

sounded like a long-distance programme

and made me say things after wasting a
lot of time listening to the " newcomer " 1

The programmes are announced by a
lady in English, and the quality of the

transmission is excellent.
Budapest is
hardly DX to the short-wave man,

however, and I should not think there is
much point in writing for a " veri."
R. J. B. (Burgess Hill) wants to place a

niilliammeter in the anode circuit of the
detector in his short -waver, and to calibrate

it in " R " strengths, so as to be able to

give consistent reports. Unless it is a super het with an anode -bend second detector, of
course,

it can't easily be done.

Anode -

bend is not too suitable for the ordinary
short-wave detector. An external valve
voltmeter is quite easy to make, and far
more reliable for taking accurate readings
of signal -strength. I will try to give
details later, R. J. B.
Aerial Coupling Too Tight.

C. S. D. (Harrow) complains of trouble
with the " B.C.L." Two, which is all right
on the 31 -metre band, but very little good
elsewhere. I rather suspect that his trouble
is over -tight aerial coupling. If he inserts

within the scope of my short-wave, section,
F. R. G., but I'll talk nicely to some of the
people responsible for the rest of the paper.

Incidentally, there are no particular snags
about feeding a battery -operated short waver into a mains amplifier.
Another " Club " Wanted ?

R. D. E. (Great Gransden), whose verifications from DX stations run into several
hundreds, suggests to me that some shortwave people don't seem to play the game.

He reads reports of reception of some of
these stations that no one ever hears, and
Often wonders whether the writer has a
" yeti " to prove his statements.
And
another reader suggests that I should start
a " V.A.C." (verified All Continents) Club.

R. D. E. wants me to state the most

suitable times for logging (and verifying 1)

some of those elusive stations like Hong
Kong (Z B W), Vancouver (V E 9 C S),
Suva (V P D), not to mention C R 6 A A
and C R 7 A A.
Wait till I hear 'em,
R. D. E.-than I'll tell you when to listen.

idea received from a reader.

JUST AN EXPERIMENT

are " comnioned " and taken to the appropriate spot in the wiring. The two live ends
are changed over by a home-made switch of
the wiping -contact type, the

spindle of which may be extended through the front
panel.
This gives a very
compact layout with 5iia ort

than most similar

substituted for each coil ?

If not can you make up a
single-valver as shown, in

ing of S.G. and detector ; and (3) a short
waver with either S.G. and detector, or detector only. A three-way switch may then
be installed to switch over to (1) broadcast ;
(2) short waves ; (3) pick-up. The amplifier
can conveniently be built in one unit with
the power -pack and speaker. It does not

Just why this neglected band has

(low -potential ends in each case, of course)

This good suggestion for changing the waveband comes from
a reader.

amplifier ; (2) a broadcast receiver consist-

band.

scheme is clear enough.
Two coils are
mounted back-to-back.
One end of the
reaction coil and one end of the, grid coil

seeing how good your receiver is. Will it oscillate
with a 11 -in. loop of wire

I am
laying out of the various parts.
strongly in favour of making (1) a good

Conditions for the last fortnight have been
fairly good on the short-wave broadcast bands
and extremely good on the 10 -metre amateur

He only sent

The other diagram refers
to a test with the purpose of

C. A. A. (Sanderstead) wants to build a
good radiogram that takes the short waves
in its stride. He asks my advice on the

arouse local interest and form a live " gang ' in
the district.

me a skeleton diagram, but I think the

Try This.

all bands.

I have also a letter from Mr. Allbright, GI 2 J L,

saying that he would be glad to hear from
anyone in South Wales and Monmouthshire
who is interested in short-wave work-either
transmitting or receiving. He is trying to

Fig. 3, on this page, shows an ingenious

efficient
schemes.

Provided that the coils are O.K.,
there's no other conceivable reason why
the set should not work equally well on

Lectures and discussions form the greater part
of the programme, but for a change there is an
occasional
Members' Night," when anyone
can ask questions, and anyone who knows how
can get up and answer them ! Full particulars
from Mr. Lee, at 41, West Avenue, Balkwell,
North Shields.

I have been talking at length on the

wiring, and should be more

well.

ask me to draw it to the notice of readers.

previous page about wavechange coils.

A NEAT CHANGEOVER SCHEME

a small pre-set or neutralising condenser in
series with the aerial lead-in, all should be

MR. 0. A. LEE, the Hon. Secretary of tho
North Shields Short -Wave Club, writes
to tell me of the Club's existence and to

Fig. 4, and make it oscillate ? The wavelength will be something of the order of 1
metre with the average valve. It's only
suggested as an interesting experiment.
H. H. E. (Wellington, N.Z.) buys "P.W."
at 6d. a week and thinks it worth it. He

sends a most interesting list of stations
heard out there. Can anyone tell him
where. to obtain the electrolyte for
" Willard " rectifiers ? He can't get hold

of replacements.
B. J. L. (Pinner) cures hand -capacity by
using a plain wooden baseboard instead of a
metal or metallised one He also suggests
coupling the aerial by means of an Untuned
coil with the bottom end left free instead of
being earthed. And he wants me to describe
an all -mains two-valver.

I think I will, seeing that I've been using one for a long time.

An interesting experiment consists of seeing
whether you can make your set oscillate with
a 11 -inch turn of wire in place of each coil.

suddenly taken it into its head to come over all
freakish, I don't knew !

In the old days 10 metres was never good

unless all the other bands were simply terrific ;
nowadays it is 10 metres that is " terrific," while
the others are about normal.

La Paz; C P 7, is being heard quite a lot in
the 19 -metre band, although he has no regular

Most readers who hear him at all
report very good signals. L S Y, the Buenos
Aires station on 16.5 metres or thereabouts, has
also been heard working with La Paz.
An addition to the long list of Venezuelans is
Y V 4 R C, Caracas, on 47.1 metres. At least,
I say this, but it may have been on for years !
schedule.

At any rate, I logged him for the first time a few -

days ago, and it strikes me that it is about the
twenty-fifth Venezuelan I have heard between
40 and 50 metres.

In the Early Hours.
Readers who really want to be kept busy at
the dials should set their alarm -clocks for 2 or

3 a.m., and listen round the 49 -metre band

then. It sounds more crowded than the medium wave broadcast band during the evening. Most

of the strong stations-apart from four or five
really good U.S.A. transmissions-are South
American. All the H Js and Y Vs are there, in

a row, with only an occasional North American
to relieve the monotony.

Incidentally, the North Americans that run

a long schedule are still very good at 6 or 7 a.m.
Someone tells me, too, that medium -wave
Americans can sometimes be heard at breakfast time on a good set. This_seems inconsistent
with the progress of the sunspots and the good
behaviour of 10 metres.
W. L S.
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PROGRAMME PROBLEMS PROBED -6

TMONEY
AT the base of the programme problems
discussed here is the financial factor,
and in the last of this present group

of articles this particular problem must
be probed. In studying the financial
bases of B.B.C. operations an amazing

situation is revealed which probably holds

the key to all the locked doors of programme development.
This amazing si tu a t ion
centres on the fact that
there is no detailed account

remain in the darkness of ignorance. A

looks as if the average payment per
broadcaster is about £4 per session, and so

now listeners can realise why there

The strange accountancy methods that

are employed in presenting the B.B.C.
official

expenditure for the years from
1927 to 1934, but these reveal
why there are so many

Revenue Account " makes it
ascertain how much is
spent on specific objects. For

impossible to

EXAMINES THE FINANCES OF OUR
AUGUST BROADCASTING ORGANISATION,

AND EXPRESSES

is

uneven programme material broadcast.

IN THIS FINAL ARTICLE OF HIS SPECIAL
SERIES ON THE B.B.C., GARRY ALLIGHAN

of B.B.C. funds available to
the people who provide those
funds. All that are available
are the totals of income and

instance, how much goes in
salaries-and who gets what ?
The " salaries and expenses "
the programme staff is
hidden somewhere in the seven
of

items I have already analysed

as making up " Expenditure
on Programmes - £915,025."
The " salaries and expenses "
of the Engineering staff is
similarly hidden in another
entry : " To maintenance of
power, plant, etc. -034,958." That is a

HIS OPINION THAT

"THERE IS SERIOUS MISPROPORTIONATE
SPENDING OF B.B.C. REVENUE...

deficiencies in B.B.C. pro
grammes. During those eight

years the B.B.C. bas received a total of
£11,191,067 and have spent only £5,179,428
on programmes. During the last year for

which figures are available only £915,025
out of an income of £2,058,983 was spent
on programmes.
It should be emphasised that the
£2,058,983 was a year's income-not capital.

Any public company with two million
capital is considered to be a mighty con-

cern, but in the case of the B.B.C. the
two million is revenue. With an annual
revenue of such dimensions

word " Programme.; " includes payment of
artists, orchestras, news royalties, performing rights, simultaneous broadcast
telephone system, salaries and expenses of
programme staff. As the B.B.C. does not
indicate how much of the total was spent on
these seven separate items the public must

a public

company would have to produce a closely
detailed balance sheet for its shareholders,

little private knowledge clears some of that
darkness.

For instance, it
musical activities

is known that the
of the B.B.C. takes

about £500,000 out of the revenue. I

have learned from the Performing Rights
Society that the B.B.C. pays them about
£100,000 yearly. We know that the Post
Office receives about £20,000 a year from
the B.B.C. for the rental of telephone lines
for outside and simultaneous broadcasts.
We know that of the 2,100 people employed

by the B.B.C. nearly 700 are on the pro-

gramme side and take more than £175,000

very large sum and listeners-whose money
it is-might be curious to know bow much

of it is devoted to the " maintenance of
power, plant," and how much to " salaries
and expenses of Engineering staff."
The only other " labour " payments

shown are under two separate heads.
One : " Governors fees-£6,100 " ; and
the other : " AdMinistration salaries and
expenses-£92,875," or a total of £98,975,
which is not far short of what is available
for 28,000 people who contribute the
broadcast items in the programmes.

and which would be accessible to the public.

Programmes Must Come First.

by the public ?

consider that £98,975 is too much for
administration expenses in a concern with
over two million annual revenue. I

Do not misunderstand me: I do not

How much more should that formality be
necessary when the money is contributed
"Running on Unsound, Lines."

merely state that £110,000 is, in proportion,

The second point for emphasis is that less
than 50 per cent of the money the public has

Sir John Reith,

I am not being

Broadcasting

Director General
of the British

subscribed has been spent directly on the
objects for which they pay.

so foolish as to expect programmes to be
broadcast without expenditure on stations

Corporation, has

a salary 01

My contention is that a concern
whose overheads eat up more than 50 per
and staff.

£6.000

a year.

cent of its revenue would, if it were a
public company, be running on unsound
lines.

It is obvious to anyone with a knowledge

of commercial practice that the B.B.C.
is spending its money unsoundly. Take
the last year's figures. No less than
£1,143,958 went on overheads as against
only £915,025 on the actual output of the
" products " of the firm-B.B.C. programmes.

The proportion and relation.

ship of those two sets of figures are bad ;
they do not improve under analysis.

I have said that £915,025 was spent on

programmes, but I am only using that
word in the generic sense that the B.R.C.
uses

it. According to the B.B.C. the

far too little for the professional broadcasters who-additional to the orchestrashave to help provide the year's programmes.

My whole poirit is that there is serious
misproportionate spending of B.B.C.
revenue-the financial emphasis is inverted.
The incidence of expenditure should be
in favour of the programmes. Buildings,
administration, organisation, machinery
should be secondary. Programmes must
come first. Listeners provide the B.B.C.
with two million a year, and when they do

so the only thing they have in mind as
return for their money is the programme
per year in salaries. We also know that
the news royalties costs somewhere about
£10,000 a year.
Five Per Cent on Artists.

It is therefore comparatively easy to see

that the B.B.C. spends little more than

£110,000 on artists, or about 5 per cent of
its total income. As the B.B.C. programmes give an average of 28,000 broadcasting dates yearly to broadcasters, it

service.

They are not in the least concerned with
the fact that a highly organised oligarcha
system has been evolved which skilfully
holds the reins of radio government. They
are not thrilled to know that a considerable

chunk of their money (exact sum mysteriously withheld from Press, Parliament,
and Public) was spent on a marvellously
marblesque Broadcasting House which was
(Continued on page 465.)
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negative terminal to the screen through a

A

and connected up, the leads marked

* A SIMPLE

"RADIOPHONE9!

A Novel Musical Instrument for Home -constructors.

.:..

*.+.:.4..:..:.++.:.++.:.+4..:..:..:.+ By BERNARD
EVER since the early days when hand capacity effects caused bowls in our
headphones there have been ideas for

producing musical notes by means of a

similar but controlled processes, and some
forms of apparatus based on this principle
have even attained the dignity of a public
performance.

But of the numerous designs which have
appeared for electrical " musical " instruments of this sort, the following is perhaps
the simplest for the home constructor, as its
circuit contains only components which
nearly every experimenter has to his hand.
Very Little Required.

The principle of the apparatus is very

simple : it consists of two radio oscillators

tuned to slightly different frequencies of

oscillation so that in combination they
produce a beat -note of frequency within
the range of hearing.

x
4
ifr

HAPPEP , B.Sc..:.

In the fixed oscillator the inductances
C3 and 04 are both wound on the same
former about a quarter of an inch- apart ;
suitable values for these are 80 and 20
turns respectively of 26 D.C.C. wire on
a 1 -in. former. The variable resistance
shown acts as a regeneration control for
the volume of the output and its setting
is not critical ; the two H.F. chokes should

be about 10 milli -henries each, or may
be made by pairs of 5 mini -henries each
mounted at right angles.
Any L.F. or general purpose valves are

suitable for the circuit, but they should,
of course, take the same L.T. and H.T.
voltages in operation. It is sometimes an
advantage in stability to earth the L.T.

large capacity condenser, say, .5 mfd.

Suitable values for all other components
are shown in the circuit diagram.
When all the parts have been mounted

" output " should be connected to a pair

of headphones and then, keeping the coils

and C2 well away from the set, the

settings of the trimmer condensers should
be adjusted until an audible note is

Further adjustment should be
made until the lowest stable note that can
obtained.

be produced is found-reduction of the
H.T. voltage at this point will often aid
stability.

Learning to Play the "Radiophone."
Leaving the instrument set in this

condition, now try the effect of bringing a
flat piece of metal, such as a tin lid, near
the coils C, and C2 ; if everything is
functioning correctly the pitch of the note
heard should begin to rise when the metal
is about ten inches away, and on coming
nearer and nearer the coils it will go
higher and higher until it disappears out
of the range of hearing.

With a little practice the position at

which the metal plate must be held to give
the required note will

soon be learnt and
simple melodies can

A GOOD CIRCUIT TO TRY

then be attempted.

These two oscillators

The effect is not unlike that of a Hawaiian

are screened from each other and from

outside influences, but while the frequency

guitar on account of

the slurring up and
down the scale on

of one is fixed, _that of the other may be
altered by varying the inductance of two
coils in its circuit which are themselves

passing from note to

note, but the judicious
use of a small spring -

unscreened.

This variation of inductance is carried
out by the operator moving a small piece
of metal in their effective field. In this
way an output of beat -notes of different

contact switch in the

output leads will
enable the performer

to cut out the unwanted notes of the

frequencies may be obtained at will, and if
the instrument is carefully made and used

a scale of notes extending over several
octaves can be produced. The output of

" glissando."
On
humanitarian
grounds, however, the

the apparatus can be connected directly to
headphones or by way of the L.F. amplifier

use of headphones

rather than a loud-

of a wireless set to a loudspeaker as required.

speaker for the
performer should be
made compulsory

Coming now to the actual circuit shown
in the diagram, C, and C, are the two coils
open to outside influences and can consist
of two windings of 25 turns each in the same
direction, close wound in 26 D.C.C. wire and

separated by a quarter of an inch on 'a
2i -in. diameter former.

MOO

The Variable Condensers.

These sizes are by no- means critical

and may be altered to suit the components
available, but care should be taken to make
the coils as nearly exactly similar as
possible.

The four leads to these

The screening in this experimental circuit need not be elaborate.
couple of inverted biscuit tins will probably be quite sufficient.

A PECULIAR
EXPERIENCE

An interesting letter from one of
our readers.

the metal screening surrounding the rest
of the apparatus.
There is no need for anything elaborate
in this matter of screening, the most

important separation being that between
the two oscillators-a pair of biscuit tins
(empty) inverted over the two halves of
the set on its baseboard will probably be

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Wireless is a strange thing,
and the following experience is hard to
beat. The truth is, I was too lazy to
set it right-the lamp -holder, I mean. It
worked all right, gave a perfectly good
light except when somebody walked on the
floor above. At such times it gave just the
merest suspicion of a flicker, but if the set

value shown, together with a trimmer of

happened to be switched on a crackling
sound could be heard. Thus it had been
for many along day.
Until the day came when the star that
rules my destinies saw fit to vouchsafe

the pre-set type in parallel. These trimmer
condensers should have a maximum capacity
of 0002 or .0003 mfd.

simultaneously I heard someone in the

quite sufficient.

For each of the components shown as

variable condensers it is simpler and more
satisfactory to use a fixed condenser of the

during the early stages

at any rate !

As the crackling began I
was surprised to bear snatches of a voice
in between the crackles. Sure enough, I
heard " the," " you," " test " and other
room above.

whilst the
walking about upstairs.
monosyllables

person

was

Greatly interested I stood on a chair

coils

should be twisted together and led through

A

something in the nature bf a miracle.
I was tuning -in on the long waves, when

and lightly tapped the electric -light bulb
with a pencil. In this way I was able to
keep the holder in more or less constant

vibration, so that I could get an idea of
what the voice was saying.

Judge my surprise when I formd that I

was listening to a local amateur transmitting
on a wavelength around 5 metres !
The arcing which was taking place at the
lamp -holder had apparently emitted waves
which heterodyned with the 5 -metre signals,

producing a wave which could be picked
'tip on the receiver. At least, that is the
only explanation I can find to fit the facts.
Perhaps other readers will have a better one.
Yours faithfully,
WM. NIMMONS.
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alSYNDIR NI
EUROPE, although the second smallest
of the continents of the world, has a
population of around 500 million

souls scattered over every conceivable

kind of country. Its passion for dividing
itself into the largest possible number of

London, and Midland. The rest of the
wavelengths are occupied by national and
regional auxiliaries of medium or low power.
Envisaged are three more high-powered

Regionals-North Ireland, which is nearly

ready for aerial tests ; North Scottish, which

national units, each having its own language
and culture, is another characteristic.

With this preliminary reminder, let us

come to the point. The coming of broadcasting has presented Europe with peculiar
difficulties-just because, in an ether sense,
it is a relatively small area ; just because

it contains, in spite of this fact, so many
millions of potential listeners, and just
because there are so many subdivisions
demanding individual services of programme
material.
Services Which Overlap.

The result is plain to see. High-powered

stations have been erected primarily to
Due to the
serve national interests.
peculiar disinclination of ether waves to

acknowledge political frontiers, these services overlap. A high-powered station in
France, for instance, will inevitably provide
many German listeners with a loud nighttime signal. One might say that the

Sir Noel Ashbridge, Controller of
Engineering of the B.B.C., discusses

broadcasting with Alan Hunter in
an exclusive interview.

Regional, the site of which has now been
chosen.

North Ireland Regional will take over
the low -powered Belfast's wavelength.
There is no
North Scottish-what ?
obvious wavelength available, simply because this high-powered station is covering
new ground, not improving the service in
an existing area-in an area already
covered by the B.B.C.

Sir

took

troller of
Engineering,"

in charge of the
whole of the
technical side of
the B.B.C.

The Overcrowded Ether.
Meanwhile, the ether is overcrowded

lengths-one on the long waves and two

on the medium for the National programme,
and nine on the medium waves for Regional
alternatives.

At the moment there are five high-

powered Regionals-North, Scottish, West,

of this daring experiment in
synchronised station working. The bulk
of listeners whom these medium -wave
Nationals are intended to serve live within,

say, 20 to 25 miles of the station sites,
and they are not complaining. It is the

less fortunate people living over 30 miles
from the station who are apt to suggest it

is very wicked of the B.B.C. to deprive them
of a reasonable night-time service.
Knowing that we have fewer wavelengths

than we need for the forthcoming stations
planned by the B.B.C., I wanted to find out
whether synchronisation, in the opinion of
the Engineering Department, had succeeded.
For upon its success, I assumed, the future
depend.
Sir Noel Ashbridge very courteously
agreed to see me on this important question.

is now " Con-

manner-not in our time, anyway.

One hears varying reports as to the

success

status of new Regionals might largely

tion of P. P.
Eckersley. He

not likely to coalesce in such a facile

Those Who Complain.

over the position

on the resigna-

If Europe were like the United

States-a homogeneous comity of peoplesit would be possible to conceive a drastic
reorganisation of its broadcasters, a
wholesale rearrangement of the locale of
each rationalised service area. Europe is

many unwillingly, it must be said-the
share -out of these precious broadcasting
channels as offering the best compromise
in the conflict between national interests
and international chaos.
Our B.B.C.'s share was barely enough
to meet existing needs, and certainly not
enough to cope with future developments.
We got, or are now using through subsequent adjustments, a total of twelve wave-

have wavelengths for them to work 'upon.
Something has to be done. What has been
done may be taken, at least, as an indication

o! Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.

an inevitable wastage of power-and wave-

plan each country of Europe accepted-

Noel Ash -

bridge, B.Sc.,
A. M. I. C. E.,

Implicit in the erection of so many
high-powered stations all over Europe is

waves, for 106 stations. Under the Lucerne

-

The immediate point is this : we have
more stations in existence or coming into
action within the next few years than we

of what may be done in the National

is now being built ; and North-Eastern

casting services.

with stations. On the long waves there is
really only room for 17 stations between
1,000 and 2,000 metres ; on the medium

station assumes its eventual role of serving
only the Welsh country across the Severn
and Bristol Channel. That can happen only
when the West Country stations have been
put up at Plymouth and Bristol.

wavelength economy.

whole basis of foreign station reception
possible on a modern set depends on this
fortuitous overlapping of national broad-

lengths.

wavelength as West Regional, when that

Like all really busy men, he found time
to give me half an hour's invaluable insight
into the whole business.
I am not going to quote Sir Noel verbatim.

It was just an informal chat. I find that
informality among the B.B.C. chiefs leads
to more information.
Day and Night Difference.

For a start, the Controller of Engineering

-to give Sir Noel Ashbridge his full title
North-Eastern Regional will presumably

these days-pointed out to me that the

comparative ease. Here the conditions are
different from North Scotland, for the
Newcastle low -powered station already

If, as he said, two stations are synchronised,
all is well during daylight provided they are

take over the present Newcastle's wavelength, thereby solving a problem with

supplies part of the area it is hoped to
extend for good reception when NorthEastern Regional takes the air.
Not Enough Wavelengths.

If we look at the wavelengths care-

fully, we see at once a significant trend.
On a wavelength of 261.1 metres are
working three stations-London, North,
and West Nationals. In the West, it might
be added, the B.B.C. proposes to extend
this idea of common working by erecting
a 5 -kilowatt transmitter at Beaumaris,

Isle of Anglesey, to work on the same

conditions for synchronisation were quite
different at night-time from day -time.

separated by two or three hundred miles
and are using fairly short-that is, quickly
The reason
attenuating-wavelengths.
being that, within the recognised service
area of each station, there will not arrive
sufficient signal energy from the other to
cause any appreciable interference.

At night, though, the indirect ray from

the

distant unwanted station-the ray

reflected back to earth by the Kennelly Heaviside layer, that is-will introduce a

complication. At one moment this ray will
add to the ground -borne energy of the local
wanted station ; at another moment it will
(Continued on next page.)
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Due to mechanical research into their
construction, modern coils are not only
rigid, but it is possible to operate their

THOSE RADIO

wave -change switches without fear of the

COMPONENTS

coils coming adrift in the changeover.

WHEN you construct a wireless set you

are probably handling component

parts each of which, in the first

place, cost hundreds of pounds to develop
and perfect, for the days of simple.thit-andmiss methods of design are over. Modern

There is still some room, however, for
further improvements in coil switches,
for a few ganged coils still have a nasty
habit of failing to change over without the
control knob being waggled several times.
In most cases, however, this is due to the
failure

of the manufacturer to employ

radio and present-day reception call for

satisfactory bearings for the actual switch

Even a simple component such as the
small fixed condenser-of which you will

moulded bearing is sure to give trouble

something more than these methods.

find many in the average receiver-has
now reached such a stage of perfection
that it is possible to obtain these con-

densers with characteristic standardisation
which was only dreamed of years ago.

rod, thereby allowing the coils to become out
of alignment. A metal spindle in a powder -

sooner or latter unless the spindle is of
round section and of reasonable diameter.

Nevertheless the foregoing fault, which is
easily overcome, does not detract from the
fact that modern coils are rapidly approaching perfection.

Effect of Mass Production.

These important developments, even in

There is, however, one component which

still needs a certain mechanical examination, and that is the valveholder.
I have often wondered why the present
small valve base has not been scrapped ere
this, for on valves with a large number of

electrodes the pins are arranged on a

surface which is really too small to allow
the manufacturer of the valveholder
scope for a perfect design.
Ingenious Valveholders.

Several component manufacturers have
produced extremely ingenious holders for

these multiple types of valves and have
overcome, to a certain extent, the limitations due to the present small valve base.
But if the present valveholder is to be
retained there are several improvements
which are called for.

One is, some means

of locking the terminals so that it
the holder becoming loose.
Iron -cored
components

the smaller components, have enabled
manufacturers to give a far higher guarantee

have

other group of components. Small low frequency transformers, for example, are

and mass production has brought down to
a very fine art one of the most important
components of modern radio.

now available which a few years ago would

have been of such dimensions that they
could not conveniently have been in-

Tuning coils are also a remarkable

example of the science of modern radio.
Whereas only a few years ago we were

corporated in a radio receiver, and having
characterististics which are nearly perfect,

content to use large diameter coils covering

while the price is well within the reach of all.

only a limited waveband, to -day we have
stria, compact and extremely efficient coils.

J. R. W.

also working on a similar idea, although
their detailed arrangements are rather
different.
We were, he admitted, the
first to synchronise three high-powered

HAS SYNCHRONISATION
SUCCEEDED?

stations on one wavelength.
I hinted that the so-called high-powered

(Continued from previous page.)

medium -wave Nationals were not really
high-powered any more, seeing that their
advertised rating was only 20 kilowatts,
instead of the original 50 kilowatts. Sir
Noel gave me a very good reason for this
reduction. He explained that there was an

This, it should be e m-

phasised, is a function of the reflecting

medium, and cannot be prevented, how,ver
good the synchronisation may be.
As a matter of technical fact, the present
degree of synchronisation is extraordinarily
good. At the beginning of the experiments

economic limit to the worth -while power for

synchronised stations-anyway, in such a

the B.B.C. could claim an accuracy of
some three to five parts in a million.

ELSIE CARLISLE the popular vocalist who is
now running an act of her own in which she is

times that of the distant signal energy

chronisation, always assuming the same
programme can be radiated from the

This meant, roughly, that the strength of
the local signal received had to be five

been

changed to a greater extent than any

of reliability than was hitherto possible,

subtract from it.

is

possible to screw down the terminal head
without fear of the screw passing through

accompanied by two pianists.

tight little island as England.
Powerful Indirect Ray.

If the original power had been retained

stations concerned.

it might have defeated its own end, he said.
For a 50 -kilowatt aerial power will mean
a 'more powerful indirect ray coming down

Nowadays, with the common tuning -fork

drives has been conducted in the past year

might result. It is no use having a stronger

synchronisation

Square, Clapham. Engineers of the B.B.C.
have been particularly engaged in studying

With full power it might take a 10 -millivolt

working on the common wavelength.
A Common Tuning -Fork Drive.

drive keeping all three stations on the
same wavelength by a land -line link, the
accuracy

of

has

been

improved to such an extent that only

a 2i to 1 ratio of wanted to unwanted

signal need be received in order to enjoy
interference -free reception. The gain is
obvious ; a larger area of mush -free reception is now possible within each

station's orbit.

As Sir Noel added, if there is a signal
coming down from the layer with a peak

strength of 2 millivolts per metre, it needs

only a 5 millivolts per metre of energy from
the local station to provide adequate
service. A figure of 2i millivolts per metre

is, in any case, about the usual minimum
for a signal energy able to over -ride static
and general background. So it will be seen
that comparatively little loss of real
service area is

now sustained by syn-

A great deal of work on tuning -fork

by the research station at Nightingale

on the distant listener, and a stalemate

local signal if the indirect ray from the
synchronised station is equally stronger.

per metre local signal to give freedom

the necessary precautions at each station
using the tuning -fork drive-precautions
designed to counteract variations at each
station, quite apart from the drive itself.

from indirect ray interference. Whereas
now, as already stated, a 2 to 1 ratio is

effect on the efficacy of the synchronisation

of the B.B.C.'s service depended on how

These experiments have had a great

Work on the special filters through
which the stations are driven has improved
gear.

the accuracy to such an extent that only
a 2 to 1 ratio of wanted to unwanted
signal is now necessary. It does not matter

which station has the actual tuning -fork,
so long as the lines connecting the stations
are suitably tackled with these filters.
I suggested that the B.B.C. was going

ahead with synchronisation more than other
countries, but Sir Noel reminded me

that the Germans and the Americans are

quite sufficient.
Sir Noel agreed that the future expansion

far wavelengths could be economised. He
did not give me the slightest indication that

any stations now in operation might be

scrapped. His obvious faith in the idea of
synchronisation points to the logical

alternative-to more and more stations
working on shared waves.

In answer to my original

question :

" Has Synchronisation Succeeded ? " the
Controller of Engineering would seem to
imply by his remarks a fairly unequivocal
answer : " It has ! "

'4111111111.01.1601
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TELIEN

IN NAME AND A

SPARTAN in quality

RADIO COMPONENTS

For Better Reception

Sparta Batteries are not

And

Fuller features the ideal

combination -A L.T.
Accumulator Type
LDGH at so'-.

TELSEN

components are precision -built

scientific instruments of dependable

merely of high quality
but they are consistent
in quality. There is
nothing to touch them
at 7,6 for 120 volt.
For Super Power try a
Fuller SUPER battery to,6 for

TELSEN DUALSuitable
RANGE
for

120 volt.

Both cover 200-550 m. and 1,0002,000 metres.

AERIAL COILS.

widely varying reception conditions.
Type \V.76 (illustrated above).

quality and efficient design. All up-todate Radio Dealers stock TELSEN
components. If you have any difficulty
please write direct to TELSEN
ELECTRIC COMPANY (1935) LTD.,
Fitzgeorge Street, Manchester, 9.
Catalogues and pamphlets on request.

Price 6/,

TELSEN SHORT-WAVE B.F.

TELSEN H.F. COIL.

CHOKE. Suitable for working on
wavelengths between 10-100 metres.
This choke is suitable for aerial, reaction or coupling circuits.
Typo W.342,
Price 216.

May be used for H.F. amplification

with screen grid valve, either as
H.F. transformer or as a tuned
grid or tuned anode. Type W.154.
Price 4/6.

TELSEN " ACE "
TRANSFORMERS.

Layer wound and impregnated under
pressure. Completely screened. Th..

Parallel Fed Transformer with a
straight line characteristic. Nickel
alloy core.
Type W.455. Ratio 1-31
Price
Type WA56. Ratio 1-51 4/6 cacti.

Fuller 'Sunbeam' 120 volts 6/6.

Fuller 'Vox' 120 volts 6/-.

Dealers everywhere stock there
SERVICE AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
THE FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD., CHADWELL HEATH,
'Grams: Fuller, Chadwell Heath.
'Phone: Seven Kings 1200.
ESSEX.

TELSEN
PERMANENT
MOVING -COIL
MAGNET
LOUDSPEAKER.

Magnet flux density 6,000 lines per
sq. cm. Universal 10 Ratio Output
transformer suitable for single output valve, Class B,Q.P.F."
Type W.600.
Price 2216.,

Ike choice at tii,e
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. (1935) LTD., Fitzgeorge St., Manchester, 9
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BUILDING A TELEVISION

carding of the component was not that it
gave suspicious behaviour ?

Some people

hate to throw things away, and after they
have been in store for some time it is diffi-

cult to tell whether they were quite a"

RECEIVER

right or a little bit off !
A five -pin valveholder is needed for the
short-wave receiver, and is looted from an

Is it possible for the home constructor to make his own high -definition
television receiver ? A topical question that is discussed and answered
in this outspoken article

old eliminator which will never be used
again. And when the

By
G. STEVENS

set is built the volume does not come
up to expectations.

The valveholder
should have been a
low -loss one, and'

NOW that the de-

tails of the new

t here is all the trouble

television service have been pub-

of investigating and

amateurs who are
asking themselves

constructor will say :

putting in a new one.

lished, there must be

The hard - bitten
Yes,

this question. From

any but

the published specification of the new
systems, the problems

seem outside the

on.

scope of the ordinary

ceiver, check twice
before switching on

receiver to cover a

and then have

frequency band of
2,000,000 cycles, for

another look !

...example.

These warnings

How many of us
have tried to build

may seem childish to
some experimenters,

a " high-fidelity " am-

The fre-

Groups of up to six persons are scanned by mechanical means in the French television studio seen here.

Special ducts for cooling air are used to counteract the heat dissipated by the 40 kws. of lighting
employed.

good amplifier should

cover 20 to 10,000 cycles, and with a
little extra trouble it can be extended to

a high -voltage one, with, say, 1,000 volts
between live terminals and earth.

It is an audio -frequency amplifier no

You make your usual neat job of the
wiring with all the leads nicely insulated

a short-wave receiver to pick up a signal
on the waveband far below that usually

connections and switch on. All is well, but
presently a smell of burning is noticed and

Here again the difficulties of design
increase very rapidly as the wavelength

Bang goes 3s. 6d. on a new resistance !
What was the cause ? You can't find out,

100,000 cycles.

But two megacycles !

longer, but a very wide -range radio frequency one ! And this is to be added to

in systoflex and running neatly through a
hole or two in the chassis. You test all the

favoured by amateurs.

one of the resistances starts to smoulder.

goes down, and previous experience on

bat it may have been that the systoflex
was not quite as good as that last lot you
had, and it got frayed where it passed

the amateur bands may not prove as helpful
as one expects.

The New Technique.

Finally, there is the new technique of

through a hole in the board. On an ordinary
250 -volt circuit it would have probably
gone on behaving as though there was no

the cathode-ray tube used as the reproducer
of the picture. This has its own problems,
not the least of which are the provision of

fault, but the extra potential on the lead

of the components.

though a

has done the damage.

high voltage and the adequate protection

Every wire has to be scrutinised with
the utmost care and the wiring done as

Truly the home constructor may feel

standing at your elbow ready to pounce
on the slightest fault.

disheartened at the prospect, and wonder
whether he will not spend more time and
trouble in the long run than the value of a
ready -built receiver.

The answer to all the doubts and fears

is this : What sort of home constructor are
you ?

Good, and in

the television re-

home constructor-a

quency range of a

specified

components, and I
always check everything before I switch

involved may well

plifier- ?

but I know

all this. I never use

The right sort, of course, or you

wouldn't be reading this article.
But, seriously, it is no good going in for
this new science unless you are prepared

to work carefully and skilfully on the
building of radio sets and exercise more

care and more skill (if possible !) than you
have done before.
Here is an example of the thing you will
be up against. The scanning circuit may

be a high potential one-there are both
types, and it may be that you elect to build

hyper -critical

inspector

was

Good Joints Required.
By the way, do you ever pull on a soldered

joint after it has been made to see whether
it will stand up to a strain ? It is surprising

but how many of
us can truthfully

swear that we have

never put in a wrong
component or made a wrong connection ?
An experienced radio engineer was tuning

up a cathode-ray tube apparatus the other
day when the beam suddenly disappeared.
He said : " I know what that is-had it

before-it's the condenser shorted," and
proceeded to cut the lead to remove the

short. After the second cut lead he found

that the H.T. fuse had gone, and on replacing it everything worked merrily !
Moral-don't suspect the most obscure
causes of troubles before looking at the
obvious ones !
More Care Necessary.

All the foregoing can be summed up into

the words-extra care. There will be
nothing fundamentally new in making

television apparatus, the components will
not be made of glass or require cooling in
liquid air, but they will require care both
in their assembly and in the connections
to them. A short-wave receiver is like a
broadcast receiver in appearance, but things

which we could afford to overlook in the
one will be of vital importance in the other.

Soon the B.B.C. programmes will be

the number of constructors who leave it
because it looks all right. And it is still

announced and the constructional articles
will appear. But don't wait for them or
you may find your hands full with so many
new things to try out and new principles
of working to understand.

can.

waves. Make up a straightforward design

more surprising the number of constructors
who avoid soldering a joint if they possibly

Take it as quite definite-a short-wave

receiver and a cathode-ray tube circuit will

need every joint soldered if it is to stand
up without flickering and scratching.

Components-it is a fatal temptation

to use things out of the store box, to use a
more polite term for the junk box ! But

are you sure that the reason for the dis-

Start now and experiment with short

if it is your first experience, and try for

yourself the effect of altering the positions
of the various components.
If you are used to handling a short-wave
receiver by the time that the transmissions
are in progress, so much the better. You

have made a step forward, and are ready
to turn to the cathode-ray tube side.
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by then-but for the rest it is no longer
denied that dance music is not enough.

AS part of his aim to popularise the
B.B.C., Sir Stephen Tallents, new

We may hope for shorter individual dance

Controller of Public Relations, has
started a monthly Press Conference in the
Council Chamber at Broadcasting House.

band broadcasts, with contrasting pro-

grammes until midnight for those who do
not care for any dance band at all.
Another late night innovation will be an

To this are invited all the regular radio
scribes, including your humble servant.
This month we foregathered to be introduced to Mr. Cecil Graves in his new

11.30 p.m. news summary, if Mr. Graves has

his way. He thinks that many people who

have been out to a show or otherwise

capacity of Controller of Programmes.

Needless to say, it was a very lively
meeting ; for if there
is one aspect of broad-

spending their evenings out of doors will

He is at least amenable _to reasonable
requests, I am sure.

He would also like to cut down the radio
drama to a one -hour maximum, but quite
rightly points out that the material for such
broadcasts in any case is limited and many
of the productions taken from the novel or
theatre will not stand cutting down to one hour shows. He offered it as his own
personal opinion that once one tuned -in a

play one simply went on listening to it
without bothering about

the time.
Another broad sweeping change that will

casting everyone thinks
something
about, it is programmes.
Mr. Graves manfully
he

knows

stood up to any amount

Mr. GRAVES MARKS TIME

of cross-examination ; to

Our Specie

sniping from the back
benches, from left to

Correspondent tells "P.W." Readers what hap pened at the f irst of the monthly Press conferences at Broadcasting

right.

To carry on the Parliamentary metaphor, I
should say that Mr.
Graves, our new Con-

troller is a very good party man. By
which I mean that, although he is obviously

very keen on infusing new ideas into the

programmes, he is fully conscious-perhaps
a little too conscious-of the machine in the
background.

I

House.

thought to be merely
welcome a final summary of news-a
repetition, presumably, of the second news
bulletin. One is inclined to suggest here
that an 8 a.m. news review would meet the
needs of millions where this suggestion Will

cater for only thousands, but the N.P.A.

He mentioned that he had been on the
job only two months. That although he

agreements effectively muzzle B.B.C. activi-

or three years while devoting all his energies
to the getting going of the Empire Service.

spread approval is in the shortening of the

was an old hand at the broadcasting game,
he had been out of the main track for two

eventually come about
through the work of the
new Controller is the
improvement in the
quality of the morning
and afternoon programmes. At one time
these programmes were

ties in the news line before 6 p.m.

Where I do think Mr. Graves has hit
upon a reform that will meet with wide-

stop -gaps, mainly for the
benefit of radio dealers ;

but as Mr. Graves admitted, " there are

several distinct audiences to be catered for
throughout the day and we shall endeavour

to, provide each separate audience with
better programmes."

The scandal of song -plugging has not
been overlooked, added Mr. Graves. He,
intends to tighten up control of all outside

broadcasting material, to treat it all as
though it were emanating from a B.B.C.
studio. With greater control as to the

categorically that apart from minor modifications there would be no upheaval of the

choice of items broadcast he hopes to strike
at the root of the evil. Everyone who has
listened with intense boredom to the
repetition of certain dance numbers will be
glad of.his promised attack.
In the Talks section he did not offer any

programme layout until next Autumn at

hope of immediate change-nor, I think

the earliest.
I do not in any way criticise Mr. Graves
for taking his time. He is quite right to

lar grouse about this part of the broadcasting service. He has a feeling that the

He told us of the new men who were still
feeling their feet. He hinted that rush
tactics were not in his mind. He said quite

PROGRAMME CONTROLLER

most people will agree, is there any particu-

new men ought to be able to find their feet

explore every avenue, as the politicians
would say. I only hope that in doing so
he will still further emulate the worthy

before being asked to try out novel and

exciting ideas. I translate that as meaning

that by the time these young hopefuls
have found their feet they will also be
" good party men " and not want to try

" M.P.s " and leave no stone unturned.

The Sunday Programmes.

anything too desperate.

For there are a good many stones that

need not merely turning but heaving right
out of the broadcasting system. Sunday
programmes, for instance. We ask for
bread, they give us stones. Or perhaps that
is too overdrawn.
I am not going to tell you what happened

Regional Criticisms.

The representatives of the provincial

papers-giVen for the first time possibly in

years of writing about broadcasting a
chance to get into touch with a key adminis-

trator-offered some refreshing comments,
They especially wanted to know how far
the Regions were " dictated to " by " H.Q."

about Sunday programmes, because we
were asked not to. But a pretty definite
intimation was given by those present that
a real brightening of these week -end
programmes was demanded. More dramatic
items, a shade more light music here and
there-these proposals from the Programme

Fortunately this question could be put

upon Mr. Charles Siepmann to answer, for

Mr. Cecil Graves, Controller of B.B.C. Programmes,

Controller were only pinpricks where a

says that, apart from minor modifications, there

shovel is needed.
Similarly with another crying reform : the
provision of real alternatives. Although he

next Autumn at the earliest.

will he no upheaval of the programme layout until

did not commit himself, the Programme
Controller hinted at the possibility of

symphony concert broadcasts-and indeed
so far as possible all broadcasts-to a
maximum limit of one hour. Side by side

given time, the idea being to share, say,

conducted concerts some time in May or

he is the new Director of Regional Relations.
Altogether the meeting was most illuminating. It showed Mr. Graves as a very

human sort of man, by no means high hat
or highbrow. - It showed, too, that in his
function as Director of Public Relations, Sir
Stephen Tallents is fully alive to the
representative nature of criticism offered by

the assembled Pressmen. Another jolly
meeting next month, chaps !

reducing the number of alternatives at any

with this he promises a series of Tosca,nini-

three programmes among the whole B.B.C.
network.

June of 1936.
In response to the outcry for more music -

NEXT WEEK.

hall broadcasts-it will be remembered that
the B.B.C. cut down this regular weekly
feature to one a month- when the present

Special Xmas and New Year
Programmes

On the other hand, he did offer some

hope of late night alternatives. Admittedly
only a minority of the total listening public
wants anything at all after:say, 10.30 p.m.most of us being safely tucked away in bed

autumn plans were decided upon-Mr.
Graves promises at least one a fortnight.

- ALL ABOUT THE

ON THE SHORT WAVES.
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MICROPHONES

For Home Broad
Ho etc., etc.

OUR TABLE MODEL " N.W.11 "

is

ideal

for

Home Broadcasting it contains
transformer, switch and plugs

a marvellous production at

is

a

low price. Bakelite square body
on bronze base. Worth 2 guineas,
Only 15/..

LESDIX No. 10B PEDESTAL.

10 in. high, 12/6. Lesdix Superior.
No. 12BB. Ring I4in. Pedestal,
18/6. Hand Mikes in lie. case,
No. 11 at 5/6 ; Superior type.
No. 11A, 7/6.

The Editor will be pleased to consider orticips and photographs dealing with all radio subjects, but cannot accept
responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped, addressed envelope must be sent with every article.

ERICSSON PEDESTAL
12in. high,
with mouthpiece, as illustrated.
Standard model, 4,6. Post 9d.

All Editorial

Mike, with solid bakelite body, back terminals, front metal
grille. New design, finely finished, 5/6.
Ask for our Mike List N. We are makers, and have
the biggest and most varied stock in London. P.A. Mikes
and complete outfits.

All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the 'Advertisement Offices, John Carpenter
(louse, John Carpenter Street, London, E.0.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of researen
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. ,4s much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and Specialties described map be the subjects of Leiters Patent, and the amateur

TRANSMITTERS,

N.W. 11 " 15:-.
HOME MICROPHONE No. 11.-A New Practical Mike
for Broadcasting at Home. It is a general purpose, robust

HOME RECORDING TRACKING GEARS. -For

record making on your own gramo. Centre -drive type F,
4/6. Screw traverse spindle drive, C.M., 7/6. Blank
Record Discs, 41- doz.
METERS. -We have 2.000 in stock, all ranges and
sizes, CZ 3 amps., 5/- 20 v., 50 v.. 5/. ; 100 v., 5/6 ;
200 v., 6/-; A.C. or D.C. Pole Testers, 2/6. M.C. meter
movements: complete magnet and jewel coil, for experimenters, 5/..
KEYS. -Morse and Signal, from 4/6. Sounder Buzzers,
5/-. Headphones, 2/6 pair. Bells, best British desk, 2/..
Mains Transformers. 376. I mf el. Condensers, 9d. Telescopes, naval, 25'- and 17/6. Mains Motors, 151.. 250 watt Dynamos, 25/,

THE DIX-MIPANTA.-This

is

a

wonderfully versatile pocket moving iron multi -range

meter

for

service

on A.C. jobs. No projecting terminals.
THREE ranges of volts : 0-7.5, 0-150,
0-300. Used for MILLIAMPS reads
0-121 m/a and 0-75 rn/a. In black

and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
ANOTHER RE -TRIMMING PUZZLE.
H. C. (Nottingham).-" Although I had

read in your paper some accounts of surprising
alterations in the settings of trimmers caused

7 lbs.. 5/.. 1,000 other Bargains in New
N.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,_

218, UPPER THAMES ST.. LONDON, E.C.4.
Phone: Central 4611.

REVIEW
BEST RADIO
SHILLINGSWORTH
THE

necessarily.

So when fittilg a new grid

condenser I was particularly careful about

" The new wiring was short, and easily

getatable.

And the only alteration was that

in replacing the condenser I shortened its
leads by about one inch all told, as the new
condenser was more easily fitted " in the

air " by its tags than the old one, which was
mounted by screws through the metal base-

I had to put in a good half turn's extra
capacity on it to get the circuit properly

trimmed again.
" The more I think of it the more puzzling

it seems, since I would have expected only
the very slightest readjustment would have

December Number Yet?

been required, if any. Can you suggest why
such a very small alteration in the length of
the wires produced such a very pronounced
change in the dapacity ? "

It is packed with special

features, including an
8 -page art section, of great
interest to 'all listeners

We do not think it was the length of the wires

that made so much difference. The fact that the
condenser was formerly screwed to the metal base-

and radio enthusiasts.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE 1/_

board; and is now " in the air " is a much more
likely explanation. In the former position it evidently
had an effect on tuning capacity that had to be
compensated for when it was placed in its new
position.,

OSTAR - GIB
#1.0 1.1

-G

Z.

This " valve of the Future "gives
This
pep "to old receivers.
Listeners who wish their sets to
give results comparable with
1936 models should fit O.G. H.V.

Valves. It is as well to remember that NO Barretters, NO Breaking Down Resistances and NO Mains Transformers are required. There is an O.G. Valve for every
purpose -and every valve is guaranteed for 6 mouths.
Full particulars sent on request from Sole Agent and Distributor.
UNIVERSAL ALL -WAVE HITS Built from the Finest `CIRCUITSI
APPLY FOR FREE BLUEPRINTS of our KITS comprising All -Wave Models from
2-6 Valves, Radiograms, Amplifiers and S.W. Adaptors. Now is the time for you to
construct your receiver or radiogram. No previous experience necessary, for our
FREE Technical Advice and Blueprints save you endless time, worry and
expense. A few of our Popular Models are: -

- £5 17 6
Universal "High -Mu 3 " Kit, 200-2,000
Universal 3 -Valve All -Wave Receiver, 19-2,000 m. £7 10 0
- £8 10 0
Universal " High -Mu 4 " Kit, 200-2,000 In. 3 Pentode 4 -Valve Alt -Wave Receiver, 20-2,050 m. £9 9 0

I

beating.

" The trouble is that the tuning is upside

versa.

I readjusted the detector trimmer, I found

Have You Seen the

" I get about ten stations at good volume,
and on the gramophone side it wants some

grain of salt, thinking to myself that the chap
who did the re -wiring, or whatever it was,
probably interfered with other wiring without
noticing it.
" Having gone to no end of trouble to get
my own trimming right, I w .t9 very sure that
nothing would induce me to alter it un-

board.
" Well, perhaps you can guess what
happened. I switched on and found every
sign of mis-trimming. And sure enough, when

is

Two, published in P. W.' December 9th, 1033.
The results I get are very good, considering it
is only a Two which works on an indoor aerial.

down. The London Regional comes in where

the job.

WIRELESS
AND TELEVISION

WHEN TUNING IS UPSIDE DOWN.

G. S. (Stanford, Essex).-" I have built a
radio -gramophone. The set is the ' Unity '

by small alterations to the sets concerned, I

must admit I generally took these with a

bakelite case. Measures, only 19/6
..
21 in. by 21 in.
PARCELS of experimental odd coils, magcondensers,
switches,
chokes,
nets, wire,
terminals, etc., post free, 10 lbs., 7/. ;
Sale List

communications should be addressed to the Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

6 -Valve All -Wave Super
- £14 14 0
Kit, 13-2,000 In. -

Amplifier Kits from
S.W. Adaptor Kit -

-

£5 5. 0
£1 4 0

All models incorporate the famous O.G. H.V. Valves. Full details from Dept. D,
EUGENE J. PORBAT,
28-29, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Teleohnne: TENtide Bar 8608 and 4985.

the London National should be, and vice Can you tell me why this is ?

" The set is built with all components as
specified, and everything of the best. The
speaker is a Senior Stentorian, B.T.H. pick
up, and Garrard motor. I have been a reader
of your paper since 1924, but have never had
trouble with tuning before."

Yours is certainly a very unusual case, G. S., and
we are inclined to think that the tuning condenser is
incorrectly mounted in relation to its dial reading.
We have known of instances where, through some
mistake in condenser assembly, the mechanism

governing the dial movement has had its action
reversed, so that with the vanes completely inter-

leaved the dial indication is at 0.
Whatever the type of condenser used, the indication should correspond with the amount of, interleaving of the fixed and moving vanes. That is to
say, it should show maximum when they are fully
enmeshed, and 0 when they are completely disengaged one from the other.

If this state of affairs does not apply to your

condenser:the mechanism needs reversal to make
it apply.

WHAT IS A BARRETTER

A. M. (Grantham).-" From a friend in

Vancouver I have received a circuit which
he has found very satisfactory, but I notice

that one of the components (see the enclosed
copy) is marked Barretter. This is a new
one on me.

" Is it a Canadian term for a resistance or
something, or is it a component which we do
not use over here ? "
Barretters have long been in use in this country,
Instead, they are often called current regulators, or
some similar term, since that is the purpose for which
they are employed.
The device is of special value for use in a design
in which valve heaters are wired in series, and must

though they are not always called by that name.

(Continued on mat page.)

THE ROLLS ROYCE OF RADIO

HYVOLTSTAR
UNIVERSAL*
HYVOLTSTAR ALL -WAVE SUPERSET SIX

An Ideal Christmas Gift fur
the Home

/orting on 100 to 250 volts A.C. or D.C. without alteration.
Covering all wave bands from 16-20,000 metres. Undistorted
output of 3f watts. Price £19 19s. Od.

A modern Receiver in every sense of the word. Beautifully constructed from finest materials -by skilled technicians. The controls are simplicity themselves, yet the
results astonishing, for the new REVOLUTIONARY
SOUND DIFFUSION BY. MEANS OF SOUND
-REFLECTORS incorporated removes many of the
inherent defects in present-day Loud Speaker reproduction, and ensures a degree of fidelity which was
thought impossible. Our Catalogue contains interesting specifications of the complete range of HYVOLTSTAR UNIVERSAL Receivers, Radiograms and Amplifiers. Write for Particulars, Prices from 10 to

80 gas. Obtainable in Chaim Form.
Universal High Voltage Radio Ltd. (Dept. DI,
213.29,SouthamPtan St.,Strand, London, W.C.2.
Telephone: TEMete Bar 8608 and 4985.
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CI

operate at a constant current. The barretter is able

to maintain the current passing through it (and
therefore through the circuit of which it forms a
part) within certain fairly close limits, despite the
fact that fluctuating values of voltage may be
applied -across the barretterin series with the toad.

Various types of barretter are available, to cover
the different requirements of load and limits that
arc necessary in practice. So if you are thinking of
getting a barretter for any particular circuit it will
be necessary to choose one suited to the current that
is to be passed and to the voltage -variation range
applicable to the set in question.

CAN RE -TRIMMING AFFECT WAVELENGTH?

F. W. C. (near Singlewell, Kent).-" Does
the re -trimming of a set sometimes alter the
wavelengths over which it can be tuned? I
ask because, although .I have been successful
in re -trimming so far at increased strength
goes, I seem to have made my set ' tune
higher.' My lowest station used to be
Bournemouth, on 203.5 metres, and being an

Made under Breah Derela.pmeni

English programme I was certain that this

was the lowest wavelength which my set was
capable of receiving.
"Since the re -trimming I cannot get down
as far as 203.5 metres, but my lowest station
is a Frenchman, which I think is Radio Lyons.

I get no extra stations at the top of the dial
to compensate, so can you tell me how to get
back to the former wavelength coverage ?

" I do not want tore -trim, as I went to a
lot of trouble over that, and I am sure it is

B .T . H .

now as perfect as can be."

PEZO- 46.-

LECTRIC POWER
PICK-UP
"The most important

You may have done the re -trimming perfectly so

far as getting the different circuits in tune is concerned, but all the same there is something wrong.
You have not obeyed the injunction to keep the

f`.
""

contribution to better -.record reproduction ,rime
the origind B.T.H.

trimming capacity as tow as possible.
Unless this is done, the effect of adjustment of the

Pick-up."

trimming capacity is noticeable at the lower end of
the tuning scale ; and since a very small tuning
capacity there will re -tune, and replace the lowest
station by another, so the re -setting of the trimming

Price "it

";.-

-

2/.

capacity (which is in parallel with the tuning capacity

and is indistinguishable from it, from the tuning

point of view) will have the same effect.
To restore your former minimum wavelength you

B .T.

H . MINOR

PICK -UP and

must readjust the trimmers. Begin with the one
that has least capacity in circuit, reduce it a little,
and bring the others into line with it, as when re trimming before. Repeat this till one (the lowest

TONE ARM

A quality pick-up at a
price

capacity) trimmer is virtually all out, and the former
wave -range should be restored.

reach.

2

AN ADVANTAGE OF PUSH-PULL OUTPUT.

within

everyone's'1`

Volume amtrol

incorporated in tone -arm
pillar.
Price 21/.

E. B. H. (Shanklin, I.O.W.) -" I have seen
it stated that when push-pull output is employed, the transformer employed can be of
smaller dimensions than if the two output

valves were employed in parallel.
" Presumably this would be so if the current,

voltages, etc., were the same, but no reason
was given for this, and I am unable to see any
reason. What is the explanation ? "
The reason for using a large transformer is well

known. It is to prevent magnetic saturation of the

core due to the current passing through the winding.

How is this affected by the two examples you raise ?

B.T.H. SENIOR

If you think it over, before reading any further, you

probably, get the solution to the apparent
discrepancy.
The explanation is that the magnetisation of a
core is dependent upon the amount of current

PICK-UP

will

passing, and upon the direction of flow. In a pushpull circuit the directions of flow are different, and
so the effect of the currents is to cancel one another

out, so far as the magnetisation of the core is concerned. So it is possible to use a less generously
dimensioned core for push-pull without the risk of
magnetic saturation.

WHEN THE LAUNDRY COMES HOME.

7 -MERE is no gift more acceptable to the
1 set -owner than a B.T.H. pick-up. More,

A connoisseur's instruwith a lower eel/age output than the Pezolectric. Fyn-6'1;db
eel,
.
.

it is as much a compliment to the good sense
of the sender as it is to 'the sound judgment
of the recipient . . . the sort of gift you don't
like parting with.

EDISWAN
RADIO

.40Im

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

" I have several times surprised my wife by
(Continued on next page.)

---'

PICK-UPS

F. S. (Bromley South).-" There is a peculiar thing about my set which I do not want
to alter, but Lshould like to have explained.
" It always lets me know when the laundry
is coming home ! Strange as this may seem,
it is perfectly true.
announcing `Here is the laundry' before the

62.

R.P.272

Distributors for The British Tbomson-Houston Co. Ltd., Rugby
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This 40 -Page

ALL -WAVE SIX

front door bell rings, and she was very puzzled

A Remarkable
Home -Constructor Design.

Booklet-Free

as to how I knew it was the laundryman
coming until I explained.

" The explanation was 'that I had noticed
a sort of ticking noise in the set one evening
when my wife was answering the door to take
in the laundry, which always comes rather
late in the evening. And this noise went away
at exactly the same time as the laundry van
moved off.

" I did not connect the two events at the
time, but the noise did not occur again till
the following week at the same time, and
almost at the moment that I noticed it the
bell rang. So it seemed certain that it was
due to the laundry van.

" I find that my neighbours do not get it.

even when it is very strong on my set and the
van standing outside their door. Why should
my set alone respond to it ? "

The reason that your set picks up the noise and
that other sets do not is probably merely because
yours happens to be tuned, in one of its subsidiary
circuits, to the wavelength on which the interference
is radiated.
For example, if we assume that the ticking noise

is caused by the car's ignition circuit-as seems

likely, if not certain-it will have a wavelength
1.

,P"

r

Nit f

depending upon the length of the wiring, size of
condenser, etc. So any set " tuned " to the wave-

^

length in question will respond, while others would
not.

Your set, with its tuning circuits apparently the

information regarding various
I.C.S. Courses of Instruction in Radio work.
It gives full

The Radio Industry is progressing with amazing
rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly the basic
principles can pace be kept with it. I.C.S. Instruc-

tion includes American broadcasting as well as
British wireless practice. It is a modern education, covering every department of the Industry.

OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses dealing

with the installing of radio sets and, in particular,

with their Servicing, which to -day intimately

concerns every wireless dealer and his employees.

The Equipment Course gives sound instruction
in radio principles and practice.

same as those of surrounding sets, has nevertheless
some special affinity with the source of disturbance.

Possibly its aerial primary winding, or some similar

subsidiary circuit, has just the right capacity and

We will be pleased to send you details and free
advice on any or all of these Courses. Just fill in

and post the coupon, or write in any other way.

Dept.

161, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

however, that one will sometimes go low before

still.

" Up till about three months ago they were
alike, and neither of them gave out before the
week was up. Then one started to let me
down towards the end of the week, and now
they both do it.
" After reading what was said in P.W.' I
meter. A test of the acid showed that it was
rather above than below the mark.

sure, as there have been no alterations to that

" It is nothing to do with the set, I am

all the time this trouble has been going on.
" Can you suggest why the accumulators will
not hold, as the chap where I take them says he

r] RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
El WIRELESS ENGINEERING

cannot make it out. He says he has topped
them both up with acid, and he is sure that the
charging is right."
It looks to us as though the fault Iles in that

In EXAM:NAT:ON [State which)

topping up.

You say that " the chap " who cannot

make out what is wrong " topped them up with

Name

Age

acid." That is incorrect treatment, unless some of
the acid had been spilt.
What the chap should have done, to make up for
the ordinary loss by evaporation in the summer,

was to have topped up with water, not with acid.

You had better show him this reply, and suggest that

pours out a little acid-about as much as he put
in-from the accumulator when it is freshly charged.
Then add water to make up the deficiency, and
he

Address

and are wired in parallel like ordinary electric
lamps.

The Circuit of the Set.

The kit in question is one for all -wave

reception, and is an extremely efficient superheterodyne. The basic circuit consists of a pre mixer H.F. stage in which a screen pentode is
employed, then the heptode mixer valve, an
I.F. screen pentode stage, Westector second
detector, an H.F. pentode as first L.F. valve,
and then a power pentode output giving some
three and a half watts undistorted output.
That is the main circuit. The " extras " are
full A.V.C., which is more than ever valuable

when listening to short-wave stations, tone

correction, radio -gram. switching and wavelength calibrated dial, even right down to DA

The set is designed for use with a mains

energised speaker, the one recommended and
supplied extra for 45s. being a Magnavox 152.

The whole kit, less speaker but including

extremely compact, the overall dimensions
being 14 in. wide, by 10 in. deep, and under

rl COMPLETE RADIO
in RADIO EQUIPMENT

heaters take the full voltage of the mains,

When I first had them they held up for a week's
listening easily ; and on one occasion, when I

which I have two, same make and type.

Courses I have marked X.
El RADIO SERVICING

resistance in series with their heaters. Tho

E. S. (Nr. Oswestry, Salop).-" I do not get
satisfactory service from my accumulators, of

" On the voltmeter the reading is exactly
2 when returned from the station, but it only
stays at that for a couple of days, after which
it drops quickly to 1-8.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me
your Radio booklet of information about the

indirectly heated valves.
As you probably remember, the Ostar Ganz
valves are universal in operation, that is, they
are equally suitable for A.C. or D.C. mains,
and they do not require a voltage breakdown

valves, costs 14 guineas. A cabinet is available
for 35s., and the speaker I have already
mentioned.

bought a hydrometer to use with the volt-

international Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,

cern for use with their famous full voltage

It has a 6,500 -ohm field winding.

most technical of his customers.

Then there are Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.

kits that I have ever come across is that
provided by the Ostar Ganz valve con-

WHY THE ACCUMULATOR WON'T HOLD
UP.

the week is out, while the other one is worse

provides that knowledge which
enables the salesman to hold his own with the

ONE of the most interesting home -constructor

metres.

could not get in to the charging place, one of
them lasted well on till the tenth day. Now,

There is also a Course for the Wireless SalesThis, in addition to inculcating the art of

*

*

inductance to bring it into tune with the wavelength
of the disturbance.
That is the reason why you receive the interferen:e13
more strongly than your neighbours.

man.

salesmanship,

THE OSTAR

carry on with further charging. The removal of
the acid and its replacement by water will have
lowered the hydrometer reading a little, and the

further charging is necessary to bring the reading up.

The kit when built up, by the way, is

9 in. high.

I have tried one of these sets, made up for
-demonstration purposes by the makers, and
can vouch for its efficiency and ease of
handling. The kit should not be unduly difficult to wire up: The chassis is drilled ready
and a very clear blueprint is provided.
Naturally, in accordance with modern design, the whole set is pretty compact, and the
job necessitates soldering, but this is an
advantage, for in a mains receiver of these

dimensions it would not he conducive to

efficiency and reliability to have all connections

taken to terminals.

From 13'5 to 2,000 Metres.
The wavebands covered are 13.5 to 27 m.

23 to 52 m.; 200 to 550 m.: and 800 to
over 1,900 metres.

So everything worth

hearing is included in the span of the set.

For those who have no facilities for or doubt
their powers of ganging, the makers provide a
service of full adjustment and calibration at
an extra charge of 15s., and I should say that
with a set of this size the price is reasonable
and the service a most commendable idea.

But the firm is prepared to go even
further than that. For a cost of 35s. extra
you can obtain the set completely wired,
fully tested and calibrated. In other words,
for the price of £16 9s. you can obtain a fullblooded all -mains receiver chassis which will
give all -wave operation of no mean order. If
you are not over -fond of the " donkey work"
of set construction, to say nothing about
ganging, I should certainly plank down the
extra 35s. I should if I were buying one of
these sets. It is an excellent idea. K. D. B.
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HOW TELEVISION HAS
PROGRESSED
(Continued from page 447.),

Used on 5 metres, this set has picked up
several very weak amateur transmissions
that have been inaudible (or, rather, submerged by noise) on a fairly good set of the
super -regenerative type.

On 10 metres several U.S.A. amateurs
have been received on telephony, but this
is not much to go by, as they can be heard
quite well on a simple detector and L.F.
receiver.

The set stops shcrt at the second detector,

which appears to give a sufficiently high

output to operate a C.R. tube. In any
case, the design of an L.F. stage to give

reproduction up to F5 megacycles is not a
very easy matter.
There may be some possibility that a new
type of receiver will be developed in the
next few months. I cannot say more about
it than this-that it is a combination of the
superhet and super -regenerative principles,
with the super-regen-operating at a particular frequency which will fit in with one of
the scanning frequencies used by the television transmitter. This sounds extraordinarily interesting, if a little complicated
to the lay mind; but the inventor expects
great things from it.
In passing, it is interesting to note that
American police stations working between
7 and 9 metres are now being heard quite
strongly in this country. It is what one
would expect, judging from the phenomenal
results being yielded by the 10 -metre band
these days.

B.B.C. MONEY
(Continued from page 455.)

discovered to be unsuitable soon after its
gilded doors were flung open.

I am urging that the B.B.C. shall not

only spend its money more wisely, but also
make public a detailed account of its
expenditure. Raymond Postgate in his

Hogarth pamphlet, " What to do with the

B.B.C.", shows how the Post Office reveals.
via a White Paper, the details of its internal

expenditure, and I agree with him that the
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One is Dr. Adrian Boult, whose salary is

£2,000 a year:. -It should be £10,000 a

year. Toscanini, who does infinitely less
for the B.B.C. or British music in five years

than Boult does in one, came here and

conducted four concerts for which he was
paid as much as Boult is for a year's work.
This is just another instance of the inverted
emphasis that the B.B.C. cashiers place on
programme values. If and when Dr.
Boult leaves the B.B.C. for-shall we say ?

of Music, some more adequate idea of his
true worth will be gained.
To conclule : (1) Most of the programme
deficiencies are due to shortage of money ;

(2) last year the B.B.C. spent only £915,000
out of its income of more than two million
for the all -in programme services ; (.3) if
the B.B.C. were compelled to make public

the details of expenditure they would,

under conscience -compulsion, increase the

allowance for the things that matter (programmes) and economise on the paraphernalia of panoplied power. Moral is obvious.

LONG -PATH VALVES
(Continued from page 452.)

with the filament F surrounded by focusing
electrodes E. Beyond these is a rectangular arrangement of deflecting electrodes
D, formed with apertures through which the
electron stream can pass into the open space
between it and the glass wall G of the valve.
Around the outside of the valve is wound a
coil W, through which current is passed to
create a magnetic control -field which serves

to repel the electrons back towards the

filament.
When the various electrodes are properly

biased, the electron stream sweeps clear

through the first grid aperture, in the direction shown by the arrow, until it gets near
the glass walls. It is then forced back by the

Renode coil W in a curved path which
brings it into the second aperture in the

Here it is forced back again by the
cathode F and electrode E, and starts out
in another curved track, and possibly still
grid.

B.B.C. headquarters. I disagree with such
criticism if only for the reason that, in the
absence of any details of expenditure, it is
impossible for anyone to possess grounds
on which to base such allegations.

Nor do I believe that publication of

detailed expenditure would provide such
grounds. On the contrary. Sir John
Reith's salary is £6,000, which is not,
comparatively speaking, anything but
modest for a mans who is really the Managing Director of a multi -millionaire concern.

There are a few-not more than eight-

men at the B.B.C. headquarters who get
more than £2,000 a year, and no one can
say, in view of all the circumstances, that
they are overpaid.

Dubilier Condensers are repeatedly

specified by Set designers and
constantly used by manufacturers

voltages, and the more sensitive the valve

pendability,

becomes in operation.

against the attacks of critics who allege
that nepotism, favouritism and inflated
salaries for the hierarchy are common at

first choice
and constructors alike. They have

be compelled to table a White Paper

similarly informative.
They should be made to do this for their
own sake. Public knowledge of A.B.C.
expenditure will safeguard the B.B.C.

your

-

another, until it is finally caught up by one
of the angular grids D and so escapes into
the external circuit.

The longer the path is made, the more
subject it is to control by applied signal

by which it spends public money-should

condensers

in

-the Principalship of the Royal College

Past Office that does not disclose the ways

B.B.C.-the only sub -department of the

last word

an unrivalled reputation for deare

soundly

con-

structed, and suitable types car -

THE SHORLON

be obtained for your every re-

7 -WAY SWITCH

quirement.

The use of a Dubilier

Condenser

is

IN our Christmas number we described a
useful 2 -way volume

control

idea.

Mr. K. T. Hardman has written to us

an assurance of

to point out that with his Shorlon Variable

good performance, lasting value

existence with no less than seven variations
of aerial " pick-up."

and trouble -free reception.

Aerial 7 -way switch the scheme is in

The device is marketed by Central
Equipment, Ltd., of 188, London Road,
Liverpool, and readers who are interested
should apply to that firm for details.
It is an excellent idea and one which we
have tested and found to give most effective
results.

THE S.T.700.
Mr. Thomas More, of 1064, Argyle Street, Glasgow,

asks us to say that while he will be " only too
pleased to chat to intending builders re. this wonderful set," he is not able to give demonstrations as
was ^ecentfy stated in," P.W."

Write for a free copy of the new
Dubilier illustrated booklet.

ER

CONDENSER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD,
NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3
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BARRY KENT

SAFETY

CALLING
News and Views from the

" Big House."

Pantomime From Manchester.
ON Monday next, December 23rd, Frank

We use 8intla

A. Terry will produce in the Manchester

.recoitimend

studios a special version of his pantomime " Aladdin." This feature will be
included in all the Regionals and promises
to be particularly attractive.

B.B.C. Christmas Bonus.
The Board of Governors of the B.B.C.

are Certainly doing their staff well this
Christmas.
You can recognise the genuine service engineer by this gold "AVO "
Service Sign. It means that he is
equipped with the most accurate
and efficient instruments to proHis charges will be more
reasonable because he can locate
and remedy faults in the shortest
possible time. Look for the "AVO"

There is now much less evidence of suspicion and more of confidence in the bona
fides of individual broadcasters.

Sir Charles' Holiday.

work.

Service Sign ... it is your safeguard.
Literature describing anti of the "AVO"
testing instruments free on request to:

The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER &
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
Winder House,Douglas St., London, S.W.1
Telephone : Victoria 3404-7.

There will be six days' holiday

and a bonus of one week's pay for all
grades. This treatment is another sign
of a more tolerant attitude generally.

vide prompt and competent service

Vice -Admiral Sir Charles Carpendale, the

Deputy Director - General of the B.B.C.,
becomes increasingly expectant as the year

The reason is that he takes his
annual leave in January and February.
ends.

He makes up a little party and goes winter -

sporting on the Continent. , ,It is usually
Switzerland ; last year it was Austria, and I
hear that it is to the latter country he will go
in 1936. With Sir Charles goes his stalwart
son " Dick," now an official of the Outside

IT PAYS TO BUY

THE BEST
AIR TUNED I.F. TRANSFORMER

Compact unit with high efficiency air trimmer
and genuine lit. wound coils. Total tuning

coverage 400 to 500 Kc/s. Gives high stage gain
with approximately 9 Kc/s bandwidth. No. I 01 4.
450 Kc/s. Price 13/6.

SCREENED H.F.
CHOKE.

a frequent cause of instability in S.W. receivers.

Honeycomb wound sections, Frequentite former,

irritate British listeners.
*

*

*

Regional Re -planning.
Mr.

Charles

Siepmann,

the recently

appointed Controller of Regions of the

Mr. Siepmann's terms of reference *ere

to suggest ways in which the regions would

copper container.
No. 982. All Wave.
13-2.000 metres. Price
5/-. No. 983. Short

be brought up to the London level of

metres.

STRATTON & CO., LTD.,
-

BIRMINGHAM

Webb's Radio Stores, 14, Soho Street, Oxford Street, W.1

output. In examining this problem the
possibility of amalgamating some regions
has not been neglected.
The Midland Region, for example, might
be merged with the North or with London,

thus liberating a wavelength for perhaps
another distinctive London alternative.

Any staff displaced by a scheme of this
SHOFiT WAVE COMPONENTS

inesiCv

first claimed the " right " to broadcast
about his Empire Free Trade policy.

The

B.B.C. ultimately let him talk, but there

was certainly no admission of his " right "
to claim microphone time as an individual.
Now George Lansbury is making a similar
claim. He wants to explain to the listening
audience all about his pacifist views which
induced him to resign the leadership of the
Labour Party in the House of Commons.
Discussions

continue, but I doubt if

Mr. Lansbury will get the facilities he

The precedent would be extremely
awkward if a concession were made to any
" right " of an individual to broadcast.

seeks.

*

*

No More Winter Proms.

This is to be the last year of Winter

Proms under the auspices of the B.B.C.
The experiment is proving too costly in
relation to the results, from the point of
view of broadcasting as distinct from public
concert performance.
*

*

*

Boy Scouts and Girl Guides Relays.
Boy Scouts and Girl Guides are getting

rather leisurely changeovers of the B.B.C.
Various proposals for speeding up B.B.C.
procedure are being considered. I believe
it is likely to be decided to add considerably
to the number of announcers. The present

between programmes. The American splitsecond transitions are much neater than the

B.B.C., has reached the end of the second
stage of his preliminary report. This is
believed to contain important recommendations about staff and organisation.

Prevents choke coupling
with other components,

The , Right " To Broadcast.
It was Lord Beaverbrook, I believe, who

B.B.C. Staff Honours.
As I have already prophesied, the next
two official B.B.C. honours will be to the
advantage of Captain Cecil Graves, Controller of Programmes, and Mr. B. E.

*

More Announcers ?
As more B.B.C. officials return from
visits to America the pressure grows for

number is not nearly adequate for splitsecond switches. It will not be necessary
for the B.B.C. to go the full length of the
American method. That probably would

IfLondon Service Depot :

These programmes are down

something to be done about intervals

*

*

Price 3/6.

series of talks on important aspects of
aviation, the whole to be concluded by

much more prominence in the B.B.C.
arrangements than ever before. Lord
Baden Powell for the Scouts and Lady
Baden Powell for the Guides are both
to be relayed from South Africa to the
world early in the new year. Then, in
June, the annual religious service of the
Scouts will be relayed in the National

Broadcast department of the B.B.C.

Bromsgrove .Straet

The plan
is to make this the " curtain " for a special

for the second quarter of next year.

,Service Engineers

Wave.

asked to draw up an outline for a big

feature programme about flying.

H. G. Wells.

' Qualified

10-200

Cecil Lewis Back.
Cecil Lewis tells me that he has been

kind would be absorbed in London or sent
overseas to ono of the various broadcasting
services which B.B.C. officials are framing
i

n

th outer

mpire.

B.B.C. network.
*

Nicolls,

*

Controller

*

of

Administrations.

These are arranged to take effect in the
Birthday List next summer. Meanwhile,

circles otherwise affected have been urging
that honour should be preferred in relation
to the musical interests of the B.B.C. And,
I believe, fortunately, these circles are
winning. All of which means that a
B.B.C. conductor is certain to be knighted
in the New Year's Honours. Having said

that, I know that I shall not prejudice his
chances, while giving exclusive advance
information to the readers of " P.W."

JOLLY PRESENTS FOR BOYS
Give Books for Lasting Enjoyment
ROOKS are unbeatable presents for boys, and here
are two suggestions that are sure to please the
healthy youngster.
The MODERN BOY'S BOOK OF ADVENTURE
STORIES (58.) is a splendid book containing no
fewer than 30 first-rate stories, written by the pick of
boys' authors. Flying and sport, motor -racing, and
thrills and mystery on land and sea are presented in
a programme that will grip from cover to cover. The
magnificent MODERN BOY'S ANNUAL (6s.) contains long stories by favourite writers, and a host of
anthoritative articles on Flying, Railways, Ships and
Motors. The annual is beautifully illustrated, and
contains full -colour plates.

You can see these books at any newsagent's

bookseller's.
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ON THE AIR
Candid comments by our broadcasting critic on recent
programmes.
FOLLOWING my protest last week against what
might be styled "the spot the player" type
of programme, we were treated this week in the
" Radio Times " to a specimen of the best sort.
In the " A Bill of Divorcement " programme not
only were the players' names printed alongside the
names of the parts they played, but also they were
arranged " in order of appearance." This sort of
arrangement is excellent, Mr. Editor. Of course, it
Is the ideal one.

Please keep to it whenever possible.

Now what shall we say of the play. Edna Best
was at her best in a part which eminently suited her.
She didn't sound a day older than her alleged seventeen years. There was sparkle in her dialogue, and

precision; especially in the opening scenes, in her
dealings with her Aunt Hester, was this apparent.
Anyone with an Aunt Hester must have enjoyed the
way in which Miss Sydney scored off her relative.
There was never any doubt about Edna getting
to the end of the play. She was always completely
in control.

I like vigorous acting such as this.

*

in the broken English of these Russians. All the
same, I like this cabaret show. There's jollity and
snap about it all. Nothing is done to death. It is
forty-five minutes. without a break, of short and
varied items. The Red Sarafan Orchestra under its
leader Emilio Colombo are a sound foundation on
which to build up a show. They play a character-

THE MEANING
OF RESONANCE

istically national type of music.

A practical explanation of
resonance and some notes
on other technical matters.

Ever since I heard the story that " Red Nose, the
King of the Down -and -Outs " told us in one of the
" In Town To -night " programmes, I have been in a
state of exasperation with this popular Saturday bight feature. Not that I object to hearing " down and -outs" and the miserable ways that they have
of earning a few coppers. On the contrary, I agree
that we should hear these things, and frequently.
But the itha of incorporating them into a programme whose avowed function is to entertain and
amuse us is revolting to me. I literally sweat under

By Dr. J . H. T. ROBERTS, F .Inst.P.
MANY people do not seem to understand

very exactly what is meant by

" resonance.'
This is a term which
we frequently come across in radio work,

the collar when I hear these poor wretches, especially
when they are illiterate, stumblmg over their scripts.
Their embarrassment is often all too obvious. Are
we to be entertained and, worse still, amused at this ?

and it is important to know just- what it
means. Perhaps the best way to explain it

5

is as follows : Any system, whether it be a
mechanical system or an electrical circuit,
which is capable of being set into vibration
or oscillation, has what is called a "natural
period " or -" natural frequency of
vibration."

Do you remember the story " Red Nose " told
us about his " tobacco business " ? How women
pickers did the dustbins and he the posh cinemas
for fag ends ; then the blending and the packing ;

next, the sale of the same to his regular customers of
taxi-drivers, and down -and -outs ? And all this, mark
you, is for our amusement and entertainment ?

" In Town To -night " is a high-sounding title
worthy of better advertisement than it is giving.
C. B.

For example, a weight hanging on the

end of a string forming a pendulum will, if
set into motion, swing to and fro under the

Listening-" In " and " From."
Considering the success that stage actors and

actresses always achieve in the way of perfect
enunciation when on the air, it is surprising that

on the stage itself some should be charged with
mumbling their words. Isn't it perhaps only
mumbling by comparison ? Or isn't this possibly
all the difference between listening -in and listening
from an auditorium ?

CARLOS IS BACK AGAIN !

action of gravity, and its natural period
is the time required for one complete

See the December

oscillation, whilst its natural frequency is
defined as the number of complete oscilla-

Wireless & Television Review
Price II-.
On Sale Everywhere.

tions which it makes per second.
(Continued on next page.)

Malcolm Keen played a difficult part well-and
not too pleasant a part to play either. I should hate
to play such a part. All the cast were good, and the
production, straightforward and with no fussy

trimmings, was quietly planned and carried through.
The two pauses were quite in keeping with the general
spirit of the play. I liked the broadcast because it

S.T. 700

was realised there was sufficient meat in the play
to present it as it was, without aids or props.

It was surprising to hear the relay of Polish music
from Warsaw on the Regional. 'Tis true that the
National was otherwise engaged on a programme of

Old Ballads at the time. The clash was unfortunate,
as many listeners would have liked to hear both. I
decided in favour of the Polish music, chiefly because
of the attractive arrangement of the programme into
four parts. There was .a big orchestral item, a solo
pianoforte, a solo voice, and a solo violin.
The Symphonic Poem by Karlowiez was too full of
musical Problems which I couldn't solve.
The. Fantasia on Polish National Songs (Chopin)

was naturally more easily understood, and one's
enjoyment of the performance was real. The

Pianoforte solos were delightful.
The three songs sung by Aniela Szleminalut came
next in my estimation. They were sung feelingly,
and with an ease that was striking.
The Violin Concerto ended the programme on the same lofty note with which it began.
This Polish programme was an example of good
programme -building, for it provided entertainment
for a variety of tastes..

An Excellent Talk.
Tt is difficult to understand why this Polish music
should have been thought a fitting preliminary to a
talk on the Australian Aborigine. Or, alternatively,

that a talk on the Australian Aborigine should be
thought a suitable sequel to a programme of Polish
music. At one time it was a common practice of
the B.B.C. to stick a short talk in at any odd time of
the day. The practice is less common to -day. A
tffteen-minute talk often has some connection with
the bigger item that follows it.

Belling -Lee Components specified by the designer
FOR A GOOD JOB WELL DONE

A.C. Model

Battery Model
s. d.

9 " R " Type Terminals,
No. 1003, at 3d. each

-

-

-

-

2

No. 1003, at 3d. each

(H.T.+1, H.T.±2, H.T.+3, L.T.+,

No. 1019, at 2d. each -

No. 1224, at Is. 6d. each

Plugs,
-

-

-

I

as a Kit in Carton

Grid --I-, Grid -- I, Grid -2, Grid -3)

he was very interesting with his unshakable belief
in the mentality of the Aborigine. He was delight-

-

.

-

0

9

3

0

-

-

-

3s. 9d.

* Triple Extractor Box
2 " R " Type Terminals.

The Lot, as a
Kit in Carton

No. 1003, at 3d. each

3s. 6d.

-

-

-

0

6

Order from your Dealer now I

" R " Type Terminal,

Use the coupon

Wander

Plug and Low Loss Valve

Hood and Connection

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTFRIAL ROAD

ENFIELD. MID,.

Please send, free, your catalogue, " Radio I

Louis C. S. Mansfield's talk on the Australian

Aborigine stood in splendid old-time isolation, having
nothing in common with anything fo're or aft. This
may have lost Mr. Mansfield many listeners. Yet

-

The Lot,

4

(H.T.+1, H.T.-1-2, H.T.+3, H.T.-,

"Midget"

-

2 Valve Hoods, Low Loss,

L.T.-, Pick -Up, A, E, L.S.-)

8 " Midget " Wander

s. d.

3 " R " Type Terminals,

3

Connections."

I Name

fully sarcastic over the differences between the native
and the higher Western civilisations.

I Address

that our idea of a joke isn't very unlike the Russian's.
Quite a number of English jokes are trotted out here

I

It would seem from the Red! Sarafan broadcasts

Pop. W.21112/35

personally extends the

SEAS0111

OREEcinfis

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,

77, City Rd., London, E.C.1.

to his thousands of
customers at home,

abroad and on the
High Seas.
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In these days we don't
worry over -much about the amount of

THE MEANING OF

as _it is to -day.

amplification we have to supply, because
it is so easily obtained, and we are able to
turn our attention to the other important
point, that is, the disadvantages which

RESONANCE
(Continued from previous page.)

arise from the use of a too -sensitive pick-up.

Natural Frequency.

All this is on the assumption that the
system is set into vibration and left to itself.

In the same way a wireless circuit can be
set into electrical oscillation-that is to say,
electricity in the circuit alternates in opposite directions at a certain frequency and
the natural frequency of the system depends
upon the inductance and capacity in it.
Forced Oscillations.

A vibratory system can, however, be

made to oscillate at a frequency different
from its natural frequency.
If periodic
forces are applied to it they will set it into
oscillation in the same frequency as the
frequency of the applied forces. But you
can easily see that as the frequency of the
applied forces is brought nearer and nearer

to the natural frequency of the vibratory
system, so the latter will respond more and

If the pick-up is too sensitive it is apt
to become rather difficult to handle, and
many people believe that it reproduces the

record " scratch " to an undue extent.

There are now quite a number of people
who prefer to use a pick-up which is not
in itself especially sensitive, and then to
make this -up in amplifying stages, because

they consider that this gives a nicer allround tone and a greater freedom from
scratch.

We express this scientifically by saying

that the system is approaching the " resonance point " and resonance is reached

when the frequency of the applied forces is

the same as the natural frequency of the
system. In this case the response of the

system is usually enormously greater than
it is when the applied frequency is removed
from.the resonance frequency.

Cutting Out Scratch.

Personally, I am inclined to agree with
this latter argument, and if you think about
it for a moment you will see reasons for it.

Nobody can tell you exactly all that goes

to make up " record scratch," but it is a
kind of mixture of noises of all sorts of
frequencies, both high and low, but mainly

THE " P.W."

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL ANY -MAINS SUPER -

HET UNIT

glass ornament or some such object will

Reproducing Gramophone Records.

At one time there was a great demand

for sensitive and ever more sensitive pickups for record reproduction, on the theory

that everything gained in sensitivity at

this point was so much saved in amplifying
stages. That, however, was before amplification per stage had become so efficient

wonderful valves which we now have
available to us based on the ordinary

Rectifying cold valves are based on the
same principle as the excellent metal

rectifier itself may be described as a cold
rectifying valve.
A valve of the ordinary type, even when
used as a rectifier and not specifically as an

'amplifier, almost invariably functions to a
greater or less extent as an ampltfier, and
this amplifying property is very useful in
some types of circuit. A cold valve which

can merely rectify and not amplify can,
however, be used as second detector in a

superheterodyne circuit.

THE LIMITATIONS OF

and a very sensitive
pick-up seems to respond more to the higher
frequencies. For this reason, therefore,

(Continued from page 448.)

A.V.C.

high frequencies,

frequency.

suddenly begin to vibrate or perhaps rattle
when a noise of a certain pitch is produced
in a room. This is because the frequency
of the noise happens to coincide with the
natural frequency of vibration of the object
and so " sympathetic " or " resonant "
vibrations are set up. It is even possible to
break a glass tube by rubbing it in a special
way so as to set it into violent vibration.

to replace in any shape or form the really

NEXT WEEK

If you tune away from that par-

Probably you have noticed sometimes a

rectification purposes, no one seems to have

made it operate as an amplifier and, of
course, this is absolutely essential if it is

rectifiers which are now so widely used for
converting A.C. into D.C. ; in fact, the metal

SET BY MEANS OF

natural frequency of vibration of the circuit
the same as the frequency of the incoming

in some other wavelength at a different

not reached the stage of a really practical
device. The trouble with the filamentless
valve is that although it can be used for

OWN A.C. OR D.C. MAINS

FULL DETAILS OF THIS

ticular frequency and to another frequency,
you exclude the first set of waves and bring

but the fact remains that the valve that
requires no energy for maintaining the

A Slight Amplification.

carrier wave, what you are really doing is

waves.

discoveries which have been announced in
different parts of the world in this direction,

TO THE SHORT
WAVE STATIONS ON. YOUR

CONVERTER

capacity in that circuit so as to make the

I expect you have all heard of the cold
valve, the valve without a filament. I
have on one or two occasions in the past
brought to your notice new inventions or

LISTEN

When you tune the high -frequency cir-

to adjust either the inductance or the

The Rectifying Valve.

principle.

What Happens During Tuning.

cuit of a radio receiver to an incoming

Therefore, you are taking on

all the disadvantages of the extra sensitive
pick-up and throwing away some part of
the amplification which you have available
and which, if used, will enable you to go
over to the less sensitive pick-up with its
greater freedom from surface noise.

electron emission from the filament has still

more readily or easily to the forces impressed on it.

sensitive.

you would expect the sensitive pick-up to

favour the reproduction of the scratch
noises.

By using a relatively insensitive pick-up
you would (on this theory) escape a good
proportion of this scratch and then,

amplifying up, you would have a purer
tone to work on. I think the idea that a
sensitive pick-up is more liable to reproduce

record surface noise is very widespread.
A Point Worth Considering.

Another point is that if there are any

advantages

in

a relatively insensitive

pick-up, it is just as well to make use of

them, because it is ten to one your amplifier
will give you plenty of amplification, some
of which will have to be cut down by means
of a volume control if your pick-up is very

But supposing the strength of the station

fades down so that the sensitivity of the
set has to be increased quite a bit ; the
brake taken off, in order to maintain a
reasonable level of volume. Obviously,
as the other drawing shows, there will now

be sufficient sensitivity in the set to start
amplifying the mush.

Should the strength

of -the station still further decrease, then

the point may be arrived at where the
mush is just as strong, and will receive
equal amplification.

And you won't hear much of the station

through the roaring and rushing and

crackling. You could not reasonably expect the A.V.C. to discriminate between the

station and the mush. The set is bound
to amplify them to an equal extent.
It is no failure on the part of the A.V.C.
as such.

INCREASE THE SELECTIVITY OF YOUR SET!
O'ER 1,500,000
LISTENERS USE A.
to separate those stations that overlap each other. Get rid of that annoying
.11 WITH
HANDY

HOLDER .. 2,6

muzziness that spoils local reception. Just FIX A PIX in your aerial lead
You will be surprised how sharply your set tunes, and delighted. at the number
of new stations you can hear clearly. Try one to -day. Send us 2/-. if you are
not completely satisfied, return it to us within 7 days for full tefund.
BRITISH PIX CO., Ltd., LONDON, S.E.1.

P/X
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are
up to first post WEDNESDAY

Advertisements

MORNING for the following week's issue.

The Proprietors have the right to refuse
or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.
Postal orders, in payment for advertisements,
should be made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., and crossed.
All communications should be addressed to
Advertisement Department, " Popular Wireless," John Carpenter House, John Carpenter
Street, London, E.C.4.

SOUTHERN

RADIOS

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, ete.
(Continued)

WIRELESS

BARGAINS.

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED NEW
AND SENT POST PAID.
FOX INDUSTRIAL 4 -Valve Amplifiers. A.C. Mains
31 watts Output with two tuning coils.
For Tele-

vision, Radio, Gramophone and Microphone. Chassis

Complete less valves, 30/-. With four specified
Ring Valves, 83/1216. Specified Speaker for same, 15/.
SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot 1935 Series, with Universal

Transformers to match any circuit. 99 P.M., 24/6 ;
45 P.M., 20/- ; 32 P.M. in exquisite Cabinet, 42/6 ;
(List 97/6) ; 22 P.M. in attractive Cabinet, 28).6 ;

Mains Energised 2,500 and 6,500 ohms, 14/6 ; Celestion
Soundex Permanent Magnet, 11/- ; Telsen Permanent

Magnet Speakers, 16/- ; Telsen Speakers Units, 2/9.
LISSEN KITS ALL NEW IN SEALED CARTONS
AND COMPLETE. With Specified Valves : Lissen

Skyscraper 3 -valve Battery Kits, 42/- each (List
77/6). Lissen BAND PASS 3 -valve Battery Kits,
62/6 (List 99/6). Lissen ALL -WAVE Four Valve
Battery Kits, 65/- (List 85/12/6).
DEEMARK SHORT-WAVE ADAPTER KIT.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &c.

6d. per word for first words in heavy type
6r- per line for displayed lines

accepted

tai

Com-

plete with all accessories for adapting set for. 14-150
Metres, 20/-. Super -Het Short -Wave Converter Kit,

VAUXHALL.

An goods advertised previously are
standard lines and still available for immediate
delivery.
VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 563a, Strand, W.C.2, over
Denny's, the Booksellers. Temple Bar 9338. Send
postcard for lists free.
A THOUSAND BARGAINS.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, M.C. SPEAKERS, MAINS

VALVES, SHORT-WAVE GEAR, CABINETS, Etc.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
20-22, HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM, S.W.4.
SEND 1)d. STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.
HEADPHONES.

Brown. Siemens, B.T.H., G.E.C.,
Ericsson, etc., 2,000 ohms, 2/6 pair. 4,000 ohms, 5,'-.
Ditto, new, 5/- and 7/6. Special-Brown, Type "A,"
1,000, 2,000, 4,000 ohms, 15/-. Telefunken, 4,000
ohms, 7/6. Satisfaction guaranteed. Postage 6d.Kodesh, 56, Barnsbury Street, London, N.1

20/,

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS,
ACCESSORIES, &c.

"$.7.700." Complete Kit of Parts for the Battery
Model, includes Main Specified Components with
all Screws, Wire, Nuts, Bolts, etc., etc., and copy
of " Popular Wireless " S.T.700 issue with Blue

Cabinet 85/7/6 (List, 8 guineas).

FERGUSON Universal Midget Receiver for A.C./D.C.

(Cost 84 each to Manufacture) 10/- each.
ELIMINATORS.-Regentone 1935 Series.

CLARION VALVES.-All brandnew ; battery valves
2 -volt,
H.2, H.L.2, L.P.2, 1/9;
super -power
P.2, 2/6 ; screens and pentodes, 3/9 ; A.G. Mains :
4 -volt t amp., general purpose, 3/9 ; power, 4/- ;
screens and pentodes, 4/6 ; full -wave rectifier, 3/6.

ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &c.

MULLARD M.B.3 THREE -VALVE BATTERY SETS
(Decontrolled). Complete with 3 Mullard Pentode
Valves. Permanent Magnet Speaker Batteries and
Accumulator. Contained in handsome Walnut

In original sealed
cartons.
HOUSE TELEPHONES. A SPECIAL BARGAIN.
BRAND NEW. ONE -HAND TELEPHONES. Com-

Print, 69/6.

plete on stand, with or without Automatic Dials.

00-250 volts. Moving -Coil Speaker. Wonderful
tone and outstanding selectivity. Limited number,

Mains, 200/250 volts, Type W5a, complete with
trickle charger, 39/6 ; Wla (less trickle charger-

65/- Carriage Paid.

A.C.

3 -Valve Receiver, complete with valves,

carries 30 milliamps.), 33/- ; W lc (less trickle charger),

Carriage Paid, Batteries extra. Send for latest list,
hundreds of other bargains.

CONDENSERS.-Lotus 0-0005. Fully screened, with
trimmers, escutcheons, dials and knob. 3 -gang, HI,
2 -gang, 7/3. Dyblock Single 0.0005, complete with
all accessories, 4/-. Telsen Single Variable Condensers
0'0005, 2/3 ; Plessy 4 -gang Super -het, fully screened
with trimmers, 7/3. Igranic, 1-mfd., 1/3, 2-mfd., 1/9.
COIL/IL-Igraine Super -het. Coil, set of four (I Osc.,

TELSEN

and speaker in handsome Bakelite Cabinet, 35/-,
PEARL & PEARL, LTD., 190, Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.

The following unused Set 'Manufacturers' Surplus.
All goods guaranteed perfect ; immediate delivery.
ERIE resistors, i-watt type, 7d. ; 2 -watt type, 1/2;
Marconi 25 pick-ups, 22/6.

WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, HTS, 9/6;
LT4 LT5, 11/-.
MAINS transformers, 350-0-350v., 60

HT9, HTIO

m.a., 4v. -4a,

4v. -2a., 12/6. Eliminators, outputs, 150v.' 25 m.a.,

S.G. and detector. A.G. type with Westinghouse
rectifiers, 25/, D.C. type, 12/6. Collaro gramo-

phone motors, 100-250 v. A.G., 34/-.
CONVERSION Units for converting D.C. Receivers
to A.C. Mains operation up to 80 watts, 8.2 each.
ROTOROHM volume controls with switch, 216.
MAGNAVOX speakers, complete with hum -bucking

coils, output transformers, etc., 152 (9 -in. cone),
22(6 ; 154 (7 -in. cone), 15/9. All with 2,500 or
6,500 -ohm fields. Magnavox PM254, 18/-. Carriage

paid, cash with order or C.O.D.

WE can supply complete Kits of specified components

30/-.

All in sealed cartons.

4/6 each.
THE following Telsen Components in original sealed
cartons at sacrifice prices :
ACE L.F. TRANSFORMERS. -5/1, 2/9 ; Binocular
H.F. Chokes, 21- r -Standard Screened H.F. Chokes,
2/- ; Ace Microphones (P.O.) with transformers,
5/- each. This Microphone can be used with any
radio set -and is a very efficient article.
AMERICAN VALVES.-A full range of valves for all
American sets at 7/. per valve.
SOUTHERN RADIO BARGAIN PARCELS.-We are
offering the following parcels of mixed components
at a fraction of their value. The items comprise
up-to-date Radio parts, new and perfect, which are
too varied to be advertised individually :-

WOBURN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING GOODS :
drive, -0001, -00015, -00016, -0002, -00025, -0003,

this parcel to hundreds of Traders for re -sale at a

WARD, 46, Farringdon Street,
Telephone : Holborn 9703.

W.R.C.

London,

E.C.4.

Short -Wave condensers, with slow and fast

-0005, 2/.
Ormond two-piece dial for same, 1/-.
W. R.C. Short -Wave Plug-in Coifs, 13-26, 20-44,
and 40-90 metres, 4 -pin, 2/6d., 6 -pin, 2/9d. S.W.
Chokes 10-100 m., sod. Pye 4 -pin S.W. valve holders,
6d. Erie resistances all values to 2 meg., 6d.
WESTINGHOUSE 11.T. 8 and 9 Rectifiers, 8/11d.
1 and -02, 6d. ; -25, 9d. ; -0008 to
Condensers :
-0005, 5d. L.F. Transformers, 5/1 and 3/1, 2/6d.
Mike transformers ratio 100/1, 2/6d. Popular iron cored canned coils with circuits, 2/6d.
ELECTRIC Soldering irons, copper bit, complete
with flex and adaptor, /i el., post 6d.-guaranteed.
Electric Hair Dryers, 200/250v., fully guaranteed, 5
colours, 27/6d. Xmas Decoration Sets, 16 lamps
;

trader's " parcel, and contains a wonderful selection
of components valued at 85/-. We have supplied
profit.

SOUTHERN RADIO Branches at 271-275, High Road,

N.W.f (near Warren Street Tube). 'Phone: Museum

6324.

OUR CATALOGUE SAVES POUNDS BUT COSTS
ONLY STAMPS, THE SQUARE DEALERS, RADIO -

model,

current model listed 12 gns., few only in cartons at
86 15s. Od., carriage forward.
A.E. 4-v. model
86 10S. Od., carriage forward.
TRADE enquiries invited

and stamp.

Enclose trade heading

WOBURN RADIO CO., 9 Sandland Street, Holborn,
W.C.1 (Letters only), callers at shop, 2a, Hand
Court, Holborn, W.G.s.

MISCELLANEOUS
LOUDSPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-. Blue Spot a
Speciality. Transformers and Headphones, 4/-,

Eliminators, Mains Transformers and Moving Coils
quoted for. 24 -Hour Services. Trade Discount.
Clerkenwell 9069.-E.
London, N.1.

Mason,

44.

East

Road,

WANTED, good modern second-hand Sets, Parts,
etc. Spot cash paid. Highest part -exchange allowance in the trade. Bring or send. University Radio,
Ltd., 142, Drummond Street, London, N. W.1.

Nr. Euston Station (L.M.S.).

PLEASE BE SURE to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks I
500 GLADIOLI first size 4-5 inch circ. in 10 named
vars. 100 Anemones, 100 Ranunculus, 25 Double
Begonias and 5 Lilium Regale for only 10/-. Double
lot 19/- carriage and duty paid to destination.

(C.O.D. 6d. extra).
THE

FIRST

HILLEGOM

BULB

Hillegom, Holland.

NURSERIES,

RECEIVERS FOR SALE
Blue -Spot Battery 3, approval, carr. paid. 87.
White, 20, Springbank, Liverpool, 4.
1936

Amalgamated Press Ideal Gift Books for Boys and
Girls
.. Cover n

PACE

formers, 1/6. G.S. 4, L. F. transformer, super model,
3/11. Send 6d. for postage. Everything brand new ,
in makers' boxes. Limited number.
ROTES BARGAIN PARCELS, containing t Igranic
iron -cored oscillator coil, t Igraine S.W. choke,

Curlew

Tanworth-in-Arden, Warwickshire.

BOYES BARGAINS.

All guaranteed 12 months. 150 v. at 30 m.a. Three
positive H.T. Tappings (60 v., 80 v., 150 v.). A.C.
Model 21/-. A.G. Model with 2 v., n amp. Trickle
charger, 32/6d., postage 1/. extra.
4-v. sets,

circuit free with each box. Send 1/2.-" Radiomail,"

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.

formers, 1/11 40 by. heavy-duty L.F. choke, 1/6 ;
W. 74, binocular H.F. choke, 1/6 ; W. 340, all -wave
scd. H.F. choke, 2/3 ; W 132, '0005 air -dielectric var.

A.C./D.C.

Russell's genuine hertzite. New crystal

CRYSTALS.

MART, 19, JOHN BRIGHT ST., BIRMINGHAM.

transformer, t6 /6d., post f/..
W.R.C. ELIMINATORS. Owing to huge demand we

AERODYNE

Newcastle -on -Tyne, 1.

SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Road, London,

TELSEN

cannot accept orders for delivery under 14 days.

from Novo Radio (4), Union Works, St. John Street,

Willesden Green, N.W.fo ; 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
All Mail Orders to 323, Euston Road, London, N. W.1.

and one spare, 2/9d., post 4d. Larger set with
automatic flicking device, and two spares. 4/lid.,
postage 6d.
ROLA P.M. Speakers, 7 -in. -cone, power and pentode

" NORTHUMBRIA " All -wave A.G. Four, 87117/6.
Three, 85/15/6. Table Radiogram, 89/9/0. Catalogue

2 I.F. with Pigtails, I L. F. plain), 9/- per set (List,
50/-). Varley Scpfare Peak Coils, B.P.5, complete
2/3. Telsen Iron -Core Coils, W.349 midget size,

5/- PARCEL.-Gontains modern components valued
at 20/-, including Resistances, Condensers, Coils,
Wire, etc. Circuits of modern Receivers included
.with each parcel.
20/. PARCELS.-This is known as the "small

for the A.C. S.T.600 at a competitive price.

Postage paid, cash with order, or C.O.D. over 10/..Clarion Valves, Dept. 5, 885, Tyburn Road, Erdington, Birmingham.

matched screened coil,

1/11

;

W.

68,

L.F. choke, 40 hy., 1/6; 3-1 and 5-1 Ace trans-.

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment

;

tuning cond., 1/6; W. 63, multi -ratio O.P. trans-

3 rolls wire, I grid leak and holder, I mains fuse and
holder, 1 lighting switch, 2 small knobs, I battery

cable, 6 Formo tag condensers, 6 Telsen tag condensers, 1 set engraved wander plugs, 1 double -range
voltmeter.. 20/- value for 3/6. Limited number.
Send 6d. towards postage.
BOYES RADIO, LTD., Mail Order Dept.,
Shudehill, Manchester, 4.
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Weal Gift Books for Boys Si Girls
It's
WHAT shall I give the children this year ?
a puzzle, isn't it ? But if you knew what
.your young, friends really wanted, you'd
certainly give them books.
45

Nothing else gives boys and girls so much pleasure
as a .good book. The wonder -value selection shown
will help you to make your choice. All are beautifully
illustrated --many with colour pages the fun is first-

class, the fiction healthy and enthralling, the articles
packed with interest. Ask your Newsagent to show
For boys and girls up to
line. Cheery stories, dainty
verse, with an abundance
of pretty and amusing pictureS and the "Little Snowdrop " picture -story

2,6

.you these splendid Annuals.

A big budget of jolly and
xeiting stories. Scores of
unny pictures, tricks and
puzzles. A Prize painting

At all Newsagents and Booksellers

Net

21,6

M a n y fine
ompetition.
coloured pictures.

Net

LAYBOX:

1930 ANNIJAI, 1030

'he big book with the big
a ighs in fun -pictures and
tortes /or boys and girls of

8 to 14 years. Adventure

stork s,f tinniest pict urc s,&c,

Nearly- 700 rhymes, hundreds of pictures, specially
drawn, and many, pages of
colour quite original in a
book of this kind.

Nursery rhymes with music,
bed -time ballads; v original
pieces for .children. and
famous lullabies. Thirty-

two pages in two colours-

jolly tun -picture and
tory-book, packed with
pictures, verses, puzzles,
games, picture -stories and

For boys and girls up to

A

Net

3'6

tales of fun and atha.t;lar,.

:or children

- to

ten.

Net

'acted with stories and
pictures of the hippo
the Bionnty Boys, et'.
riddles and 'izzi,
Cis

Net

The. book for every school.
from nine to .fiftren
years of- age. 'School and
adventure tales and artich s.
Lavishly illust rated.

en, Bright stories and
dainty verse concerning
humans and fairies, birds

Net

nd bunnies. etc.

Packed with pictures and
stories of the Bruin Boys.

3f 6

the Pickles, and other wellknown characters.

Net

A splendid gift book for
science and the. wonders of
Profusely. BilisNature.
trate& Safe -experiments.

boys.who -fiaci a -thrill in

Net

-

'

Net

3'6
Net

he old favourite with all

and 3/6

bildren between six
svelte years of age. Packed
vith '1311111,f4 avid
. fairy tales, jokes and riddles.

A handsome volume of the
finest fiction by the pick of
present-day boys' authors.
Flying, motor -racing, and
adventures on land and sea.

e

416 PA,;

Net

teu,sehool life Artieles,ete.

Net

Net

of- reading and

fo.r. magnificent three colour plates.- Book -length
stories of adventtere, mys-

Net
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EXCLUSIVE DETAILS OF THE B.B.C.'s XMAS BROADCAST
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CAN HEAR .ON SHORT WAVES

EVERY
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WO PRICE

&TEL EVISION TIMES
Also in This Number:

TELEVISION JOTTINGS-By L. H. THOMAS
THE " P.W." UNIVERSAL CONVERTER
(An easy -to -build short-wave unit for mains sets)

W. L. S. ON MAKING A WAVEMETER
ABOUT THESE PROGRAMMES
(A new feature contributed by Higham Buriaci

SUPPRESSING INTERFERENCE

B.B.C. PROGRAMME PRESENTATION

MICKEY MOUSE
CALLING !

MAKING YOUR
OWN CABINET

All children, no less than the grownups, will be keen to hear the Empire
broadcasts on Christmas Day. Like
the little girl in our photograph,
listening attentively to a Marconiphone
radiogram, the " kiddies " will be

anxious not to miss the introduction
of His Majesty by a child in New
Zealand who will stay up late espeeally for this purpose.

No. 708.
Vol. XXVI i 4.
Dec. 28th, 1935
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COSSIOR

rtaiiiiy

SUPERHET
RADIO
le I;

Battery & A.C. Mains Users
INCORPORATING the most up-to-date in
Superhet practice these receivers employ a

Pentagrid Frequency Changer in conjunction
with specially designed coils, which ensure an ex-

ceptionally high degree of selectivity. A wealth
of experience is behind these Superhets, and

backed by the largest self-contained Radio factory

in the Empire, they are above all RELIABLE.
BATTERY MODEL 366A

With Pentagrid Frequency Changer, H.F. Screened Pentode
I.F. Amplifier, Double Diode Detector and Economy
Pentode Output. 8" Moving Coil Speaker.
Cabinet with accommodation for suitable
Price
Accumulator and Battery.
(Exclusive of Batteries)
H.P. Terms: 17/6 deposit and r1 monthly payments of 17/6.

GNS

Models 366,4 and 364

A.C. MAINS
With Pentagrid Frequency Changer, H.F. Pentode I.F.
Amplifier, Double Diode Detector, High Slope Pentode
Output, Full Wave Rect., Thermometer Twin illuminated
and detachable Scales. Combined On/Off, Wavechange and
pick-up Switch, Volume Control. 8" Mains Energised M.C.
Speaker. Complete with plug and sockets

for extension Speaker and for pick-up.
A.G. Mains only 200/250 v. (adjust.)

I GNS

Price
oo cycles.
N.P. Terms: 20/- deposit and 12 monthly payments of 20/-.

II

A NEW MODEL

SEVEN STAGE
BATTERY MODEL 376B
Seven stages, Anti -fading circuit with Pentagrid Frequency

Changer, Variable -mu H.F. Pen. I.F. Amplifier, Double
Diode Det. High Slope Driver and Class B' Output. Single

Knob tuning, sloping detachable scale. Four way combined
On/Off, Wavechange and pick-up Switch. 8" Moving Coil
Speaker. Cabinet with accommodation for suitable AccumuPrice
lator and Battery.
(Exclusive of Batteries)
H.P. Terms: 171- deposit and 12 monthly payments of 17/ or 40/- deposit and 12 monthly payments of 551-.

19

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept.,
Hoghbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me free of

charge, literature
The NEW Seven Stage Class

13' Battery Model 3768.

THIS COUPON BRINGS FULL DETAILS

giving full particulars
of the new Cossor
Receiver
Superhet

*Model No
Please state Model
required.

Name

Address
P.W. 28,12:35
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RADIO NOTES & NEWS

Sinews of War.

WHATEVER you may think about the

way the Abyssinians make war,

One would naturally imagine that the
various broadcasting networks would be
delighted to put on political speakers at

YOUNGEST HAM
" OLD JUNK "

THE BIG NOISE

to the participants, so it is with pleasure
that I record the following:
Mr.

Zwanzig,

C.

3rd,

1404,

West

you've got to admit that they understand the sinews of same. Finding themselves with about seventy-five foreign
journalists in Addis Ababa, all news -hungry
for their respective papers, the Abyssinians
let them send as much by wireless as they
like to pay for-at war -time rates.

such a price. But, in point of fact, there is a
bit of a hitch at the moment. It seems that

Madison Street, Ottawa, Illinois, U.S.A., is
representing a group of American amateurs

matter of about £40,000, incurred during the
campaign of 1932.
It seems very odd to us that a politician's
performance should not exactly conform to
his promises. Or doesn't it ?

enthusiasts overseas, and especially in
Britain. The object is to interchange cir-

rocketed up from pocket -money figures to
the handsome sum of £12,000.

Where the Sun Never Sets.
SOME readers of P.W." get their copies
three or four weeks later than the rest

The consequence is that one month's
takings at the little radio station recently
The Yellow Peril.

AREMINDER of the recent sensation
when the British Government dis-

closed that the R.A.F. were using

the parties still owe the networks a little

of us, not because of the confounded
newsagent's boy, but because the ocean is
wide and they live on the other side of it.
All such far -away fellows will be glad to

completely wireless -controlled aeroplanes,
is afforded by a new Air Ministry warning.

know that it is expected that when the

It cautions all joy -stick jugglers to avoid
flying anywhere near Queen Bee radio -

Ullswater Report is made public it will be
found to recommend that a larger sum shall
be set aside for Empire Broadcasting.

controlled planes.
The Bees have distinctive yellow mark-

Lack of funds hampers the present service

all the time, but it manages to diffuse a lot

ings, as an indication to all

who wish to correspond with other radio

cuits, ideas, and so forth, and though I

know nothing of Mr. Zwanzig, personally,
I can vouch that such schemes may be well
worth investigation.
Midland Regional Reaches Out.

LISTENERS in the Midlands who do not

always find sufficient punch behind
their regional station will be interested

to hear of the experience of an Australian

listener, who has written to the B.B.C.

about the surprise of his life.
It seems that he was sitting out there in
Toowoomba, or Kalgoorlie, or wherever it

was, tuning in to the various Australian

stations on medium wavelengths, when he
came across a new and " different " sort of
programme. And he nearly

fell off his perch when the
announcer said it was Mid-

and sundry that they are
liable to sting.

" It's an Ill Wind

.

*.

."

ABIZARRE radio

attraction for U.S.
listeners has been provided by the warden of the
Illinois State Prison at Joliet,
Ill. The warden believes that
if his charges have too little

to do a certain long-tailed
gentleman will hand them
out some mischief ;, so all the

convicts who can sing, play
jazz instruments, recite, or
croon are to broadcast in
programmes from the prison.
The idea is that there shall

land Regional.

THE TRUTH ABOUT FRANKIE WILSON

A close check-up has shown

g A few weeks ago Henry Hall's " ace " trumpeter, a man holding one of

that it was not one of those

the most coveted dance -band jobs in the whole world, of his own free will
left Broadcasting House for ever.
q He had been earning a four -figure salary and, being still comparatively
young, the world of rhythm was at his feet.
g If he had desired he could undoubtedly have formed his own unit, toured

" freaks " which prove to be
merely relays by another

station, or retransmission on
short waves. It was a genuine

the music halls, added to his fame as a dance -band musician and increased his income.
q Instead, he has completely renounced his profession. For what? Various
reports have appeared in the newspapers, but in general this " news "

Droitwich - to - Australia - in one - hop transmission, on the
medium waves. Congratulations, Droitwich.

seems to have been regarded as so staggering, so fantastic, that journalists

were unable to get to grips with it.
q Believing that all " P.W." readers would welcome full and authoritative
details of the inside facts of this extraordinary case of Frankie Wilson,
we commissioned Alan Hunter to get in touch with him and fully discuss

Colonial Wireless.

the whole matter.

tj This he has now done, and the first of the two articles he has written,
understandingly and sympathetically, will appear in " P.W." next week.
THE EDITOR.

be at least one prison programme broadcast every week, and the

convicts concerned have pronounced that
this arrangement is oky-doke with them !

The most surprising thing about the

whole affair is that it originated because

one convict stabbed another, thus convincing the authorities that new interests
would be beneficial !
Pay As You Go.

UNLIKE the political parties in this
country, the Republicans and Demo-

crats of the U.S.A. expect to spend

between them a matter of some £200,000 on

broadcasting in the next Presidential election, this bein' the cost of microphone time.

ACCORDING to Mr. J. H.

Thomas, Secretary of
State for the Colonies

**

(and he ought to know !),

of enjoyment on the 10/15 -kilowatt transmitters, so there should be great jubilation
when the power is pushed up to 50 kw. by

the establishment of broadcasting services in one form or another in
all British Colonies can only be "a matter
of time, and, I hope, a short time."
He was inaugurating a relay service to
Nigeria, and referred to the success already

mitter to Daventry, to augment the others.

achieved in several other colonies, including
Sierra Leone, and to the recently established
service on the Gold Coast.

two new transmitters in 1937. As that
date is such a long time away the B.B.C.
has taken the old Chelmsford 5SW transA good move.

Pen Pals.
OCCASIONALLY I get requests from my

readers asking to be put into touch
with other radio enthusiasts abroad,
with a view to correspondence. Some of
these pen -pal -ships have lasted for many
years, and have bean a source of great fun

Mr. Thomas mentioned also the potentialities of, broadcasting for education,

public health, agriculture, and so forth.
But this was the official view, and he
knows as well as I do that what the
CoLmies would r:ally like is a plentiful
(Continued oh, next par.)
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B.B.C. PAY A THOUSAND A YEAR FOR FLOWERS
dose of

news,

jazz, and variety, with

as many matches and sporting events as
possible.

why that young lady's homework is often
suspended for a moment while she talks
with total strangers in the U.S.A. !

" Time, Gentlemen, Please ! "

Coming Events.

THERE will be less excuse than ever for
being late at the office in the mornings
when London gets its television
.service,

RESIDENTS of North London should
soon be seeing more signs of television
progress at the Alexandra Palace. The
partly demolished tower on the Wood Green

According to the Press reports,
Mr. Gerald CockB.B.C. Director of
Television - plans

side of the Palace is to provide support for
the television mast, which will be a three -

to give us intervals,
long enough to rest

This mast, constructed in Rugby, should
soon be in place, ready for the tests in the

the eye, during

which the television
Screen will be given
over to a huge
clock face.

hundred -footer.

spring.

Four floors are being prepared to accommodate artists' rooms, offices, and studios.
These latter will be suitable for sound and

It is not certain

whether there will
be an accompanying tick -took, but the
giant Father Time clock will be a constant
warning to all the household clocks that
there must be less individuality in timekeeping in future. When Father says turn,
they must all turn !

Another point about the forthcoming

television broadcasts is that programmes
televised from Alexandra Palace grounds
must be picked up within 1,000 feet from
the transmitter, this being the maximum
length of the special cable that can be used.

Say It With Flowers.
ONE of those indefatigable chappies who
translates everything into figures has
calculated that it must cost the B.B.C.
very nearly £1,000 a year for flowers.
Set out in cold figures that sum may give
one a bit of a shock, but so far as my own
observation goes there is little floral extravagance at Broadcasting House. They certainly have a nice display outside and in the

waiting rooms, but only what one would
expect from a place where it is essential
that people should feel at their ease. And
not only is this good for the florists, but

some of the flowers-in the chapel, for
instance-don't cost the B.B.C. a penny,
since they are
listeners.

gifts from appreciative

THE continuation of long-distance work
on ten metres is still affording some
remarkable contacts hither and thither.

One of the most -sought -for stations is in
New Zealand, at a

place with the at-

of

Wynnum.
The station is
V K 4 Y L, and the

reason that fans all
over the world get
a special kick from
receiving it is that

V.K 4 YL's
the world's youngest.

:broadcasting calendar for 1935 will be illustrated
by means of records.

Earlier in the evening, " Tunes of the Year "
will be given by Tony's Red Aces Dance Band,
and another popular feature of the evening will
be an entertainment by Arthur Marshall, who
has been in the Nelson Key's revues and is a
master at Oundle School.

Under the title " Snacks " a special variety
bill will be broadcast from the Manchester
studios on January 2. Details are not yet
available, but the bill will include a well-known
Liverpool mezzo-soprano, who is to sing songs
by Alan Low, also of Liverpool, who will
accompany her on the piano. The programme
is being arranged by Arthur Spencer.

" Aladdin,"

presented

produced

and

by

Prince Littler, will be relayed from the New
Theatre, Cardiff, in the Welsh programme, on
January 3. The cast includes Eileen Moody as
Aladdin, Norman Griffin as the Widow Twankey,

Jimmy Britton as Abanaza, Kenneth Carlisle
the

as

Emperor,

Leslie

Barker

as

Wishee

Washee, and Lena and Follie Terry's Juveniles

as Pekee and Saucee.
*

'In

a

*

*

half-hour's relay from the Theatre

Royal, Nottingham, on January 3rd, listeners
will hear excerpts from the Fred Clements
pantomime, " Cinderella." Mr. Clements, who
was last represented in Midland programmes
by his Arcadian Follies from Skegness, has

operator is one of
Her name is

McKenzie, and she is only
thirteen years old.
When this fact was disclosed to one U.S.
Madeline

station-operated by Frank Lucas, of
W 8 C R A, Cannonsburg, Penn.-he told

the other radio communicants in the U.S.A.
to keep a look -out for Madeline, so that is

have heard of several remarkable
veterans. Some of them have been on the
shelf for a dozen
years or so, but they
seem uncommonly
sprightly
when

filled with the old

familiar juice from
a good accumulator
and H.T. battery.
One kindly Dover
soul (I nearly wrote
sole !) offers to send

me a one-valver of 1922 to see if I can
make it work. I have had to decline this
gambit because of Arieline-her sense of
historic appreciation is subordinate to a

nausea arising from anything which she can
label as " Old Junk."
Awkward Questions.

IN a learned paper recently read before the

Institution of Electrical Engineers a
description was given of the exhaustive

experiments carried out to determine the
relative acoustic properties of materials

used in the building and furnishing of radio
studios.

Reference was made to a specially constructed reverberation chamber which has
concrete walls twelve inches thick ; it

rests upon a thick bed of cork, has tiled
walls, and double doors packed with
mineral wool-not the sort of place to
crack jokes or drink champagne in !
The space between this cheerless chamber
and the brick walls in which it is housed has
been filled with sand, so that not the chirp
of a bird nor the whistle of a butcher -boy

shall enter ; neither shall there be any
whoopee, nor sound of revelry by passing
minstrelsy.
Having heard all about the room's damping and decibels, one of the electrical engin-

years, and has had as many as seven running
in one season at leading provincial theatres.

eers unkindly asked," But isn't it a fact that
the bast B.C.C. studio was just an old cellar
under a bridge ?" Another instance of the
discordant fact disturbing the harmony of
the flawless theory.

Leading parts are taken by Babette
O'Deale, Richard Hassett, Mary Honri, and
Gladys Watson.

HAS anybody heard the much -talked -of

been producing pantomime for almost thirty

Dudley Powell has written the music for this

On Ten Metres.

tractive name

RADIO TOPICALITIES
On Old Year's Night Percy Edgar, Midland
Regional Director, and H. J. Dunkerley, Programme Director, will exchange reminiscences
of the most interesting Midland programmes of
the past year. Star events in the Midland

k)resurThe Old Brigade.

SINCE I told you recently of the
rection of old-time wireless sets, I

one.

.......... ...... ..........

........ .........

sight programmes, and it is probable that
they will be placed on the first floor.
Immediately below, on the ground, floor,
will be the two transmitters, one for each of
the two television systems to be tried.
Truth Will Out.

APPARENTLY " P. W." still circulates
in Germany, despite the close cen-

sorship exercised there, for I have

received a very charming letter from H. S.,

Hamburg' whose admirable English
makes me ashamed of my knowledge of
German (viz., " Achtung " and
Auf
of

Wiedersen" !).

My correspondent, in commenting upon
Germany's rapidly increasing licencesthey put on 164,585 in October-says that
" England is still the most licentious country

in Europe." He meant it as a compliment.

The Big Noise.

Radio Romania on 1,875 metres ?

He is said to be testing there, and as
the power is 150 kilowatts, it should not be
a difficult matter to
receive the tests in
this country. Yet

so far I have not
heard of a reader

who has noticed the

1111

newcomer.

4'111

I understand that

his hours are very
there is nothing so
democratic
night -shift

iii :111

and

gentlemanly,

as

lir

(All

1111(0""
1111

a

about Radio Romania. He
only soils his hands with work twice a
day-after breakfast, and in the afternoons
from about 2.30 to 4 p.m. Has any gentleman adventurer encountered a dude station,
strongly got up, about that time ?
ARIEL
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All about the B.B.C.'s Christmas Day Broadcast.
By HOWARD COOPER

PUNCTUALLY at three o'clock on
Christmas afternoon, as the proudest
child in the British Empire is broadcasting from New Zealand, the King will
quietly leave his

family party by the

fireside at Sandringham and slip into an
adjoining room.

Here, seated at his desk, with three
small Australian walnut " boxes " before
him, he will await the flashing of the red
light indicating that all is ready for him to
begin his fourth Christmas message to the
Empire.

Thus the climax of the B.B.C.'s annual
Empire -wide broadcast will be reached,
and in millions of homes throughout the
world families of listeners will hear the

voice of the beloved head of the great

his side, like the stop -watches in Australian,

next-door to him, and so on. In short,
he has on this panel direct control over

programme, will have been accurately set
to G.M.T. because on them depends the

the following :

Canadian and other studios used in the
final co-ordination of the various itoms.

As the time arrives for each contribution
to be faded in, he will turn a knob on the

panel, confident that the distant actors

event of one of them

(3) Studios in Broad-

In

not

the unlikely

coming

through,

Felton will quickly

this great and
of
widespread family." It

SOUTH

is these words which

AFRICA

Tea Time

have given the B.B.C.
the title of Wednesday's programme, " This Great Family."
Felix Felton, the B.B.C.'s twenty -four-

year -old producer, in whose hands the

entire programme has been placed, sought

the co-operation of all the broadcasting
authorities in the Empire, and explained
to them the lines on which he proposed to

The result is
that he has been able
work.

L

*AUSTRALIA
Boxing Day. Xmas
Parties breaking up

turn another knob and
fade in a gramophone
record of the item in question. (You see,

everything is being recorded at a full
rehearsal, just in case anything goes

CANADA
Breakfast Time

to build up a fine programme from a dozen
or more different sources, with the actors

and actresses scattered about the globe
and linked only by telephone.

At zero hour-which is 2.30 p.m.-on

Christmas afternoon, Felton will sit at
the dramatic control panel with the full
script before him. He will " flash " a
studio in the building, and the programme
begins with carollers singing God Bless

the Ruler of this House."

tips, therefore, Felix
Felton will have the
broadcasting studios of
the whole Empire. A

INDIA

friendliness which is found at its best in
family life. You may remember that last
year the King, in his broadcast, stressed
this point, and spoke

From that

moment onwards he and the Post Office

and the distant Empire producers must
work to a split second. The stop -watch by

short-wave radio -telephone system.

(2) The headquarters of the B.B.C.'s own

wrong !)
Literally at his finger-

That, briefly, is the theme of this Christ-mas broadcast-the spirit of good cheer and

with the whole world through the

will take their cues and begin to broadcast.

family of British peoples.
Good Cheer and Friendliness.

(1) Line to Faraday Building, the G.P.O.'s
international exchange, which is linked

Evening

twist of a knob and
Canada is through;

another twist and

Edinburgh is calling ; yet

another and he brings in

the announcer in the studio

SANDRINGHAM HOUSE
whence H.M. The King will speak to his
Empire at 3 p.m. on Christmas Day. The
boxes indicate the times at which subjects
in various parts of the world will hear the
message.

Regions.

casting

House

where the announcers will

NEW ZEALAND
2 a. m. Boxing Day

speak, and where
London's own contribution
be given.

is to

(4) The gramophone studio.
(5) The effects studio.
(6) The echo -room, where artificial echo
is added to the programme at will.
All.

of these can be merged and

" crossed " by the producer, so that what
he hears will be the composite whole as

heard all over the world.

Mr. Felton assures me that all the

incidents he includes in the programme
(Continued on nest page).
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" THIS GREAT
FAMILY"

*

(Continued from previous page.)

Exactly how many people will hear the
programme it is impossible to estimate,

but since the whole Empire will listen,
plus the whole of the U.S.A., it is safe to
say that the potential audience is at least
300,000,000.

are going to be genuine. If, in an emergency,

any of the records have to be used, he will
let it be known to the public.
" Of course," he said, " the time -

difference makes it impossible for us to
broadcast real family parties from every
part of the Empire. The India relay will
be an evening party, the South African
one a tea-party, and the Australian onewell, it will actually be Boxing Day there.
The child who introduces the King will be

allowed to sit up in New Zealand until
3 a.m. ! "
Absolutely True-To-pfe.

Nevertheless, he made it clear to me
that the programme would be one hundred
par cent true-to-life; even though the
time is to be conveniently ignored. Thus the
South African contribution will even
include the family dog, which it is hoped
will give an added touch of homeliness by

*

66

a tiny accumulator in the air.

it and suggested that it probably was full.
He drew himself up. " How can it be full

An unusual programme to be
broadcast from the Norther n
Ireland Studios.

when I spilled the acid out of it this

...... *

IT is surprising how many unusual instruments
there are which scarcely get their fair share
of attention. Edward Wilkinson, who is
responsible for the Variety programmes in
Northern Ireland, having felt a deep sympathy

for some of these neglected instruments, has

decided to revive a programme which was very
successfully produced earlier this year, under
the title of " All Kinds of Musick."
This programme, which is to be presented on

effectively squash

those silly rumours
which went round
after last year's

A small girl, anxious -eyed, comes

toddling up.

" Please would you bring
the thing that cures the wireless, it isn't
speaking very well." The necessary medicine proved to be an accumulator.

who can play them, and in his search he has

fault, to hear a doleful feminine voice in
the next room : " Aye, he's at it now, but

much for the unsual instruments, but for people

Jew's harp, a handbell team-and then, to

THE PULSE OF THE PROGRAMME

It was somewhat disconcerting when in
the midst of tracking a particularly obscure

I doubt he'll no make a job o' it. Ye

should hae sent it to the works as I telled
ye." Then a masculine voice chimed in :
Och, gie the man a chance ! Did he no
fix yer Uncle John's wireless and naebody
kenned what wis wrang wi' it ? " Feminine
voice (distinctly brighter) : " Oh, aye, so
he did." As you can imagine, it became a

matter of honour to get that set right.

Hospitality is a marked feature of country
districts. After a motor -cycle run of ten
miles, an ex -police inspector's greeting was :
" Man, I'm glad to see ye ; I'm off for a bit

effect that the whole
thing was " faked."
B.B.C.

besides, it might have been a new form of
leg-pull.

Somewhat Disconcerting.

broadcast to the
The

morning ? ' After telling him to put fresh
acid of the correct specific gravity in before
using it again, I did a rapid fade. Explanations are wasted on some folk ;

January 3rd, is one which has involved Mr.
Wilkinson in a great deal of research, not so

make weight, a few songs.
In fact, it will undoubtedly be a very interesting programme and well worth listening to.

other parts of the Home Country will

" Is this

full ? ' he demanded. I put a quick test on

undoubtedly be interviewed in the newspapers next day, a fact which should

The families taking part in the pro-

stabbing formula with a view to picking
Another man met me at the door waving

ALL KINDS
OF MUSICK "

gramme from Scotland, Lancashire and

piece of cake.

were merely testing some miraculous pin winners.

discovered street musicians who are exponents
of some of these unusual instruments.
In the short space of half an hour there will
be items for mouth organs, accordions, banjos,
guitars, mandolins, a ukelele, a musical saw, a

barking at the appropriate moment for a

" Right off the rails," I remarked. " Oh,
it's not the same set," was the apparently
guileless rejoinder.
am still wondering
exactly what his object was, or if he

You'll join me ? " I started to
mention wireless, but the look in his eye
fishing.

may

be this, that and the
other in the eyes of
discontented listeners

On ' returning, after an
excellent meal, enlivened with yarns of the

never stoops to hoaxing, and certainly not

you are," was the reply. " What's the

was sufficient.

days when he was on patrol, I again ventured to bring the subject up. " Sit where

sometimes, but it

hurry ?

on an occasion like
millions are listening.

word.

Moreover, the King

On a busy day the amount of tea one
consumes would float a toy yacht. To
refuse is simply not done, and it is only
with great difficulty that one escapes a

himself will be an

interested listener,
for he and the Royal
Family will have the
loudspeaker, on all the
time. I suppose he

I'll run it over in the ear to-

morrow, and you can do what you like
with it." And he was as good as his

this, when untold

The dramatic control panel at Broadcasting House where the great link -up
with the Empire will be controlled and the items faded in and ont to form

succession of sit-down meals.

will miss a minute or

so near the end, as he goes into the next
room ; but it need not be very much, because
Mr. S. J. de Lotbiniere, the B.B.C.'s

Outside Broadcast Director, will be able
to hand him headphones, if he wishes it.

In fact, the King can even hear himself
broadcast if he cares to keep the 'phones

on all the time he speaks.
Increased Volume Possible.

Needless to say, all the B.B.C.'s transmitters will be radiating the programme,

and you may detect an increase in the

volume of your set, because on occasions
such as this the B.B.C. always boosts up
the power and modulation so as to ensure
good reception.

The Empire short-wave transmitters at
Daventry will also be going at full power,
as will certain of the Post Office transmitters
which are relaying the programme to parts
of the world not reached by the B..B.C.

One house

I visited had a little note pinned on the
door. " Gone to post office-walk in."

the complete programme.

*

WHY WORRY ?
Some unexpected trials in the
life of a radio service engineer.
NOW

IN the course of radio servicing one
sometimes meets with the unexpected.

Recently I was called in to look at

a set in which the trouble proved to be a

The post office, by the way, was also the
general store some two miles off. So I

walked in, put the set to rights and dis-

appeared like the goblin in Hans Andersen
without seeing a soul.
Communication Difficulties.
Most difficulties arise

through faulty
A brief and
often cryptic note, or a verbal message,
means of communication.

of which the messenger has mixed up half
and forgotten the remainder, informs one

breakdown in one of the long -wave windings.

that something has gone wrong with the

I told the owner what was wrong. He
looked a bit doubtful and, after fishing

for it doesn't help matters any when, in
response to a tentative suggestion, you
take over a nice new set of valves only
to find the G.B. or H.T. has run down.

It was pretty obvious, as the winding had
reached an advanced stage of crackling.
around in his pocket, poked a small slip of

paper at me.

" Would that be right ? "

he inquired ? " That " was a reply to a
radio query in a daily newspaper.

I read it through with some curiosity.

works. Just what, is left mainly to the
imagination. Perhaps it is just as well,

However, it all comes right in the end, and
one does get a lot of fun out of it --so why
worry ?

O'M.
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of elec

tricity form the outstanding achieve-

If you suffer from mains -borne
noise in your radio set try these
simple cures.

ment of the present day, but the

growth of the electrical age has been rapid,

and has brought with it many attendant
problems. Chief among these, so far as
the average listener is concerned, is the
problem of radio interference
suppression.

and its

Unfortunately, we live in an age of

mechanical noise also, for the noise level
of the average city street imposes an

FIRST STEP
c
Maras

exacting

strain on the
nervous system. Perhaps
this explains
our apathy
both as individuals and

a nation
towards the
as

problem
This is the simplest

form of suppressor.

legislation

has appeared on the subject by the powers that -be, but the day is not far distant when
the question of stringent suppression will
be carefully considered.

pole and the frame of the interfering

plant as the other. In the latter case an

easy path to earth is provided for the
interfering frequencies either by direct

earthing or by frame capacitances in the
case of an insulated framework. Both these
components set up mains -borne radiation,
the suppression of which is very desirable.
Successful suppressive devices are built
up of combinations of condensers, resistors,
and inductances, the various combinations

Fig. 3. Earth-

ing unearthed
framework in
the case of A.C.
mains. The condensers should

containing frequencies from the audio to the radio -frequency range which are
capable of interfering with the normal
broadcast frequencies and being picked
up by the receiver in the form of noise.
The interfering frequencies are picked

up either by direct radiation from the
source, or by radiation after their passage

CHOKES ADDED

along the

mains. In all

probability
the second

source, or
mains - borne

Oczars radiation, is

the chief

offender, for

the inter-

ference due

to direct
radiation
Fig. 2. This circuit is useful
in cases of high - impedance

is

generally

slight except
electrical plant.
at very short
distances from the interfering plant.

In general, the interfering frequencies
are composed of two components, named
respectively the symmetrical and the
asymmetrical components. The symmetrical

component sets up an E.M.F. across the
plant leads, while the asymmetrical com-

types of suppressor units

UNIVERSAL

in use depending

not exceed '01

Ahura

Tc

mfd.

phase.a...e

on

Mavis

the nature of
their appli-

0}1,50
69S0 ,y---eakat

cation, b u t
in all cases it
is essential to

.1`

V

keep the

leads between the
plant and

Fig. 6. A development of Fig. 5,

wherein chokes are connected

in series to make the device

in good condition.

Aanzi---1

60-0 0 0 0 \

0=

more effective.
unit as short
as possible to avoid radiation.. In addition,
all leads and connections should be kept

THE FRAME

The Two Causes.
Radio interference results from two

causes-namely, commutation and switching operations. In both cases the normal
operating current of the appliance is either
varying or interrupted. With such conditions pulsating currents are produced,

There are

ponent occurs between the leads as one

of

suppression.
As yet, little

of inductors, as in Fig. 4, is essential

many other

interference
Fig. 1.

often reduced by high -framework impedance, and in such instances the addition

By E. W. SEWARD, B.Eng.

*

in the case of unearthed frameworks on
A.C. supply, and the values of the condensers must be restricted to -01 mfd.
The effective suppression so gained is

In all cases components

used in the units should be of high quality
and suitable for the nature and voltage to
which they are to be applied.
Mains -Entry Filters.

Treating the problem at its origin as
described is, unfortunately, not yet standard

acre

Fig. 4. The

addition of

()

Ic

Alcure-r

C

inductances as
shown here may
make the Fig. 3

circuit morn
effective.

'000000\ --Fig. 5.

simple suppressor circuit
a

for use on

e92cgre

Magus

universal or

A.C. sets. It can
be improved as
shown in Fig. 6.

listener's premises in the way of mains borne interference suppression by subse-

quent filter circuits. This is effected very
conveniently by means of mains -entry

filters, which, as the name implies, are
placed as near as possible to the mains
switch. In the case of universal or A.C.
operated sets the circuits given in Figs.
5 and 6, with their associated component

lute

This is

practice, but much can be done on the

NeeAal

values, have

been found

very convenient and
effective.

FOR ALL SETS

With D.C.

operated
sets the cir-

being determined by the nature of the

plant to which they are connected. The
effective functions of these components
are respectively by-passing of interfering
frequencies to earth by the condensers,
reduction of magnitude by the inductances,
and sparking reduction by the combination
of condensers and resistors. In -extreme
cases

plants are fitted in screened

en-

closures, a measure effectively preventing
direct radiation.
The simple condenser type of suppressor
and its method of connection is illustrated
in Fig. 1. In the case of appliances which

necessitate a large capacitance to make
the simple condenser circuit effective,
the suppressor unit given in Fig. 2 is used.

The circuit shown in Fig. 3

is used

cuits given
in Figs. 1 and

2 provide

effective

suppressors

with equal
condenser

Fig. 7.

A good all-round sup-

pressor for connection to the
mains input of a set.

values of 1 mfd. and inductances having
values of 500 micro -henries.

Where interfering plant is present on the

premises, such as vacuum cleaners, hair
dryers, thermostat -controlled water -heaters,
etc., a mains -entry filter is insufficient and a

-further suppressor must be fitted to the
mains input of the set. A good all-round

filter for A.C., universal, or D.C. operation

under such conditions is given in Fig. 7.
With such a suppressor fitted, the mains
entry filter can often be eliminated.
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final arbiter of programme ach:evementor he ought to be, and I am sure that he
would forgive a lot for the sake of a great
deal more experiment and adventure in the

B.B.C. PROGRAMME

devising of his radio fare.

PRESENTATION

That the B.B.C. programmes are not

going over quite as well as they should and
could is clear from the fact that the licence
figures are falling off. Eventually there
will be a reaction on the great radio industry

What would you do if you had £2,000,000 a year to run broadcasting ? This is one of the direct and outstanding questions
By THE EDITOR.
asked in this provocative article.

*
AND so we have now got a new Programme, Controller at the B.B.C.
'You have read something about his

plans in that article in " P.W. ' last week
entitled " Mr. Graves Marks Time." Well;
I wish Mr. Graves the best of good fortune
in his task. He will bear a great responsibility, for undoubtedly there is much which
can be done to improve our broadcasting in
certain directions.

For instance, it would seem to me that
the machinery of the B.B.C. is tending to
master its men. The coils of red tape
would appear to be spreading over Broadcasting House like the strangling weeds of
the Sea of Sargossa.
That Snooker Commentary.

It is becoming evident in the smallest
programme details. The other night there
was a running commentary on a snooker
match between Davis and Lindrum. At
the end of the scheduled quarter of

an hour the game was not quite

As for the programmes themselves, there

are many of the opinion that they have
depreciated very considerably during the
past year or two. Personally, I do not
wholly share that view. That they could
be very Much better in quality is certain
enough. Nevertheless, I consider that they

compare very favourably indeed with those
broadcast by most other countries. And
that is an opinion arrived at after a careful
period of listening on an international basis.
More " Pep " Wanted.

It is in presentation that I fee] something

There isn't enough life, not
enough " pep," not sufficient showmanship. Our daily radio fare is served .up
is lacking.

with the subdued, dignified air of a butler
bringing in the letters at one of those clubs
where waiters must wear rubber -soled shoes

lest they wake the members.

There should be more vitality, more

if something is not done soon, and that
is a matter of some considerable national
importance.

Undoubtedly the best possible thing
which could happen would be for a certain
amount of -competitive broadcasting to be
allowed in this country. That would ginger
things up at once. There would then be a
real incentive to provide the listening public
with more of what it wants.
The Demands of Progress.

To operate on the principle that the
public should be given what it ought to want

is a grand ideal, and great credit is due to

the one man, Sir John Reith, who has
built broadcasting on such noblefoundations.

But nobility of purpose should be tempered with the demands of progress. The

tempo of British Broadcasting has not
quickened with

and not begin to contract.

There is one clear ray of hope to
be seen in the not far -distant future.
Television ! Apparently this is to

"WHAT'S ON TO -NIGHT?"

finished. However, it obviously could

not last more than another couple
of minutes or so.

be handled by a separate administrative and programme body freed

Yet it was touch and go as to

from the

whether the listening public would
be irritated beyond measure by
having the axe brought down on it.
The order was actually given to the
comentator, Willie Smith, to apply
the closure, and it was a very impatient announcer (or so it sounded)
who finally gave him permission to
give the final few phases of play.

The only snag is that it will not at
first function nationally, but apply
only to London.

I hope that by the time it extends
over the whole country, there will
not have grown up another more

I am afraid I am no snooker expert)

or less rigid machine fixedly geared
to that which is already existent.

the result was breathlessly given

and the item switched off like

Send in Your Views.
Of course, there is no subject like the

lightning-as though to make way
for an announcement of national

radio programmes to cause argument
and diversity of opinion. Subsequent
to writing the above I had a conversation
with a man whose opinions of people
and things I value very much.
He said he thought that the B.B.C.

importance.

And yet what was it that the

B.B.C. thought we were waiting for
so anxiously ? No less than Section
E of the B.B.C. Orchestra !

programmes had improved of late ; had
livened up considerably, in fact.
Some will agree with him and others
will not, but from the views of a number

The Highbrow Element.

I feel quite at sea in this matter.
What is the sense of values of

of thinking people common bases of
argument almost invariably emerge.
Therefore I am going to approach
a number of eminent persons and ask

people who will ruthlessly snip off
the last few seconds of a sporting

commentary or cut off Will Hay
of an hour or even longer over time ?
Perhaps it is that the forces which

them these questions :
Mr. Harry Hemsley, famous on stage and air as a child impersonator, is also a keen radio enthusiast. Here he is searching the
ether for broadlast entertainment with his McMichael 15 -guinea

support the highbrow element in the programmes have sufficient power to overcome the stranglehold of rigid schedule.

But I am certain that the interests of a
far greater number of listeners lie in the
direction of just those items which are some-

times treated with the greatest apparent
indifference.

restraint of the " Big

House " machine.
The right man, Gerald Cock, is to
be at the helm. Here, then, is competition of sorts -the necessary
ingredient to promote enterprise.

The moment the " last ball had
been potted " (or whatever it was-

right in the middle of a wisecrack,
and yet who will allow a symphony
concert to run as much as a quarter

the quickening years.

There must be considerable revitalising
of its content and its presentation if the
licence figures are to continue expanding

superheterodyne.

enterprise.

The new Programme Chief

gives us to understand that " rush tactics
are not in his mind," that there must be a
" feeling of the way." One would think
that there would be no need for a feeling
of the way, to -day, for broadcasting is
hardly a new thing.

After all, it is the listener who is the

" If you had £2,000,000 or so per

year to spend on a broadcasting service,
do you think you could equal the results
given by the &B.C. 7 Do you think you
could improve on them ? Answers
to these questions, together with

some general statements of opinion, should
provide some constructive criticism of value to
those in whose hands is the broadcasting of
this country.

Readers, too, are invited to send us their

views on the subject in the form of letters for
publication in POPULAR WIRELESS. But they
should note that we shan't get far if everyone
confines himself to diatribes against particplar
items in the programmes
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ON T
A HETERODYNE WAVEMETER

This week W.L.S. gives details
of a very useful piece of
apparatus and one that every
short-wave enthusiast should
possess.

VERY few short-wave listeners seem to
possess a respectable wavemeter of
any kind ; and the proportion that

own that admirable piece of apparatus, a
heterodyne wavemeter, must be infinitesimal. Yet it is one of the most useful things
one can. possibly have in the " shack," and

c na that you simply cannot be without,
rfter you have once become accustomed to
using it.

A heterodyne wavemeter is simply a

small calibrated oscillator, preferably selfcontained with its own H.T. and. L.T.

THE LAYOUT SUGGESTED

As far as detail work goes there is
nothing in the least likely to worry you. The
circuit simply can't help oscillating ; there

relation, but the amateur bands are.

more likely possibility is that it will oscillate

producing a beat somewhere in the middle
of the 80 -metre band. Then change your
receiver coils and search downwards from

is a .0001 mfd. fixed condenser in place of
the usual variable control of reaction. The

too hard and " scream " ; for this reason

the grid leak has been cut down to

.5

megohm, and may in some cases have to

be taken even lower.
The lowest possible value of H.T. should
be used. Cut it right down until you cannot

go lower without stopping the valve from

oscillating at some part of the range.
Incidentally, any 2 -volt valve of the

" H.L." class should work throughout the

range with a 16 -volt grid -bias battery as H.T.

I suggest that the coil used should have

24 turns in the grid circuit and 12 for
reaction. This will give a range, with a
.0001 mfd. condenser, of about 45-96 metres.
The range on the second harmonic -221-48

metres-will be more useful still, and the
third harmonic will give 15-32 metres.
Thus the one coil will tell you all that you
want to know.

Plotting the Graph.

Operation is simplicity itself. Tune to a

The broadcast bands are not in harmonic
If,

therefore, you are in any doubt about
them, set the wavemeter so that it is

the 49 -metre broadcast band until you
hear the wavemeter's harmonic. You can

confirm that it is the wavemeter by tapping

it gently and listening for the " pong " or
slight wobble.
Using One Curve.

You can then go down and spot the 20.
metre band. Actually, of course, if you are
quite good at dividing by 2 or 3, you will

only need one calibration curve.

Then,

when you hear a beat -note, you have only

to look and see which coil is in your receiver to be quite certain, at once, whether
you are on, say, 84, 42, or 28 metres.

Furthermore, this one curve can be

checked against itself, so to speak. Suppose

you have your 84 -metre point accurately
marked on the wavemeter curve. You

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT

station that you can positively identify,
say, Daventry, G S D, on 25.53 metres.
Listen to it normally-that is to say,

Fig. 1.-The layout of the calibrated oscillator

described by W. L. S. The wavemeter is housed in
a simple aluminium box.

supplies.

Think of an ordinary oscillating

detector, minus its reaction control, and
there you have it.
Fortunately for us, the ordinary reaction
circuit generates a fine crop of harmonies,

and so one coil may be made to cover

several wavelength ranges. There is definitely no need to use a full set of coils for
the heterodyne wavemeter.
Fig. 1 shows a suitable layout, and Fig. 2
the circuit diagram. From both of these it

will be seen at a glance that there are no
fearsome complications to worry about.
The box in which my own is housed is a

simple aluminium affair in the form of a
6 -inch cube. Many of you must have some
of the old-fashioned screening -boxes in

your junk department, and these will do
admirably.

The one essential throughout is that
everything shall be rigid and shall stay
put. A really good slow-motion dial is the

crux of the whole thing: and it must be
one that can be a.ccurfttPlv read.

without the receiver oscillating-and rotate
the dial of the wavemeter until the familiar
heterodyne beat -note (a la Ham -Handed
Henry three doors away) swishes across,
your station. Tune carefully to zero -beat,

mark the point on your graph -paper in

wavelength and scale divisions, and you've
started.

If you can't hear a beat anywhere on
the scale, bring the wavemeter closer to
the receiver ; if you still can't find one,
tune just off the station, make your receiver oscillate and then listen for one. If
you hear one now, but couldn't hear it on
the station, then you probably need a little
more H.T. on the oscillator.

If the harmonic ranges are exactly as
suggested above (which, of course, they
won't be), you will find two points that
give a chirp on 25.53 metres. One will
come from the bottom of the 221-48 metre

range, and the other will be about in the
middle of the 15-32 metre range. You can
mark them both-on separate curves.
There won't be any question, after you
have spotted a few stations, about which
harmonic is which. If you were inadvertently to use the wrong harmonic for beating

with one particular station, your curve
would instantly assume such a strange sImpe

that you wouldn't be in doubt. for one
moment as to what you had done !

Fig. S.-The circuit is really that of an ordinary
oscillating detector minus its reaction control.

know roughly where 28 metres is on your

receiver, so find it exactly by tuning to

the harmonic. Now leave your receiver
exactly where it is, and rotate the wave meter dial downwards until you hear

another beat on 28 metres. That will give

you a point for 56 metres on the wave-

meter-for it must be the second harmonic

you are now listening to, instead of the third.
Suppose you re -set the wavemeter on 84

and take your receiver down to 21 metres,

listening for the fourth harmonic, which will
be a little weaker. New bring the wave -

meter dial down again, and if you hear a
(Continued on next page.)
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the floor
commoning " them down
you may easily make quite a difference to
the operation of the set ? And yet it is so.
Also, try connecting your earth, if you use

ON THE SHORT WAVES -2.

EASIER

one, to the common negative on the batteries

OPERATING

instead of taking it up to the set by another
special lead.

Mind you, all these things stand about

AHUGE proportion of the queries that
I receive each week come from readers

whose trouble.lies in the operation of
their sets. Their sets " work " all right-

in the sense that they bring in stations at
reasonable strength-but something always
spoils the picture. Either hand capacity

chases their hard-won stations off the map
again, or they can't shake their head without causing a miniature earthquake in the
'phones, or something dreadful happens in
one way or another.

an equal chance of making things better or

worse, according to the various circumstances under which you work ; but they
are decidedly worth trying.

In Fig. 4 I have gone ahead another

step and suggested a screened battery cable.

A COMMON ARRANGEMENT

Three- or four -wire braided flex, with a
metallic outer covering, is neat ; but two
lots of ordinary electrician's lead -covered
wire makes just as efficient -a job of it,
provided that the wire is heavy, enough to
carry your L.T. current. You may be
using' indirectly -heated valves, in which
case the cable must carry 2 amps. or more
without dropping .2 of a volt.
H.F. Chokes in 'Phone Leads.

The H.F. chokes in the 'phone leads are
ago worth trying; with or without by-pass
condensers at the ends. Headphone cords
that are alive present a queer problem. I
have been tinkering with a set that suffered
froth hand capacity, made a slight altera-

tion, and suddenly found the dials quite
" dead," but all the trouble rushing up
and down the 'phone cords ! Put in
chokes and. kick it out of that particular

Try This Dodge.

haunt, and it will go back to the dials again !

All these things are sent to try us shortwave folk, and they are rarely anything to
do with the actual receiver. Usually it is
the externals-unless, of course, the layout

fashion if I try to work it with one in each.
Try all these dodges, and any more that

My present set likes an H.F. choke in
one 'phone lead, but jibs in no uncertain
you can think of, until your short -waver
is as " tame " to handle as a commercial
broadcast receiver. Until you get to that

and wiring of the set are hopelessly bad.

The two diagrams on this page contain
a number of suggestions. Fig. 3, for
instance, minus the dotted lines, shows an
arrangement that many readers must be

stage you will not experience the real joys
of short-wave listening.
Aerial coupling, length of earth lead,

using. Set on table, batteries down below,

length of battery wires, position of set on

two separate twisted -flex pairs conveying
H.T. and L.T. upstairs to the set. Probably

H.T.- and L.T. - are " commoned " at
the back of the set.

Would it surprise you to know that by

table-all these things have a bearing on
Fig. 3.-This scheme is a very common one,
many

short-wave

enthusiasts

placing

their

batteries on the floor beneath the set as shown.

being arranged. The secretary will * be
delighted to hear from you.
C.

F. (West Bromwich), in company

with one or two others, thirsts for an extra
L.F. stage on the end of the " B.C.L." Two.

I hope that the diagram that I recently
showed for the " Simplex " will be sufficient

DEADERS'

letters

are

getting

so

IV numerous that I have decided that

it will be necessary to alter my plans

in dealing with them in future. Under
the above heading, or " Points from the
Post -Bag," I will deal very shortly with

those that really require a definite answer,
if they are likely to be of more than individual interest.

to help them out of their troubles.
C. H. M. (Marazion) forwards details of

an ingenious scheme of aerial coupling
which has killed his " dead spot " bogy
for good. I am trying it myself and hope
to talk about it next week.

C. T. (Grimsby) sends a resume of con-

ditions up there. He finds 25 and 31

metres very erratic but 49 extremely good.

Those that bring up really interesting
points and problems will be filed and

Best stations, W 3 X A L, W8XAL and

in the form of an article covering the

and W 9 X F to the list of good stations on

answered, as far as possible, collectively,

This will generally appear on the
first page of this section.
subject.

Only a Slight Change.

C R C X. Nairobi (V Q 7 L 0) has improved.

H. J. B. (Manchester) adds NV 8 X K

49, and also finds 19 and 25 metres very

SHIELDED LEADS

In other words, the only change you will
notice will be that replies are rather briefer,
and that those that provoke discussion will

comfortable operating. Don't give up until
you have got something that is a real joy
to handle.
He has caught the 10 -metre fever,
and sends in a big list of Americans heard
good.

there.

S. E. F. (Woolwich) asks for my comments on a circuit that he has forwarded.
Candidly, I don't think it's going to work,
but I don't suggest that that should prevent
him from trying it out ! Try all shapes
and sizes of coils, S. E. F., and see what
you can get out of it.

In a long letter, R. J. B. (Southsea)

suggests that " P.W." ought to be turned
into a short-wave paper ! Try that on the
non -short-wave readers, R. J. B., and you
won't survive another week. But thanks
for all your suggestions.

A HETERODYNE
WAVEMETER
(Continued from previous page.)

stronger harmonic at some point a little
bit above the 56 -metre point you have just

plotted, then there's your point for 63
metres, since you are now on the third
harmonic again !

All this may sound very complicated,
but you will find it simplicity itself when
you come to try it out. The harmonics are

be dealt with anonymously-but, I hope,
satisfactorily-in articles which do not

specifically refer to the reader concerned.
(In passing, may I say that those beginning Dear W. L. S." and ending " and
oblige," the intervening space being filled

a definite advantage. Not only do they save
coil -changing, but they make accurate

readings easier to get, since the fundamental is often too strong to be comfort-

with seven pages of queries that I have to

dig out from the general chit-chat, will

able, and blots the receiver out.

possibly squeeze any more reading into

reading a weak Morse signal, and there is

twenty-four hours !)
A Short -Wave Club has been formed in

advantage to stop the receiver

It has another use, too. When you are

simply, have to- be passed over, as I can't

a lot of background noise, it is a huge

The chairman is Mr. E. W.
Mortimer and the secretary Mr. W. C.

Swindon.

Barnes, 7, Surrey Road, Swindon. -Members

are very keen and a good programme is

Fig. 4.-In this case the battery leads are taken

through a shielded cable, the shield being earthed.

from
oscillating and to provide your beat -note
with the wavemeter. I have often copied,
in this way, signals that were unreadable
with an oscillating detector.
W. L. S.
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MICKEY MOUSE
CALLING
This bright and breezy article by Alan Hunter gives one a
most illuminating insight into the tremendous amount of
work that goes to the making of the famous B.B.C. Walt
Disney broadcasts.
letting the spirit of the show in a way that
will be intelligible even to those who have
not seen the original film.
" Then I have to fill in all the narration
linking the various scenes together. You
see, we have to tie the whole thing up so
that it will go smoothly over the air. There
is no chance of what the film man calls a
re -take '-which puts us at a disadvantage.
" Very few people probably realise
that when the original Mickey Mouse films
are made, the Hollywood producers, under

Walt Disney, make separate sound tracks
for the vocal, the orchestral, the dialogue,
and the effects ingredients. Then they

George Scott, a member of the
Wireless Chorus, who takes several
of the famous Walt Disney parts.

merge the whole thing together just as

pages of piano score, seventy pages of full
score, ninety-six pages of parts of various
kind, and thirty pages of purely vocal parts !
" As we always give at least two shows

at a time, that works out, I find, to seven
hundred sheets for a broadcast. Believe
me, Alan, that's an awful lot of manuscript !
Those Who Take Part.

" Yes, the cast for these shows is known

now. My hand was rather forced therebut that's another story. Mickey is, well,
John Watt. Let's say no more about
that! Most of the other parts are taken
by members of the Chorus. For instance,
there is Elsie Hay, who takes the Donald
Duck episodes.

they like.
MICKEY MOUSE has quite rightly been

described as synthetic cinema-for
this oddly lovable creation of the

brain of Walt Disney is of the very stuff of
To Walt Disney millions of children

films.

of all ages-up to octogenarians !-owe a

deep debt of gratitude for many moments
of sheer joy. And what shall we say of
John Watt, the B.B.C. producer, who has
had the imagination to put Mickey Mouse
on the air ?
By translating the spirit of the Mickey
Mouse pictures-not to mention the Silly
Symphonies-into the radio medium, John
Watt has given us a feature of great charm.
Its universal appeal is most strikingly

shown by the fact that one night it will
be a National programme offering in the

middle of the evening, while another afternoon it will be given in the Children's Hour.
Mickey and all his phantasmagoria appeal
to the child in all of us. And yet, paradoxically enough, the stories are not
childish. Indeed, many of them are clever
satires upon life as it is known peculiarly
to adults.
A Difficult Production.

To the millions of film fans who love
Mickey the radio version must seem a
perfectly simple translation. Actually it

is by far the most

difficult production

Mickey film, for instance, you will hear
that although it is perhaps playing as a
background to some vocal or dialogue
interlude it is going full out. The band

does not have to play softly as in the studio
here, because in the final piecing together

*

WORLD FAMOUS
realism that is outstanding when one bears in
mind that all the noises and voices have to be

done by people in the studio. And yet no
Hollywood film effects are used.

of the film that can be
" Because I want all
the people taking part
in these shows to enter

into the spirit of the
thing, I always see that

they come with ire to
two or three shows of
the film we are dealing
with. United Artistes
kindly allow us private
views in their own
theatre for this purpose.
" The average length

less time than the
original picture takes
to show. Here-wait
a moment-are some

" But my friend Wally Wallond

has still got an enormous amount of work
to do making up the orchestration, cutting

the original score in places whgre it

is

unsuitable for radio, and generally trans -

3.

controlled down ' on
its own track.

are worth repeating.
" In these days we have the advantage
said John.

(Continued on next page.)

of whom have been heard on the air with a

of a radio Mickey Mouse

of being able to work upon the original
piano parts sent to us from Hollywood,"

*

You will easily recognise these characters, all

John Watt has ever undertaken. I know.
He told me so ! In fact, he told me so
many striking things about these Mickey

Mouse productions that I feel sure they

James Bond is the Big

Bad Wolf. Wynne Ajello, who is so well
known as a straight soprano, takes all the
`squeaky' parts-Minnie Mouse, Robber
Kitten, and so on.
" Wynne is something of a veteran in
broadcasting, you know. She started
when very young, and I believe up to date
she has done well over 400 broadcasts.

" If you listen to the band part of a

or Silly Symphony is

seven minutes, which is
fifteen to twenty seconds

figures that will stagger

I MICKEY MOUSE
2.DONALD DUCK

5 PLUTO

you, I think.

4.CLARABELLE COW

" For one of these
seven -minute broadcasts

5 THE GOOF

we have to use tMity

6 HORACE HORSECOLLAR
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The actual proportions
of this mixture are Immaterial. Place
sulphuric, acid.

ETCHING VALVES

How to'mark them permanently.
OFTEN enough it is desirable to have
some means of marking information
or data on valves. Usually amateurs,
when they wish to identify a valve, content

themselves with sticking on it a piece of

gummed paper containing the abbreviated

information relating to the valve. Or,
alternatively, such information may be

scratched with a sharp point on the sides of
the valve base.
A more permanent method of so " labelling " valves is to etch them. This is not a
difficult process for anyone who maintains
or has access to a small chemical laboratory.

In order to etch a valve, obtain some

paraffin wax and gently melt it in a suitable container. Do not have the wax too
hot. It should just be sufficiently molten
to " run "

the cup or vessel into an outer vessel containing hot water. Dip the waxed end of
the valve into the fluorspar -sulphuric acid
mixture and lgt it remain in contact with
the mixture for several minutes. During
this time, fumes of hydrofluoric acid will
be given off by- the mixture. These, incidentally, are corrosive and should not be
breathed. Hydrofluoric acid possesses the
property of attacking glass, and it will attack

the glass of the valve where it has been
laid bare by the written inscription in the
wax.
Simple and Satisfactory.

After, say, five minutes' etching in the

fluorspar -sulphuric acid mixture the valve
should be removed, thoroughly washed and
then the wax scraped away. Written on

the glass in clear permanent characters

will now be found the inscription which was
scribed on the wax.
J. F. S.

Now dip the' bulb of the valve

T HAD just finished ti particularly satisfactory job. In spite of its battery being
down to some 70 volts, a four -valve port-

able, which had gone to a whisper, was now

giving out Droitwich at excellent strength
on its frame aerial. As it was reasonably

portable, and the owner's house only a
couple of hundred yards or so away, I
decided to walk it across. To ease the
burden I removed the H.T. battery from
the case, and you can tell how confident
I felt when I didn't even bother to slip
a meter into my pocket.
Imagine my horror when, on fixing the
battery up, a silly muffled sound came from
the speaker. And it was taking it ,all its
time to deliver even that. It is impossible
to explain these little hitches adequately,

the last ounce out of it I had stuck the
G.B. plugs, in the topmost socket, with

of fairly even thickness on the

H.T. - immediately below.
Here I had reckoned without the manufacturer, who had laid a little trap for the

bulb.

When the layer of wax on the

bulb is perfectly cold, take a

coarse needle and write on the
wax the characters which it is

unwary. Up to 6 volts the G.B. section
advanced sedately by the usual 11 -volt
Then, perhaps to economise
tappings.
space, it skipped a cell, and 6 to 9 volts
was a single step. The S.G. valve (not

desired to inscribe on the glass of

the bulb. Take care that this
writing penetrates through the
wax down to the glass of the bulb.

Now mix in an old cup or

A layer of wax, a coarse needle, some fluorspar and sulphuric acid
are all that you need.

*

*
MICKEY MOUSE
CALLING !
(Continued from previous page.)

iv
*
Then there is Anona Winn, who does

Clara Cluck. Once she did Minnie, too.

" George Scott, another member of the
Wireless Chorus, has a lot to do in these
shows. He takes the amusing part of the
Grasshopper. He is also the Third Pig, the
Tortoise, and that very peculiar person, the
Goof !

" The other Two Pigs ? Oh, their parts
are taken by girls-Linda Parker and Marie
Cohen.

*

*

deciding to hump the outfit home again.
As I mentioned, the battery had dropped
to about 70 volts, and in my greed to get

twisting movement as the withdrawal is made, in order that the
wax may be deposited in a layer

quantity of
powdered fluorspar and strong

:The brief story of a portable.

and I didn't waste much time ,before

in the molten wax and immediately withdraw it, giving it a

similar vessel a

TOO CONFIDENT

Yes, these are members of the

Chorus, too.
" But we mustn't forget ' Sticks ' Gibling,

the drummer' of the Variety Orchestra.
He creates all the extraordinary effects
needed for these shows-and very ingeniously he does it. Later I will show
you his contraptions. They are a staggering
sight. He ravages his wife's kitchen for

all kinds of things to make odd noisesegg whisks and all kinds of utensils I am
sure his wife must miss.
" The other day. we held an audition for
a salad bowl ! I'm not joking.
We
needed something to make a sort of ' ping-

ing' noise in the `Golden Touch' show,
where Midas turned everything to gold
as he touched it. The salad bowl was
per.,":.ct. But I don't know how `Sticks'

squared his long-suffering wife over that.
Anyway, he is a remarkably clever chap.
Especially when you realise that all on his

own he creates the sound effects that
probably a whole team of experts are
engaged upon in the Hollywood productions.

Stanford Robinson, the conductor of
the Theatre Orchestra, is absolutely invaluable in getting the musical scores
just right, He is tireless during the very
tedious rehearsals that precede every
broadcast. These rehearsals are always
done in studio BA, down in the bowels of the

" Big House." I'll give you an idea-it takes

two and a half hours of band rehearsals
for just seven minutes' broadcasting!
At the Rehearsal.

"As a rule we are at it for about nine

hours with orchestral rehearsals to make up
a full thirty -minute show for the air. Then

there are nine hours' work on the piano
score before the band even begins to play.
I have worked it out roughly that we take
half an hour rehearsing for every minute
of broadcasting.

" How long are we going on ? Well,
until the week of January 5th, anyway.
And some time in the New Year I shall
give a special request show. Meanwhile,
perhaps you'd like to come along to see a
rehearsal ? "

I said I would be charmed. And for
over an hour I sat in BA while the imperturbable Stanford Robinson went. through
the bands parts with the Variety Orchestra.

variable -mu) and economy pentode were
overbiased with only 70 -odd plate volts,
and some of this probably going to waste
through a resistance or two.
W. N.

There they all were, in that bizarre
looking studio, piecing together the bits
of the Chinese puzzle. George Scott standing

near a ribbon mike behind the conductor

of the orchestra, making deep guttural
noises as the Big Bad Wolf. The girls
giggling by his side as they imitated the
Pigs. John Watt dashing in and out of
his little cubicle to confer with Stanford
Robinson. "Sticks" Gibling muttering to
himself as he kept rearranging his bits
and picces-serry, his Effects department.

At one point there was a diversion.

"Sticks " was stumped. A gadget he wanted
had not turned up. Almost immediately

afterwards his comic clapper machine refused to clap. Stanford Robinson seemed
to look down his nose, tapped the lectern

with his baton and said : " Gentlemen,
we will proceed with the next numberwhile we still have some effects left ! "

But the whole bunch of them worked

together wonderfully well. The genial

John, flashing his famous smile upon the
slightly harassed assembly, kept everyone

in the best of tempers through the long

and wearisome repetition of nearly every
line in the show.
Everyone seemed so intent on his work

that I literally crept away, hardly daring
to hold up the proceedings even for
a moment. But it gave me a salutary

insight into the enormous amount of effort

that lies behind these seemingly simpleand always delightful-Mickey Mouse
broadcasts.
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"DIRECTED" BROADCASTING
AA. ... .
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first sight there would seem to be
little advantage in applying directional methods to broadcast transmission, because the main purpose is to
Al'

World - wide efforts are being made by
radio engineers to cut down mutual interference between transmitters and at the
same time provide reliable service to the
various groups of listeners. One method
that is being tried is the suppression of
radiation from a transmitter over an unwanted area, the power being focused
towards the thickly populated districts.

......... .&416.11,,

inimmummoiniinsimmunionsinis
that it develops more of a " bulge " in
the middle.

In Fig. 3 the curve A indicates the

How this is done is explained on this page.

By J. C. JEVONS

current distribution along the ordinary

ground -wave from the same transmitter;
whilst at still greater distance it goes to
swell the general " mush " of background

curve B illustrates the current developed
along the capacity -topped aerial shown in
Fig. 1, B. The latter curve is more symmetrical about the length of the aerial, and
for this reason it radiates almost -entirely
in the horizontal plane, as shown by the

" earthed " quarter -wave aerial ; whilst the

cater for as many listeners as possible, and

in densely populated areas this object is

best attained by radiating the

signals

uniformly in all directions.

But in some countries it is not possible
to locate the National transmitter as close
to the geographic centre, say, as Droitwich

MAST RADIATORS

is, and then

so as to

districts

A Satisfactory Method.

helpful to be
able to direct
the radiation

where most of

the listeners
It

In short, the sky -wave helps to clobber
up the ether, and most modern stations are

Here, too, the
problem is really one of directional transmission. The signals should be radiated so
that the favoured direction is horizontally
along the ground, whilst the direction to be
cut out is that which points skywards.

itis definitely

favour the

II

noise.

happen to

live. The

same applies
whenever a
circle drawn

about the

transmitter
includes, say,

a large area

of the

sea,

or a wide
stretch of
uninhabited
ground, or
the territory

of another
country.

anxious to be free of it.

One method of securing this result is to
replace the usual quarter -wave aerial by
one roughly two-thirds of a wa'velength
high, and insulated at the base. In Fig. 1,
for instance, A shows a high-powered

medium -wave transmitter of this type in
which a single lattice -tower supported on
an insulated block is made to serve as the
actual radiator. Its effect is to convert the
dotted -line radiation curve A shown in
Fig. 2 into the full -line curve B.

The curve A shows the radiation field

from the ordinary quarter -wave aerial. It
has two distinct vertical lobes, V, V1,
which shoot upwards towards the Heaviside
layer and create unwelcome disturbance far
afield. In the full -line curve B both sky waves have gone to swell the ground -wave,

which now covers a much wider service
area for what may be

TWO WAVE TYPES
Above is Fig. 1, showing two aerial radiator
designs, A and 13, the
latter having a special
" capacity ring," C,
on top of it. To the

its

half -wave transmitter,
as shown in Fig. 1, B.

This has the effect of
changing the normal

current distribution
along the

sky -wave

V, Vi, are combined to

form the more powerful
ground -wave B. Below Fig. 2 is Fig. 3, showing
the current distribution along the ordinary
earthed quarter -wave aerial (A) tied that along
the capacity -topped aerial (B in Fig. 1).

C

A

so

listeners, and how in the daytime the normal
sky -wave B is completely suppressed, the energy
being added to the ground -wave, shown as a
solid line.

arrow. On the other hand, the distribution
of current in A is such that it gives rise to
a definite vertical component or sky -wave.

As we all know, distant reception

is

always more difficult during the daylight
hours than at night. This is mainly due to

the fact that the Heaviside layer loses much
of its power as a reflector when exposed to
to the action of the sun's rays. Accordingly

one has to rely chiefly upon the ground -

wave, .so long as the sun remains above the
On the other hand, for longhorizon.

distance reception at night, the sky -wave
becomes the more important factor.
An Alternative Scheme.

Of course, the obvious way to extend the
range of any transmitter is simply to boost

up the total power radiated. But this
produces an unnecessary increase in the
possible for listeners who live

" in the

shadow " of the transmitter to enjoy any
alternative programmes.

favour the particular districts which are

A way out of this particular difficulty

thickly populated.

can be found by making use of the reverse
" directional " effect to the one previously
described. In other words, the transmitter

Cutting Out the Sky -Wave.

Again, from another point of view, it is
very desirable to be able to cut out the socalled sky -wave from the transmitter. This
signal strength within the ordinary service
range, but becomes a nuisance when it is
reflected back from the Heaviside layer, a
hundred miles or so away. At this distance
it -.ause- fading, by interfering with the

aerial

Fig. 4. Here we see how the sky -wave (A) is
radiated at night for the benefit of distant

local signal -strength, making it almost im-

In cases of this sort the transmitter can
be designed so as to suppress the radiation
in directions where it is not wanted, and to

vertical component adds nothing to the

Another method of

problem is to insert a
" capacity ring " C at
the top of an insulated

ordinary aerial) to the
curve B. When the
mast A is used (Fig. 1),
the direct ray A in Fig.
and

called "local listeners."

tackling the same

right (Fig. 2) we see
the effect of the mast A,
in converting the radiation curve A (of an

2

NIGHT AND DAY

is given an extra reach, at night, by deliberately increasing the intensity of the
11111
A

sky -wave radiated, without at the same time
" blanketing " local listeners with too
strong a ground -wave.

The ideal transmitter is one in which

the sky -wave can be got rid of during the
(Continued on page 492.)
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ABOUT THESE PROGRAMMES
By Higham Burlac
by

some

interesting

personlb ecause the
event was, apparently,

not arranged in time

to be announced in the
evening papers ? We
do not all, always,

keep the loudspeaker
alive until the end of

in a

were he to drop that punctuation gag (semi putrid). It was funny for the first five
years.

flash " announce-

ment, once or twice,

say, during the
ringing

spasms ?

bell -

A

" Stop Press " service.
As a musical comedy
the "Waltz

item

Dream " ranked high ;
but the waltz was
with their new 1B -guinea H.M.V. instrument.
better than the comedy,
which, though passTHE most amusing incident in recent able enough in spots, was rather a
radio annals was the B.B.C.'s. Great
" humorous interlude " than an integral
Boot Boom, when Capt. V. A. Cazalet,
part of the plot, if plot there were. But
M.P., by courtesy of the B.B.C., quite perhaps the structure of a musical comedy
unintentionally gave a boot manufacturer
was, after all, ordained to be a thin string
an advertisement worth about E1,000, judged
of wisecracks and lovers' babblings, upon
by American standards. How the B.B.C.
which lyrics are strung. The Princess
With a radiogram you are independent of the radio programmes. and can
turn to records should broadcasting pall. Here is a happy family group

" Young Ideas " series, which is a sort of
junior edition of " In Town To-nght," and
very little inferior to it. Its "talks"
are generally well worth dropping
one's book or knitting for, because

said, " Eh ? " Music and songs, satisfying
in a Viennesey sort of way, like champagne

-bubbles, and then what ?

Les Allen and his Canadian Bachelors

sound like coming " bill -toppers."

earned by a song about a lullaby and a
kid who was mighty like a rose ! That's
a good one for bachelors, that was.
The Kentucky Minstrels.

Confession, in moment of weakness. I
should like to have a Kentucky Minstrels
performance every week between November
and March. But I would not refuse one a
month. Reason : The Male Voice Chorus.

Is there a better one on B.B.C. air ?
One of the B.B.C.'s winning ways which

might with advantage be reconsidered is
its knack of topping off the arid 7.45 p.m.
to 9 p.m. period on a Sunday with twenty
minutes of poetry, appropriately called
" Pilgrim's Way." I wish that the B.B.C.
could be persuaded to construct its programmes with an eye to common sense, and

to pay less attention to system.

With this sparkling commentary on the radio programmes,

poetry to last for six
* Enough
months can be exhaled in twenty

to earlier issues. Mr. Burlac has a unique style. Combining
a seasoning of delightful and friendly humour with a wide
and sincere Appreciation of all that makes for good
broadcasting entertainment, he is able to assess the

phere pervades the programme.
The young ideas step fearlessly
up to the microphone, discharge

their pieces, and leave us wishing

either that we could have the
last ten years over again, or

On

this particular evening their big clap was

we welcome back to the pages of " P.W." one who will
be remembered by many readers as a regular contributor

knows " or " one who did it."
No professorial ponderosity, but a
free -and -easy, camp fire atmos-

An Impressive Thought,

Helene appears to think that she was in
the Whispering Gallery of St. Paul's ; I
nearly cupped my ear with my hand, and

to tell him that it would be appropriate

I

they are delivered by " one who

that we might be adventurers too.

Stainless maintains his high average of
wittiness, but I wish that he would give a
free advertisement to the particular brand

of lozenge by means of which he maintains
that nutmeg -grater voice at crow -scaring
pitch. Further, now that he has relinquished his school -teaching. I would like

would it not be kind
of the B.B.C. to slip

to conceive.
I commend to your kind consideration the

Christmas wrist -watch. And half a tone
flat-by little Pamela's cuckoo clock. These
old-fashioned Astronomers Royal are losing
their grip !

especially if we have
previously read the
evening newspaper. So

the final news bulletin,

made such a slip-for slip it was, despite
the subsequent " explanation "-is difficult

This evening's six o'clock Time Signal
was ten seconds slow-by young Bill's new

minutes-and it was offered im-

mediately after a religious service,
a " good cause " and a stale news
bulletin !

We may be interested in, but
not hopeful of, the outcome of

programmes just as would, we believe, the " average
listener " were he possessed of the gifts of a Burlac.

Mr. F. Bolton's new trip in search

every week in " P.W."

autumn; he had a very poor

Mr. Higham Burlac's programme commentary will appear

*

I have been much impressed, after
having listened to " talks " for a good

many years, by the thought that at any given
time, while I am peacefully smoking my pipe
or reading Big Bad Wolf to a tiny tot, some
ordinary man, possibly a native of Brixton
or Cleethorpes, is having the Adventure of
His Life. Just think ! At this very

moment somebody is preparing a " talk "

by laboriously, and perhaps painfully, plod-

ding through a jungle or a desert, sailing
from Bristol to Sydney in a cockleshell,

climbing a mountain or fighting cannibals.
.Ancl he. will tell us about it next year.
1-1:.vt, you ever missed a speech or " talk "

" Death on the Range," the wild and

woolly West serial of the " Saturday
Magazine," is true to its name. It is
deadly. Even if a magazine must have a

story, and even if that story must be in

serial form (a mistake !), there is nothing
which we have ever done to the B.B.C.
which justly renders us liable to suffer a
" penny dreadful."

The horse -hoof noises,

the prodigality of shots, the lowing of the
steers-we heard all these thirty years ago
from behind the silent movie screen. Let
those rough!ton-s-ued cattle-mir,,ders shoot

their way into the Chiliren's Hour, or
for ever after hold their &uses.

of " stars." You see, during his
last trip, which took place in the

catch, and of those performers
who did manage to pass the

meshes of the Bolton sieve, only
2 per cent were deemed worthy to be tested
in London.
Insufficient Artists.

Much obliged to the B.B.C. for taking
such pains to protect us from non stellar artists, I'm sure ; but at this rate

we shall be compelled to fall back on

Blattnerphone records of early editions of
Grandma Buggins and Mrs. Waters'
Daughters. Astonishing, is it not, how the
real " variety " magnates contrive to find
new talent. One begins to suspect that they
must have sow:: system of payment which
attracts artists.
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THE "P.W." UNIVERSAL CONVERTER
An easily built short-wave

Designed and Described

will operate on either D.C.
or A.C. mains.

By K. D. ROGERS

THIS Christmas and the following week or so are going to be
unusually interesting to those

type of unit that I want to talk

superhet attachment that

It is of the superhet converter

in this article, and I want to discuss an all -mains converter that
is suitable for use with any type
of mains broadcast set, A.C. or

who can tune in the short waves,

as you will see from the article

on another page by Mr. Abrahams.
All sorts of fascinating programmes are arranged throughout

D.C., provided it has one or more
H.F. stages. It does not matter

the world, and to the English-

whether or not the set is of the
straight or the superhet type,
the converter will work with
either, and the use of the unit in

speaking set owner the American
programmes hold out more than
usually interesting listening.
But the fascinating New Year programme,
which is the grand climax to a week of good

no way requires any alteration of the

things, is only available to those who can
tune in the American short-wave broadcasting stations with some degree of certainty and with a volume that enables the
programmes to take on some real value as
entertainment.

external.

ordinary set. The attachment
A general view of the converter.
The valve at the back is the
rectifier. The other valves are
underneath the chassis.

'

To do that one needs a set with a very
high degree of sensitivity and no small

nected to the unit instead of to the set,
the A. terminal on the unit taken to the
set, and the two earth terminals (one on
set and the other on the unity joined

together. Then, with the set switched on.

sensitive of the two and enables short-wave

and tuned to the top of the long -wave

broadcast stations to be picked up with
the greatest of ease, while the fact that

measure of L.F. amplification. True, one

can get a great deal of pleasure out of a
small short-wave set with which one uses
'phones for listening. But the pleasure is
greatly increased if the received station

band, one can forget all about the ordinary

receiver and carry out the tuning solely

the ordinary broadcast receiver is used as
a superhet amplifier enables a very high
degree of amplification to be achieved and
an output power that is quite adequate for

can be " put on the speaker."
To do that means power. This is obtain-

Only Two Tuning Controls.

All that has to be done is for the unit to
be plugged into the mains, the aerial con-

one or more H.F. stages to be converted
into a short-wave superhet.
This latter type of unit is the more

Two Alternative Methods.

on the converter.
This latter has two tuning controls, one
for the tuned H.F. stage and the other for
the oscillator of the heptode mixer valve.

loudspeaker reproduction.

The first condenser (on the
right of the unit), which is a

able in two ways. The first is

the building or purchase of
a short-wave set of largish
dimensions.

The other

two -stage gang condenser, is
Clercat

is

the method

and

a

short-wave unit is attached

. Chat. -

a....,

5w

is plugged into or
attached to the detector anode
circuit of the ordinary broadis

the

superhet

converter

which enables any set with

*

the other, which is sharp, is

c

-

the main tuning control.
The circuit of the converter
shows exactly how the whole
thing works. The aerial is
fed through a fixed condenser
(to keep any mains potentials
strictly limited to the set) to a
change over switch. This is so

0

106

4.6.
wo

§' E

0 t

Yd

'

,

....
I
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which

cast receiver, and the other

.:

V,

for the picking up of the shortwave stations.

.Adaptors are of two main
sorts : the ordinary type, that
employs a straight detector

ling of the unit critical ; while

wcw,

14' '

verter, whereby an ordinary
receiver is used for the main

fairly flat in its tuning and
so does not make the hand-

0wwwWw, :

coat

known as the adaptor or conamplifying portion

is solely

4

....-..

MN

*
.,

I

MAW

converter can be left connected

to one or the other, according

I

,-- 9.9adta.ds,..x

that the main set and the

and the aerial switched over

ASY.s.:satnas

Aistesawrs, 49e.savan.a."

to whether short waves or

.000m Aye 6alli.

(Continued on next page.)

The theoretical circuit of the converter showing how the aerial is switched over.

THE PARTS YOU NEED
1 Polar 2 -gang short-wave tuning condenser, '00010-mfd. each section,
type G.
1 Polar single .00016-mfd. short-wave tuning condenser, type G.
2 Polar dual -ratio semi -circular drives for above.

1 Wearite L.F. choke, type H.T.12.
1 Bulgin heater resistance, type M.R.34.
1 Bulgin 5 -way resistance hoard, type C.31.
1 Bulgin twin fuse -holder, type F.11.

1 B.T.S. Binocular " Minor " H.F. choke, type B.C.2.

1 Peto-Scott baseboard, 12 in. x 12 in. x 2 in.
Copper foil to cover both sides of above.
1 Peto-Scott ebonite terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x r1 in.
2 Peto-Scott wood runners to support baseboard, 12 in. x 3 in. x i in.
2 Brackets for valve holders (see text).
2 Coils B.R.G. " Quikon " connecting w h.

3 Clix 4 -pin chassis -mounting valve holders with screw terminals.
1 Clix 5 -pin chassis -mounting valve holder with screw terminals.
2 Clix 7 -pin chassis -mounting valve holders with screw terminals.
1 Bulgin S.W. H.F. choke, type H.F.3.

5 Dubilier .1-mfd tubular fixed condensers, type 4513.
1 Dubilier .0005-mfd. fixed condenser, type 670.
1 Dubilier .00112-mfd. fixed condenser, type 670.
1 Dubilier .0005-mfd. fixed condenser, type 665.
3 Dubilier 8-mfd. dry electrolytic condensers, type 0281.
2 Erie 50,000 -ohm resistances. 1 -watt type.
1 Amplion 15,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance, 1 -watt type.
1 Amplion 10,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance, 1 -watt type.
1 Amplion 100 -ohm wire -wound resistance, 1 -watt type.

1 Varley L.F. choke, type D.P.10.

1 Bulgin toggle switch, type 11126.
1 Bulgin toggle switch, type 8.81.
4 Clix indicating terminals, type A.

Screws, flex, etc.
3 Sets of Eddystone coils, L.B., Y. and R.
Vl.
Cossor 13 S.P.A.

VALVES.
V2.

Cossor 13 P.G.A.

VS.

Cossor 40 S.G.A.
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THE
" P.W." UNIVERSAL
CONVERTER
(Continued from previous page.)

medium and long waves are required. In
the event of the latter, then the on -off

switch on the converter is placed in the
off position and the whole thing is then
disconnected from the mains and the aerial
is over to broadcast.
With the aerial over to converter and the
on -off switch at " on " the converter is in
use.
Ganged Tuning.

The aerial then feeds to the primary of
the first coil, the secondary of which is in
the grid circuit of the pentode H.F.
amplifier The anode of this valve is con-

nected to the primary of the H.F. transformer coil, and the secondary of that coil

is connected to the grid of the heptode
mixer valve.

These two tuning coil secondaries are

tuned by the two sections of the gang

condenser and
are quite suffic-

iently matched

to allow the
tuning to be

carried out

without any
need for trimmers of any
sort.
The oscil-

lator of the
heptode is
actuated by
another coil
unit with the
secondary used
as the tuned

grid winding
and the primary
as

the anode

winding. Thus,

throughout the

whole design
quite standard

short-wave

plug-in coils of

the four - pin
type are used.

The Cossor valves are here shown in position under 'the baseboard.
the lower one and the screen pentode is above it.

In series with the grid and the coil in the

NOT DIFFICULT TO BUILD
2"
5"
4"o
1'
I

oscillator circuit is a resistance and a
parallel condenser. These are to flatten

out the oscillation curve so that the valve
will not oscillate too violently at the lower

ill

)

I

The heptode is

end of the short-wave band and cause what
is known as " squeggering."
The rest of the circuit is self-explanatory.
The incoming mains are broken down to the

to

correct voltage by means of the Bulgin

mains resistor, and the rectifying valve is

kept in position whether A.C. or D.C.

mains are used. The smoothing is very
efficient, for two chokes are used together
with an 8-mfd. electrolytic condenser.

The

whole unit is built on a simple copper -

covered chassis.
This chassis is made of ordinary plywood,

such as is used for baseboards, and the foil

covers both sides, a number of bolts and

Vj

cr(a)

nuts being used here and there to bond the
two surfaces of the foil together at frequent
intervals. Such bolts are distinguished from
the ordinary foil connections on the wiring

O

diagram by the letter B in brackets after
the letters CF, denoting copper foil connections by means of a bolt and not the

NB

Cbs..aera

usual wood.screw or soldered contact.

4444 C2:76fran rocZ

Brackets for Valves.

Metal brackets are made out of aluminium
for the holding of the two seven -pin valve
holders for the heptode and pentode valves,

and these brackets can either be made at
home to any suitable design or obtained
from the kit suppliers in the usual way.
The construction of the unit is so simple

that there is no need for me to say any
more about that except to impress all

0004"

builders of the unit that the leads should be
as securely anchored at the various points
as possible. Any suggestion of a loose con-

C7,
(01

.4c

70 Set

70

A

E

A

-Amiga Co

..4444

The great majority of the wiring is carried out on the under -side of the chassis, which is made of plywood
covered with metal foil.

tact will play havoc with the operation of
the set, and I myself found that a terrible
noise was set up because one of the earth
joints was not all it should have been.
Remember, however, to put the runners on
the chassis last, of all, after the wiring has
been comilletecr.
(Continued on next page.)
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coils, and the
19 -metre band round

blue

about 100.

The

whole range of the
set is from 13 metres

to about 94 in three
These are

steps.

13

to 26, 22 to 47, and
41 to 94 metres.

oscillator tuning dial.

One more word or

The volume
control of the unit is
carried out on the
two.

broadcast receiver just

as if this were being
used for the recep-

to hear every station as you pass over it,

and you will probably be surprised not only

use it to advantage in
searching for stations

have found a transmission with the lefthand dial, turn the right-hand one till it

gives the loudest results, and the converter
is then tuned.
The telephony stations you will find are
grouped about on the dials, not spread over
them like the C.W. transmissions. Thus
you will have the 19, 25, 31 and 48 -metre
bands of broadcasting stations to hear, and
the various amateur transmitter wavebands
as well. A good one to try out the unit on

first is the 40 -metre amateur band on a
Saturday or Sunday morning.
You will find them somewhere between

150 and 180 on the dials using the yellow
spot coils. The 48 -metre band you will
find on the red spot coils down towards the
lower end of the scale ; the 31 -metre band
on the yellow spots round about 100. The
25 -metre band is near the top of the light

time being allowed for the A.V.C. to settle

down after the station wave has been

tuned in.
At first the rush of signal strength caused
by the sudden arrival of the wave when the

converter is tuned to the correct wavelength causes the A.V.C. to go suddenly
" all out" and a complete fade-out often
But it is by no means essential, for a

satisfy anyone.
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at the number of stations that you hear,

both C.W. and telephony, but also the small
amount of dial space they cover. When you

station that you tune in can be judged,

way, too.
If you have reaction

on your set you can

do not find any indication of liveness after
a minute or two, try reversing the plug-and
putting it in the mains socket again.

slowly indeed, using the smaller of the two
knobs for operating it. This will enable you

When an A.V.C. set is used, therefore, it

very good selection of stations can be obtained that do ,not require A.V.C.Zeesen is one, and Rome is another, while
the strength of Moscow on its 50 -metre
wavelength, late at night, is sufficient to

You will find that in use with D.C.

Always move the left-hand dial very

concerting effect.

exists for a second or so. Afterwards, of
course, the A.V.C. is a most useful aid to
satisfactory short-wave reception.

mains there is the usual right and wrong
way of inserting the mains plug, so if you

Move it Slowly.

you have tuned it in, with a peculiarly dis-

tion of ordinary wavelengths. 'If the set

has A.V.C. this will
operate in the usual

to 25, and so on.

powerful signal the A.V.C. in the set is

is necessary to tune even more slowly on
the converter, so that the true value of any

true of the left hand

another 10 and advance the right-hand one

The use of the converter with a set that
has A.V.C. is rather difficult to get used to
owing to the fact that when you tune in a

to be tuned in if you

tune the dials too fast.
is particularly

and then bring up the right-hand dial,
starting this latter at, say, 5 degrees to,
say, 15. Then move the left-hand one

broadcast superhet does.

liable to fade it out momentarily immediately

This

The tuning of the unit is quite simple.
The two tuning dials go pretty closely in
step, all the way up, but as the right-hand
dial tuning is flat, the main attention must
be paid to the left-hand one. Move this
some ten degrees very slowly, from zero,

station in the same way as the ordinary

But remember that
von will easily miss
50 per cent and more

of the transmissions

The connections to the mains resistance are : right-hand flex (see diagram
below) to the terminal marked the same voltage as the mains, and lett-hand
Ilex to the terminal marked 4 v.

by means of their carriers, for the converter
will not give you the carriers, but will, quite
suddenly provide the music or speech of the

ill
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The top deck of the unit is particularly clean.
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Very few wires come up to it, and a symmetrical layout has
teen achieved.
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ALTHOUGH the listener to the B.B.C.
and Continental medium -wave broadcasts during the coming holidays will

find more programmes on the air than he
can cope with, it is the possessor of a short-

wave wireless receiver who, through the
higher frequency channels, will ba given
the best opportunities of hearing how the

addition, every effort is to be made to
secure a transmission from Addis Ababa
(Ethiopia), of which the main feature is
to be hymns sung by a Coptic Choir in the
Cathedral.
Pursuing its tour of the world on Christ-

mas night, the N.B.C. also plans to let its

at the disposal of the general public for the
purpose of sending personal greetings over-

it has been left this Christmas to

programme.
For Arctic Friends.

On December 25th, Copenhagen proposes
to broadcast an entertainment mainly
destined to Greenland and to Danes dwelling
in the Arctic Circle, and to which a choir of
Eskimo children will contribute native

It is in the course of this trans-

Jeloy on 31.48 metres, is making arrangements for sending the broadcast out through
one of the high -power Kootwijk (Holland)
transmitters. The entertainment will last

three hours, and will be simultaneously
receivable from the Norwegian medium wave stations.

For the same occasion the National

Broadcasting Company of America has
prepared a star programmewhich should
easily be captured
through its short-

End of An Amazing Hook-up.

At midnight, New York will stand by to
listen to Big Ben, and by the magic of radio
listeners will be transported sixty minutes

SHORT-WAVE
B ROAD CASTS

Denmark to make of this feature a special

to the user of the short-wave station at

Year.

NEW YEAR

European studios have put their microphones

Antarctic circles should receive a Christmas
programme from the homeland, in addition

European powers, in particular Finland,
Germany and Italy, to usher in the New

CHRISTMAS and

Although on previcals occasions many

mission that listeners will be permitted to
send their greetings to relatives and
`acquaintances living within the shadow of
the icy Pole.
Oslo, on the other hand, anxious that its
nationals engaged in whaling in Arctic and

turn will also peal out their greetings.

Kremlin Bells at Moscow will be heard to
chime ; following which at 22.00 our
American cousins will call upon the Central

SPECIAL

use than hitherto, in particular with a view
to reaching their nationals dwelling at great
distances from the Motherland.

songs.

Batavia (Java), or Bangkok (Siam) in their

contribution, and at G.M.T. 21.00 the

This year it would appear that most
nations will be putting radio to greater

seas,

brated in various quarters of the earth.
The first relay will take place at G.M.T.
15.00, as the clocks strike midnight in
Tokio ; two hours later Manila (P.I.),
Bombay at G.M.T. 18.30 will add its Hindu

peoples in more distant lands celebrate the
Christmas and New Year festivities.
'

able to listen to the New Year being cele-

later to the North, whence through the
medium of the new Reykjavik short-wave
transmitter the New World will ascertain

This year the radio fare during
the festive season is richer than
ever, and especially on the short
waves does novelty and romance
abound during the next week or
so. Here are some exclusive
details of the programmes.

whether on this occasion the local festivities
overpower the proverbial depression which
emanates from Iceland.
If you are still awake at G.M.T. 02.00 on
January 1st, through the Pittsburgh,
Boundbrook and Schenectady channels you
will pick up a relay from an American liner,

By J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS.

in the neighbourhood of the Azores, on its
way to a European port, with a switch back
at G.M.T. 03.00 to Rio de Janeiro (Brazil).
Finally, at G.M.T. 04.00 the conducted
tour will take you to Buenos Aires, to bring

hk

sir

unseen audience hear a portion of a High.
Mass from St. Peter's (Rome), a service
from St. Paul's Cathedral (London), an
organ recital from NOtre Dame or from Ste
Sulpice (Paris), and from what is estimated

the oldest wooden chapel in the worldan ancient place of worship situated in
North Norway. An attempt will also be
made to visit a church in Danzig before

returning to the United States.
On December 31st, the N.B.C. plans to
offer to listeners a further Round the World
broadcast, in which some fourteen times in

the course of thirteen hours we shall be

you back at G.M.T. 05.00 to the United

States in time to listen to God's own country
going whoopee !

HARRY HOPEFUL ON
THE BORDER

An interesting item in the Northern
Programme for December 31st.

CONTINUING his fruitless search for work,
Harry Hopeful, the unemployed Lancashire glass -blower's assistant, has penetrated

to the Scottish Border, and on New Year's
Eve he will find him-

RESTIN G AFTER SOME VERY HARD WORK

wave outlets-

self in the historic
town of Jedburgh,

from which the fifth
of these " rural actual-

W 8 X K, Pittsburgh,
W 2 X A F, Schenectady, and the Bound brook stations.

ity" programmes will
be broadcast.
The
programme in this
instance is to take the

theBethlehem (Palestine) carillon-now

Harry in the chair. A

form

of a kind of
court of enquiry, with

After the relay of

number

a regular occurrence
in the B B.C. annual

world tour-and the
a choir of the Franciscan Monks from

their conduct during

the past year. In conclusion, they will return the compliment
by putting him in the
dock himself, and one
of the uncomfortable

the Church of the

Nativity, we shall

hear a talk relating

to the historical tree
under which Joseph
and Mary are said to
have sheltered, and
which is situated on

questions he will have

to answer is why he

confines his search for

work to such remote
and unlikely parts of
the country. One of

the edge of the desert
in the neighbourhood

Cairo -a relay

his

to be carried out
through the AbuZabal station for
re -broadcast over the

United States.

In

.country

arraigned before him,
and Harry will question them closely as to

singing of a hymn by

of

of

men from both sides
of the Border will be

questioners

will

even go so far as to

offer him employment ;

but whether or not

Do you recognise him ?

Of course.

He is having a few minutes' relaxation with. his Cossor radiogram
and some light refreshmenL

Harry will accept remains t'o be seen.
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Ideal Gift Books
for Boys & Girls
If you knew what your young
friends

really wanted

you'd

certainly give them books, for
nothing else brings them so
much pleasure. This wonder value selection will help you to
make your choice. All are
beautifully illustrated - many

`No Battery can
equal this for
Value ! '

with colour plates-the fun is
first class,

the fiction healthy

enthralling, the articles
packed with lively interest.

and
A big budget of jolly and

exciting stories. Funny pictures, tricks, and puzzles.
Painting competition.

Packed with pictun s and
stories of the Bruin Boys,

the Pickles, and other wellknown characters.
s

216

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers.

Net.

316
Net.

Siarly 700 rhymes, old
lid new, hundreds of pie -

urea, and many pages of

beautiful colour.

316
Net.

RED

TRIANGLE

120 volts

BATTERIES
For

children up to

ten.

Stories and pictures of the
Hippo Girls, the Buinpty
Boys, etc..

316
Net.

A 240 -page volume of the
finest fiction by the pick of
Flying,
boys'
authors.
motor -racing, and thrilling
adventure..

i
i

Net.

FOR WIRELESS
Other Drydex Batteries :

Drydex 'Super -Life'

-

120 volts - 10/6

Drydex 'Texet'

-

120 volts -

-

61 -

For wireless LT get the EXIDE 'INDICATOR'
BATTERY.

It

tells you in time the time to
recharge.

From Exide Service Stations and all reputable
dealers. Exide Service Stations give service on every
A profusely illustrated gift
book for boys interested in
science and the wonders of
the world of Nature.

61
Net.

416 PAGES of reading.
Magnificent illustrations;
colour plates. Maguifleent
book -length stories, fas-

cinating articles. etc.

make of battery. EXIDE BATTERIES, Exide Works,
Clifton Junction, near Manchester.

Net.
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MORE ARTISTS
FOR

THE B.B.C.
NEWS AND VIEWS
ABOUT BROADCASTING
By

BARRY KENT
MR.

VAL GIELGUD, the Drama
Director of the B.B.C., has given

instructions for the use of more
varied casts in productions in order to give

more artists a dance of broadcasting and
also to keep the talent -searching net as

Northern Ireland is again to be included in this year's
broadcast greetings to the Empire on Christmas Day.

'hitherto denied access to the microphone

from which Ulster's greetings will be radiated, and the
programme will include a description by Mr. Andrew
White, coxswain of the Donaghadee lifeboat (right),

wide open as possible.
This will be good n )ws for many aspirants

because of the congestion of those who were
But,
of course, it will work the other way as well

Donaghadee harbour has been chosen as the point
of his thrilling experiences in rescue work.

already established as radio artists.

-that is, if more artists are employed the
opportunities of each will be less.
*

*

Symphony Talk to Go.
Here is an item of news that will cause

relief to many listeners. The fifteen -minute

talk that has been the prelude to each of
the main B.B.C. symphony concerts is to
be dropped after next summer. The talk
has served no purpose except as an irritant.
Music -lovers regard it as too elementary.
The general listener wants the music. Also
dropping this talk will enable the sympho-

nies to be re -timed a quarter of an hour
earlier, to the convenience of everyone.

B.B.G. Goes Polite.
'The B.B.C. suddenly threatens to go ail
polite to foreigners. When there have been
relays of programmes from abroad under
the auspices of the International Broadcasting Unton it has been the invariable

custom of the foreigners to give the an-

nouncements in English as well as in their
own language. But the B.B.C. has gone
doggedly along, ignoring the foreign
languages.

Mr. Graves, the B.B.C. Programme Controller, is changing all this. In future the
B.B.C. will give courtesy announcements in
the main languages of the Continent whenever programmes are exchanged.

Ending the Year.
As the result of a suggestion from a
" South Irish Loyalist " the B.B.C. will

give the National Anthem in the main programmes at the conclusion of dance music
on New Year's Eve. Thus, " God Save the
King " will both end the broadcasting year
of 1935 and begin that of 1936.
*

*

*

Replacement for Ambrose
in December.
For a late night broadcast feature cancelled by Ambrose this week there is being
substituted a light variety presentation

with three or four acts and a dance band.

If the

experiment succeeds, this type

of programme will be made to alternate
on Saturday evenings with Henry Hall's
Hour. The date of the experiment will Ee

of these features, for the year 1901, will b)

given in the National Programme from
8.30 to 9.30 on Tuesday, January 28th,
and in the Regional network at 8 o'clock
on the previous evening.
*

Saturday, December 28th.
*

*

*

" Cheerful " Audiences.
Some B.B.C. producers have had occasion

to complain lately about the undue cheeri-

ness of studio audiences at Variety per-

*

*

The Watt Centenary.
Tie James Watt Centenary Programme

on Monday, January 20th, will be provided
by Scotland. This indeed will be a mid
test of the programme -building capabilities

formances. There was a case of a party of

of the B.B.C. Scottish staff.

been promulgated.
Under this Captain Chilman, the energetic

tor, is interesting himself personally in this
effort. I trust he will.not make it quite as
serious and highbrow as the St. Andrew's
Day programme this year.
a

visitors who had dined well and perhaps
not too wisely. Their exuberance nearly
ruined the show. So now a new rule has
and vigilant House Superintendent of the
B.B.C., will accept responsibility for weed-

ing 'out the " unduly dined " among the
studio guests. I can see the prospect of
some fun if this rule is applied relentlessly.
Anyway, if you want to be sure to be able
to use your studio ticket for a B.B.C. show,

you had better postpone any celebrations
until afterwards.
*

*

*

" Diagonalising " to Go.
The B.B.C. next year will put a stop to
its now established practice of " diagonal-

ising " some programmes-that is, giving
a second performance at the same time in
the other main programme on the following
night. This does not mean that there will
not be repetition. When programmes are

repeated it will be at a different time of
day. even if on different wavelengths.
Thus, " Macbeth " might be given on the

National on Sunday afternoon and on the

Reuional the next Thursday night or at

mid -day, and so on. This change will make

for more satisfactory contrasting of programmes in the main listening periods.
*

*

*

Scrapbook for 1901.
The increasing success of the Scrag -Book
Series handled by Charles Brewer and Leslie

BOly is reflected in the news that another

The Rev.

Melville Dinwiddie, Scottish Regional Direc-

Correspondence Decline.
'I have already mentioned several times
the falling - off in letters from listeners
received by the B.B.C. I have just been
shown another of the weekly returns, that
for the third week of November. There
were nearly twice as many letters in the
same week of 1934 ; also the proportion of
adverse criticisms had increased from 13 to
23 per cent. General talks came in for most
of the praise that was going. In entertain-

ment, Scrap -Book for 1911 was an easy
winner in number of " plaudits."
*

*

*

4, His Last Day in Business."
George Shiels is one of the foremost con-

temporary dramatists in Northern Ireland,
and he has written specially for the microphone a new play called " His Last Day in
Business " which is to be broadcast on
January 2. In this play Mr. Shiels has
experimented with new forms of technique
to great advantage, and Mr. S. A. Bulloch,

who is producing the play,

is confident

that it will be a high light among dramatic
productions in the Northern Ireland programme.

It is the story of a miser who

not only begrudges every penny he spends,
but neglects his OW11, health and well-being
with dangerous results.
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THERE is a vast amount of jointing work

to be done in cabinet making, and
while screws are to be preferred to

nails in the best work-in odd placesthere is a small demand for the short,
slender panel and veneer pins and the so-

called needle points, where it is undesirable
to show the head of the nail on the surface
of the finished work.

But there should be few screws and

fewer nails in the joints of wireless cabinets,

for the work calls for the jointing of wood
with wood, chiefly in the form of a dowel, a

USING DOVETAILING
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may carry the panel-one for each side.
If any side frame or door frame is made

with a rebate, or open -sided groove an the
edge, the panel can be made to fit into this
rebate.
See complex angle joint and
tenoned rail into mortised upright, showing
feather slips (Figs. 2 and 3).

have already been mentioned. _This is the
saw mostly used in fine cabinet work, and
gives the thin saw cuts required. In such
fine work it is most essential that in sawing

to the marked line the saw cut should be
made outside the line, or in other words, in

The Necessary Tools.

The chief cutting tools used in cabinet
work are chisels and plane irons-kept in
good condition by sharpening on a grindstone and oilstone ; but lately those small
hand emery wheels have practically replaced the large grindstone in all small
home jobs.

is widely used for cutting tenons that fit
into mortises-joints in woodwork that

Good quality oilstone§ should

the piece of wood that is to be cut off or
wasted. This ensures the tight fitting of
the parts.
Boring tools are chiefly hand -drills and
braces, the former having superseded the

FEATHERED JOINTS

be selected, preferably in a wooden case,
and the American " Washita " oilstone, the
" Carborundum " and the " AIoxite "
'sharpening stones are usually recommended
to give the best service. Such stones may

'1/1)111?

be had in three grades-medium, fine and
coarse-and the small " slip " stones used

for sharpening fine woodcarving tools may
be had in the extra fine " grade.
For preference, sweet oil should be used
for oilstones-for the same reason as water
is used on grindstones. The oil acts as a

Side

4,,rorz.t

How a :topped -end dovetail is carried out.

lubricant and prevents the pores of the
stone filling up with fine particles of steel,

*

MAKING

mortise and tenon, a mitre, or a dovetailed
joint. There are many complicated joints
of these classes and some compound joints
embracing two classes ; all formed with the
assistance of glue. A simple angle joint

YOUR OWN

may be made by bringing two sheets of
wood closely together and nailing them ;
it would be a very rough job and would

CABINET

resemble a packing case.

Some valuable hints for

More. Artistic Join.

the amateur woodworker

A' more artistic and by far a much

stronger join could be made by dovetailing

By

one side into the other, thus forming the

angle, and a .stopped dovetail is to be pre -

C. J. ELLIOTT.

THE REBATE

The fetters " X " denote the feather slips in this
diagram of a mortised and tenoned joint.

latter for all small work.

Into these tools

are fitted bits-twist-bits or centre -bits,
the former being used for narrow, deep

holes and -the latter for large holes in thin
wood, as in cabinet making. In the boring
of holes in thin wood, as will often be the

case in cabinet making, a centre bit is

usually used, and the thin cabinet wood is
supported on a solid piece of waste wood.
The boring begins on one side of the wood
until the point of the bit cuts the opposite
side, then the thin wood is reversed, and
the point of the centre bit placed in the hole
already made on the other side. Simply

HOW TO DRILL
1

thus retaining the,sharpening value of the
stone. The sharpening of gouges-chisels
with concave blades-on an oilstone wears
it into channels, and this spoils it for the
flat chisel which is sharpened in a straight
line across its width. Small " slips " of
sharpening stone should therefore be used
for gouges-as for all woodcarving cutting
tools.

Planes and Saws.

For planing wood three planes are in
general use-the trying, the jack, and the
smoothing plane, the first named being the

Fixing a panel by means of a rebate in the cabinet
side.

ferred for cabinet fronts, because it does
not show the end grain on the front of the
cabinet (see Fig. 1).

A mitred dovetail joint is still better
because no end grain is shown on either
side of the join. Generally speaking, four
stout corner uprights will form the frame
of the cabinet, and the cross-rails-top and

bottom-will be tenoned into these up-

rights. Such rails may also be made to fit
into graoves,in the four uprights, and if the
bottom and top rails are also grooved they

largest and the last named the smallest.

The cutting irons are from 2inches wide in
the smoothing plane, up to 21 inches wide
in the trying plane. The cutting edge of a
jack -plane iron is not absolutely straight,
but resembles the curvature of the circumference of a very large circle. A trying plane iron is about the same, except that in
its centre portion it is perfectly straight.
Three types of saws are in general use-

the rip saw for sawing along the grain

of the wood, the cross -cut saw for sawing

across the grain of the wood, and the
tenon saw with very fine teeth and a
strengthened metal back.

The last named

Cutting a hole in a piece of wood in order to
prevent breaking through on the reverse side.

cut round the hole with the " nicker," but
take off no shavings, then reverse to the
first position and continue to bore straight
through (see Fig. 4).
(Continued on next page.)
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fetched in the present stage of development.

The more likely uses for television in the

TELEVISION JOTTINGS

iminediate future seem to be bound up with

The latest news of television progress in various parts of the

thing being handled by land -lines.

large offices and factories, in which radio
need not enter the picture at all, the whole

An amateur enthusiast in the Midlands
has rigged up the simplest possible form
of intermediate -film transmitter, so I am
told, and sits in his radio .room watching
the passing traffic-some minutes after it

globe, and some remarks on the probable future of the new science.
By L. H. THOMAS.
ALTHOUGH it is not very heartening
to us, personally, to watch other
countries going steadily ahead with
ambitious television schemes, it is interesting to watch the various lines along which
progress is being made.

We, in this country, are in a relatively

good position for television by virtue of our

small size-not in stature, but in geo-

graphical terms It will be a fairly
straightforward matter to link up the
principle towns of the country when
television really does go ahead.
Australia Gets Ready.

The U.S.A. has a tremendous problem to
solve in that way ; and the latest entrant

into the field-Australia-is even worse.

Plans are being made for the establishment
of television transmitters in Melbourne and

Sydney, and doubtless the other great
centres of population will be served in due
course.

Any

land -line

work,

however,

would appear to be right out of the question
on account of the huge cost of the cables and
the vast length that they would have to be.

Australian amateurs have been
quietly working away on 5 metres over
quite long distances, and there
The

is a rumour that the wavelengths

has actually passed ! But even this simple
form of amusement requires the expenditure
of far more hard cash than could be afforded
by more than a very few wealthy amateurs.

appear to be more than a remote possibility,
if the ultra -short waves continue to behave
as they are doing at present. American

stations working on 10, 9 and 8.5 metres
are being heard here quite regularly, and
conditions are due to improve for the next

I wonder whether readers have ever

Some of the commercial television receivers, both in this country and abroad,
are being brought down to very simple
terms, and are definitely no more complicated to handle than the modern broad-

apart from the broadcasting of

cast receiver. It will be a long time before
amateur home -constructed gear is reduced

two or three years.

pondered upon the possible uses of television,

entertainment ? Of course, we have all

.

had startling visions of a land -telephone
system on which we see our friend as well
as converse with him-but that can
safely be postponed for a few years ! But
there are innumerable commercial uses for
simple television schemes, such as could
be carried out even with low -definition
apparatus.

to this state.

fleets of bombing aeroplanes, controlled by
radio and carrying television cameras.
These, presumably, will enable their proud

Details were recently published of a disc
system givinat' highly satisfactory results

Alarmists have already talked about

owners to sit comfortably in their head-

quarters, pressing " button A" and releasing a bomb from time to time as a

suitable objective appears on their screen.
A pretty picture, no doubt, but a little far -

Progress in U.S.A.

It is interesting to note that mechanical
scanning still

perfection into which the various
forms of electronic scanning have been
of

developed.

with 120 -line definition, its sponsors claim-

ing that the whole apparatus was far more
simple than that required for cathode-ray
operation.

Comparing receivers used for the two
systems, the C.R. affair used six more
valves, each of which needed its

own condensers, chokes, oscillator coils, and so on, as well as
an extra power -pack of fairly
large dimensions to feed the
necessary current to them.
The receiver shows a picture

THE EIFFEL TOWER STARTS

used for television in that continent will be shorter than those
that we expect to see used here.
On Ten Metres.

on

Incidentally, the behaviour of
ultra -short waves seems quite
Austra-

screen-

It appears that results from
this system have been so surprisingly good that an official
test of two receivers, side by

months before the 10 -metre band

" opened up " in this country.

Now, after about eight months,

side,

we seem to be experiencing con-

is to be made, and the

result of the expert's deliberations will be an extremely important matter for the future of

ditions similar to those that
arrived in Australia during the
Spring.
Transatlantic television would

television in the U.S.A.

*
(Continued from previous page)

fourteen -inch

per second.

lians were covering thousands
of miles on 10 metres for some

MAKING YOUR
OWN CABINET

a

larger, be it noted, than that of
the cathode-ray t y p e-a n d
operates at twenty-four frames

different in the Northern and
Southern hemispheres.

has its adherents in the

United States, in spite of the high degree

Glued joints in woodwork

should be such that they fit

very closely, the glue acting
as a lubricant when hot. The
The French Television Service is now experimentally in progress.

The Eiffel

Tower is the site of the transmitter, and here we see one of the scanning
cameras in action in the studio.

Unless this procedure is followed with
thin wood. the chances are that the ordinary
boring will splinter the wood on the other

side-greatly to the disfigurement of the
surface.
A Few Hints on Glue.

Glue is so well known that it requires no
description here, but when buying glue it
is advisable to look through it towards the
light ; if it is clear and bright it is most

likely of good quality, but if muddy or

cloudy, it is probably poor, cheap stuff.
- The glue pot is also known well enough ; it
is a kind of water -bath where the glue does

not become hotter than the boiling water.
The glue is broken up into small pieces,

wood surfaces should

be

smooth, and the glue - coated
surfaces-tongues and grooves

-should be rubbed together.

In good -class work the glue is not used

to fill up the defects of the joins, for

in good joins the strength is given by

" kettle " and boil until the glue has

exposing as large a surface as possible to
the action of the glue, the particular join
being designed at the, same time to give
a maximum resistance to pressure from
all angles. It is no uncommon thing to
find that when a perfectly made joint is

to add more water.

the glued join.

placed in the inner pan with sufficient
water to cover it, and allowed to soak
for the day. Then put water in the outer

melted and has the right consistency ; to
get this consistency it may be necessary

glued, and subjected to great pressure,
the wood itself wall break, but never at
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TECHNICAL
NOTES
Items of interest to every

enthusiast.
By Dr. J. H.T.ROBERTS,F.Inst.P.
Some Detector Hints.
NOT so very long ago it used to be common

practice to adjust the detector according to different conditions but in these

days it is the fashion to have everything

fixed as far as possible, and there has been
a tendency to give the detector less atten-

tion than it used to get formerly. Once

upon a time no set was complete without a
variable grid leak, for example, and some
very ingenious variable grid leaks appeared
on the market.

Notwithstanding the present-day habit
of treating the detector more or less as a

fixture, it is often worth while to make
adjustments in the
particular conditions.

detector

to suit

of, say,

.0001 to

.0003 mfd., can be varied without much

effect on the sensitivity but with some
effect on the tone of reproduction, and
this is a point worth trying.

As regards sensitivity, the grid leak is

more important, and 'here you have possible
variations in value, say, from megohm to
3 megohms.
Advantages of the Potentiometer.

A good plan is to connect a potentiometer
across the low-tension battery and to

connect the leak between the grid and the
slider of this potentiometer. As you turn
the slider through the entire range-that is,
from low-tension negative to low-tension
positive, you will find that the performance

of the set will vary quite appreciably.

The great advantage of this potentiometer
arrangement is that it enables you to get

exactly the right amount of bias on to
the grid, and this is important not only
from the point of view of the sensitivity

but also from that of the smoothness
of the reaction.
As regards the

potentiometer, this
should have an overall resistance of, say,

It is better that it should be
of the slider type, but you can get an
300 ohms.

approximation to this by a series of, say,
tappings.

often forget that there are quite large

RAD-PIN
VICTOR KING'S
RADIO NOVELTY
Editor

of

" Popular

Wireless "

THErecently spent a social evening at the
home of Victor King, the well-known radio

engineer and set designer. During the
course of the evening Victor tentatively

suggested that the Editor might like to try
a new game, and he thereupon produced a
queer, simple piece of apparatus, which he
hid on the table.

It transpired that it was a radio game

invented by Mr. King for his own amusement.
He and the Editor played this game for
over en hour. Then there arrived two
mutual friends, who joined in with equal
enthusiasm.
Later the following conversation took
place :
Editor of " P.W." : " Congratulations,

combinations of luck and easily acquired

For one thing the grid condenser, which

six

improve the overall performance of the set
by 50 or 100 per cent. Remember, also,
that when a valve goes phut and you have
to put a new one in, these various adjustments should be gone over again. People

Victor, your game is one of the most amusing

The Grid Condenser.

usually has a value

489

A tapped potentiometer

sometimes costs a little less than a continuous one, since there are no working
parts, but personally I recommend the
Incidentally, the total resistance
slider.
value of the potentiometer should not be too

low because, as you see, this is connected
across the L.T. battery all the time and will

skill I have ever played."
Victor King (carelessly) : " Glad you liked
it."

Ed. " P.W." :" I should think I did ! It's
a hundred per cent fun and excitement.
First really radio game I have ever played.
It ought to be on the market. Ever thought

of that ?"
Victor King (laughing) : " There's not
really much to it"
Ed." P.W." : " Nor is there to most games
if you analyse them in a coldly scientific
manner. But the fact remains that we have

spent a jolly evening playing it, and I for one
hope to have some more games in the future.
Maybe I'll beat you next time. Yon know, I
believe everyone would fall for your game if

they had it on the table in front of them.
And they'd want to keep on playing it, too.
Why not write a constructional article for
' Pop' about it ? "
Victor King : " Here, I say !"
Ed. " P.W.' : " I'll wager twenty times as
many would build-let me see-what's a good
name for it? Obvious! RAD-PIN, of
course ! As I was saying, I'll wager twenty
times more people would build RAD-PIN

Voltage Loss.

In a case where you have a resistante
in the anode circuit of the detector valve
it, is ,usually best to apply the full voltage
available, because of the drop in voltage
and the resistance ; obviously the voltage
applied to the detector anode (when
current is passing) will be appreciably
less than the voltage applied to the whole
combination.

As a case in point, if the

anode resistance is 25,000 ohms and the

current is 2 milliamps there will be a difference of potential of 50 volts across the ends

of the resistance.

This 50 volts is lost

so far as the anode of the valve is concerned,

and if you want, say, 65 volts on the
anode of the detector, it means that (if

this is the amount of current passing) you
will need to apply 115 volts to the anode
resistance.
Critical Detector Voltages.

I mentioned a detector voltage of 65,

but you should not take it for granted that
this is necessarily the best value. Sometimes you will find that the detector works

better with even a lower voltage, and in

some circuits the detector anode voltage is
quite critical, a small change in the voltage
making a big difference to the working of
the stage. If the detector anode voltage

is too high, of course, the set will almost
certainly become unstable.
Resistance -Fed Transformer.

Where you are using a resistance -fed
transformer circuit it will be necessary
to add to the anode resistance the value of
the decoupling resistance. I have said

that the voltage applied to the detector

anode should not be too high, but, on the
other hand, if it is too small you will reduce

the output of the receiver and the detector
valve will not be able to handle signals of
normal strength without distortion. In-

creasing the voltage, within the proper
limits, will increase the ability of the stage
to deal with a larger input.

than ever built your most popular set."
Victor King : " Well, it wouldn't cost 'em

Development of Screening.

Ed. " P.W." : " As far as I can see it
wouldn't cost them anything."

efficiency radio receiver, in which the components are so closely and compactly

much."

Victor King (laughing loudly) : " And
therefore it wouldn't he appreciated."
"I
Ed. " P.W." (with low cunning)
suppose it would be beneath your dignity,
Victor ? "
Eventually Victor King promised that he
would give an exclusive description of his
novel game for the benefit of " P.W."
readers. In fact, he has now completed his
descriptive article and the illustrations are
in the hands of the Art Editor.
" Popular Wireless " readers will therefore
be in a position to make RAD-PINS within
a week or two-just as soon as we can get
Mr. King's article into print.
RAD-PIN is a radio game, but anyone can
play it-and like it. In our opinion, it is
the most amusing game to date. Mr. King
may have written some fine articles and
designed some first-class pieces of radio
engineering, but (and this is what we believe
he himself fears 9 we are inclined to believe

that he will be known to posterity as the
originator of RAD-PIN--the Radio Fun -

It is true to say that the modern high -

arranged, would not have been possible
without the use of screening. In fact, the
development of screening as a practice is
one of the most notable features of the
trend of radio design during the past few
years.

In the old days it used to be the fashion

to space the components all out at a respect-

able distance apart. This made for very

much greater bulk in even a comparatively
simple radio set. Moreover, the power and
efficiency of the components and the circuits
used in those days were not to be compared

with those of present-day circuits ; so that,

by the same token, if screening were not
used it would be necessary to spread out

run things down if it has not sufficient

Game for Players of All Ages !

the present-day sets even more.

resistance.
Improvement 100 Per Cent.
Before leaving this point I should mention

LOOK OUT FOR RAD-PIN-

High -Frequency Interaction.

EXCLUSIVE TO " P.W."

the bypass condenser connected across the
anode of the valve and low-tension negative. Many people just take a fixed value

*
*
differences in valves, even sometimes in

values.

and you cannot just assume that the new
valve which replaces the old one will give

for this and never think of altering it, but
it is always worth while to try different
By adjusting and tuning up the detector

stage in this manner you can sometim

valves of the same make and specification,

identical results without minor adjustments
in other parts of the circui-t.

All this has been done away with by the

use of metal screens for limiting high -

frequency interaction between adjacent
components. This has had two effects.

First of all, as I have just mentioned, it has

enabled sets to be built in very compact
formation ;1 and, secondly, what is perhaps even more important, it has enabled
the efficiency of circuits to br raised by
(Continued on next ?me )
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EASY WIRING

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued front precious page.)

the screens are really necessary, and use
them as sparingly as possible.
Wavechange Switching.

hundreds per cent, because it has pre-

wavechange switching, but I am one of
those who has never really got over my

I do not know what your views are upon

Perfect contact and ease

in wiring are outstanding

features

in

the vented the instability which would otherwise

design of all Clix com- have resulted from interaction.
ponents.

The great enemy of high sensitivity in a
In Clix Chassis Mounting Valveholders the circuit is instability. As you increase the
centre socket of the
5 -pin and two sockets

sensitivity of the circuit, so you make it
more delicately " balanced," as it were,
and more liable to fall into an unstable

of the 7 -pin type are
made longer than the condition. The more you can guard against
others : this reduces instability the more you are able, under
the
possibility of cover of your safeguards, to push further
short - circuits a n d with the sensitivity and efficiency of the

adds to the ease of circuit.
wiring.
The following Clix products Profit and Loss.
are Specified for the
In view of the

" P.W."

UNIVERSAL
ADAPTOR
Valveholders
4 -pin .. 8d.
5 -pin
.. 9d.
7 -pin
..
(with terminals)

Terminals
Type B

. .

4d.

Two New Illustrated
Folders

" C " Free

dislike of wavechange switches.

I remem-

ber the time, only a very few years ago,
when this type of switch was far more
trouble than it was worth ; in fact, whenever you came across a set with a wave change switch in it and the set was giving
trouble (which it almost invariably was),
you could be pretty sure that the wave change switch was one of the causes, if not
the only cause, of the trouble.
Danger of Bad Contacts.

In fact, I might go further and say that

extreme usefulness of

screens, some constructors, however, are
apt to rely too greatly upon screening. This

is a mistake in design, and you should
appreciate that the screen only acts by
absorbing energy ; so that, although the,
overall result of the use of screens (in the

proper way) is to give you greater efficiency

of the circuit, at the same time it is a
question of balancing " profit and loss."

If the loss of efficiency which is incurred in

the use of the screens is less than the gain
of efficiency overall, obviously there is a
net gain.

I am one of those people who, from experience, mistrust all switches ! I like to see

the number of switches in any circuit,

whether it be a radio circuit or any other,

cut down to the very minimum. I am sure
you will agree with me that wherever there
is a switch there is danger of bad contacts,
and there are quite enough things in a radio
circuit which want careful watching without
having any unnecessary additional ones.

I know that some of you will object to
these remarks, and say that if a switch is
properly made and properly operated it
need give no trouble. With this I quite
agree, but how often can you pick out a

on

request.

LECTRO LINX LTD.

A MUSICAL REFRESHER DURING

AN INTERVAL

79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W.I.

IT PAYS TO BUY

THE BEST
AIR TUNED I.F. TRANSFORMER

Compact unit with high eMciency air trimmer
and genuine litz wound coils. Total tuning
coverage 400 to 500 Kcis. Gives high stage gain
with approximately 9 Kc/s bandwidth. No. 1014.
450 KcIs. Price 13/6.

SCREENED H.F.
CHOKE

Streatham-the ice -hockey champions-listening to a Cossor Radiogram in their dreasing room at the
Streatham Ice Rink.

Don't Use Indiscriminately.

really good switch that will give you no

The point of all this is that screening
should not be just thrown about indis-

trouble over a long period of use ?

Honeycomb wound sections, Frequentite former,

care, because you may quite likely be

wavechange switching, this has been a good

metres.

advantages which you get, and the net gain
is not as large as it might be. If you are
using a circuit which is of a fairly simple
type, for example, where the likelihood of

Prevents choke coupling

with other components,
a frequent cause of in-

criminately, but sh.ould be used with great

stability in S.W. receivers.

using far more screening than is necessary.

copper container.
No. 982. All Wave.
13-2,000 metres. Price
5/-. No. 983. Short
Wave.
10-200
Price 3/6.

If so, you are paying too dearly for the

STRATTON & CO., LTD.,

Bromegrove Street

BIRMINGHAM
Jowl°, .Service Depot
11 ebb's Radio Stores, 14, Soho Street, Oxford Street, W.I

EDDYSTO

.

x0RT WAVE COMPONENTS

trouble due to interaction between components is not very serious, it may be that
screening is unnecessary or that only very
little screening is needed. If in such a case
you go pushing in screens all over the place
you are doing more harm than good.
You will see then that before using screens
you should make certain by actual test that

A Neat Fitting.

Anyway, to return to the question of

deal improved during the past few years
and, if you have no fundamental objection
to switches in general, there is no reason

why you should not bi satisfied with a

switch of this type, of a good make.
Broadly speaking, you can use the push-

pull or the rotary type, but a good deal

depends on what kind of a coil you are using
and also upon the genera; layout of the set.
Upon this also depends whether the

switches should be built-in and so on.

The push-pull type of switch often makes a
very neat fitting, but in some cases it may
be more convenient to use the rotary type.
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"This programme's
appalling!" cried

R IA L

/

Dunn.
" Dull music, stale news
and no fun.
A good chance to -night,
To put the Set right . . ."

So he got out the
FLUXITEandGUN.

See that FLIIIIITE is always by you -in the house
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all radio subjects, but cannot accept'
responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped, addressed envelope must be sent with every article.

All Editorial

communications should

be

addressed to

the Editor,

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
Used for 30 years in government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers -in tins, 4d., 8d., 1,4 and 2;'8.
is needed.

Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDER-

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E. C.1.

ING SET -compact but substantial -complete with
full instructions, 7,6.

All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Advertisement Offices, John Carpenter
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research.
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paver concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
seine of the arrangements and specialties described may be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
eed the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

Write for Free Book on the art of " soft "
soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASE-

House, John Carpenter Street, London, E.C.4.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.

N. D. H. (Rotterdam).-" From friend I get

the diagram set S.T.700 Circuit, strictly

copyright. I am sent for kit components, but
have notice transformer Nielet 1 : 3.5 is

faceabout on primary connections.

" In diagram H.T. + terminal of primary
wires to P. of valve, instead. Was this terminal misprint ? "
No.

It is right as shown on the diagrams. The

S.T.700 is different from all other sets, so follow the
wiring instructions carefully in every way.

A SWITCH TO CHANGE FROM NATIONAL
TO REGIONAL.

W. S. M. (Enfield, Middlesex).-" The one valve set you recommended went well from the
first. It was over six months ago that you sent

the blueprint, so my thanks are a bit late

but nevertheless sincere. The 'set has been
a constant pleasure to my father and mother,
and it was very easy to build.
"I had a little difficulty in getting a plug-in

coil of the right size, but apart from that it

has been no trouble at all. All the same, there
is one thing I should like to try, if, you think
it is possible. It is this simplified tuning idea,

" I have been told that with a simple set

it is often possible to switch from National to

Regional and vice versa, instead of having
to retune the condenser. If so, it would be an
improvement in this set, because my father's
sight is rather bad, and he could manage a
switch where the condenser is difficult for him.

" If you think it is worth trying, please say
how it can be done."

The alteration is very easy in a one -tuning -circuit
set like the one you refer to, and we advise you to try
it. All you need is an on -off switch (similar to the one
you already have in use for switching the L.T. and a
small semi -variable condenser of '0003-mfd. maximum
capacity.

Fix the new condenser down as near to the old one

as can be done conveniently, and mount the new
switch on the panel, as near both condensers as
possible. There are only three wires to put in, as
follows

(a) From one of the filament terminals on the

valve holder to one side of the new switch.

(b) From the other side of the switch to one side

of the new condenser.
(c) From the remaining condenser terminal to the
fixed vanes terminal of the old tuning condenser.
When the wiring has been done you will have to set

the tuning once and for all on the two condensers,

after which there will be no need to alter them,

as the switch will change over from one programme
to the other. This is what you have to do to set the
tuning permanently.

First, switch the set on in the ordinary way,

but put the new switch off. (You will find that the
set then behaves exactly as it did before the alteration was made.)
Tune in the National programme (the one with the
lower wavelength and condenser reading). Leave
the tuning condenser in this position permanently -

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE.
TO CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will NOT
keep round and true
unless the spokes are tied with fine wire

in fact, lock it there with a little wedge of wood or
other insulator if you can.
Now switch " on " with the new switch, and yon
will find that the National programme disappears.
So re -tune carefully on the new condenser_until you
get the Regional programme coming in.

Tune it carefully, and when you are sure it

is

at the crossings AND SOLDERED. This
makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple

-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN

perfect, lock that condenser also, if you can. It will
not need touching again.

is

or off as before. And the newswitch changes from one
programme to the other as desired.

the

The set is then ready for automatic or switch
changeover in future. The L.T. switch puts it on

A.C. HEATER WIRING.
B. W. C. (Mitcham, Surrey).-" Having
been a reader of POPULAR WIRELESS for some
time, I venture to approach you for information

upon a point of set construction that is not

made clear in the books I have, or in the

constructional articles that I have read.
" It concerns filament (A.C.) wiring. and is
briefly this : which is the better A.C. filament
wiring -twin mains flex or ordinary twisted

always

ready

to

put

Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
right spot, and one
charging lasts for ages.

Price 1,6.

ALL MECHANICS WILLHAVE`

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FLUXITE, g3, DEPT.21DLAT1 WOHES,

jR,6,,,,%i,,s.

connecting wire ?

" Also, is it better to have one length of

wire from first valve to transformer, or, say,
three lengths of wire from valve to valve ?
" No doubt these points are not made clear
owing to the belief that they are understood

unfortunately they are not understood by
many, some advising mains flex and one
length, others equally certain 'that twisting
ordinary connecting wire into, say, three
pieces is better."

Mains flex is better than twisted wire provided it
is capable of carrying the current passing without
undue heating or drop of voltage. These two
considerations -the heating and the drop of voltage

-are the deciding factors in selecting the wire to
use.
_
To take the heating effect first, this will be

negligible if suitable wire is used, but considerable
if the wire is too thin to start with, or (in the case of
stranded wire) if some of the strands break.

The requirements are that the wire should be
thick enough to carry the current without undue
heating ; that It should be well insulated, with a
covering that is not liable to crack or open ; and
that the two main strands should either be twisted
around one another, or be screened by a metallic
outer covering so that there is no possibility of the
currents flowing to the heaters setting hum in any
neighbouring wires.
A good mains flex Is designed with all these points
in mind, so it can be used with confidence.
Ordinary wire, twisted, is generally O.K. for

current -carrying, but is liable to fall down on the
insulation requirement after it has been twisted by
anyone not used to such work. Even if it is properly
twisted and safely installed there is no metallic
screen round it, as is the case with the better mains
flex.

LESDIX MICROPHONES
5/- BUTTON MICROPHONES
for all purposes. Usually sold
at 3/6. Our price has always ,
been 1/-.

thousands.

robust mike, with solid bakelite

body, back terminals, front metal
grille. No. 11. New design, finely
No. 11A. 9pecial in solid 'brass body, unequalled at
the price on speech and music, 7/6.
FLOOR STANDS. 26° 12/6; 37" 15/-; 48° 18/6.
PEDESTAL. TABLE No. 12 is 135 high. 1816.
P.W. No. 11 TABLE MIKE. This is a splendid
Microphone for speech and music. The bakelite case,
containing a 2in. mike and transformer, is on a bronze
pedestal, detachable for sling. Switch and plug fitted.
Unrivalled for quality and price, 15/-. Other types:
Lesdix No. 10B Pedestal, 10in.
high, 12/6; Leadix Superior No.
12BB Ring 14in. Pedestal, 18/6.
Hand Mikes in 2in. case, No. 11 at
5/6; Superior type No. 11A, 7/8.
finished

Eilset public address and band Mike
(Reisz principle), 551-. Ask for Illustrated Mike List of 25 models.
Our famous PARTS for making

your own mike. Carbon Granules
in glass capsule: Grade 1, 8d.;
No. 2, 1/.; No. 3, fine, 1/8; No. 4,
extra fine, 21.;. Black Blocks, 4d.;
Diaphragms, 6d.; Button in 10n.

hard wood case with 2in. mica
dig h., 2/8; Ditto, mounted on
pedestal, 3/d.
ERICSSON
PEDEST AL
TRANSMITTERS. 12in. high,
with mouthpiece (as illustrated). Standard
model, 4/6. Post 9d.
HOME RECORDING on your Gramo.

It is, therefore, better to use the specially -designed

wire.

As regards the method of wiring, there is only one

consideration to bear in mind, and that is that the
supply to the heaters should be taken by the shortest
practicable route. Otherwise there is more live
wiring than is necessary, with risk of hum which
such wiring always involves.

If you have three valves to consider, A, B. and
C, the pair of wires from the transformer's 4 -volt
output must go the respective beater terminals on
each valve. Suppose valves A and B are standing
close together, while valve C is at a little distance
from them, say, on the other side of the baseboard.
(Continued on next page.)

We have supplied 1

A NEW PRACTICAL HOME
MICROPHONE for broadcasting
at home. It is a general-purpose,

1

ran be done by anyone with a gramophone.
Complete sets with accessories, in carton.
De Luxe, 2/1/-; No. 2 Mivoice, 12/6;
Junior, 7/8. or Electric Recording: Elec.
tric Motor Turntables, 25/, Trarker
Recorder Carriers : No. 2 C.M. Screw -thread
Traverse, 7/6; Type F, Central Spiral
Drive, 4/8. Recording Pick-ups: Type X,
12/8; Jewel Cutter Needles, Sapphire, 3/6;
Mounted diamond, 7/6.

METERS. All ranges and sizes in stock.

Laboratory precision- apparatus, Bridges,
Uni-pivots, Thermos-galvos, Spectroscopes,
wave -meters, etc. See Sale List
P.W."
Send us all your Enquiries for electrical gear.
'

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from previous page.)
The procedure would be -to wire from the trans-

*

*

TESTED BY "P.W."
Details

of

the

latest

items

submitted by the radio manufacturers.

former to A by a route well spaced from other
wiring; and then join the corresponding valve B
terminals to valve A's heater terminals.
Provided that the wire will carry the current to
both valves without overheating-and it will, if it

NEW FERRANTI RESISTANCES.

nearer. Once A is connected to the transformer, the
required current can be drawn off from A's terminals

IT might be thought by those who have not studied
the problems involved, that the manufacture of
reliable resistances would be one of the simplest of
radio processes. That all that had to be done was to

is the right type of wire-there is no point whatever
in taking a lead from valve B all the way back to
the transformer, if the valve A's terminals are

Resistances have been one of the most unreliable
of components. They still need to be purchased with
deserimination.
Fortunately, however, we have

FOR EXTENSION WORK

A terminals to the corresponding valve B terminals.
This would place the two adjacent valves on the one
lead from the transformer.

experience of set -building dating back a few years.

at the other. So the original rule holds good-join up by the shortest length of wire that is
practicable.

Valve C, therefore, should be joined across the
other wiring, either at the transformer end, at the
valves' end, or at some intermediate point which is
nearer than the foregoing.
Whatever point is chosen the current will divide
there, some going to valve C, and the remainder to
valves A and B. Up to the junction point, therefore,
the main wiring will carry the current for three
valves, after which the respective currents will

passed the days when to ensure reliability it was
essential to resort to expensive wire -wound varieties.
Nevertheless, there is still a vague suspicion in the
minds" of many regarding what have been styled
" composition " as opposed to wire -wound resistances, and this suspicion is based on the fact that for

a very long time it was a risky procedure to resort to

the type.
But owing to the capacity and inductance present
in the average wire -wound, quite apart from its
price, it was often necessary to take the chance.
However, to -day the situation is very different.
We have for example, the Ferranti Carbon Resistance which has negligible self -capacity and selfinductance, and which is mass-produced for sale at
an extremely reasonable figure, and which has an
accuracy to within 5 per cent of its stated value.

FERRANTI'S
LATEST
These new carbon resistances
are of the 2 -

niVii)

watt type, and
are available
in a wide range

RESISTANCES

of values.

Amplion
Specified

for the
cc P.W."

Universal
Adaptor

AMPLION (1932) LTD.
82-84, ROSOMAN STREET, LONDON, E.C.I

mere 3 per cent. These Ferranti Carbon Resistances
have proved very reliable indeed in practice, and we

ourselves have not encountered a single case of
trouble with them, and that is saying a great deal,
even to -day.
A new range of them has recently been introduced.

CABINETS
1

GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON.

ENGINEERS 1
HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

AND OUR GUARANTEE/
We are prepared to coach

you for recognised Examina.
tions,suchas A.M.I.Mech.E.,

under our definite guarantee of
" NO PASS-NO FEE."
This is your opportunity to
get out of the " hammer and file
brigade " and to commence earn-

ing real money. Full particulars will be found in
the 1936 edition of " ENGINEERING OPPOR-

TUNITIES." This book gives details of all
Engineering Examinations and outlines Home -Study
Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor
Aero., and Radio Engineering, Television, Building, etc.
Send for your copy of the book to-day-FREE.
ettr.v.t.L, INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

101, 8k, t esneare Hae..17-19 Stratford Place, London, W.1.

"DIRECTED"
BROADCASTING
(Continued from page 479.)

on the ground -wave, so as to keep the
effective daylight range at a maximum.
After sunset, conditions would be readjusted, so as to reduce the ground -wave

to adequate, but not too great, strength ;
whilst simultaneously

the sky -wave is

in a wide range of values. They are 2 -watt resistances,

boosted up, so as to cater more effectively
for the needs of distant listeners.

wire ends only. We can recommend them to all constructors for battery and mains sets, and for all other
purposes within the limitations of their rating.

Using Several Aerials.

Known as the type G2, they are listed at Is. 6d each,

and it is to be noted that they are supplied with

PHILIPS' EXTENSION SPEAKERS.
PHILIPS must surely be one of a very few

manufacturers in the whole world who employ
permanent -magnet moving -coil loudspeakers in:
their mains sets. Not that this fact would be selfevident from the output of a Philips mains set in so far

Write for
Free List.

opinion, is the one marked distinction between their
performances. They are good speakers, and we commend them to the notice of both Philips' fans and the
others of our readers.

daytime and the whole radiation centred
And the average change in value which occurs
between rated loading and no-load conditions is a

I -Watt

Resistances
all values, II- each.
Obtainable from all dealers

One of the attractive permanent -magnet moving coil speakers marketed by Philips.

greater input than the " Junior," and that, in our

flow in the respective wiring to valve C and to valves
A and B. Of course, it Is vital to use wire that will
stand up to the requisite standard of current carrying.

All Amplion components are subjected to rigorous tests before
they are distributed to the trade,
thus ensuring that the public
receive them in perfect condition
for carrying out their functions in
an entirely satisfactory manner.

respectively.

required values. But that this. is not the case will be
quite obvious to all those constructors who have an

just as well as from the transformer's.
The correct method to adopt, therefore, would be

Then valve C's heater wiring would have to he
considered. Since this valve stands apart from the
other pair, the problem will be to connect it by a
short direct lead to the 4 -volt supply. Should that
lead come direct from the transformer; or from some
other point of the heater circuit ?
From the heater's point of view it does not matter
in the slightest, since the voltage (and current)
obtainable is the same at one end of the circuit as

principles, as will be gathered from the following
details.
They are cabinet models, in which are found the
well-known Philips cylindrical permanent magnetstrue extensions of the speaker principles embodied in
their sets! They are very reasonably priced, the
models 4516 and 4519 costing 37s. 6d. and 45s..

Each embodies an efficient volume control having
the useful " off " position. Although designed especially for use with Philips sets, these speakers can, of
course, be employed with others if desired. We have
very carefully tested them under varying conditions, and find them to he both sensitive and clean
in their responses. The " Senior " is able to handle a

take a material of known specific resistance and
fashion lengths of it appropriate to the various

as stated-to run a short extension from the valve

The first two are the inexpensive and simple way in
which an extension speaker can be installed, and the
third is that there are no technical reasons whatever
why the full efficiency of the set should not be carried
to the distant points.
The Extension Loudspeakers marketed by Philips
have the essentials to fall right into line with these

as the volume or quality are concerned. We say this
because there are apparently still many who believe
that the P.M. type must always be considerably less
sensitive and capable of handling considerably less
volume than an equivalent mains energised type.
But although the P.M. speaker in the Philips fine
575A A.C. Super, for instance, is most compact in
its dimensions, it is able to handle the grand output

of that outstanding instrument in a most effective

manner. Once you have heard this set you will agree
that it is far from being inadequately " speakered."

And that Messrs. Philips are justified in their

particular approach to mains set design will also be
evident, for this 575A is exceedingly free from mains
noises-freer, we think, than any other mains set of
equal sensitivity. This is particularly noticeable on
the short-wave range, that Waterloo of so many mains
designs.

There is this incidental advantage, too. Whereas
when an extension speaker is fitted to one of many
other types of sets there is a tendency to feel that,
lacking the mains field, this extension speaker, what-

ever its make or design, must be that much less
efficient than the one in the set. Of course, it might
really be superior, but the psychological assumes such

an importance in listening that we are sure that this
point, absurdly trivial though it may at first seem, has
to some extent militated against the extension speaker

movement. There are three lines of attack to which
attention might well be given by those who want to
increase the number of loudspeakers per household.

Attempts are at present being made to

secure this very desirable result by using a.

number of transmitting aerials, arranged
either in the form of a square or a circle,
the spacing being a definite fraction of the
working wavelength. For night working
the aerials are all energised in the same
phase. Then, owing to the spacing between
the aerials, the waves radiated from oppo-.

site pairs interfere with each other in the

horizontal plane, thus reducing the intensity
of the ground -wave. The sky -wave, how-

ever, is radiated at maximum strength, as

shown at A, Fig. 4, for the benefit of distant
listeners.
The Day -time Scheme.

In the day -time the pairs of aerials at
opposite diameters of the circle (or, at
opposite corners of the square) are energised

with currents which are 180° out of phase.

The horizontal waves now add together,
instead of interfering, thus increasing the
ground -wave and enlarging the daylight
range. The normal sky -wave B is now
completely extinguished by the effect of
mutual interference between the vertically
ratilated waves.
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®MISCELLANEOUS

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

ADVERTISEMENTS

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Nand, &c.
(Continued)

3d. per Word

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS.
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED NEW
AND SENT POST PAID.
FOX INDUSTRIAL 4 -Valve Amplifiers. A.C. Mains

6d. per word for first words in heavy type
6)- per line for displayed lines

(12 pt. type.)

3k watts Output with two tuning coils. For Tele.
vision, Radio, Gramophone and Microphone. Chassis
Complete, less Halves, 30/-.
With four specified
Ring Valves, £3/12/6. Specified Speaker for same, 15/SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot 1935 Series, with Universal
Transformers to match any circuit. 99 P.M., 24/6 ;
45 P.M. 20/. ; 32 P.M. in exquisite Cabinet, 42/6;

Minimum Charge 3/ Remittance must accompany order.

Advertisements

for

these

columns

are

post WEDNESDAY
MORNING for the following week's issue.

accepted

up

to first

iii

(List 9i/6) ; 22 P.M. in attractive Cabinet, 28/6 ;

The Proprietors have the right to refuse
discretion.

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS,,
ACCESSORIES, &c.
" NORTHUMBRIA " All -wave A.G. Four, £7/17/6,
Three, 65/I5/6. Table Radiogram, 59/9/0. Catalogue
from Nov) Radio (4), Union Works, St. John Street,
Newcastle -on -Tyne, 1.

MISCELLANEOUS
LOUDSPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-.
Blue Spot a
Speciality.
Transformers and Headphones, 4/-.
Eliminators, Mains Transformers and Moving Coils
quoted for. 24 -Hour Services. Trade Discount.

9569.-E.

or withdraw advertisements at their

Mains Energised 2,500 and 6,500 ohms, 14/6 ; Celestion

Clerkenwell
London, N.1.

Postal orders, in payment for advertisements,
should be made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., and crossed.
All communications should be addressed to
Advertisement Department, " Popular Wireless," John Carpenter House, John Carpenter
Street, London, E.C.4.

LISSEN KITS ALL NEW IN SEALED CARTONS
AND COMPLETE. With Specified Valves : Lissen
Skyscraper 3 -valve Battery Kits 42/- each (List
77/6).
Lissen BAND-PASS 3 -valve Battery Kits,
62/6 (List 99/6). Lissen ALL -WAVE Four -Valve
Battery Kits 65/- (List £511216).
DEEMARK SHORT-WAVE ADAPTER KIT. Com-

CONSTRUCTORS of Coils, Chokes and Transformers

Soundex Permartent Magnet, It/. ; Telsen Permanent
Magnet Speakers, 16/- Telsen Speakers Units, 2/9.

rlete with all accessories for adapting set for 14.150
Metres, 20/-. Super -Het. Short -Wave Converter Kit,
20/-.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &c.
" S.T.700." Complete Kit of Parts for the Battery
Model, includes Main Specified Components with
all Screws, Wire, Nuts, Bolts, etc., etc., and copy
of " Popular Wireless " S.T.700 issue with Flue
Print, 69/6.
FERGUSON Universal Midget Receiver for A.C./D.C.
100-250 volts. Moving -Coil Speaker.
Wonderful

MULLARD M.B.3 THREE -VALVE BATTERY SETS
(Decontrolled). Complete with 3 Milliard Pentode
Valves. Permanent Magnet Speaker, Batteries and
Accumulator.
Contained in handsome Walnut
Cabinet, £51716 (List, 8 guineas). In original sealed
cartons.
HOUSE TELEPHONES.

A SPECIAL BARGAIN.
BRAND NEW ONE -HAND TELEPHONES. Com-

plete on stand, with or without Automatic Dials.
(Cost £4 each -to Manufacture) 10/- each.
ELIMINATORS.- Regentone 1935 Series.

Mains, 200/250 volts, Type W5a,

A.G.

complete with

trickle charger, 39/6; Via (less trickle charger-

W.R.C. Short -Wave Plug-in Coils,. 13-26, 20.44,
2/9d. S.W.
and 40-90 metres, 4 -pin 2/6d,

carries 30 milliamps.), 331- ; Vic (less trickle charger),
30/-. All in sealed cartons.
CONDENSERS.-Lotus 00005. Fully screened, with
trimmers, escutcheons, dials and knob. 3 -gang, 1i/-;
2 -gang, 7/3. Dyblock Single 0.0005, complete with
all accessories, 4/-. Telsen Single Variable Condensers,
0.0005, 2/3 ; Plessy 4 -gang Super -het., fully screened
with trimmers, 7/3. lgranic, 1-mfd., 1/3 ; 2-mfd., 1(9.
COILS.-Igranic Super -het. Coil, set of four (1 Osc.,
2 1. F. with Pigtails, 1 L. F. plain), 9/- per set (List,
50/-). Varley Square Peak Coils, B.P.5, complete,
Telsen lron-Core Coils, W.349 midget size,
2/3.
4/6 each.
THE following Telsen Components in original sealed
cartons at sacrifice prices :

WESTINGHOUSE H.T. 8 and 9 Rectifiers, 8/t Id.
Condensers : -01, .1 and .02, 6d. ; .25, 9d.: .0001 to
0005, 5d. L.F. Transformers, 54 and 3J1, 2/6d.
Mike transformers ratio 100/1, 2/66. Popular iron cored canned coils with circuits, 2/66.
ELECTRIC Soldering irons, copper bit, complete
with flex and adapter, Of d., post 6d.-guaranteed.
Electric Hair Dryers, 200/250v., fully guaranteed, 5
colours, 27/66.
Xmas Decoration Sets, 16 lamps
and one spare, 2/96 , post 4d. Larger sets with
automatic flicking device, and two spares, 41116.,

radio set, and is a very efficient article.
AMERICAN VALVES.- A full range of valves for all
American sets at 7/- per valve.
SOUTHERN RADIO BARGAIN PARCELS..-We are
offering the following parcels of mixed components
at a fraction of their value. The items comprise
up-to-date Radio parts, new and perfect, which are
too varied to be advertised individually :
5/- PARCEL.-Contains modern components valued

tone and outstanding selectivity.

Limited number,

65/- Carriage Paid.
TELSEN 3 -Valve Receiver, complete with valves

and speaker in handsome Bakelite Cabinet, 35/-,
Carriage Paid. Batteries extra. Send for latest list ;
hundreds of other bargains.
PEARL & PEARL, LTD., 190, Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.

WOBURN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING GOODS:
W.R.C. Short -Wave condensers, with slow and fast
drive, 0001, 00015, .00016, .0002, .00025, .0003,

0005, 2/-: Ormond two-piece dial for same,

1/-.

Chokes, 10-100 m., tod. Pye 4 -pin S.W. valve holders,
6d. Erie resistances all values to 2 meg., 6d.

postage 6d

ROLA P.M. Speakers, 7 -in, cone, power and pentode
transformer, 16/6d., post 1/-.
W.R.C. ELIMINATORS. Owing to huge demand we

cannot accept orders for delivery under 14 days.

All guaranteed 12 months, 150 v. at 30 m.a. Three
positive H.T. Tappings (60 v., 80 v., 150 v.). A.C.
amp. Trickle
Model 21/, A.G. Model with 2 v.,
charger, 32/66., postage /- extra.
AERODYNE A.C./D.C. 4-v. sets, Curlew model,
current model listed 12 gas., few only in cartons at
66 155. Od., carriage forward.
A.C. 4-v. inodel,
65 105. 06., carriage forward.

TRADE enquiries invited.

Enclose trade beading

and stamp.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland Street, Holborn,
W.C.1 (Letters only), callers at shop, 2a, Hand
Court, Holborn, W.C.1.

'

at 20/, including

SOUTHERN RADIO Branches at 271-275. High Road,
Willesden Green, N.W.t0 ; 46 Lisle Street, W.C.2.
All Mail Orders to 323, Euston{toad, London, N. W.1.

SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Road, London,

N.W.1 (near Warren Street Tube). 'Phone : Museum
6324.

A THOUSAND BARGAINS.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, M.S. SPEAKERS, MAINS

VALVES, SHORT-WAVE GEAR, CABINETS, Etc.

All goods advertised previously are.
standard lines and still available for immediate'

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2, over
Denny's, the Booksellers. Temple Bar 9338. Send
postcard for lists free.

1111=1:1=1:17E1=2:17I1.72=21711.7
:::::::::::
,g

MART, 19, JOHN BRIGHT ST., BIRMINGHAM.

20-22, HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM, S.W.4.
SEND 10. STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

ALL goods advertised in last week's issue still
available.

WARD. 46,

Farringdon Street,
Telephone : Holborn 9703.

London,

E.C.4.

HEADPHONES. Brown, Siemens, E.T.D., G.E.C.,
Ericsson, etc., 2,000 ohms, 2/6 pair ; 4,000 ohms, 5,-.

Ditto, new, 5/. and 7/6. Special-Brown, Type " A,"

1,000, 2000,, 4,000 ohms, 15/-. Telefunken, 4,000
ohms, 7/6. Satisfaction guaranteed. Postage 64.Kodesh, 56. riarnshury Street, London. N.1

El

Road,

PLEASE BE SURE to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks I

500 GLADIOLI first size 4-5 inch circ. in 10 named
vars. 100 Anemones, 100 Ranunculus, 25 Double
Begonias and 5 Lilium Regale for only 10/-. Double
lot 19/-, carriage and duty paid to destination.
(C.O.D. 6d. extra.)
FIRST HILLEGOM
Hillegom, Holland.

BULB

-THE

NURSERIES,

SITUATIONS VACANT
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES. G.P.O. Engineering
Dept., Telephone Service and Patent Office Assist.
ants. Permanent Posts. Commencing pay £3 105.
to £4 per week. No experience required, but candi-

dates (age limits 17-25) must be willing to study

For full particulars write :
B.LE.T. (Dept. 568), 17-19, Stratford Place, Oxford
Street, W.I.

technical subjects

The

Magazine of

Masterpiece

Resistances, Condensers, Coils,

Wire, etc. Circuits of modern Receivers included
with each parcel.
20/- PARCELS.-This is known as the " small
trader's " parcel, and contains a wonderful selection
of components valued at 85/, We have supplied
this parcel to hundreds of Traders for re -sale at a
profit.'

delivery.

East

44,

will find our Lists of great assistance. Send immediately.-Lumen Electric Co., 9, Scarisbrick Avenue,
Litherland, Liverpool, 21.

ACE L.F. TRANSFORMERS. -5/1, 2/9; Binocular
H.F. Chokes, 2/- Standard Screened H.F. Chokes,
2/-; Ace Micrrones (P.1#.) with transformers,
5/. each. This Microphone can be used with any

VAUXHALL.

OUR CATALOGUE SAVES POUNDS BUT COSTS
ONLY STAMPS, THE SQUARE DEALERS, RADIO -

Mason,

ADVERTISEMENTS
As far

as possible all advertisements
appearing in " Popular Wireless " are

subject to careful scrutiny before publication, but should any reader experience delay or difficulty in getting orders
fulfilled, or should the goods supplied not
be as advertised, information should be
sent to the Advertisement Manager,
" Popular Wireless," John Carpenter
House, John Carpenter Street, London,
E.C.4

Fiction
The ARGOSY offers a splendid
variety of really first-class fiction
each month. Every story sets a
standard of excellence, for the
policy of this magazine is to print
those stories which are indisput-

ably great and written by
acknowledged masters of the past
and present day.
Famous authors whose work appears
in the January (CHRIST:V.4.S)

Number, include:

Hans Fallada
W. W. Jacobs
G. K. Chesterton :: Cosmo Hamilton
etc., cfc.

7,9 os r
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Greally Enlarged CHRISTMAS Number.
1/6
Now on Sale
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*If you want a laugh and a jolly game

fun and excitementBOBS'

full of

Y'R UNCLE. When friends call or
the youngsterg have to stay indoorsBOBS Y'R UNCLE. It's the answer
to everybody's entertainment- problems,

without question the grandest card
game ever packed.

-

Everyone that's ever learnt a nursery
rhyme can follow the play, yet it is
as ingenious as it is simple, and whether
Made by

john

Waddington
Ltd.

you are highbrow or lowbrow doesn't
matter-BOBS Y'R UNCLE !
For the price of a cinema seat you can
never
haX-e the game of your
ending source of amusement and thrills.
BOBS Y'R UNCLE is the NEW world-

wide favourite, the star game of the
year.

Try it for yourself to -day.

a 4'

kfra ate-i
gitik4 Slifka

I

°11frif
On Sale

Everywhere
.

.

e sure Bobs y'r. Uncl
on- your Party List
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